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A good deal of controversy eodsts over the character of radical 

movements in Britain in the period 1830.48. One prominent school 

maintains that the relations between middle-class and working-class 

radicals were marked by class hostility and class oontlict. others 

are more impressed by the degree of co-operation between all radicals. 

This thesis proposes to ermine radical tents in Glasgar during 

this period with a view to seeing which of these two hypotheses better 

fits the facts of the local situation in Glasgow. 

In the nature of the subjecaty the sources were pr. dosinantiy 

local, especially newspapers -a *aura* in which Glasgow is particularly 

rich with a variety of papers (both Stamped and Uastssped) representing 

a variety of radical viewpoints. Such a saure. is not siziply valuable 

as a means of ascertaining opinion at the level of newspaper leaders, 

it is an indispensable source of basic factual intoruºtion revealing 

when and where meetings took place, how and w)Uº decisions were made, 

and who took part in the various agitations - the vital, basic infor a- 

tioa without which the thesis could not have been written, and inton a- 

tic which was sixV4 not available elsewhere. There are no surviving 

records of the radical organisations thmselves j the only records of 

this nature are those of the Conservative Operative Association. These 

have been thoroughly searched and have proved the acaursoy of newspaper 

reports of meetings. 

At the sane time a variety of published and mcipublishsd sources 

throwing light on the problems have been used. Amon g the published 

official records are the 1831 Census & port; Parka ta: y Papers, 

in particular factory reports, and a variety of Select Czaittee reports 

dealing with e. g. education, the sanitary condition of Glasgow, the 

condition of hand, -loca weavers, trade and manufactures " and oamb'notional 



and Hansard. The unpublished official sources consisted of the Lord 

, motets pars, snd the Hams Office correspondence relating to 

Scotland and the North of gland. The main unpublished records 

relating to unofficial organisation or private i ividuals were the 

records of the Anti-Corn Lau I*We (situated in Manchester); Condos 

University's Collection of Broadsides and Bolds th's Library*s holdings 

on the factory so"ment; the Moir Collection of Papers, the Chamber of 

Commerce Tracts, and the Mitchell library's Collection of Broadsides. 

Utilising these sources, Chapter I exnmtinee the social and ecanado 

background of the city. It alms to bring out those aspects of the oa - 

mmity which could reasonably be expected to affect the development of 

class consciousness and the state of class relations. Such aspects 

include the character of the local economy, the prospects of eoc 

mobility, local political traditions and local cultural values. 

Subsequent chapters examine the attitudes and relations of middle- 

class and working class radicals in Glasgar as revealed in the major 

issues arousing radical interest throughout the period 1830-0. Chapter 

IL considers these in connection with the struggle for parliamentary 

reform; Chapter III in relation to the elections for the first Reform 

Parliament. Chapter IV a maims the developing relations over a ember 

of national political issues occurring in the period 1833-7. In Chapter 

V the response of Glasgow radicals to the two great radical movements of 

the period - Chartism and the Anti-Corn Im movement - is considered. 

The former has received attention from historians but the latter has been 

almost totel3y neglected. Chapter VI ess fines another great movement 

dmtnsnt throughout the period - the factory mo ement. 

In each of these areas the investigation suggests that the class 

co-operation thesis some to be more applicable to Glasgow than the 

alms conflict one, though there are occasions and episodes which might 

q a1itj this. 



The concluding chapter attempts to cogent on, and explain this 

situation, comparing it with the situation in a number of English cities 

on which similar work has been done; and offers some tentative thoughts 

on the question of the making of the Glasgow working class. It suggests 

that co-operation was fostered by the structure of Glasgows society and 

econospr, by the general sharing of a common value system and by the ab- 

aence from the Glasgow scene of some of the more detested aspects of the 

actions of the Reformed Parliament - most especially the Snglish Poor 

Law Amendment Act of 1834. And, whatever may have been the situation 

elsewhere, it does not seem possible to sustain the idea that Glasgow 

possessed a unified working class by 1848 let alone 1832. 
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They She working c assei7 felt thiW know exactly whoºt 
class had tricked tim and why. The theory of the 
class struggle now x833/ for the first time appeared 
overtly in British history as a dominant belief. The 
practice of the class rar, for the next fifteen or 
twenty years, was to till dci stir history to the 
exclusion of most other things$ it was recognised by 
both those who deplored it and those who fought on one 
side or the other. The apposition between the middle 
class (the word "capitalist" was rarely used) and the 
working class was more universally taken to be the key 
to current history than it has ever been since or 
before, except perhaps in twentieth-century Russia. (1) 

In line with the above quotation, the history of Britain in the 

18303 and 1840s has been seen as a history of conflict between two 

opposing social groups$ the middle classes and the working classes. 

tIn the eighteen thirties and forties Britain was closer to a class 

war than at any other , mot in her histM, 1(2) One historian had 

no difficulty in dating conclusively the beginnings of the class 

struggle in Ihiglands tIn i& and the facts, indeed, are so clear 

and definite that one may e fix the precise year in which the 

conception of the class struggle as a ca®panent part of proletarian 

thought first made its appearance. It was in the year 1831, when 

the first Reform Sill we introduced in the Nome of Casson. " (3 ) 

Pram the tbetrsyall of 1832 which left the working classes beyond 

the pals of the constitution, followed by the disappointmuat at the 

legislation of the 1830s with its saateng lack of relevance to 

working-class lives "alass stru8gles" became ever more apparent till 

the apogee was raaahed in the two distinct agitations of the 1840s 

Chartism 'the first broad and politically organised proletarian- 

revolutionary moat of the masses', 
() 

and the Anti. Corn Law 

(1) G. D. A. Cole and It. Pbetgate, The Co Z12Ae (London Univ. 
Paperback, 1966), p. 261. 

(2) U. no Q. Henriques, An Early Factory Inspector i Jags Stuart 
of Dunearnt, 2jHmRep L (1971), P. 46. 

S3) Th. Rothstein, (London, 1929), P. 94. 
(&) Iaein quoted in e4. A. BrIMS (, 1970, 

Paper . d. ), A. 290. 
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'the prototype as it were of bourgeois-class mavesMtztst. 
(5) 

This whole kind of interpretation has found its most impressive 

champcLon in Be P. Thompson who clamed that the English working class 

had been Imade+ by 1832, by which time workers came to see themssltns 

as one class with common interests, common values and a common cultur'f 

all of which were in octtlict with the property-owning chasms. A 

'collective self-consciousness t had been achieved as a result of fo: smi- 

lating their ideas and orSuising to fight for these ideas. 
(6) 

such an interpretation has of course had its cimtllangersI it 

has been pointed out that the political and econaodc analyses of the 

middle and working classes were not sufficiently distinct to justify 

Thtzpsanls clear divisicnj that difforrnoes within the working class 

were not overridan by 18321 and that ashy working men were in favour 

of an alliance with the middle classes against the aristocracy. 
(7) 

Other important revisions have recently tske'i place, all of 

which stress in varying degrees that popular radicalism in the 18300 

and 18408 should not be seen exclttaively in terms of conflict. Prom - 

inent among these are articles by B. Harrison and P. Hollis, A. Tyrrell 

and T. R. Tholtsen. These suggest, firstly that it is erroneous to 

think of only one working elass conssdousness 
($) in the 1840o g there 

Were several variants, and while it is true some emphasised hostility 

to the middle classes, others advocating those typical Victorian 

(5) E. I11obsbawm, "C3. ss Consciousness in Historyt in ed. I. Missgros, 
LANAI Of o (L ndan, 1971), 
p. 14. 

(6) 
L. P. Thompson Thy 

+i,, of the ki ClAss (, 

1968), Penguin ed. (7) e. g. Be Harrisonts review Of 
Ste, A"", LZIM (1971 , PP- 574.87. 
R. Currie and R. H. Hartwell, The Mairing of the I glish Working 

C. 
C1ass? 

Polling 
., 2nd ser., XVIII (1965), pp. 633-43 

r 13 Doc. 1963 and others. Thompson 
deals with some of these rejoinders in the postscript to the 
Penguin ed. 

(8) These are not of course the colt' protagonists of such an ideas 
R. 3. Neale, 'Clans and Class-Consciousness in Early Nineteenth- 
Century Englsndt Three Classes or Five? t I., XII (1968-9), 
pp" 5-32 makes a sitdlar point. 
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virtues of self-help and self-respect facilitated alliances with the 

middle classes; secondly, middle-class and working-class action did 

not diverge completely in the 184Ost there were marry similarities 

in the ideologies of both these groups. 

Harrison and Hollis 
(9) 

in a study of Robert Lowery attempt to 

show that I... a working-class consciousness founded on the notion 

of self-dependence and self-respect was eminently compatible with mid- 

Victorian Liberalism. Only when working men sought to unify their 

class by expressing hostility to other classes did Liberals became 

emibarrassedt. 
(lo) 

Their thesis is not to be accepted without reser- 

vations. Their evidence is drawn overwhelmingly from a very limited 

period of three years: The present discussion of the relation be- 

tween Chartism and Liberalism between 1830 and 1860 mu, t centre on 

Laderyts activities tram 1839 to 18"1-(") Nor is it borne out at 

all points by the situation in Glasgow throughout these years. 
(12) 

Nevertheless the article is important in that it demonstrates the 

amount of contact and avenues for co-operation which e d. atsd in a 

period sanstiamss hold to be characterised by nothing but class con- 

flict and hostility. 

In the same way, by reference to Samuel Smiles and Loads poli- 

tics, Tyrrell 
(13) 

attempts to demonstrate that f... the theory that 

a choice had to be made between two mutually exclusive forms of class 

(9) B. Harrison and P. Hollis, Chartism, Liberalism and the Life of 
Robert Loweryt, B. H. $., LYYXII (1967), pp" 503-35- 

10 ,. p. 534. 
11 I&U,, p. 511. 
12 Most especially their claim, tBut whereas in the 1830s working- 

class consciousness sharpened itself on what was seen as the 
middle-class betrayal of 1832, during the 18409 working-class 
hatred became increasingly diverted towards an exploiting 
aristocracy. Hence the timid moves towards rannrochamont 
between middle and working classes in the early 1640. '. 

id. p. 531. This point will be dealt with fully below, 
see Chap. No 

(13) A. Tyrrell., 'Class Consciousness in Early Victorian Britaint 
s &=&l ; miles, Leads Politics, and the Self-Help Creed'. 
J. of Brit. Studs., 11 (1970), pp" 102-25. 
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consciousness provides an unsatisfactory frantwork for the study of 

popular movwmsnts in the 18140., the time when it might have bow 

e cted to have most validity. tf(14) and suggests that the idea 

of " class &Man** had not died even in the 1840.. 

Taking this a step further, T olfeen into the ideology 

behind such bshavio w 
(15) While not denying the force of social 

and economic factors in bringing about mid-Victorian stability, 

Tholtsen demonstrates the contribution made b7 the &lightenaent and 

ENangelicanism to the development of a stable culture snccapassing 

working-class rsdicalism and middle-class radiaalisaj and thus con- 

taining class conflict within sate limits. Both the working and 

middle classes shared a not of caaem values stoning from the 

Christian and humanist traditions of & ropesn civi'lsetions the pre- 

occupation with personal isprovenent and advancemeaty the exaltation 

of man's intellectual and moral development as the highest good. 

Because these were not exclusively fiddle-class! values imposed from 

above, the working classes could accept the value syst t. These 

values were reinforced by the various institutions, roles and rituals 

of everyday life. 

Thalfsoa's thesis is psrticulsrly interesting since it does not 

rule out conflict. Be is quits aware that comilict is often appar- 

eats " In the differing versions of the c Tuon values, with the 

middle , lasses wishing to retain their superic rittiy - their inferiors 

were to be educated to f rsspectability and docility - 'fi the 

working classes had no intention of surrendering to mid e-class 

heg y# but wished to preserve their values and class pride A 

comm valves . Tsten therefore# doss not mean that working men were 

5) T Tholtsen, 'Th. Intellectual origins of Mid. Victorian 
Stability', 1.0116 sci. t, ý. rt., I. IacVI (1971), pp. 57-91. 
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uncritical of the middle classes or unable to see that education 

could be used as a panacea and a distraction. What it does mean 

is that the working classes were also quite capable of attempting 

to use the middle classes for their own ends, but given all that, 

both were still committed to the fu damental values of the culture. 

The object of this thesis is to examine radical agitations in 

Glasgow in the period 1830"-48 to test these Ynrpotheses s to see 

exactly how the different radicals behaved in the various agitation= 

whether or not they co-operated with each other; what sorts of atti- 

tudes they displayed. It is not concerned to put forward a whole 

new theory of class= rather it seeks merely to see which of these 

two broad categories of explanation more adequately accommodates the 

datas one which posits that clear-cut definite lines can be drawn 

between the classes, and that the relationships are those of hostil- 

ity and conflict; or one which allows for more blurring or obscuring 

of the line between classes, and for more complex relations between 

classes, comprising co-operation as well as conflict. 

One of the first problems is of course that of a general detin-"" 

ition of the terms 'middle' and 'working classes'. The difficulty 

in making such a distinction is obvious, and indeed was realised at 

the times 'With regard to same of the occupations, as it is impos- 

sible to separate the master from the operative, either from the 

manner in which they are recorded in the registers of marriages, or 

in the goverment enumeration returns, there is a difficulty of 

ascertaining who are in more or less comfortable positions. t(lb) 

The gradations of wealth, the differences in life styles and life 

chances occurring among the working alleges were well knownt 

the labouring population has . .. been spoken of as it 
it formed only one class, but it is really divided into 
several, among which the rates of r uneration are far 

(16) A. Watt, y ta, a1 Star tistice for 1813 an (Glas., 1846), P. 69 
(hereinafter cited as Vit. 3tats. i843 k. ) 
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from being uniform ... so that, in order to represent 
with perfect fidelity the state of the labouring popu- 
lation, it Mould be necessary to describe each class 
separately. 17) 

Nevertheless, while recognising these difficulties, it is pos- 

Bible to make an attempt at defining categories on a basis of occupa- 

tions, where such information is available. An examination of a 

sample of 158 people playing an active part in radical activities in 

Glasgow in the period 1830-48 ('active' being defined as those whose 

names come up at least three times in reference to radical activities: 

as attenders at meetings; as office-holders or members of a radical 

organisation e. g. the Reform Association, the Political Union, the 

Universal Suffrage Association, the Short Time Comittee, or of a 

committee for a radical demonstration] as stewards at radical dinners) 

revealed the following occupations, and whether or not the people con- 

corned were enfranchised by the Ke2'om ffill. (18) (see Table I) 

Some of these occupations are difficult to place in any class 

grouping e. g. distiller, brewer, builder. The others might reason- 

ably be grouped into four classess an upper-middle, a middle, an 

artisan and a working class. Thus the upper-middle class would con- 

sist of merchants, manufacturers, advocates, writers, residenters, 

doctors, shipbuilders and university professors; the middle class 

would consist of tradesmen, shopkeepers and clerical workerst book- 

sellers, newspapermen (usually editors), collectors, jewellers, 

reporters, clerks, tobacconists, stationers, tea-dealers, ironmongers 

and spirit dealers; the artisan class would consist of umbrella 

(17) W. T. Thornton, economist, quoted in Briggs, Q*jJist Studies. 
P. 4. 

(18) This is not of course a definitive guide since the 1832 poll 
book is the only one which appears to be extant, and this 
only covers those who voted, and not those who, though 
entitled to vote, did not. Considering however, we are 
dealing with those who are politically conscious, it seems 
unlikely that they would not use the vote if they had it. 
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Occupation Number Franchised Unenfranchised 

Merchant 42 40 2 
Manufacturer 13 12 1 
Cotton Spinner 11 G 11 
Writer 6 6 0 
Cotton Yarn Dresser 4 0 4 
Doctor 4 3 1 
Newspapernan 4 3 1 
Irorinonger 2 2 0 
Irocoaoulder 2 G 2 
Jeweller 2 2 0 
Poorer-Loan Tenter 2 U 2 
Tea Dealer 2 2 0 
Tobacconist 2 2 0 
University Professor 2 2 0 
Advocate 1 0 1 
Bookseller 1 1 0 
Bootnaker 1 1 0 
Brewer 1 1 0 
Builder 1 1 0 
Cabinet Maker 1 1 0 
Calico Printer 1 0 1 
Clerk 1 1 0 
Collector 1 1 0 
Coppersmith 1 1 0 
Distiller 1 1 0 
Drysalter 1 1 0 
]gineer 1 0 1 
Engraver 1 1 0 
Hatter 1 0 1 
Mason 1 0 1 
Painter 1 0 1 
Reporter 1 0 1 
Residenter 1 1 0 
Shipbuilder 1 0 1 
spirit Dealer 1 0 1 
stationer 1 1 0 
i rella Maker 1 1 0 
Weaver 1 0 1 
Wright 1 1 0 
Unknown 35 5 30 

Total: 158 94 64 

W&cers, hatters, bootaaksrs, engravers, Paint*" , coppersmiths , dry- 

salters, cabinstaahers, anginsers, wMgbts and weaversf the working 

clans would co«sl$t of iron mouldsre, cotton spinner., cotton yarn 

dressers, power-lo m tentersi calico printem and  asons. 
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For the purposes of this study hoover, it is proposed to 

confine the terms used to two - middle classes and working cl, asses. 

#middle classes' is taken as embracing categories one and two in 

the above analysis i. e. capitalists, professionals, those in business 

for themselves; typical occupations would be manufacturer, advocate, 

bookseller, flasher, grocer, spirit dealer. Working classes' is 

taken as embracing categories three and four in the preceding analysis 

i. e. skilled artisans, factory operatives and less skilled labourers; 

typical occupations would be hatter, tailor, cotton spinners, weaver, 

season, mechanic. 

This procedure seer reasonable because, for one thing, it is 

not &Ivys possible to ascertain the occupations of those taking part 

in meetings or da onstrations as precisely as could be done with the 

158 people listed above. Thus the essential prerequisite for decid- 

ing whether an individual belongs to the Partisan', or the lower, 

hrorking' class, is too often unsren able f though there say be evi- 

dence enough to justify a wider 'working-alasst label. 

Again, while historians envisage the artisans as a special sec- 

tion of the working class.., they could hardly be categorised as 

anything but working-class however qualified by epithets like tslits 

or tbsttar-off !. Indeed it is this section together with the large 

intermediate group of working a iýdiatýy below them, who consti- 

tute the hworkinj classes' in most historians' g eralisatians, 
(19) 

if only because it is so difficult to talk with any confidence about 

the aspirations of the mors dssoralissd masses of labour still lower 

(19) e. g. S. P. Thoopson takes most of his evidence ! roan the artisans 
and salt-employed, yet he maintains 'The artisans are a special 
Oase - the intellectual j1it of the class', OD. cit. p. 787" 
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down the social scale. And it is preciselay the same kind of people 

with similar occupations who were active in similar agitations in 

other parts of the country: Leeds Chartism looked to factory opera- 

tives, shopkeepers, small tradesmen and artisans; Norwich's Chartist 

ccitdttee contained weavers, a bookseller, a chemist= in Colchester, 

Ipswich and Birmingham artisans were prominent= in Sunderland, a 

bookseller was prominent; in Manchester, radicals tended to be 

operatives and artisans= in Leicester they tended to be self-educated 

working men and small tradesmen. 

There is a further justification for adopting these two terms 

rather than a more sophisticated four or five class 'model't con- 

temporary usage itself displayed a certain vagueness and looseness 

of texiinology. Thus one survey talks of 'the working classest in 

a context which clearly indicates artisans are being included, 
(20) 

Others distinguished, I... the wealthier and middling and the 

labouring classes of society .. . t, 
(21) t... the middle and 

industrious classes of the community .. . 11(22) 9... the higher, 

the middle and the lower classes .f 
(23) 1... the working and 

the higher classes .. . 11(24) r... the industrious and working 

(20) e. g. o -" 
SCO& , P. P., 1842, (H-L) XXVIII, hereinafter cited as 
3anit. Condi . Scot., P. P., 1842, (H-L) XXVIII) p. 162 
I... at least four-fifths of the population of the city 
of Glasgow and suburbs consist of the working classes and 
their families'* 
of. also 'The Grand Meeting of Operatives' 12 Jan. 1837" 
This contained iroxmoulders, masons, bakers, bookbinders, 
cotton yarn dressers, cotton spinners, bricklayers, cork- 
cutters, labourers and quarrymen, curriers, tailors, hand- 
loam-weaver., shoemakers, eabitºetaýalcere, boilenmkers, 
calico-printers, cloth lappere, painters, cambmakers, plumbers,, 
engineers, power-loom tenters, ship carpenters, brassfounders, 
nailors, blacksaiths, iron dressers, dyers, joiners, coopers, 
sawyers; and it was maintained 1... this meeting was a 
fair representation of THE PEOPLE of Glasgow ... 
16 Jan. 1837- 

1831 at the Trades Political Dinner, Ag2U (21) T. Davidson, 
33 . 

Jan* 
n31 

22 3c To , 14 June 1831. 
(23) Committee of the Trades, Herald rtothe ZCjeAAyo_te (hereinafter 

cited as ILTyA. ), 29 Jan. 1831- 
(24) D. )(cAulay, 3 Jan. 1831, at the Trades Political Dinner, Ste. 

8 Jan. 1831. 
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classes .. 91; 
(25) that is, sometimes a two class model, at other 

times a three class one. 

This study hopes then, to examine the attitudes of, and the 

relations between reforming elements in each of these two broad 

classes, as revealed in a number of popular movements of the period 

1830-48. The main agitations selected for examination are: the 

struggle for parliamentary reform; the first Reformed Election; 

politics 1833-7; Chartism and the Anti-Corn Law movement; and the 

factory movement. 

The enquiry in avowedly selective: there in no investigation 

of public health. campaigns or of municipal politics. Trades unions 

do not receive a section to themselvess they are considered where and 

when they arise in the general chronology of the period. Trades unions 

have been treated in this way firstly because they are specifically 

working-class organisations, and not organisations where one would 

expect to find middle-class co-operation. Hence the investigation 

takes note of (a) middle-class attitudes to unions, and (b) union 

activity only insofar as it seemed to hinder or limit the chances of 

class co-operation. Secondly since incidents like Tolpaddle and the 

Cotton Spinners Strike are held by same historians to have hampered 

political co-operation if not to have led to a breach between the 

classes, it seemed better to consider these episodes as and when they 

occurred. Unionism after all did not exist in a vacuums as W. H. 

Fraser has concluded, 'Many working-class leaders did expend a great 

deal of energy on the campaign for the extension of the franchise. 

In Glasgow political activities delayed the development of general 

unions'"(26) It was felt therefore that the investigation could 

most usefully be directed to those issues where the political aspects 

were most prominent. 

(25) R. Wallace of Kelly M. P., (and many others) dcot4 Timea, 
5 Feb. 1831. 

(26) (26) W. H. Fraser, 'Trade Unionism' in ed. J. T. Ward, Popes 
Movements CA 1830-1850 (London, 1970), p. 108. 
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There seemed to be some advantage too, in concentrating atten- 

tion on the single city and constituency of Glasgow, since this con- 

stituted one social and economic unit. Thus existing specific data 

could be used in a way in which it could not, if for example Paisley, 

which differed in its social and economic structure had been included. 

The need for such studies has been recogniseds 'Many of the most im- 

portant political changes of the nineteenth century have been studied 

exclusively from the standpoint of London .... The result has 

been not so much a failure to render credit where credit is due as a 

failure to understand the mainsprings of national political action. '; 

and in the case of a number of English towns and Cities has been met. 

This study of a Scottish city is not meant as a work of piety or anti- 

quarianism. It is meant to provide a further picture of a local res- 

ponse to national issues; and wherever possible, reference to, and 

comparison with, English cities has been made. 

The main source for this investigLtion has been newspapers, both 

Stamped and Unstamped. In the case of the Unstamped of which thirty- 

one are extant, these have been valuable not only for working-class 

political views, but also as illustration of the degree of education 

of the working classes, their aspirations, their degree of assimila- 

tion to the prevailing value system of the cocrmunity, their attitudes 

towards those above them in the social scale and their image of them- 

selves. The Stamped newspapers have all been consulted, and while 

aware of the deficiencies of such a source - its ephemeral nature, 

the fact that it may be merely reflecting the view of a tiny minority - 

nevertheless its information, where it is a case of reporting what was 

said at meetings seems reasonably accurate. Here the newspapers them- 

selves provide a countercheck, for example, accounts in a (liberal 

reforming' paper can easily be checked against those in a 'conservative 

anti-reforming' paper. It has indeed seemed worthwhile quoting 

(27) A. &'iggs, The Background of the Parliamentary Reform Movement in 
Three English Cities (1830-2)1, Camb. Hist. Journal, 1 (1950-2), 
p. 293" 
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extensively from such sources since the rhetoric used, quite apart from 

the substance, is oaten illuminating as to the attitudes and aspirations 

of Glasgow radicals. 

Where possible information gleaned fron newspapers has been bas- 

tioned by that from 'official' sources. Thus extensive use has been 

made of the relevant parliamentary papers and Hansard of the time. 

Other valuable sources were the Census Report of 1831, and the poll 

book of the 1832 election. Regrettably only one poll book has come 

to light, but it has provided valuable insight about the make-up of 

the c.,... -, uency created by the 1832 Reform Act. Extensive use has 

been made of it not only in respect of the actual election and its 

result, but also as a means cf ascertaining whether or not those 

taking part in the various agitations of the period were enfranchised 

by the Reform Act. The Home Office Papers relating to Scotland and 

the North of England, the Lord Advocate's Papers, and the records of 

the Anti-Corn Law League have all been thoroughly searched. 
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QJAAM A NIN T2 Th Cý _I 

I 

Of all the wens of corruption and misery it has ever 
been my lot to visit, surely Glasgow is the worst. I 
have seen London, Manchester, Birmingham, heeds, and 
other great hives of human crime and human agony; but 
for undisguised profligacy, offensive brutality, squa- 
lid wretchedness, and unbearable filth, Glasgow, to my 
mind, excels them all ... I know no adequate remedy 
for the horrors of Glasgow but of blocking it up at one 
extremity and setting fire to it at the other . .. 

(1) 

Such was one visitor's reaction to Glasgow in 1843. It was a 

far cry from the reaction of another visiting it at the turn of the 

eighteenth century: '... In a word, 'tis one of the cleanliest, 

most beautiful and beat built cities in Great Britain. '(2) In the 

intervening period, from being the second city in Scotland, Glasgow 

had become the second city in the empire. Her growth in every 

aspect had been spectacular. In 1708 her population had been 

12,766, by 1831 it had increased to 202s426 equal to 8.6 per cent 

of the population of Scotland, and in 1841 it stood at 282,134. 
(3) 

The population of 1831 consisted of 41,965 families or house- 

holds. Of these, female householders accounted for 8,706 or c. 21 

per cent of the total, a proportion which remained steady throughout 

the decade. The largest proportion of these families, 64 per cent, 

was chiefly employed in trade, manufactures and handicrafts; only 

0.7 per cent were engaged in agriculture. The main categories of 

employment were as follows: (4) 

(1) 0. J. Harney, Northern SStaarr. 2 Sept. 1843, though W. Cooke Taylor 
considered the manufacturing districts of Lancashire to be even 
worse, Note. on a Tour in the Manufacturing Districts of 

&BSM Al WflQOn, A"42), po We 
(2) D. Defoe, od. 

G. D. H. Cole London, 1927) II, p. 748 ffe quoted in T. C. 
Smout, aPeoule 1560-1830 (London, 
1972 paper ed"), P" 356. 

3 For a break down of population by age and sex sae Appendix I. 
4 1831, pp. 1000-3. 
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Employed in 2Manutaoture or in Making Kamfaoturing Machinery 
Toyed in Retail Trade or Handicraft as Masters or Workmen 

ýitsii$tG, Hankers, Professionals .... .... .. Servants (F_ý 
+e) .".. ". "" .. "" ". 

Servants Ma]. e) .... ... .. ". 0* .... .. 

General Labourers 
.... ". .. """" 04 "" 

Agricultural Labourers 
.... .... .... 

Handloom weavers 
"" ". "" .. "" 00 00 ." 

X9,313 
16,832 
2,723 
8,006 

946 
574 
101 

32,013 

Some idea, of the diversity of trades engaged in, can be gleaned 

from Appendix no Wortiq of cc t is firstly the relatively small 

number of capitalists and professional asns 2.7 per cent of the occu- 

pied population (the occupations of only 103,000 people were given); 

servants accounted for 8.7 per cent of the occupied population and 4.5 

per cent of the total population, Bsromy parish possessing the largest 

proportion. Glasgow therefore was pre-admently a working-class citys 

the working classes accounting for at least 80 per cent of the popula- 

tion. 
(5) 

Secondly, the predominance of cottons 29,287 people equ&ll. ing 

29 per cent of the occupied population were connected directly or in- 

directly with cotton. 
(6 

The riss of cotton had indeed been spectacular. In 1819 the 

number of cotton sills either situated in Glasgow or belonging to 

Glasgow firms had been 52. In 1839 Glasgow and the surrounding area 

contained 98 cotton mills employing over 17,000 workers, or an average 

per mill of 175, in a proportion of 5 mss to 12 wcman. 
(7) In law 

Glasgow had 1018 factories mainly cotton employing 16,232 workers. 
(8) 

This was an illustration of the increasing wealth of the citYt it 

(5) 3 t. ýMkdit. 3cotº., P. P., 1842, (R-L) XXVIII, p. 162. 
(6) Calculated on a basis of information in J. Cleland, a tion2Y 

Instants of the. Cv of MUM (Glas., 1832). 
(7) L. J. Saunders, 3cottish D=cracv 1615-1s0 (7 don" 1950), p" 102. 

For a typical age distribution of workers see Appendix ITS. 
(6) Fact IZ J_ vectorstR. arts. P. P., 4th Rep. 1640, (334) Is 

Rep, by D. Walker 13 May 1840, p" 3, Q. 4925. (hereinafter cited 
as Fact. Ina, ne - AM*, * P. P., ) Aore were constantly being 
erected e. g. Facts I.,, n" A -., P. P. & (524) (583) XX VIII, by 
Jaus Stuart 30 Sept. 18444- p. 101 2 new flax factories, 1 new 
silk factory, 5 new cotton factories. 
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was estimated that the capital required for establishing a cotton mill 

was between £40,000 and £80,000. (9) 

Cotton of course was not the sole employer of labours the Govan 

colliery in 1834 esployed 696 workers and the Calder Iron Works 5ß5g10) 

In 1846 print works in the Glasgow area employed between 4,000 and 

5,000 children alone. 
(") 

MonteithIs Dyeing Works and Tennant. ' 

Chemical Works were also important in Glasgow's econamy. 
(12) In 

proportion to its growth in population thin, Glasgow had correspondingly 

grown in wealth, Commerce, trade and manufactures. 

The increased wealth of the city can be seen by examining the 

revenue of the River Clyde Trugt, the value of exports and imports, 

and custcme duties during this period. The r vwme of the River 

Glyds Trust incrsassd from 98,367-11-7 (&8,367.58) in 1825 to 

£59,017-2-9 (£59,017.14) in 1847. Exports from the Port of Glasgow 

roe. from M-19-1007-99) to 0961-7-8 (9961-38i) t and imports from 

£194.6-3 (fl94.31) to £6,859-1-6 (£6,859.074) in the am* period. The 

value of custaos duties collected at Glasgow in 1840 was 9472,563 and in 

1847 it was 9659t834. 
(13) 

J. C. Syaons commented on the way in which 

this exhibited 'the rise of the caoterce of Glasgow, . one but seldom 

equalled in the annals of mercantile prosperityle(L') 

The professions and institutions characteristic of a mercantile 

comsnuiity displayed the same spectacular growth rate. In the period 

18333-48, the number of accountants, engineers and surveyors at least 

doubled; ship and insurance brokers more than trebled; fire and 

insurance offices more than doubled= acmeission merchants increased 

Omm 
(9) A. Alison, 3_C` ations gf Workman, P. P., 1837-8, (488) VIII, 

Q. 1946,7. 

(10) 
(u) 

12 
13 
14 

. 
glam 1831, P" 1001. 
See Appendix IV. 
J. C. 3ymans, At- a and (Rdin., 

pp. 113, 

Jas. Stuart 1 Nov. 

1839), Appeº , DP. 267-8. 
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more than five fold and there were four times as many shipbuilders. 

There was also an increase in the number of architects, manufacturers, 

merchants and banking houses, and while there had been no stockbrokers 

at all in 1833, by 1848 there were 80. 
(15) 

To cater to the tastes of those now enjoying increased prosper- ' 

ity, a host of subsidiary 'industries' also flourished. In the period 

1833-40 the number of booksellers increased by about one-third; coffee 

houses increased six times; goldsmiths and jewellers almost quadrupled; 

jewellers more than doubled; libraries quadrupled; looking-glass manu- 

facturers almost doubled; milliners and dressmakers more than doubled 

as did music and musical instrument dealers; musical instrument makers 

almost trebled; piano makers, portrait, urinature and landscape painters, 

reading rooms, silversmiths, to name but a few, all showed a similar 

increaae. (16) 

One hallmark of Glasgow's ecotica - therefore was its diversity. 

Another was its versatility. To most the demands of a wide ranging and 

varied market, Glasgow businessmen had developed flexible business methods. 

Economic crisis had been met by shifting markets and redirecting capital 

(for example, the American War bringing to an end the tobacco trade, was 

replaced by the cotton boom). To facilitate this, specific institutions 

had been set up, such as the new &change and the ChAmbsr of Coerce. 

Glasgow was the first city in the world to establish a Chamber of 

commerce in 1783. (17) 

Despite fluctuations then, Glasgow in the period 1830-'4a saw an 

overall growth in wealth for most of its inhabitants. BY 1843-4 there 

W) gee Appendix V. 
16) JJU- See also ýys1831, p. 1001. 
17) For a discussion of the Chamber of Comerce, see H. Hamilton, 

The Founding of the Qlugow Chamber of Caairssrce 1783', 
Scot. J. of Pol. Faon., I (1954), pp" 33--48. 
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wore 11,914 houses within the city let at an annual rent of £5 and 

u lards rep senting a total rent of £150,410 or an aYeraga rent of 

a2-12-54 (212"6$)" In Baroma parish thsre waro 100,310 house ist 

at a rent of LS MA upwards, making a total rent of £2X, 200 or an 

average rent of £2.. 2--8 (£22.131). (18) 
A pa cpc3al for building 

twenty new parochial churches in the city and suburbs received 

dzzation5 totalling £Z). 900. Of the.., 70 were of AO; 2 vors of 

£5001 1 of I 54 of EM and 4 of E50. (19) 

Nor vas this increase in wealth confined to the upper reacher 

of society. Thirt. mi thousand and forty md rs of the working 

classes had opened accounts in the National Saving Back in the 

period 1836-9. 
(2D) 

True mares of these accounts constituted rala- 

tiraly small s* * in 1839,21 per cent of deposit t.: sections 

were for suns of S/- (25p) and under= 34 per cent was for atsn of 

10/- (50p) and under= 54 per cent vere for sum of ß and under; 

84 per cent were for suns of £5 and under. 
(2) Nevertheless these 

saving are sip' (sent in illustrating the increased wealth and the 

general predilection towards thrift of the working classes. The 

mUber of 4 . stic servants, adios, artifiasrr, cler s,, ehoPia psrs 

and drssaaakers as a psraentage of the depositors increased throughout 

the period. 
(22) 

Mw numbs of agricultural servants, labourers, and 

factory operativ.. dialnishsd. While this as dus in certain cases to a 

diminution in earnings, such as occurred amatig handy-loos 4savsrs, 
(23 ) 

(18) Vit. 3t&ts. 1&. 3.4, p. 65. See also J. Cleland, The rmer and 
Present State or -' eo,,; r (alas., 180 id ed. ), P. 34- 

(19) (list of Donations for Building Twenty New Parochial Churches 
*tools P4WAIds .,, Mini to Mazzwo 3, pp. 14-15- 

(2D) Cleland, The and Present Stat", p. 88. ges appendix R. 
Pool used the records of the Glasgow National Savings Hank, 
22 Feb. 1839 to illustrate his preniss that the Corn laws 
were not detrimental to the country. IMMMM& 3rd sere, 
Vol.: LVI, 15 Mar. ]. 839, col. 760. 

21 Cleland, The Former and PPr&a tititg . p. Site 
22 ý"ºmeD . "y"i oM on ApDe aý- to the 2nd Rsoort of 

(23) So; e" 
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is 

in others it sorely scant money was being deployed for other purposes 

such as untie and trades unionism. 
( ) Despite this, according 

to the National Savings Bank Report of 2 January 1841 approximately 

50 per cent of individual deposits belonged to mmbsrs of the working 

classes. 
(25) 

auch a state of affairs uaa largely dw to favourable rage condi- 

tions. It was generally accepted that wages were higher in Glasgow 

than in the rest of Scotland. 
(26) 

And throughout the 1830s vo kly 

wga rates appear to have been relatively steady as Table III showss(27) 

IAN 
aliffam 

&sssfounder 
Carding Master 
Cabinet Maker 
Co]1i. sr 
Mason 

19/- 95p) 
16/10 84p ) 
18/- 90p) 
20/? Xl. 03) 
18/- (90p) 

17/6 (87iP) 
CL 

3) 22/7 1 
) 1 (95P 

Wages were partiaulaxly high in the cotton industry (and cotton amp1a7ed 

almost " third of th* labour torc. )s around ®z. -. eighth earned 35/- (&1.75) 

a mac, the highest amount, the rest averaging between 12/- (60p) and 

25/- (&1.25) a week. 
(28) ('this ras attributed to the benefits of car 

binations. ) (9) 
Prices were also relativ*4 steaQlr over the period, 

having fallen sinai 19191 a lour pound loaf cost llid. (5pß in 1819, 

884" (33p) in 1831 and *. (4p) in 184o. (30) In g. n. ral prices wer. 

hold to be lower in 3cot3. and than in Naglands beef and bacon were both 

ld. (hp) a pound cheaper, and brad likewise, though wages were as good. 
(31) 

24 
25 
26 

J273 28 29 

31 
ý 

P. P. r 1837-4, (488) VIII. 
tj. p((ýVL, 71'L J. 

j ý. Q. 661 fie., 1 Jan. 1831. 
3.. Apps aiz TIII. 
D. J. $o'eº tThs Chartist Convention and the R. gl. onstº .ý" 

and ssr., XXII (1969)s p. 67j ýC. Cc binations of Worlýsn. 
P. P., 1637-8, (488) : III, Q. 75-6. 

, P. P", 1843, (432) ZV, iöl, No. 181. 
. P., 1842, (H-L) XiVIII, p. 166. 
gip, P. P., 1837-g, (488) VIII, 4.45, 
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Despite however, the number earning good wages, and the thousands 

with savings in the bank, there can be no doubt that for mwW life was 

merely a struggle to exist. Parlieaeatary inquiries repeatedly painted 

a picture of the direful effects of the lack of a systems of poor 1aºis. (32) 

The amount of indigence was much greater than the rest of the oommr ity 

were awares 'It would be a melancholy and painful subject of statistical 

inquiry to endeavour to ascertain how many individuals in this great city, 

with all its masses of wealth# get up in the morning without knowing where 

they are to find a meal, and how now actually cannot obtain food without 

having recourse to begging or tteft. t(33) The causes of this indigence 

were diagnosed as unemployment, sudden trade depressions, high prices and 

liability to disease. 
(34) 

It was not explained away in terms of the 

poor's lack of ability to 'get on' in t:; e world, or provide for themselves, 

as it was by the middle classes in, for example Oldham. Official 

opinion was well aware of the very small margin that separated the family 

from complete destitution when the chief bread winner was out of work. 
(35) 

Some idea of the awareness of the problem can be gleaned from the 

increase in the aid to the casual poor. This more than trebled between 

1829 and 1837; (36) between 1840 and 1847 the smomt levied for the sup- 

port of tha poor in the parish of G asgow (that is, equal to approximately 

hall the population) increased more than five times - from £9454 to 

E5O, 000(37) - though the population had only increased by approximately 

(32) e. g. 9=9 BD1Y. WW 28-v P. P., 1843, (432) IF, I 22,90. 
(33) Dr. Cumin of Glasgow Dispensary, Fa, ct, _, _I Rect. Ren., P. P., 1639, 

(159) (201) XIX, in J. Stuarts Report Jan. 1839, p. 71; *so 
also Ghi, ; d; 

_, hka. Casus., P. P., 1843, (432) XV, 145,170. 
434) 3041- Condit. Scot., P. P., 1842, (H-. L) XXVIII, p. 181. 
(35) fit-... DSG., P. P., 1839, (159) (201) zu, by J. Stuart 

Jan. 1839, p. 71. 
(36) W. P. Alison, Observations on th Man&Ramsnt ofths_Poor in 

t uvuuwaa icýyv /1F. j). 
(37) S. C. C srcial Diatrass Part TtI, P. P. j, 1847.89 (565) VIII, 

P" 
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25 per cent. At the some time as this official aid was increasing, 

so too was the voluntary aid provided by the Relief Cc iittes, 
(38 

and the people aided by the one differed from those aided by the 

othcr. 
(39) 

Poverty however, vacs not the only problm facing Glaswegian. t 

diaeaee was another, 
(40) 

Typhus Was rampant, indeed it was said 

never to leave Glaegow. 
(41) 

In cities with a comparable population, 

and mº immigrants, such as Manchester, the situation was not nearly 

so bad. The number of fevers treated annually in Manchester Fever 

Hospital for the seven years ending in 1836 was 497 which represented 

less than a quarter of Glasgow's figure* 
(42) 

In fact mortality was 

particularly high in Glasgow, where it averaged 1 in 31 (the mortality 

rate of Middlesex including London, was 1 in 41, and in England gener- 

ally it was 1 in 51). 
(43) 

Labors a weavers were particularly 

prone to iiinesa, 
(44) 

and infant mortality was very high, 
(45) 

For 

the adult the particular health risk was fever - there were 62,051 

cases of this between 1836 and 18401 for the child it was scarlet 

fever, small pox and measles - there being 53,436 cases of these 

between 1836 and 1840. (46) 

Distress and disease then were hazards facing a sizeable propor- 

tion of Glasgow's population. It is no surprise to find head-loam 

weavers were sufferer.. The decline of the hand-loom weaving industry 

affected the country uniformly. In 1826 there had been 12,000 loose 

in Glasgow, by 1838 there were only 9,350. 
(47) 

In 1830 there were 

(38) A voluntary organisation designed to give extra help in time 
of exceptional distress. 

(39) A. watt, 

ýý3 
42 
43 

1 44 
45 
46 
47 

(Glas 0, 
For burials at public expense see Appendix IX. 
Assist. Caaedisa. RNi? t Han&Luam Weavers, P. P., 1839, (159) I. II, 

p. S2. 
W. P. Alison, OD.. ci t. pp, 25-7. 
Symons, ODD. p. 122e 
See Appendix X. 
See Appendix I2. endix 

ot., P. P., 1842, (H-L) will, p. 171. 
moist. gommdlgg I5Mj&& m WsAM v P" P. j, 1839 i (159) ILII, 

p. 2. See also Appendix XII. 
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reputed to be 12,000 weavers in distress. 
(48) 

All sections of the 

community were aware of the weavers' wretched state. 
(49) 

While it 

was reckoned that a weaver needed between 10/- (50p) and 12/- (60p) 

a week to keep himself, his wife and three children, 
(5U) 

the average 

gross wage was around 6/- (30p) a week (though even here wages were 

higher in Glasgow than elsewhere). 
(51) 

Many were of course starving. 

Ebr 1834 a hand-loom weaver's wages were only a third of what they had 

been in 1815. 
(52) 

Four specimens of earnings in 1839 showed four 

families with incomes of 3/10 (19p), 2/35/7d. (lljp), 1/111 (10p) and 

1/02/7d. (5p) per person per week. Three shillings and ten pence 

(19p) and 1/02/7d. (5p) represented extremes: in the latter the wife 

was dying of starvation, but 2/35,7d. (lljp) and 1/11' (10p) were 

reckoned to represent the wages and distribution of labour in most 

3cottish weaver3l lamiliea. 
(53) 

Distress however was by no means the monopoly of the hand-loon 

weavers, other workers figuring prominently among the distressed were 

yarn winders, sewers and lodging-house keepers. 
(54) 

women were also 

notoriously badly paid averaging from 1/- (5p) to 4/6 (221p) per week 

for a fourteen to fifteen hour day at such occupations as winding and 

clipping tambouring. 
(55) 

There was of course a sizeable nunber who 

were totally unemployed. Poverty was not a threat limited to one 

period in a skants life, it was a continuing spectre* 
(56) 

Conditions for the poor were particularly bad, even if they 

were not quite as bad as J. C. Symons suggested: "penury and misery 

(48) H. T. A", 25 Sept. 1830. 
J49) e. g. hr Wie, 4 Oct. 1830. 
50) -wv, P. P., 1834, (556) x, 

Q. 1668. 
51 jam. Q. 676. For wages see Appendix XIII 
52 . Q. 1930. 
53 see Appendix XIV. 

(54) Uni Condit, Scot., P. P., 1842, (H-L) XXVIII, p. 180. see 
Appendix IX. 

(55) 
," pp. 198-9. 

(56 See Appendix IV. 
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(as well as disease) culminate in Glasgow to a pitch unparalleled in 

Great Hritain'. (57) Nevertheless life for these people was squalid 

enoughs 

Among the many distressing cases in Dempster Street I 
found Hrs. _.. _ and two other females occupying a amall 
confined house, and the scene almost baffles description. 
They were all actually in a state of nudity, not having 
clothes sufficient to cover their nakedness. Before I 
could speak to them they were obliged to wrap themselves 
in something like old torn bed coverlets. The house was 
completely destitute of beds or other furniture - posi- 
tively nothing. The inmates were starving, having no 
food whatever in the house, and it appears they had shut 
themselves up for the purpose of gyring= their modesty 
having prevented them from making their circumstances 
known. After the most minute inquizy I co d make, 
I found their characters irreproachable. týf 

Usually these hovels contained little or no furniture, the sole article 

of comfort being a good tire. 
(59) 

Often animal shared the 'homers 

to goat is kept in the corner, and the house has more the appearance of 

a pen than of a dwelling of ment. 
(60) And always there was the smells 

tThe e®elI in the entries to these dwellings is sickening, and a few 

years must destroy the constitution of the strongest in such glacest. 
(61) 

Consequently their pi ysica1 condition was abominable. 
(62) Moreover 

this was the plight of the frespectablet poor* 
(63) 

Beneath the respectable poor a whole substratum of society 

lurked. These people were unable to pay the average rent that the 

working classes paid 
(64) 

and lived in garrets or collars: 'In these 

(57) 
, ttt 3cot., P. P., 1842, (H-L) XXVIII, p. 176. 

(58) IU. p. 176 citing a letter froh a visitor of the 13ociety for 
Benevolent Visitation of the Destitute Sickt. 

(59) Symons, QD. cit. pp. 11+-19. 
(60) J. Smith, The Grievances of the Working Cl assts ... (Glas* # 1846)o 

p. 20. 
61 d. 
62 . aMIRs. Commies., P. P. 1843, (432) XV, 143-44,169. 
63 The respectability and industriousness of such people was constantly 

emphasised. Smith, OD. cit. p. 18. 
(64) e. g. single room in north, west or south cost £3-10-0 £3.50) - 

Z4-4-0 £ßi. 20) p. a. 
2 room (or kitchen and bedroom) cost £6-10-0 £6.50 - 

£7-10-0 £7.50 p. a. 
3 rooms cost £6-10-C f8.50 - 

£12-12-0 £112.60 p. a. 
31&t_Con_dit,,, . Scot., P. P., 1842, (H-L) ZXVIII, p. 165. 
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horrid deua the sost abandoned characters of the city are collected, 

from whence they nightly issue to dissesinate diseases, and to pour 

upon the torn every species of crisis and abamination'. 
(65) 

No doubt 

among the occupants of the mynds there were those with enough honey 

and education to do better#(66) nevertheless for a large number there 

waa nothing but grinding poverty and a life style offering nothing 

at all. 

To met the problems of indigence certain provisions were made 

for charity. The fourteen Incorporations all made provision. Twelve 

out of the fourteen paid at least taco a year, several paid much more. 

The Tailors had paid on average £574 p. ao for the years 1830-5. The 

Weavers in 1833 paid more than £413, the Wrights £306, and the 

men and Malteen over £300. Altogether in 1833 the Trades House 

and the fourteen Incorporations supplied £5000 for charitable purposes. 
(67) 

Medical charity was also provided, both forssa17 in the shape of 

hospitals and other institutions and intoraally through the vi»ing 

of doctors to treat patients regardless of their ability to pyrt 
(68) 

... our medical gentlemen never refuse to go to arm person= but 

how they are paid I know not, but I never knew then refuse to gof. 
(69) 

Official opinion maintained that Glasgow surpassed everywhere in 

Britain or Ireland (excepting Dublin) by the extent of its hospital 

accoi odation and the freedom with which the people were able to avail 

themselves of it. 
(70) 

In 1640 approxiratsly 10 per cant of the popu- 

lation (27,805 people) received free medical aid at a cost of 

(65) g . &Q: o-V-Go ft. p P. P., 1843, (432) XV, 144,1691 see 
also Assist. Commias. Reu. iland. "LoastNIAvers. P. P., 1839, 
(159) =I, p" 51. 

(66) P. P., 1842, 
(Great Britain) (H-L) XXVI, p. 132. 

(67) P. P., 
1836j, (32) =T, p7,438 (hereinafter cited as Munic. go_UlL. 
Scot., P. P., 1836, (32) ITIII)j see also Appendix XVI. 

(68) P. P., 1842, (H-L) IOLVMP p" 173. 
(69) Thoy. Malloch, hand-loom weaver, A. C. Ron, - 

blitimat P"P", 1834, (556) I, Q. 2704. 
(70) qmj6-ILý-ýt. 2021 ., P. P., 1842, (H-L) XXVIII, p. 173. 
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ß0,925-11-4 (9101,925-57)- (71) 

Other institutions which provided charity were Hutchesons 

Hospital, the House of Refuge, the Deaf and Drab Institute, the Old 

Man's Friend Society, the Seaman's Friend Society, the Widows Fund 

and of course the churches. 
(72) 

Set against the appalling conditions 

in existence in parts of the city however, the efficacy of such charity 

must rya in open to doubt. 

II 

'Glasgow has its full share of the social incongruities for 

which the present age is remarkable - vast fortunes and luxurious 

houses in one district, sasses of poverty and misery in another. t(73) 

Given such a society of extrass, relations between the classes might 

well coma to a position of stark confrontation, fostering the develop- 

®ent of a class consciousness and a class stru'Rle. Confrontation 

eight however be lessened by the existence of practices or character- 

istics working to blur the sharp lines of division, such as prospects 

of social mobility; an education system seeking to minisise differ- 

ences and encourage social nobilityi the sharing of the same 

aspirations and values by the working and middle classes. 

There is a good deal of evidence to suggest that Glasgow society 

did hold out prospects of social mobility. Near conteimpc, r. . r. - ca mmsn- 

tators remarked on the relative classlessness of Glasgow society and 

attributed this to two events firstly the American War whereby the 

development of the sugar and cotton trades and the expansion of 

industry led to a narrowing of the dap bogen merchant and tradesmanjý74) 

and secondly the "', ersing of the public oo!! M-room in 1781 whereby 

(71) 9M Appendix XVII. 
(72) For a complete list sa Appendix XVIII. 
J73 9,4 Mar. ]ßk8. 
74) J. Strange G3 -mgg MA iM Q3& (Glas., 1864), p. 214s in W. H. 

Matheiw, 'Th. Origins and Occupations of Glasgow Student$ 
1740-18139', LALL XXXIII (1966), p. 80. 
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'the absurd distinction of rank in a manufacturing town has disappeared. 

Wealth is not now the criterion of respect, for persons even in the 

inferior walks of if. who conduct themselves with propriety, have a 

higher place assigned them in society, than at arg' former period of 

the history of the Cityj. 
(75) 

However this may have been, there is evidence that social mobility 

was possible. Striking instances were often citeds 

the" have been more persons risen to wealth and eminence 
of hand-loon weavers than of all other trades put together 
in Scotland= I could name 40 or 50 people who were hand- 
loos weavers who are now men of capital and character 
filling high situations. Two late Lord Provosts of 
Glasgow (Monteith ancd)Dalgleieh) were hand-loan weavers 
in yr rSMmbrancs. l7b 

whether the openings in fact for this sort of rise were as frequent as 

is thought is largely irrelevant. What is important is the belief 

that it was possible to rise to a position of wealth and eminence. 

Equally as apparent was the horror of falling to the position of a 

labourer: #In this part of the country$ the Scotch do not show such 

disposition for labouring work= they would rather so to trades. 

Even the hand-loam wavers, whose wag" are so low do not either th- 

selves attspt to be labourers, or bring up their children to it'. (77) 

Sa=ss evidence of the prospect of and desire for social advance- 

ment my be seen in the character and extent of Glasgows educational 

institutions: the University, the Andersonian Institute, the 

Xechanios' Institute and the schools. 

The Universitiy dated from 1451 and provided a variety of courses. 

In 1824 it had about 1240 students, the average age of entry being 14. 

Fees were low and bursaries available. In the mid 1820s the maxima 

(75) Cleland, JWgMMUgjL2f , pp. 258-9. 
(76) J. KiUWA, A. C. Ran. H dCLoam Wsayer. ' Psti_tiop., P. P., 1,834, 

(556) z, Q. 165. 
(77) vs. Dixoa, Irish Poor go., 1835, P" 114. 
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outlay for one acadwd c year was Mo 
(78) 

Consequently the social 

composition of the University differed greatly frca that of English 

Uaivsrsitiest 61.3 per cent of Glasgow stunts were the sans of 

tenant farnsrs, businessmen or artisans, while 66.5 per cent of 

Cambridge students were the sons of Murchmen, nobles or landownsrs. (79A 

large percentage of Glasgow students were working-class. 
(80) In 

the 1790., working-class students equalled 25 per cent of the total 

student body, the largest group outside of 'Industry and C1 . rcet - 

a group which itself contained apýpraodrte1y 48 per cent working-class 

students. 
(81) Though by the 1830s the middle classes had becom the 

predominant social group, nevertheless working-class students still 

remained a significant proportion. These working-class students 

were probably the sons of skilled artisans and small msster craftsssn 

- those profiting from, the growth in wealth and oosmiwerce. It was 

possible therefore for the better off artisans to contemplate soma 

sort of higher education, and an education increasingly geared to an 

expanding industrial economy. Education at the highest level was 

not the exclusive prerogative of one section of society, thus it could 

and did lessen the chances of a stark confrontation between social 

cLssss. 

Nor was the Undv. rsity the oily path for the adult wishing to 

extend his education other tacilitip existed is the shape of the 

And raonian Institutes, the M. chanica" Institute and evening schools 

(though these were more geared to children). 

The Andsrscnian Instituts was fomd d in 1796 to supplearent tbs 

sod. stin6 curricals of the burghs olydsr schools without directly .n 

croaehing as the preserves of the University. Its gain raison dtotreýaa) 

VMS a 'couplets scientific course an pipsics and chsoistry with their 
(78) Mathews gRASU* p. 83. I an indebted to this excellent article 

for most of this material on the University, 
(79) . p. 82. 
80 Ibid. p. 90. 
81 9N App ix =1 Mathew, Qmm. p. 80. 

(Bla Quoted in Smoot, ZPAAI* p. 447. Much of this paragraph is 
based as Snout. 
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application to the arts and manufactures'. It also offered courses 

on mathematics, botany and agriculture. Between 500 to 1000 students 

attended in a year, half of whom were women. Not all the education 

given was of the highest levels two thirds of the physics and chemistry 

courses were designated 'popular' consisting of 'pleasing and interest- 

ing experiments' in which the Professor amused the students. Never- 

theless it was well attended, therefore filling a gap, and the 

Andersonian did contribute to the education of the working classes in 

other indirect wayss George Sirkbeck started a popular science course 

there in 1799 which attracted many mechanics and led eventually to the 

Mschanicd Institute of 1823. 

In 1823 the Mechanics' Institute had 1000 students; the average 

attendance in the 1830s was around 500. Students were drawn from 

about forty different trades, though by the 1840s only one third were 

tmechanicst as Table IV showss(82) 

TABLE IV 

GLASGOW lECHAANICS# INSTITUTE 1847 

Workmen in various trades .... 224 
Faployers and professional men .. 92 
Clerks and Warehousemen .... .. 264 
Students, teachers etc. .... .. -& 

Agg 

Mechanics as , of total 37.3 

Yet a contmporaiy commentator maintained 'This Institution is essen- 

tial]y " working cants society, and should be so regarded even when 

its members consisted of one third "clerks and warehousemen"', since 

he regarded 'clerks and warehousement as equal in status to mechanics. 
(83) 

Furthermore mechanics' institutes were valued by the working claasses. 
(84) 

(82) A. R. Thompson, 

(83) 

(84) 

P" ; )4" 
J. W. Hudson, The His 

p. 86 quoted in E. R 
Classes, 1814)-1860', 

H. T. A., 25 Sept. 1830. 

°Q °l Adult WMcation 
7 

(Londons, 1851), 
oyle, 'Mechanics' Institutes and the Working 

}L J., XQV (1971), p. 312. 
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By far the greatest amount of education (in terms of quantity) 

was of course provided by schools. According to the IjIgLUM 

jaqUjjX of 1834(85) Max9ow had 212 schools, 237 Leachers and 16,199 

pupils who were taught a variety of subjects including reading, 

writing, arithmetic, geography, graurar, history, elocution, Latin, 

Greek, Hebrew, French, compositions, book-keeping and asthmatics. 

There were also in 1829,106 Sabbath schools with 158 teachers and 

4668 pupils; 3 adult Sabbath schools with 3 teachers and 79 students. 

The quality of education provided in these schools iss it must 

be said open to doubt. The Rev. George Lewis editor of the Scot, 
ý, 

tish 

2WLCWAgL had called Scotland a 'half-educated" nation in 1834. The 

cation Inautrv certainly showed up many defects$ in the main 

children were taught only to read and due to their parents' poverty, 

did not remain at school long enough to learn even that properly; 

the need for more schools was emphasised throughout. The answer was 

seen to lie in state aid to education, whereby a better type of teacher 

would be attracted. 
(86) 

In a cadpsriaon of educational standards amongst factory opera- 

tives in other counties hwarsr& Masgaw shows up quits well $ in 

Lancashire 83 per cent could read and 38 per cant could xritej in 

Yorkshire 85 per cent could read and 48 per cent could writs, while 

in Ismarkshire 90 per cent could read and 54 per cent could write* 
(87) 

Tancrsd, inrsstisating print works in the west of Scotland ras impres- 

sod by the quality of the schools availabls. 
(m) 

Albraues must 

(es) The in4uir7 took place in 18% but sas not published till 18M7; 
see Appendix U. 

(86) s. s aJao `,, C t 

pp" 185i 81 
(480) VIII Q. 2ý 9ý 5,2 
1013, (432) IV, 163, 
p. 111. 

) 3.. App radix XXI. (87 
ChAid- jýý ýj ", 

view 
1j". 

158,222. 
PIP., 18A3, (432) IV* 1 20j, 791 *am 
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always be made for the biases of those who complained of a decline in 

educational standards. Often this meant not that working men were less 

able to reado but rather that they were reading works of which the critic 

disapproved* Thus a weaver reading political marines could easily be 

considered f lined icated' t 

I should think there is a large proportion, wham I cannot 
properly call educated$ most of them can read and write; 
and there is a great class of persons who are involved in 
crime afterwards, who can read and write but who have not 
gone such further; who have learnt the rudiments of edu- 
cation but nothing more. The number of persons who 
really have been educated, that is to sir, who, in addi- 
tion to reading and writing, have read books of ax yaluws, 
is not so great as it should be, certainly; ... 

Nor did a decline in a library#s circulation of boom necessarily 

man a decline in readings 

There a judiciously(90) selected library in the village LCaltoaI; 
its terms are unusually moderate; but the poor 

weavers though the ticket to it were presented to him 
gratis, has little time to spare for reading, and that 
little he prefers to spend in perusing the newspapers and 
other periodicals in search of saený cea for the acauaur- 
latin6 calauities of his hard lot. ýJ 

Where a library not the needs of the people it thrived, often outpacing 

the original benefactor's generosity as happened in the one set up by 

Joseph Brown.. Th. i. r lasted for two to three years, and had a large 

Irish contingent of subscribers who soon exhausted its 200 volumes. 
(92) 

The habit of reading was also maintained via book societies. These 

were zum on the same lines as circulating libraries except that the 

books belonged to the readers themselves, maýpr of rhos came from the 

working cissses. 
(93 ) 

(89) A. Alison, 1) *Pot 1837-8, (488) 
VM, Q. 29f see also Hand-IM Ran. 
Weaver, P. P., 1839, (159 , P. 46, 

(90) This word 'judiciously' probably explains auch. 
(91) Ansilt- MUM- om AAWLk_am XU* P. P., 1839, (159) X1=, 

p. 25. 
(92) Iii Poor Ren., 1835, p. 1121 see also Child Hsa1oy. Commies., 

P. P., 1843, (432) IV, i 71, No. 137. 
(93) Cleland, The Fo r and Present _"M- p. 83. 
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Further evidence of the extent of literacy among at least sections 

of the working classes in Glasgow may be seen in the amount, variety and 

style of the Unstaeed press. Thirty-four Unstamped papers are known 

to have existed in this period covering every aspect of life from poli- 

tics to the theatre, trades unionism to popular m. dicine. (94) 
Similarly 

book hawkers had between 40,000 and 80,000 customers in Glasgovo(95) 

Nor for the most part did the working classes consider themselves 

hard-done by educationally, 
(96) 

They were weil read, accustomed to 

using Locke to prove that they should not be paying taxes, 
(97) 

and quot- 

ing tHutchenson in his Elements of Ethicks Greek allusions 

abounded, 
(99) 

as did quotations from Greek authors. 
(100) 

They showed 

a familiarity with ancient history(1() and were ccomended for their 

grasp of political ecana W. 
(10ý. ) 

Moreover there can be no doubt that there was a considerable por- 

tion of the working classes eager for the extension of education. The 

great ambition of many parents was for their children to be able to read, 
(103) 

and they complained bitterly that their children after a day to work 

were often too tired to loam. 
(104) 

Parents were unwillin to aänit 

that their children could not read. 
(105) 

They were prepared to go to 

94) 95 
(97) 

9998 

(100 
(1©1 

(102) 

X03 
104 
105 

For a list of these see Appendix XXII. 
A. R. Thompson, on. c_it. p. 116. 
' ooept in the ornaments]. parts of education, all are on a toler- 

ably equal footing, .. .t . AA., 25 Sept. 18301 see also 
mod, 2 Oct. 1830, 

Dboften 20 Nov. 1830, cf. the situation in &FJ and where Inspectors 
lamented the lack of the working classest reading of Locke. 

R. K. Webb, 'Working Class Readers in Early Victorian Ragland', 
., LXV (1950), p. 347. 

H_T. A., 20 Nov. 1830. 
e. g. . 13 Nov. 1830. 

c. 2 Xar. 1831 quoting from Damasthenea, Orations 
e. g. J. Oats at a meeting to relieve the cotton spinners of Aston 

23 Jan. 1831, d. 29 Jan. 1831. 

P. P. s 16lß a 432) X', 12), 

p.?., 1837, (715) VII, p. 491. 

)nu, 
I, P. P., 
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some lengths to obtain education for their children(106) _ even trying 

to set up their own schools, as a group of printers, wrights and masons 

did. 
(107) 

Furthermore they looked upon education in the way middle-class 

reformers would have liked them to - as a panacea. Education (for 

both men and women) 
(108) 

would raise up the working classes (evidence 

again of the acceptance of middle-class values and the wish to be 

assimilated in this group). Education was necessary for the working 

classes to keep pace with industrialisation('09) (showing the working 

classes had accepted industrialisation and wished to obtain all its 

benefits - they did not, on the whole, wish to reject the new indus- 

trial society and return to the land). To improve government the 

spread of knowledge was necessary() since this would enable politi- 

cal rights to be utilised properly, 
m) 

and beneficial reform to be 

effected. 
() 

Education would also ensure that the press would be 

free. 
(113) 

The working classes themselves even advocated that opera- 

tive spinners should form a library to stem intemperance, *(114) Educa- 

tion then did help, and perhaps even more important, was believed to 

help, social mobility. 

In assessing the degree of tension between social classes, the 

Unstamped press merits close attention for the light it throws on the 

attitudes, ideas and characteristics of the Glasgow working man. 

Comment in the Unstamped was informed, pertinent, reasoned and moderate 

in outlook if not alga in tone. Especially interesting was the pre- 

dilection to justify their deL, -: ds and proposals in terms of values 

(106) e. g. Assist. ConIniaa. Ren. klang-IM Weav :. ". P. 1839, (159) 
!, p" 49; see al-so SM jo AIR, UMURM ntP 
P. P., 1834, (556) 1, Q. 778. 

(107) Child- lcr. Commiss., P. P., 1813, (432) XV, 1 15, No. 28. 
(108) 1j T. 

_A., 
1 Oct. 1830,19 Feb. 1831. 

(109) Meeting on the Stamp Acts 3 Jan. 1831, mid. 8 Jan. 18n- 
110 () Jos. Miller, meeting of the operatives with Hume 24 Sept. 1830, 

, fib, .2 Oct. 1830. 
111) gjzhev 22 Jan. 1831. 
112) jam. 23 Oct. 1830- 
113 ) Public meeting to secure a free press 6 July 1830, "s 25 Sept. 

1830- 
(114) U. TyA., 6 Nov. 1830. 
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current awmg the middle classes. Thus on the question of poor laxe, 

the H 1,1 to J Zradag Adncate and the 
, cal Rafo{M, ! motte 

maintained poor laws would be a last and not a first resorte(115) 

answering objections that the working population would become im- 

provident if they had a constant refuge, and that the population was 

already too large, they replied that everyone wished to be rich and 

that the mazes could be separated - though there was in fact plenty of land 

to be brought into eultivaticiet. 
(Ub) 

Another facet of this vas their insistence on self-help: 'We 

have laboured to im prees it an the Tl{r of the working class and the 

poor, that the bettering of their condition in a work to be psrfoaa d 

by ti nrolra. q (3-17) 93silarly in their demands for an improvement 

in factory conditions it is true that they made motional appeals 
("A) 

as well as reasoned attacks, 
(219) 

but it is noticeable that they also 

conducted their arguments within the framework of accepted notions of 

political "ccncops 

If there were no corn laws, no titer, no land tax, no 
swindling paper money, no bounties, no law of primo-- 
grniture, nor of entail, if none of these things existed, 
than we would denounce all legislative interference to 
protect labour, as partial and unjust. Hut w the 
very contrary of this is the case, and all property is 
protected except labour, and every other interest is 
encouraged b7 legislative enactments save that of the 
labourer ... who ... Vol %i12 mints in that the 
factory bill. is unasked for. () 

Raspaaaea hcwvsr, we" nonr aoaolithia in axe' sanest taanfusiont 

and overlap existed in their analysis of the sconcmic and political 

*"um" This was the period wh. * classical political scanoep' religiously 

uphsld the market mchinisa. In the popular version it was represented 

(us) 
J 116 
117 
118 
119 
120 

17 Nov. 1832 (hereinafter cited as A. a. ß. if 

H. T. t., 6 Nov. 1830. 
B.. ý. below Chap. U. 
mm below Chap. VI. 
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as lacking in humanity and paying insufficient regard to the working 

classeet interests as producers. In response to this the working 

classes formulated their own ideology: 'And have the working classes, 

who produce everything on which the other classes luxuriate, no recog- 

nisable rights? .000 "He who labours has an undeniable right to 

dispose of the produce of his toil, and to appoint and direct those 

who shall superintend its distribution': t() Similarly, T. i0 know, 

that the land derives all its value fron the Labour and skill applied 

to its and that there is no Capital in the Country but what has sprung 

frag the same eource. 1( ) 

In the view of the world g classes, the econcedc system should be 

based on co-operation rather than cor+. netition, and campassiou rather 

than materialism using happiness as a criterion of economic efficacy. 
(123) 

They were also concerned with the social enoirovomt as determining 

a manes life chances* 
(124) 

In answer to the doctrines of Malthus, perhaps the most detested 

aspect of the new political econoepº, they argued that there was &Uple 

waste land to be cultivated. 
(125) 

opinion was divided over the quas- 

tiou of the currency. Though extreme measures could be envisaged 

such as nationalisation of the land, (126) 
much remained skin to classi- 

cal economic doctrines tFree trade gives a stimAlus to exertion, 

encouragement to the noblest energies of scientific genius, ... 
diffuses liberal sentiments, and benevolent feelings, ... while 

monopoly produces sloth, indolence, and extravagance= ... overweening 

pride, and presumption in a few; poverty, wretchedness, and servility 

121 H. T. A., 25 Sept. 1830, 
122 Q., 6 Dec. 1832. 
123 MW lEgASAIWO 12 April 1834. 
124 tMan, it has been truly said, is, in a great measure, the creature 

of circumstances, and will be either virtuous or vicious as his 
situation in society is favourable to the one or the other. t 

., 13 Nov. 1830. 
(125 A¢i, 

ý 
tom: 9 ear. 1833; x}., 12 Jan. 1833. 

(126) Me monopoly of the land must be broken up, and in doing this, 
we came to investigate the title deeds, and the clain» of the 
actual possessors, to so large and extortionable a share of 
what was naturally intended for the use of mankind in general. ' 
t. R. G., 12 Jan. 1833. 
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in the marßr .. . v. ( ) occasionally one can see a groping towards 

a more dramatic analysis whereby the existing economic system itself 

is at fault, ( ) but on the whole emphasis is still laid on the 

classic radical idea of corruption in government. 

This analysis suggested that a gaining of political rights aas 

essential for improving the economic systems 

Your condition is a wretched one, it is unnatural and 
degraded, and in a country abounding with everything 
which is calculated to make life happy, you are doomed 
to drag out a miserable existence, in a constant 
struggle to ward off hunger and nakedness from your- 
selves and families. You must rise to a man, and 
protest against the longer continuation of such a 
state of things. Dm wand Universal. Suffrage, and 
lay claim boldly to your civil and political rights. 

(]29) 

The political system was seen as an organised conspiracy to secure 

those in power, of their powers, and exclude permnently the working 

claaae$. 
(ix) Underlying the rhetoric however, once again a 

desire to be part of a political system from which they believed 

thcselves to have been excluded rather than a desire to create a 

new political system of their own. Despite occasional talk of 

revolution, 
(13l) it is noticeable that for their instrument of prac- 

ticsl improvement they looked to the more moderate National Political 

127 . A., 27 Nov. 1830- 
128 tIf you all continue to work, there is a great probability 

that maxw months will not elapse until your employers will 
be obliged to pay you off. Their stocks will so rapidly 
accumulate, when the whole productive power is in constant 
operation, that marq attempts will again be made to induce 
you to stand out .. .t Hume ascribes conditions to a 
few having the 'power of distributing the taxes; I believe 
the cause to be our permitting the few to monopolise and 
direct the productive powers of the country to their own 
individual advantage regardless of the aax ... Until 
legislation effect a more equal distribution of wealth, 
the Working Clases (sic) will receive no better teat, no 
better clothing, no better housing, no better education. t 

. 16 Oct. 1830. 
(129) ttattor, 16 Mar. 1833. 
(130) ., 17 Nov. 1832; see also below Chap. III. 
(131) 'Revolution is a dangerous matter; but better revolution than 

slavery* t The zal i na Q ml - 30 May 1832 " 
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Union (a creation of Francis Place and middle-class radicals) rather 

than to the more working-class National Union of the Working Classes. (132) 

Their political ideology then, was a curious mixture of eighteenth 

century radical thought, camment on the capitalist system and 'middle - 

class' Benthamite-Utilitarian philosophy. The following extract from 

the Radical Reformers' Gazette illustrates the eighteenth century 

influences 

... the whole system is one of robbery, imposture, fraud, 
and oppression; engendering thousands of vices, and con- 
verting into a hell, what was admirably adapted for a para- 
dise. Law is injustice, goverment is robbery and oppres- 
sion, religion is imposture and fraud, morality is passive 
submission to villainy and extorsion, and all social virtues 
are sied up in selfishness. Such a wretched state of 
society has originated in the irresponsible power of kings, 
and the usurpation of aristocracy. Bitt such results are 
unavoidable, where the people are deprived of their ýoliti- 
cal rights. Popular government is the only remedy. U33) 

Yet the same publication later published an article on the value of 

annual parliaments which could have come straight from James Mill's 

on ßoyertrenntt. (134) The Literarg Cabinet took the view that 

the middle classes would be the saviour of the people if only they 

would take up their responsibilities. 
(135) 

References to Bentham 

abounds those to Paine are not so numerous. The Herald to he Trades 

Advs , the Ai to or, the Radical Reforaera testers the W 

. nrnucooia, the J, and ChbrsHistoricalNew_,: r are among those 

quoting Bentham with approval. 
(136) Nor was this admiration all one- 

sided, the Wes terms noted and approved the activity of the 

Her d to the Trades Advocate over the Reform ßi11. 
(137) 

(132 Astr, 9 Mar. 1833. 
133 $s ", 17 Nov. 1832, 
134 'It is the only safeguard to honest and faithful representation, 

that the represented and representative be in constant communi- 
cation. Annual Parliaments would have a tendency to influence 
the conduct of a representative so effectually, that he would 
be necessitated to act more in the capacity of a delegate, or 
an organ of his constituents, than an independent and irrespons- 
ible agent, which he professes to be, and acts up to at present. ' 
I, ji. 5 Jan. 1833. 

135 The ,1 Oct. 1831. (136 
e. g. The jam, 16 June 1832 printed a glowing obituary of him. 

(137) Westminster Review, XV (1831), p. 161. 
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Sane idea of the type of person to wham the Unatanped appealed 

may be gleaned from an examination of the Herald ato the Trades Advocate. 

Begun on 25 September 1830, this is a particularly interesting example 

of working-class self-help. It was a weekly Unstamped paper selling 

at 2d. (lp) a copy, designed as a vehicle for collecting money to set 

up a viable working-class newspaper - the Traaddes, Advoc=. The need 

for this had been resolved at a public meeting on 6 July 163(: 

we are fully convinced of the incalculable benefit which 
would accrue to the labouring population, from having 
devoted to their cause, a Newspaper, wherein just griev- 
ances could obtain publicity, wherein the reward of 
labour could be fairly advocated, and wherein the science 
of political economy would be clearly set forth; all 
tending to instruct the operativ, l_i, n their pursuit of 
physical and mental attainments. 3ý) 

The object was to improve the operatives' lots 'While you have to 

contend against calunies and misrepresentations of a prostituted press, 

to be able to vindicate your conduct before the public by a plain state- 

sent of facts, and to convey useful knowledge to each other, is the 

first step of your isprovam nt. '(139) A free press was therefore 

necessary, and the only way to acquire this was to purchase the neces- 

airy materials themselves. 1,500 was to be raised in 2,000 5/- (25p) 

stures. Two hundred subscription sheets were circulated to the various 

united trades in Glasgow; delegates were sent to the village of 

Johnston* to enrol shareholders among the operatives, and district 

meetings were held at such places as Port Dumdas. 

In the asantima the Hen" to the Trade. Advocate was to act as a 

vehicle for working-class thought and propaganda. Its circulation was 

ispressives more than 1250 copies of each of the first two numbers 

were sold, chiefly in Glasgow; 
(140) 

by 25 Decaaber 1830,11�177 copies 

(138) B. TlAos 25 Sept. 1830, 
(139) =. 
(140) Ibid. 9 Oct. 1830. 
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had been sold,, 
( 141) Its political views were moderate; 

( 142) it was 

highly favourable to education including female= it was humane - for 

example it opposed public executions * 
(143) 

The trades union which was to be associated with it was also 

fairly moderates its funds were to be used only to prevent a reduction 

in wages, but not to secure a rise. If a trade thought their wages 

were too low they could try to secure a rise by their own exertions 

but they should not resort to strike action before trying to settle 

the matter by amicable negotiation. 
( ) It was constantly emphasised 

that unions were not instruments for strikosJ145) the object was to 

give employment to the unewiplcyedo 

example was to be followod. (146) 

In all matters IIanchestsrts 

It was hoped that 40#000 might 

join each paying I/- (5p) making £4,000, then ld. (hp) a week making 

a weekly sum of &333-(147) This sun could be used to employ a large 

number of mechanics$ tfozmsrly imeense sums have been expended on 

strikes and keeping hands idlef but this mode instead of diminishing 

the funds levied as proposed, would soon so accamaate, till the 

labouring population might, to a great extent, be brought out of the 

present competitive state of society, and set down on their native 

soil, Independent, Happy and tree. t( )A trades union therefore 

was the best means of freeing the people from tyranny. (149) 

The eventual newspaper (the Trades Advocate) envisaged was to 

continue these trends. Its political principles were to be 'of the 

broadest and most popular castle But this only meant it would watch 

141 INA* 25 Dec. 1830. 
142 cf. extracts already quoted and see below Chap. II. 
143 2 Oct. 1830, 

(144) D"- 14 May 1831. 
(145) e. g. A. Duncan at the operative turners meeting 24 Mar. 1831, 

ice. 2 April 1831. 
146 9,. 13 Nov. 1830. 
147 There is an arithmetical error here sinne 40,000 ® 1/- (5p) 

£2,000 and 40,000 0 ld. (jp) - £166-1-4. Perhaps the writer 
was confusing the situation in Manchester where 80,000 ® 1/- 
(5p) does equal 4,000. 

L+6 ýA., 30 Oct. 1830. 
149 ",. 11 Dec. 1830. 
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government conduct= call for a reduction of unnecessary taxes and 

the destruction of ell monopolies 'injurious to woriaaent; the ex- 

tension of the franchise to all paying taxes, or liable to servo in 

defence of the country; and expose all abusee. 
(150) 

It had no 

wish to descend to the level of gutter journalism, making snide 

comments of a personal naturejC151) it ear itself as essentially 

didactics 

THE: TRADES ADVOCATE shall endeavour to point out the 
best possible methods of improving the condition of 
the labourer, and prasoting a general, rational and 
strong union against the encroachments of wealth and 
power, as well as to take every advantage which a 
Reform in Parliament, and an extension of trade may 
hold out, to enable them to raise their condition, 
both physical]y and morally, to that position which 
those who ro cs every valuable cc moditr are 
entitled. (ýSZ 

Fxaxº the subscription lists (1243 shares wert subscribed before 

it was s sed mnder the Stamp Acts on 26 VAy 101) it is possible 

to see which trades stmob ideas interes6ed. Table V reveals that 

most of the main artisan occupations of the city were represented. 

In line with its desire to be fully the property of operatives, the 

more tmiddle-018281 occupations such as auctioneer, bookseller, 

chemist are noticeably absent. Cotton spinners, tantere, factory 

workers and dressers are particularly prominent. Only 1.7 per cent 

of those reprnaeated here, were to be enfranchised in 1832. As far 

as business elements were concerned, cotton again is particularly 

proninent, reflecting its place in Glasgow's economic life and the 

level of the wages paid to its employees (see Table VI). 

(150) .9 April 1833. 
(151) f:. nd while the conductors and contributors may, through its 

columns, axpose oppressive measures abuse of public office, 
dilate upon men and manners, and satirise the obnoxious 
fashions and follies of the daay, private character, the 
religious opixi of all sects, and good morals, shall be 
held inviolable. t jam. 22 Jan. 1831. 

(152) JW. 9 April 1831. 
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OCCUPATION. OF INDIVIDUAL &iAREHOLDMS IN THE 

A2Aa 70 THE TRAQ ADVOCATE IN % 

Unknown 
.. 

Dr«sers 
.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

27.1 
13.0 

Cotton 
Spinners 

.. .. .. .. .. 
8.1 

Tenters 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

6.7 

6 5 Foundry Workers 
.. .. .. .. .. . 

Tailors 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

3.5 

2 8 Factory 
workers .. .. .. .. .. . 

Cloth Lappsrs .. .. .. .. .. .. 2.5 
Painters 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
2.5 

Po»I'-WMk T entern .. .. .. .. .. 
2,5 

Spirit 
D«leii 

.. .. .. .. .. .. 
2.5 

Wearers 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

2.5 

2 1 
RUIVorkm 

.. .. .. .. .. .. . 

ith0 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

2.1 

8 1 Mechanics .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 8 1 
Potters 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 

1 4 Bruahmakers .. .. .. .. .. .. . 
Iron ulders .. .. .. .. .. .. 1.1 
printer. 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
1.1 

8 0 
collier . .. .. .. .. .. . 

0 8 
Masons 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 
8 0 tern 

.... .... 

Beasts and Spirit-Dealem 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

. 
0.4 

Bleachwor"re .. .. .. .. .. IS 
0.4 

Bricklayers .. .. .. .. .. .. 
0.4 

Coalaiäners .. .. .. .. .. .. 
0.4 

Driver Makers .. .. .. .. .. .. 0.4 
Dyers 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
0.4 

0 4 agineers .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 
Grocers and Spirit-Dealers .. .. .. 0.4 
Hatter. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0.4 
Joiners .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0.4 
Millwright. 

.. .. .. .. .. .. 
0.4 

Sharpens 
.. 

Sh k 
.. .. .. .. .. .. 

.. 

0.4 

0.4 oema ers 
3urgeoeý .. 

.. 

.. 
.. 
.. 

.. 

.. 
.. 
.. 

.. 

.. .. 0.4 
Turners 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
0.4 

Victuallers 
.. .. .. .. .. .. 

0.4 

Vinters .. .. .. .., .. .. .. 0.4 
Warpeärs 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
04 

Wäighte 
is is .. .. .. .. .. 

0.4 

TOTAL: 100.7" 

N extra 0.7 results from rounding up 
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BUSINE93 CONCffia S AND GROUPS HOLDING SHARES IN THE 

MZhQ TO Th... TRADES 
. 
ADVOCATE IN 

mint! ielda 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

27.6 

Cotton 3pinning Factories .. .. .. .. .. 
9.3 

Tenters, Dressers, Mechanics .. .. .. .. .. 6.2 
Colliers .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5.3 

6 4 Dressers .... 
Cloth 

Lappen 
.. 

.. 

.. 
.. 
.. 

.. 

.. 
.. 
.. 

.. 

.. 
.. 
.. 

.. 

.. 
. 4.5 

mills 
.... .. 

Power-Lo factories 
.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

3.9 

3.2 

Factories 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

2.8 

Foundries 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

2.7 

2 6 
Carpet Factories 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 
1 8 Weavers 

.... 

. 
Tenters 

.. .. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

. 
1.7 

. ... 

Type Foundries 
.. 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
1.3 

Mechanics 
.. .. .. .. is .. .. .. 

0.9 

Corks 
tters 

.. .. .. .. Si IS Si .. 
0.8 

Tailors .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0.8 
0 6 Coal Revers .. h .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 5 0 

makers Soc. Bu 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 

Bilk Ratters .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0.4 
Co-op 

Soc. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
0.4 

Square Twisters 
.. .. .. .. ." .. .. 

0.2 

Thibit Croppers .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
0.1 

82.2 

ILU"AUM 

Port I)m4s3 .. "" "" ." .. .. .. .. 8.3 
2 6 Thornliebanlc .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 

Kilmernock 
.... .. .. .. .. .. .. 

2.0 

Milton 
.. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. 

1.8 

3t. Rollox 
.... .. .. .. .. .. .. 

1.2 

Mr. Huaphreyts work .. .. .. .. .. .. 0.7 
Individuals .... .. .. .. .. .. .. 0.6 
paislay .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. 0.3 
New Länark .... .. .. .. .. .. .. 0.2 
Tron St. ssplo Kilbarchan .. .. .. .. .. .. 0.2 
Springbank 

.... .. .. .. .. .. .. 
0.1 

18.0 

TOTALS 
yx 

n extra 0.2 results fron rounding up 
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Cotton was also well represented in the committee for setting up 

the newspaper. This consisted of Daniel McAuley, Joseph Miller, John 

Gilmour, John Tait, Alexander Campbell, Jass Nish, Joseph Frame, John 

Stewart, George Donald, Alexander Gardiner, David Walker, A Bert Lindsay 

and David Nc night. 
(153) 

It has proved impossible to ascertain informs- 

tion about four of theses McKnight, Lindsay, Gilmour and i'rame. Of 

the rest, five (McAul. ay, Killer, Campbell, Nish, Donald and Gardiner) 

were definitely involved in cotton, either as spinners or yarn dressers, 

and Stewart was likely to have been; Walker was a doctor, and Tait a 

newspaperman-cam-coffee house proprietor and brother-in-law of McA*y. 

Five were to become members of tht: Reform Association and four of the 

Political Union, three belonging to both. Ax were to be involved in 

the Short Time agitation and four were active throughout the agitations 

of the 1630x. Most co-operated with the middle classes. 

The Glasgow working classes therefore contained many men willing 

to invest money to secure a newspaper of their own (5/- (25p) was no 

email sum in the days when a hand-loom weaver was living on 6/- (30p) 

a week. A glance at Appendix VIII will show what it could bur). 

They were confident (and rightly so) of their ability to produce such a 

newspaper. They corresponded with Joseph )h., (154) 
and asked his 

advice though never in azW spirit of deference. They exchanged papers 

with operatives in Aaerica, 
(155) 

and had correspondents in Belfast. 

They were interested in analysing the ills of society, educated, h"Mne, 

essentially moderate in their proposals - overthrow of society was not 

envisaged - if not alwgs in tons. Moreover their analysis was 

heavily g omded in the ideals of the middle classes(156) (they held 

(153) Ibi4.12 Feb. 1831, 
154 " 25 Sept, 2 Oct., 4 Deco 1830,29 Jan. 1831. 
155 ibid. 30 Oct. 18309 
156 e. g. Joseph Killer maintained the working classes wished to 

became capitalists. .5 Feb. 1531. 
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no revolutionary views of equality of property) 
(157) 

and of a mercantile 

cosunity - self-help, thrift, independence, a tendency towards Bentham 

rather than Paine, and a sense of co-operation with the middle classes 

rather than alienation. All of which helped to lessen the chances of a 

stark confrontation between the classes in Glasgow. 

Similarly the fact that the middle classes had a high regard for 

the working classes also helped. (158) On the whole the middle classes 

tried to understand the problems of working-class life(159) - they 

- realised that life should hold out the prospect of sale pleasure 
(160) 

and do something about these. Thus on the question of the protection 

of labour, though the middle classes still objected to this in principle, 

they were prepared to concede that if other areas were protected, then 

labour should be alsos I... I think, in the existing depression of 

things, which I would call an artificial state of things, as a general 

principle, it is unjust that the agricultural interests should be pro- 

tected, and the west India interest and the other great interests, 

(157) 'They &e working class know that an equality of property in 
this country is a political fiction, although it has been enter- 
tained by distinguished characters in political science= for 
until there be a perfect equality of intellectual attainment 
and moral sentiment, equal division of land could not hold as 
a practical measure for any length of tine. ' =* 26 Mar. 1631. 

(158) Their intelligence was repeatedly consented on, see e. g. JAWJ- 
Condit* Scot., P. P., 1642, (H-L) ]XVIII, pp. 162-31 Ja C. t22o 
hand ýWeaversttios, P. P., 1134, (556) X, Q. 1413, 

... I think the operatives are very intelligent, .. . t_ 
jam. Q. 1472, we. Craig; ýsists Cossiiss. We 
Wem, P. P., 1839, (159) XLII, p. 47, Rev. Dr. Black; 3. t, C. 
Wkinations of WorkRp, P. P., 1837-6, (488) VIII, Q. 2408 
5In short, I think that the working classes are just like 
ourselves .. of A. Alison. 

(159) The higher classes, are at present far too indifferent to the 

condition of the poor. They pronounce them reckless, dis- 
contented, dissolute, and degraded; but were their wretched 
abodes and their general condition minutely e stained, the 
surprise would be that they were not more reckless and dis- 
contented; and were their abodes and the general condition 
of the poor improved, we would not only have less misery and 
wretchedness, but also less tumult and crime in our land. ' 
Sanit. Condit. Scot., P. P., 1842, (H-L) XXVIII, p. 77. 

(160) 11 Im-ow no conceivable reason why sen should love the institutions 
of their country unless they insure to them a reasonable amount 
of social enjoyment. t Thos. Davidson, 9. C. Reo. Hand-Loom 
Weaav_re PPetitions. P. P., 1834, (556) i, Q. 2164. 
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whilst labour should remain alone mprotected# to be affected by the 

protection given to the other alassrs. t(161) Nor did they condom 

trades unions out of hand; they could see why they arcs*, though of 

course they were not convinced of their efficacy as means of bettering 

working-class coi . tious. (162) 

To better conditions concrete proposals were made in the &12211 

ot&heg t 
_º c of the sS nd 

. Theme included the creation of a sanitary cceamiaoion or board 

of health with very wilde powers. As well as inquiring into the 

causes of diswe, they were to 'adopt all salutary and necessary 

measures for prauoting the health, cleanliness, and comfort of the 

inhabitants t. (l63) Ort the subject of poor lags, they reca atended 

uniform and gen. ral assessments; relief to widows, orphans, the in- 

firm and the impotent should be raised and tmasployrrnt should b. 

grounds for relief. Savings banks, friendly societies and temperance 

societies should be encouraged. Means for recreation and sausement 

should be providod such as aaee toons, *ussiasi exhibitions of 'art and 

skill' and susical concerts. 'How many drink to excess to shake off 

depresaim, or to allay the restless thirst for sxcitamantl and might 

not these motives be excluded 6y cheerful amusements Of as ianooent 

natura? 9(164) Above all, there gras a need for such more moral, 

J 161) Wit- Craig, mod. Q. 13301 see also Thos. Davidson ibid. Q. 2174. 
162) e. g. Thos. Davidson, " ... I look upon those extensive trades 

unions and combinations as in a considerable degree the result, 
in the first place, of the lion of the protection to every 
other interest of the country but that of labours and secondly, 
as arising from the per which the master possesses of operat- 
ing upon labour to the disadvantage of the workmen] .. of As 
a remedy he favoured an independent bodly to regulate rases. 
j=. Q. 2172. 

(163) 3} 
. 
Condit Sc 2j., P. P., 1842, (H-L) XXVIIT, p. 194. 

161 bid. p. 195" Watt, 2R-61t. p. 90 also lamented this lack, though 
compared to Sheffield which lacked any sort of recreational 
facility including libraries and reading-rooms, Glasgow ras 
perhaps fortunate. S. Pollard +ý A tor9 of Labour inn 

(Liberpool U. P., 1959), p" 299 
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intellectual and religious educatiou. 
(165) This does then represent a 

genuine attempt to understand and alleviate the conditions of the working 

classes. 

An even more renarkable, and entirely unofficial study, was that 

occasioned by J. Smith, editor of the Ex=Jmer. This was a sensitive, 

explicit, thorough expose of working-class conditions published under 

the title of The 
, 
Grieves the Working Classes. Undertaken in the 

same nwmor as later studies of poverty such as those by Rowntree and 

Booth, it was not meant simply as a tsensationalf description, but as 

a thorough survey fully documented and as such a starting point for 

remedial actions 'It is to be regretted, ... that philanthropic writers 

have generally satisfied themselves with giving isolated cases of distress 

and sketches of individuals not sufficiently numerous to warrant any gen- 

eral conclusion regarding the state of society, or even of the class of 

society to which the individuals beloaged. t(166) 

Similarly 9 

It is the purpose of this volume not to dwell at any length 
on individual cases of crime, injustice, or poverty, but to 
present a sufficiency of instances to warrant general con- 
clusions - to furnish data on which to found measures for 
local improvement .... The cruelties of the Russian 
Autocrat, and the sufferings of the Irish peasantry, find 
a ready response in the bosoms of the benevolent, but few 
]. s gent the miseries that dwell in their own ný$? ý urhood. 
The only palliative is the plea of ignorance. C1b? ) 

For these reasons, the book contained case histories drawn from detailed 

examinations of various streets; described conditions in lodging houses; 

the provisions alreadY existing for relief, and suggested remedies. 

A feature of its ccc entary was its forthright attack on moral 

bypocriay z 

(165) ` 1t. Condit. Scot.,, P. P. j, 1842, (}1-L) XXVIII, p. 195. Though 
Chamb. Edin. Journ. 9,4 Mar. 1848 maintained, 'Perhaps in no 
city in the world are the observances of religion respected by 
a larger proportion of the population, or practised with more 
unequivocal earnestness, than in Glasgow. ' 

(166) Smith, onjat. p. V. 
(167) . P. VI. 
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Within a few yards of this abode of destitution, are several 
of the most popular and fashionable places of worship in the 
city. In the very hearing of the services of these sanc- 
tuaries this aged couple are allowed to starved They are 
allowed to hear these services, and a missionary is sent to 
their dwellin¬ to tell them of death which already site on 
their countenal. ces, while not one copper reaches them froi 
any Christian society to relieve the cravings of hunger, or 
to cover their withered limbs; yet Glasgow is a Christian 
city, and its people are decidedly Christian(? ) (168) 

Those whom it considered were sanctioning such a state of affairs were 

ruthlessly caatigsted$ tWe have been told that some of our civic rulers 

not only wink at the abominations practised in these dens, but that they 

actually hold properties -where the worst characters are sheltered, and 

that other parties are sufficiouti -ii lueatial to have hitherto induced 

the guardians of public health and morals to be silent on the gwmtion. s(169) 

Its ccrosisnts on factory owners could have ccmG straight £rcmº any working- 

class agitators 'In general, little or no attention is paid to the 

mental, moral, or religious culture of the workers. The greatest 

amount of labour at the glaum of wages has hitherto been all the 

attention given to the woitere. t(170) 

What was sought was practic. 41 remedies: tile have had a sufficient 

experiment of parlour philanthropists, that expend their sympathies at 

their own canfortable firesides and their charities by annual stated 

subscriptions. t (171) The nu nicipal authorities could do much to lower 

the price of provisions o 
t1''ß Parliamentary repres entaticn should be 

widened: 'Morality as well as justice China ds a change ... though a 

degraded political position may go far to denude them of self-respect, 

it can never rob them of a consciousness of their just right8. t(173) 

Proper d, iellings should be built for the poor and a rcý -; n ble amount 

(168 jam# p. 24; see also pp. 21-2. 
169 ;, $. pp. 33-4. 
170 . pp. 111-12. 
171 bjc j. p. 38- 
172 ;w a* p. 108. 
173 ,. p. 106. 
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of cash should be available for those in want. 
(174) 

There was also a 

keen awareness of what Sir Keith Joseph in July 1972 was anxious to 

ccmbats the tcycle of family deprivation 1, (175) 
whereby children from 

deprived backgrounds tend themselves to produce deprived children: 

'Fathers and mothers, themselves ignorant and debased, and frequently 

profligate, rear an offspring to fill our poor-houses and prisons, or 

inadequately to discharge the duties of any honest occupation. t(176) 

The middle-class response therefore, was not to blame the poor 

for being poor and leave it at that$ it was to realise that poverty 

could spring from causes outwith the individualts control. 
(177) Like- 

wise crime could be seen to be often engendered by middle-class 

negl. ect. 
(lam) 

No doubt some of this was done in an effort to stave 

off aM possible revolution, or from a desire to improve efficiency within 

the prevailing syeteut tour own experience, and the history of other 

nations, teaches us that unless the condition of the working classes - 

the life-blood of the ccasnunity - and of the poor, be duly attended to, 

the vitality of the state is in danger ... It is our interest, there- 

fore, as it is our duty, to attend to the condition and improvement of 

the masaes. t(179) It may well be in accordance with the bourgeoisie 

waging the class war in a devious manner via philanthropy. This 

however, is not really important for our i mediate purposes. What is im- 

portant is that conditions were such (the possibility of social mobility, 

the range and extent of the educational structure, the intelligent 

(174) It is mocking one in the circumstances of this poor widow to 
simply pay her rents whilst she is left to starve. Were 
proper houses built, an allowance of a free roam and a few 
shillings a month might be granted at an expense to the town 
not much greater than that paid to landlords for houses 
altogether untenantable. ' Ibid. p. 19. 

175 Sir K. Joseph quoted by R. Butt, Ibis imss, 6 July 1972. 
176 sadth, oD. cit. p. 39. 
177 mac. p. 101; see also mit. Condit. Scot., P. P,, 1842, (H-L) 

XXVIII, p. 193. 
(178) Smith, one. p. 34. For the state of crime in the city see 

Appendix XCIII. 
(179) t" Co t ;..: °t" s P. P. s 1842, (H-L) XXVIII, p. 193. 
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concern with the problems of the poor, the sie tlsr outlook of the 

social classes) as to militate against stark confrontation of the 

classes in this co munity. This was to be of crucial importance 

in determining the character of radical agitation in the period 

1830-48. 
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I 

Glasgow, like most cities in Britain was caught up in the agit&- 

Lion for parliamentary reform. In his exmination of the response of 

different cities to the reform agitation, As Briggs has shown(') how 

much this was conditioned by the social and economic structure and by 

the political experiences of the citar. These were especially import. - 

ant in affecting the relations between the representatives of two dif- 

ferent approaches to reforms that of the popular radicals and that of 

mercantile and middle-class groups. 
(2) 

In Birmingham these local con- 

diticns were such as to promote a fusion of interests (co-operation) 

between popular and middle-class radicalsj(3) in Manchester they made 

for cleavage and the emergence of rival political organisational 
(4) 

in 

Leeds a concentration on different fields, with middle-class groups 

agitating for political reform, the working classes for factory reform. 
ýSý 

Glasgow provides another ex, WO16 of the Uportsncs of local characteristics 

in shaping the response; though because its characteristics differed 

frca those of these English cities, so in some ways did its response. 

The social structure and economy of Glasgow have alrea4 been 

considered, and their relevant characteristics such as the prospects of 

social mobility and the general prosperity, underlined* 
(6) 

As to its 

political experiences, the two main incidents prior to 1830 were the 

Thrushgrove Reform Meeting of 1816 and the abortive "Radical Wart of 

(1) Brigges 
7Background 

of the Parliamentary Reform Movement ... 
- 293-31- 

2. p. 294. 
3. pp* 297-8. 
4 D. 11. P. 302. 
5. P. 310. 
6 See above, Chap. I. 
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1820. (7) The Radical Wart was relatively unimportant as tar as 

establishing political traditions is concerned. It was an example 

of political unrest as a response to economic crisis and as such was 

tied up with Peterloo and the Cato St. Conspiracy. In February 1820, 

twenty-seven members of a Glasgow Radical Canine. had been arrested, 

suspected of planning a simultaneous uprising in England and Scotland. 

(Si 1 April 1820 Glasgow was placarded with bills calling for support 

for a Provisional. Qovernstent. Support was to be demonstrated by a 

general strike starting on 1 April, and a rising fixed for 5 April 

1820. Sixty thousand people in the Glasgow area were reputed to 

have struck. On 5 April Glasgow was filled with troops, but the only 

incident was an evening encounter between the cavalry and 300 radicals. 

That morning however, forty to fifty radicals had left Glasgar to :- 

deeous with a group from Stirling. A party of y. anry and hussars 

halted them at H niir, and after a skirmish in which four were 

wounded, the radicals fled. The paroai+Nd concartsd action elsewhere 

did not materialise, and the three leader, Wilson, Baird and Hardie 

were executed. This apparently left a tradition in that it was felt 

hanging had been too severe a punistssentt the cause though not eu- 

tira]y forgotten, (a) 
did not convulse Qlasgoa society. 

Of more importance in establishing a later tradition was the 

Thrushp,, ovo Meeting. This took place on 29 October 1816 when a 

meeting of more than 40,000 people protested against, among other 

things, the woeful results of all the expense and sacrifices of the 

late unnecessary wars the restoration of the Bourbons to France 

(7) For an interesting though sanewhat idiosyncratic account of the 
Radical War see P. Hsrresford Ellis and S. MacA'thobhainn, 

(London, 1970). The follow- 
ing account relies heavily on H. W. Meikle, Scotland and ti_ 
yXgoch Revolution (alas., 1912). 

(8) e. g. in the 1832 election references were made to one of the 
candidates, Eeing, being the foremen of the jury which cotes 
demned Wilson. 
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which seemed contrary to popular wishes; the restoration of the Pope, 

the Jesuits, Ferdinand and the Inquisition - all of which had at one 

time been emphatically opposedo(9) 

Again and again resolutions were passed, and speeches mane, 

condemning the corrupt system of representations 

That it is the decided conviction of this Meeting that 
the grand and primary cause of all the evils under which 
the country now suffers, is the radically defective and 
corrupt state of the representation in the Commons House; 
and that it is solely in consequence of this that the 
people have been deprived of their legal share in the 
govertusent of the country, that they have lost all con- 
stitutional control over those who should be the guard- 
ians of the public ppurse, that they no longer possess 
any security for the enjoyment of their legal rights, 
liberties, and privileges, that their property has been 
placed at the mercy of a corrupt and usurping Borough 
Faction, and that Ministers through the preponderating 
weight of an undue influence, have been enabled-to 
prosecute those iniquitous measures which ha at length 
brought the country to the verge of ru. th. (l0) 

A petition was to be forwarded to the Prince Regent requesting 

him to assemble Parlia'eant without delays and call upon it to devise 

mediate measures for the reduction of taxation and the standing army,, 

the abolition of all unmerited pensions, sinecures, grants and wer 

emoluments and the adoption of rigid enormer. Most important it was 

to tales immediate steps to effect a radical reform of the Commons and 

the destruction of 'Borough Usurpations -a system which worked against 

both the rights of the crotian and the privileges of the people; 
(3") 

and 

to exclude fras the Coons all placeaisn, pensioners and office holders 

then receiving £200,000 from taxation. The meeting also recanwided 

all towns and villages in Scotland to declare their sentiments on the 

present state of the country. 

(9) J. Smith, Recollections of Jan Turner, of ThruahuroYe (Glas., 
1854), P. 31. 

(10) Resolution 6, p. 42. 
(11) Resolution 10#-D"-. p. 44. 
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This meeting was significant not only because it heralded what 

was to became a familiar characteristic: that of citing all the 'good 

causes' of the time, and contained all the hallmarks of the later 

agitation including class co-operation and ®odsration, 
(2) but also 

because of the type of person involved. Such were 

John Russell, a respectable manufacturer in Glasgow; 
John Ogilvie, china merchant in Jamaica St. j John 
KcArthur@ ironmonger in Argyle St. i Benjamin Grey, 
shoemaker in Nelson St. = William Watson manufacturer 
in George St. j William Lang, printer in Bell. St.; 
and John McLeod, cotton spinner in Turreen St. i all 
moving in the respectable middle ranks of society. 13) 

Furthez orr, Turner himself, who provided his field when all other 

meeting places had been closed to them was also a man of position and 

influence. 
(lh) 

This meeting, ccommorated each year in an anniversary 

dinner, showed the essential moderation and social mix of those imaged 

in radicalis*. 

Bath of these aspects - the dissatisfaction with the representative 

system, the wish for concrete benefits, the demands for cheap government, 

for rights and for redress to specific grievances - was to be highlighted 

even more by 1830. For the more Glasgow grew in wealth and importance, 

the more glaring became the contrast between her position and signifi- 

cance in the econa®gr and the role given to her in the representative 

system. Though Glasgow had grown so rapidly she was still in 1830 in 

the position of possessing only a quarter of an K. P. For the purposes 

of felecting" an K. P. Glasgow was grouped with Rutherglen, Renfrew and 

Dumbarton, each taking a turn as the returning burgh. This would have 

been unsatisfactory enough had the inhabitants possessed the right of 

(12) The whole was conducted with an order and decorum which strikingly 
proved how groundless have been the prejudices against popular 
meting@ in this part of the country. Though, doubtless, the 
greater part were vorkpeople, yet many gentlemen of the city 
fiere present, besides great numbers from the country, for miles 
round the city'. Qgwrier, 31 Oct. 1816 quoted in JWjJ9 p. 21. 

(13) R. Alison, The Anecdotaee of Glasgow (Glas* and London, 1892), 
p. 211. 

(14) tiaoes Turner, a citizen who made a fortune and a position to 
himself .. of IW . 
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voting. The elective franchise however resided in the Town Council 

(which in turn was exclusively elected by the retiring Council, itself 

chosen from members of the Merchants and Trades Houses). (15) 

On the eve of reform then, most of the 'national' criticisms of 

the existing system, the hopes for and expectations from its reform, 

could be discerned in Glasgow. There was the business element, both 

displaying civic pride in its claim that the importance of Glasgow 

should be recognisedt t... this city, from the extent of its 

population, its capital and its trade, has the fairest claim to a 

share of the representation, equal to what may be granted to towns of 

similar importance in Englandt.; 
(16) 

and hoping for concrete benefits 

like free trade to India and China. (17) 

There was the hostility to the aristocracys 

If they gistocraL be suffering, as they say, it is 
all owing to their own blundering but selfish legisla- 
tion. Their abominable monopolising spirit, and their 
disregard of every interest but their own. For twenty 
years they have levied a tax of at least twenty millions 
per annum upon the first necessity of life, by means of 
the Corn Lsws. (18 

There were the classic radical dsmmuxW for (cheap governmentf, 

for frights' and for redress to specific grievances$ in particular 

the umerited privileges of the landed proprietors, the clergy, lawyers, 

manufacturers and merchants; 
(19) 

and there was the xyth that once these 

rights were fully understood by all then Utopia would be created. 
(20r 

r ýwrwrrrrrýrý^ýn rrr ýýýn rrýýw. rýr   

(16; 

(17) 

18 
19 
20 

Local and Lý*+i 
�np. 

]. 3ou e{r oS, a*Iw 7 g37 
-'L Glas. 1897)x p. 16. 

ExtracIg Vol. XI, 1823-1833 
1Glas., 1916)s 3 Dec. 1830, p. 405 Hereinafter cited as Bur. F c_. ) 

A wish for irve trade was not of course confined to the business 
coamunityf the operatives too, looked upon it as a boon. See 
above Chap. I. 

3co: t. 2 Mar. 1830. 
H. T. A. 25 Sept. 1830, 
Ijklo 23 Oct- 1830. t... That there should be no distinction 

among mankind, but what merit and the power of producing and 
doing good bestow - That mind, not money - rectitude, not rank, should 
be the proper sources of degree. - In a word, that there should be 
no law, public institution, office or appointment, paid and upheld 
by the people, that does not, under the strictest econorWs contri- bute to the benefit of ALLS without respect of persons. 1 
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That there was great dissatisfaction with the established insti- 

tutions can be discerned fran the fact that even the Tory press( 21) 

embodied in the gqxWjerr and Herald made reference to it, and realised 

some solution was necessary$ 

If the present Ministry can succeed in convincing the 
labouring classes of the population of this country that 
they are living in the midst of abundance while they are 
absolutely living in the midst of staarvation, or the 
severest and bitterest distress - if the abninistration 
c; -- succeed in making the merchant, the manufacturer, 
anu he landholder believe that their pockets are full 
while they are empty - make the latter believe, while 
he is not only receiving no rent, but actually mortgag- 
ing his property to find funds to relieve the pressing 
wants of labourers thrown out of employment in every 
part of the country, that every thing in the country is 
flourishing and rightf why then, we think that Ministers 
and our present system will retain their sway so long as 
the former ex st or the existence of others may be pro- 
longed, who shall come into their places and support the 
comsbercial system which they do. C2 

Within the Reforming section of the press, different causes for 

and solutions to this state of affairs were advanced. To the Ch, 

the cause lay in the Corn Laws and exorbitant taxation, and solution in 

a reduction of taxation, free trade with India and China, and «nploymeent 

via the cultivation of waste land and the erection of public worice. 
(23) 

That is, it saw the situation purs]y in economic terms. 

The 3cots_, 
__T . me+ however, preferred to see the tenen in the 

traditional terms of the aristocracy, and maintained no other reform 

could be effected till the interference of the aristocracy in the House 

of Commons was abolished. 
( 4) In a leading article on the unconatitu- 

tional influence of the aristocracy in returning H. Ps9 via rotten 

boroughs, it thundsred, 

the same illegitimate power is known to pervade everything 
connected with government, poisoning every measure with the 
taint of corruption, interrupting the free and natural 

21 For a general disoussion of the press, see Appendix XXIV. 
22 Courier. 12 Jan. 1830; see also Herald 5 Feb. 1830. 
23 y am, 8 Feb. 1830. 
24 3c_ ots T, ijnn, 5 Jan., 27 Feb. 1830. 
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motions of the political machine, and threatening in time 
totally to destroy the balance of the Constitution. It 
is this monstrous influence, openly exercised in the teeth 
of the law, that controls ministers and counteracts their 
best intentions - that prevents everything like reform 
or amelioration of our institutions - that supports every 
abuse - that creates monopolies - that perpetuates large 
military establishments - that refuses to reduce taxation 
- that levies a tax of millions on the bread of the people 
in the shape of the corn laws - and, in short, that is the 
fruitful parent of every venal, odious, and worthless feat- 
ure in our political system. Until the Constitution be 
purged of the canker, we see no remedy for political abuses, 
and no end to the enormous expenditure that presses upor} 
the industry and exhausts the resources of the country. (25) 

Remedy was now seen to lie in parliamentary reform. By June 

1830 the ScotaTimes was discussing how reform should be effected, 
(26) 

having abandoned its earlier notion that the Duke of Wellington would 

succeed via Tory men and Whig measuresv(27) (though the Chronicle now 

thought the cause was regressing)* 
(28) 

The ronircle attempted to lead the reform movement, closely 

followed by the 3aturda4 (Evening) Po_et, while a weak radicalism was 

also embodied in the Eros and to the right of it, the 3cots 

Times which saw everything in orthodox Whig terns. Conservatism had 

its champions in the Courior and the Herald, Throughout the agitation, 

the Courier was the stronger of the two in its criticism and caments 

advising Conservatives to conserve energy to fight backs 
(29) 

while the 

Herald often wished merely for peace. 
(0 

In the middle between 

Reformers and Conservatives was to be when it came on the scene in 1832, 

the Scottish Guardian. 
(i) 

(25) .6 )tar. 1830. 
(26) It favoured Sussellts proposals, maintaining reform would not be 

carried 'either by the cl. azour of the Demagogue, or the noise 
of the aillionf but by the mild, temperate and judicious tact 
of the firm and enlightened statesman. t. 1 June 1830. 

27) .9 Feb. 1830. 
(28) ale, 31 May 1830. 
29) e. g. Co, ,1 Feb. 1831. 
30) Herald. 23 May 1831. 
31) 'we believe Reform to be a great healing and conservative measure, 

which will knit the hearts of the middling classes to the Consti- 
tution, secure a strong and efficient government, consolidate 
public liberty and check popular excesses. Scottish Guardian, 
17 Jan. 1832. ""'-"- 
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The climate of opinion favourable to change was given point and 

direction by specific events in 1830; in particular the advent of the 

new reign, the French Revolution of 1830, and the visit of Joseph Hume 

to Glasgow in September 1830. The new reign was eagerly welcomed: 

No period could be more favourable than the present to Petition for 

Reform; on the commencement of a new and auspicious reign, and on the 

eve of the opening of a parliament which had received a great addition 

in number to the standard of liberality"t(32) 

Of more importance however, in the Glasgow context was the French 

Revolution and Himºe's visit in September. The role of the French 

Revolution in the subsequent reform agitation has gone the usual round 

of historical controversy. G. M. Trevelyan had no doubts about its 

role: t... the French Revolution of 1830 did more than affect the 

elections. It gave Englishmen the sense of living in a new era, when 

great changes could be safely made. To act boldly on behalf of the 

people, it was seen, did not produce anarchy as the Tories had argued 

ever since 1789. Rather, it was half-measures that were dangerous, 

and resistance to the people that was fatalt. (33) N. Gash however, 

has revised this opinion. He has conclusively shown that the July 

Revolution did not affect the elections of 1830,04) and by concen- 

tracing on its electoral effects, seas unwilling to credit it with 

any positive results. 
(35) 

(32) Ws. Cameron, meeting 2 Oct. 1830,9 Oct. 1830. 
(33) G. M. Trevelyan, RXIIish UsIggg In the Nineteenth Century and 

After 17 - London, 1948)t p. 228. 
(34) N. Gashh, Eiglýih Reform and French Revolution in the General 

Election of 1830', in ed. Pares and Taylor, essays i gnt*d 
12 91 Lewis IMIjer, (London, 1956), pp. 258-88" 

(35) t ishmen of moderate views (and in 1830 they probably consti- 
tuted the bulk of the electorate) were prepared to .. it defects 
in their constitution and wished to have them reformed; but 
they could not see that there was any essential similarity 
between the political situation in France and in England. 
Even in the charitable efforts made to relieve the victims of 
the fighting in Pariis, the same attitude was apparent. Meet- 
ings were held in many parts of the country for the joint pur- 
pose of congratulating the French and raising subscriptions to 
assist those who had suffered in the struggle. But it was a 
general movement and not confined to the Radicals; and speeches 
made on such occasions struck the same note of robust, humani- 
tarian and slightly complacent approval'. Ibid* pp. 269-70. 
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This is however, to underestimate the value of the French 

Revolution merely as an incident which maintained the interest in 

reform. The fact that meetings were held in Glasgow provided 

impetus, and not only in a vague or general sense, for the issue of 

parlis nentary reform was discussed. (36) The press of the time, both 

the Stamped and the Unstmaped did credit the French Revolution with 

an enlightening effect, giving same coherence to attitudes. An 

example from the Stamped press illustrates the conviction that the 

French Revolution could have nothing but a favourable effect on the 

reform movement= 

the great thing which the Duke has to dread is, the 
triumph of constitutional principles in France. This 
it is which will round every impassioned period, and 
give point to every liberal argument. The people of 
England are not likely to remain under the feet of the 
Borough 011garchy, when France enjoys a just system of 
representation. They will insist on Parliamentary 
Reform, on economy and retrenchment, on amendment in 
the administration of law, on the destruction of exclu- 
sive companies, and on the repeal of the duties which 
sustain monopolies. Success may not cane in a single 
Session, but one abuse will fall after another, until 
the w_pj the bulk of the people actuates the legis- 
leture. (37 

While speaking on behalf of the operatives, the Herald to tha ZMA_, ees 

Advocate displayed that civic pride which was to become a character- 

istic of the agitation: surely the intelligence of the British 

mechanic and labourer was not inferior to the Parisian? '(es, the 

Parisian woEk= ,- the French people wham we have been, falsely 

taught, from our infancy, to estimate as a vain and frivolous race 

of beings, ... have written, ... what the working classes of all 

nations may and ought to do; and shall the workmen of Glasgow, with 

whom originated Mechanicst Institutions, the benefits of which have 

36 Meeting 9 Sept- 1830,3c of : Tuns, 11 Sept. 1,830- 
37) 

,, 
16 Aug. 1830, 
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extended over and enlightened the empire ... shall they refuse to 

bring their talents to bear upon the more important principles of 

moral and politcal econcW? t(38) 

Furthermore once the agitation had begun on a viable scale, 

reference was still to be made to the French Revolutions as at the 

Trades Political Dinner of 3 January 1831 where both McAulay and 

Davidson paid tribute to it. (39) 

Still more important in keeping the action moving forward was 

the visit of Joseph the in September. A public dinner was held on 

15 September 1830 where all the fususll charges against the unreformed 

system were made: the aristocracy was ruining the country and only 

parliamentary reform could save it. Law reform, trial by jury, free 

trade (especially in corn, and to India and China) and the liberty of 

the press were among the reform demanded. Special emphasis was laid 

on the necessity for burgh reform. The example of France was hailed 

as a demonstration of what a people could accomplish when united on 

behalf of their rights. The necessity of the ballot was emphasised; 

rwhat could have prevented the valorous French from falling a prey to 

that monsters tyranny, but the election by ballot. ' Appeals were 

made to Glasgowts civic prides : Glasgow ought not to be less distin- 

guished for its wise and liberal civic institutions, than for the 

extent of its manufactures, its ca®merce, and its wealth. ' (40) The 

dinner was a great success$ : such a meeting as is calculated to pro- 

mote the dissemination of useful political truths and the establish- 

ment of sound principles of legislation and government'. 
41) 

Nor did Hume's activities in Glasgow stop merely at this dinner. 

On 15 September 1830 a deputation fr an several trades visited Huene to 

explain the bad effects which could result frag the introduction of 

the Truck system. At the same time the operatives presented an 

38 HiTeA., 25 Sept. 1830. 
39 Scots Time., 8 Jan. 1831. 
40 18 Sept. 1830. 
4l , Ibid. 
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address to hia, ersing their adairation of his, and asking him to 

explain to them# his political principles respecting taxation; the 

reduction of all unnsccscaiy governs t expeasaf the law of prima- 

gsniture and entail= the best means of effecting a frill, fair and 

free representation of the people in parliament; Truck; and the best 

means of strengthening the government against aristocratic influence. 

They also wished to know how the working classes could traise ourselves 

to that standard of moral rectitude, of political importance and social 

oawtort, which the vast resources of this manufacturing and ccoroorcial 

nation, sum by our industry and okill, aided by the rapid progress 

of knowledge and science entitle us to toj4)yt. (42) 

On 24 September 1830 a =*+An& for this purpose wu hsld. Oft* 

thousand nine hundred tickets more sold and Wallace of K*l]y M. P. for 

Greenock also attended. The chair was taken by A]AxwAer Campboll(43) 

who displayed that consciousness of working-class worth and dignity 

which was to be a hal]msrk of the Glasgow working alassgs tThe working 

Classes, on Mhos depend the whole fabric of society, should now begin to 

think more of themselves. On them depended all pensions, sinecures and 

taxes j the army and the navy were upheld by the produce of their labour= 

... '(44) 

Nevertheless no class hostility ma sham. John Stewart in pro- 

posing the first resolution display d the other marked characteristic 

of G1asgaw working Blass agitation " moderations tHs ff. 3tewar 7 was 

one who was disposed to respect the highest 6radss of society= to did 

not wish to destroy every distinction mom en, because he considered 

that different degrees preserved, or tended to preserve, dmooruº and 

good maitlers in society. He would, therefore, give honour to Mhos 

honour was dude, and pay tribute where it is justly required, to the 

support of great and good institutions .t 
(45 ) 

(42) ý,., ", 25 8ý. 1830. 
43) M Orsnit* who ws Jagd in wach agitation and In mm places 

throughout the period. 
44) 1, T. A., 2 00t. 1830. 
45) bam. 
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Hume disposed of the question of Truck bfr maintaining no mors 

would be heard of it, once they had proper representatives chosen by 

the people. Four resolutions were passed declaring that frequent 

correspondence between the legislature and the working classes twhose 

condition and views they ought to represents would produce great 

national isprovementf that the French Revolution had demonstrated 

that 'a well-infored working population is necessary to the preser- 

vation of public morals, genuine freedom and national security; 
i 

indicating tthe necessity of a more extensive circulation of moral 

and political knowledge among all ranks! preparatory to reform= and 

congratulating the Parisian operatives. Hwsets visit was to have 

further importance in that it induced the Cosmittee of Trades to pro- 

mote a meeting on 2 October 1830 in favour of reform. 

II 

Accordingly, given this background of interest in reform, it is 

not surprising to find that tf. asgow reopondsd at all the high points 

and crises in reform agitation. While the advent of the Grey Ministry 

in November 1830 was not particularly noteds the press asked plain- 

tively why Glasgow was behind Edinburgh, Haddinaton and Ayr in making 

her wishes for reform known to the gowrnaent, 
(46) 

nevertheless by 

Decmber reform meetings were being held. on 6 Decedber 1830 the 

Merchants and Trades hause ýiýºultaaeously bald nsstiap to petition 

for retorm. 
(47) On 15 December the Weavers Incorporation also peti- 

tio l(48) on 18 December a meeting of the inhabitants was held 

under the ciýsirmaruhip of the Lord P"Yaut. 
(49 ) 

A number of important features characterising the agitation were 

evident= frog the beginning even the Town Council, though it could be 

aeºid to be a beneficiary under the old asten, since it was self- 

46 ý 30 ý. 1830. 
47 .? Dec- 183r Han $, 3rd ser., Vol. II, 21 Dec. 1830, col. 5. 
48 Scot. TL .. 18 Dec. 1830. 

1491 

. 21 Dec- 1830; , 3rd ser., Vol. II9 21 Dec. 1830, col. 1. 
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electing, was aware of the necessity of reform. It passed resolutions 

pointing out that the members for burghs are chosen by the magistrates 

and council, who in general nominate their own successors and form only 

a small part of the coawunity. That in euch circumstances an exten- 

sion of the elective franchise appears to be just and expedient' 
(5 ) 

These meetings also displayed the characteristic Glasgow responses 

there was a response on the part of the inhabitants acting as a group, 

which called for, and displayed# class co-operation] and there were 

individual responses via the Incorporations, () the Trades House and 

Merchants House. 

The next major political event was the Trades Political Dinner 

held on 3 January 1831. This ras attended by four hundred and fifty 

people of whom around a hundred were 'individual. in the higher and 

middle walks of liret. (52) Daniel. McAulay the chair an, and an 

operative, cc anted how gratifying it was to see tthe working and the 

higher classes cordially joining to further the great cause of reform 

in parliament'. 
(53) Great play was made with the idea of class co- 

operation both by the operatives and the middle classes. 
(5`) 

From 

now on the Reform press was to urge increased petitioning, 
(55) 

and 

on 1 February 1831 a petition coutaizsing 30,375 signatures was 

diepatched. (56) 

(50) Am- #3 Dec. 1830, P" 404; Awa"3rd ser., Vol. I, 
20 Dec. 1830, col. 1350; Vol. ITS. 21 Dec. 1830, col. 1. 

(51) There were fourteen Incorporated trades in Glasgow which to- 
gether made up the Trades House. They had various exclusive 
privileges such as restricting the right of selling wares to 
members. The trades with the dates of incorporation worst 
Hammarmen c. 1536; Tailors c. 1546; Cordiners 1558; 
Maltoren unknown; Weavers 1528; Bakers in 16th century; 
Skinners 1516; Wright* c. 1567; Coopers c. 1569; 
Flashers 1580; Masons 1057; Gardeners 1690; Barbers c. 1559; 
Were and Bonnetmakers c. 1597. It is unkown wirr the number 
was restricted to fourteen. 

(52) Scots Tian, 4 Jan. 1831. 
(53) JI. T. A., 8 Jan. 1831. 
(54) Scota TfM, 8 Jan. 1831, This point will be expanded later, 

see below, p. 82. 
55 e. g. ,, bid,. 29 Jan. 18311 ý, 21 Jan. 1831. 
56) Scots Timss. 5 Feb. 1831. A"ardo3rd *or*, Vol. 11,26 Feb. 1831, 

col. 993 gives the figure as 30,975. 
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On 1 March 1831, Lord John Russell introduced the Reform Bi11(57) 

into the Commons. Satisfaction with the Rill among reformers centred 

on the fact that Scotland now had a political existence; and as far 

as Glasgow was concerned, it would be extending the vote to almost 

every fourth householder. (-58) The Reform press pledged support but 

would have liked the measure to go further. (59 The moderate atti- 

tude of the operatives could be seen in their coanent, Let us take 

what we get, and look for more+. 
(60) The Conservative press were 

disgusted with the measurep 'It is a defective inconclusive, silly, 

contemptible, and indigssted mass of absurdity and injustice - more 

resembling the thesis of a clever school-boy, than the severe and 

profound views of men of advanced years, of practical wisdom, and of 

consummate knowledge in the art of Government. t (61) Alarm was ex- 

pressed at its boldness,, 
(62) 

and there were calls for demonstrations 

against the measures 
(63) 

A series of almost daily meetings then ensued, but these were 

all overwhelmingly in favour of reform, meeting to express their 

approval of the SL11 and to address the King and petition both Houses 

to that and., On 9 March the Merchants House and the Burgh of Calton 

met; on 10 March the operatives and the Incorporation of Weavers; on 

11 March the Incorporation of Haamermen, 04) 
and the Incorporation of 

(57) Russell was largely responsible for framing the Sill, though he 
was not a cabinet member till June 1831. The Bill disfran- 
chised 60 boroughs of lese than 2000 inhabitants and returning 
119 M. Ps. (Schedule A); 47 boroughs with a population of 2000- 
4000 lost 1 M. P.; the combined boroughs of Weymouth and 
Holcombe Regists representation was cut from 4 to 2 M. Ps. 
Ninety-seven now seats went to England and Wales, 5 to Scotland, 
3 to Ireland. Seven large Tagl. ish towns including Manchester 
and Birmingham, and 4 districts in London got 2 ß,. P9.; 20 
towns got 1 M. P. each; 26 counties had their representaL n 
doubled; Yorkshire (already having 4 M. Ps. ) received 2 more, 
and the Isle of Wight 1 M. P. 3orough franchise was to be 
uniform at £10 householders; in the counties the £10 copy- 
holder, £50 leaseholder and 40/- freeholder still had his 
rights. 

58 Scots Timte, 3.2 Mar. 1831. 
59 e. g. tom. 5 Mar. 1831. 
60 HT. 

_A", 
5 Mar. 1831- 

61 LQr, 26 May 1831. 
62 . 5,8,10 liar. 1831- 
63) bd. 17,19 Mar. 1831 etc. 
64 Scots Timms 12 Mar. 1831. 
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Bakers; on 12 March the merchants, bankers, manufacturers and traders, 

and the Trades iiouse; 
(65) 

on 14 March the Incorporation of Cordinerej 

on 16 March the Incorporation of Tailors; on 17 March the Incorporation 

of Masons and the Heritors of Baronyl(66) on 18 March the city of Glasgow 

and the Faculty of Procurators 67) 
and on 21 March the Incorporation of 

Bakers. 
(68) 

There was therefore considerable interest in reform - an 

interest which covered nowt sections of influential society including 

the Town Council* 
(69) 

The support of the Town Council was especially 

valued and seen to contrast very favourably with the conduct of its 

counterpart in Edinburghs "We who have so often reprobated their deeds, 

and who still reprobate the system under which they act, feel peculiar 

pleasure in ranking them as our friends on this occasion .... As 

lovers of Glasgow, too, how gladly we contrast the conduct of our 

rulers with that of the shopkeepers, yclept Magistrates and Councillors, 

who occupy the civic seat of honour in Modern Athens, and disgrace them- 

selves and their country by their ignorance and their servility'. 
(70) 

Glasgow then� at the introduction of the Si11 had reacted in its typi- 

cal way with meetings and petitions from each section of the community, 

as well as meetings and petitions from the entire coommity acting as 

a body. 

The W11 however only passed its second reading by one vote. 

Glasgow undeterred by this, celebrated what it expected to be the triumph 

of reform with an illumination held on 28 March 101. 
(71) 

This spectacle 

included gas lights, bonfires, fireworks and an illumination dinner. 

(656 Ibid. 15 Isar. 1831. 
( Jam. 19 Mar. 1831. 
(67 22 liar. 1831. 
68 JkJA. 26 mar. 1831. 
69 Bar. R 

,. 
18 Kar. 1831, p. 116. The Town Council anticipated 

the most favourable results, tby uniting all classes of the 
c ty in support of the great interests of the nation, 
it wouiJ secure the stability of the constitution and pro- 

mote and extend the welfare,, prosperity and happiness of the 
British snpire. t 

70) Umm 19 Mare 1831. 
71) . 29 Nr. 1831. 
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A defeat in committee in April led Grey to ask for a dissolution. 

Glasgow received the news of the defeat in to spirit of hostility and 

di3satisfaction'. 
(72) The Reform press called for meetings to support 

the King and thank ministers for their courage in the cause. 
(73) On 

2 May 1831 the operative., organised by the Trades Committee held a 

Grand Reform Procession on Glasgow Green. Estimates of attendance 

ranged from the Conservative Herald's 100,000, (74) to the Reform preeaI 

200*000e 
(75) 

The procession included 45 bands, 255 flags and 84 ban- 

nere. Hemme and OtConnell figured among the mottoes on theme banners 

along with such sentiments as tReform prevents Revolutions. Many of 

the trades had models illustrating their occupations. 
(76) The 

procession took three hours to move fron Glasgow Green to Glasgow 

Cis. When it passed the Lord Provostts house, three cheers were 

given for the Lord Provost, the King and Marshall Graham who had been 

in charge of the Procession. At the hustings in King's Park, McAulay 

called on them to show they were the friends of the Constitution. The 

meeting passed resolutions deprecating the conduct of those opposing 

the measure and sent an address of thanks to the King; they were ready 

to arm to defend fthe dignity of the Crown, and the due administration 

of the lawst. (77 

A further series of reform meetings were now held to thank the 

Icing for the dissolution. These again emphasised the necessity of 

the measure and the good which would follow from it. On 30 April 

the Incorporation of Bakers addressed the Ling; on 4 May the Merchants 

House; 
(78) 

on 5 May the Incorporation of Hammereng(79) and the 

Commissioners of the Police; ( 0) 
on 7 May the inhabitants; (81) 

on 

(73 ) 
(74) 
(75) 
(76 
(77 
(78 
(79 
(8a1) 

23 April 1831. 
26 April 1831; chronicle 25,29 ýpril 1831. 
6,2 May 1831. 

3 May 1831; 
Tljm 3MY1831. 

,, 7MY1831. 

H. TT. A., 7 May 1831. 

Tim.., 7Y 1831. 
7,10 May 1831- 
7W 1831. 
10 May 1831. 
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10 May the Incorporation of Masons; on 12 May the Incorporation of 

Fleeheraj, Cordinere and Weaveral on 14 May the Reform Association; 2) 

on 17 May the Company of Stationers; (83) 
on 24 Maq the Incorporation 

of Tailors. 
() 

Such support for the measure further alarmed the 

Conservative press, now constantly worried by threats of revolution, 

conspiracy and reigns of terror. Property was being pushed out of 

its rightful place, and worse still, men of property were joining 

the moveient. 
(85) 

The most immediate result of the dissolution however, was of 

course the need for a General Election. This returned a House with 

a larger majority in favour of the ffill. Interest in Glasgow was 

not centred exclusively on the local election. This after all was 

still taking place under the old system with only the thirty-two 

members of the Town Council having any direct say. These were 

nevertheless reminded that their future infamy or honour depended 

on the way they voted. 
(86) alasgow was not even the returning 

burgh - it was Dumbarton's turn. Three candidates stoods Campbell 

of ffiythswood, the retiring member and classed as an anti-reformer; 

Kirkman Finlay and Joseph Dixon both affirming their support of reform 

principles. Dixon was returned securing three out of the four dele- 

gates' votes. 

Glasgow's interest in the national, elections can be seen from 

its contribution to the Loyal and Patriotic Fund to secure reformers 

in the county elections in Ragland and Ireland, (87) 
On 26 May 1831 

the operatives held a meeting to thank *the independent electors of 

England and Ireland for their patriotic conducts and asked them to 

support the Scottish Refozin Hill since the Scots themselves had no 

82) i. 14 May 1831. 
17 May 1831. 

8k lj . 31 May 1831. 
85 Herald. 2 May 1831. 
86 3cRts UMb 26 April 1831. 
87 . 17 MY 1831. 
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opportunity of doing so. 
(aa) 

! vsn the Henld now realised that to 

gain the peace it craved, the rights of the people must be further 

extended, 
(89) 

though it still talked of a 'reign of terrors and 

feared the complete breakdown of society. 
() 

The Reform press cautioned the people to be ready to petition, 

especially when the .U went to the Lords. 
(91) 

On 8 September 1831 

another tReform and Coronation Procession' was held. (Provost 

¢algUsh had sent a cop' of the acmannci snt of this proposed proces- 

sion to the Hama Of i :. 'L e on 26 Augu it 1831, informing Kel bourne that 

the people had asked permission for this and hoping it would pass off 

peacefully- 
(92) 

The Home Office was quite agreeable to its taking 

place. ) (93) This Procession was illustrativ. of the tMe of demands 

mzde by Glasgag reformers" Attantia4 focused an tree trade, education, 

union, the Icing as a reformer, and the place and importance of labour. 

Hume and O, Connsil were again the Personalities most singled out for 

attention* 
(94) 

It was essentially moderates 

Beyond the disposition in favour of Reform, which ws 
the object of the whole thing, there was nothing more 
popular than what might have been seen among the higher 
classes, and on any other occasion; almost every in- 
scription or device was dedicated to Earl Grey, Lord 
Brougham, Joseph Hums, Lord John Russell, etc., and to (95) 
reform, economy, peace, the king, and no burgh mongers. 

As the time neared for the Hill going to the Lords another series 

of ms tings was bold to address the King and petition the Lords to 

pass the Bill. On 22 September the Tam Council ist and petitionedj(96) 

on 23 September, the inhabitants and the Merchants Hausef(97) an 24 

September the Incorporation of Weavers and the fourth ward of Police; 

88) . 31 NO 1831. 
89 Ita"m 23 PAY 1931. 
90 . 27 MY 1831- 
91 ". g. Qgý 21 Jmeg 17 sapt. I= *too 
92 H. O. 10 411 115. 
93 103/71 i. R jº 29 Aug. 1851. 
94 10 Sept. 18/31. 

jFm=al of Henri Go 

1951 

\ _ . _ý ý. 
=", 1874), Vol. Is 

96l 97 
9eota Zia, 24 Sept. 1831. 
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on 26 September the Reform Association; (98) 
on 28 September the Trades 

House; on 29 September the Board of Police. 
(99) 

A petition contain- 

ing more than 1,0,000 signatures was dispatched on 1 October 1831. (100) 

Nevertheless the Lorde in an all-night sitting on 7-8 October 

threw out the 8111 by a majority of forty-one votes. The Reform press 

appeared with black edging: the Scots Times shuddered at the conae- 

quences; 
(101) 

while in the gRurierts opinion the Lords had saved the 

country from destruction. (102) Once again there was the same cata- 

logue of meetings to address the Ling, and this time, ask for a 

creation of peers. On 18 October the Merchants House(103) and the 

Town CounoU ast; 
(104) 

on 19 October the inhabitantsi on 20 October 

the Trades House and Board of Police; 
(b05) 

on 20 October the Incor- 

poration of Weavers; (lam) 
on 22 October the Reform Association; 

(107) 

on 24 October the Incorporation of Cordinersj on 28 October the 

Incorporation of Hamnsr an. 
(lOa) The 'Aggregate Trades t also held 

a meeting on the Green on 24 October. This was attended by 30,000 

people, accompanied by flags and maaic. It cones ied the ffiahope, 
(109) 

and spoke of the necessity for political uniona. 
(fb) The meeting 

was reported in the 3Dectattor. 
( ) 

There were however no riots st Glasgow as there had been at 

Nottingham where the castle was destroyed, at Derby where the jail 

was destroyed and at Bristol where the Bishop's palace was destroyed. 

99 
(100) 
101) 
102) 
103) 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 

ZU* 27 Sept. 1831. 
Ibid. 1 Oct. 1831. 
j,. JdffAJ Reformers t Gazette. 8 Oct. 1831 claimed the peti- 

tion had more than 45,000 signatures. 
Scots Times, 11 Oct. 1831. 
Co_ý__e_r 11 Oct . 1831. 
Scots DM # 22 Oct. 1831. 
p3gl M. 18 Oct. 1831, p. 4451 Scots Times, 22 Oct. 1831. 
Scots Times, 22 Oct. 1831, 

, mac. 25 Oct. 1831. 
22 Oct. 1831. 
29 Oct. 1831. 

Twenty-one of the Bishops in the Lords voted against the Bill. 
If they had voted for it, the 811 would have had a majority 
of one. 

(no) Sccte Timst, 25 Oct. 1831. 
(111 nectato£, quoted in IDYAJ Reformers wette. 5 Nov. 1831, 
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True, the Hera d and the C iß(h12) often displayed alarm in their 

caonentst true too, there was a popular notion in London and in 

parliament(113) that Glasgow, if anywhere, would be a centre of dis- 

turbances. But in fact such alarm and popular notions were never 

justified in the event. Even the gerLld had to admit, We suspect 

they will strain their eye-sight before they see any movement in this 

quarter .... To suppose that all those persons who turned out to 

make a public show of their political opinions would assemble in 

equal numbers to enforce those opinions is altogether a mistake'. 
(114) 

A slightly modified ffiii(115) was introduced in December 1831. 

To ensure the passage of this, the Reform press called for the crea- 

tion of peers* 
(116) 

On 19 March 1832 the Bill passed its second 

(112) e. g. Cow, 21 Dec. 1830: The present state of public opinion, 
in its worst features, resembles that which preceded the Civil 
Wars ... Under whatever pretence the extraordinary movements 
now made throughout the empire may be cloaked, the object of 
those who are directing then is the total overthrow of the 
Aristocracy and the plunder of the Church ... If we are to 
have Reform, let it came in its mildest and most beneficial 
forty - let it not prove one of those crude abortions of legis- 
lation which crazed enthusiasts and revolutionary madmen would 
inflict upon a free peoples. Similar view, 1 Feb. 1831. 

(113) , 3rd nor-, Vol- 91,17 Aug. 1831, cola. 158-9, though cf. 
LbJA. Vol. IV, 27 June 1831, cola. 366-7 where Glasgows modera- 
tion is stressed. Some indication of the chances of real dis- 
turbances breaking out can be seen from the H. O. correspond- 
ence at this time. On 3 Dec. 1831, the Lord Provost and 
Sheriff asked Melbourne for an additional police force with 
a moderate allowance to be paid for by the &chequer. While 
it was admitted that the people were usually well-behaved, 
given the stagnation of trade and the unemployment, it was 
'not improbable some excitement to violence may arises. 
Furthermore, despite the Proclamation against Unions, it 
;, ointed out that the Political Unior was continuing to meet. 
H. O. 102/41: 197. The Hone Office however, obviously did 
not take such a threat too seriously: it relied that if 
they wished extra police, they must pay for them themselves. 
H. O. 103/7: 47,9 Dec. 1831- 

(114) Herald. 7 Oct. 1831- 
(115) Fifty-six boroughs returning 111 members were still to be dis- 

franchised. Hut the number of boroughs to be partially dis- 
franchised was reduced to 30. This was possible because the 
idea of reducing the number of M. Ps. in the Commons was aban- 
doned. Each of 22 new boroughs now returned 2 H. Ps., and 
each of 20 new boroughs 1 M. P. 

(116) 3co 
�s 

Timms, 7,10,14,17,28,31 Jan.; 14 Feb. 1832 etc.; 
Free L=* e. g. 22 Feb. 1832; WJrRJJJclgp 19 Jan., 18 Feb. 
19-32; riet, =v 

. 
QMW. W) PO t, Feb. 1832. 
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reading in the Cone and passed its second reading in the Lords in 

April by 9 votes. Another crisis was yet to come when the Lords 

passed an amendment postponing the disfranchisement clauses till 

the rest of the Hill was settled. Grey now asked the Kind to make 

fifty or more new peers. William IV refused to grant more than 

twenty. C*i 9 May the Government resigned. Eben in this defeat 

Glasgow's moderation was still evident. Defeat was certainly taken 

badly: 

It is difficult to give even a alight idea of the regret 
which pervaded all classes of our population on the 
arrival of the now of Earl Grey and his colleagues hav- 
ing retired fr. ffice. When the outstanding fact 
became laiown to the frequenters of Tait'a Reading Room, 
Trongate, the feelings of those present were such, that 
the speech of his Majesty on the late dissolution of 
Parliament, which had been printed in gold letters, and 
was suspended on the wall, was unanimously voted to be 
withdrawn for the present from the eyes of his sorrowing 
subjects; the portraits of their Majesties, as they 
tended to renew recollections of the sanguine hopes enter- 
tained by the people, and founded upon the gracious prom- 
ises of his Majesty, were also removed with respectful 
regret, to the adjacent roam. In the Trongate, when the 
unexpected accounts were made public, expressions of in- 
dignation and disgust were uttered by well-dressed citi- 
$ens, in such strong laaguagsth at we could not vwnture 
to cant. .t tha: to our coiumis. (u? ) 

flnee again there was the usual round of reform meetings - the 

Merchants House riet on 16 Hooy, the inhabitants on 17 May, the 

Incorporation of Tailors an 18 )I - and it was suggested that the 

supplies be withheld(3.18) to put further pressure on Parliament. 

There was plenty of evidence of class co-operation; and though there 

were alarmist slogans such as 'Rs that hath not a sword, let him sell 

his garment and bb onot, 
(329) 

the idea of arming in accordance with 

the Birmingham resolutions was hardly countsnanced. 
(io) Refuge 

M7 scot. 12 May 1832. 
(118 a". 19 may 1832; U 3rd eer., Vol. XII, 21 ley 18322 

col. 1135; Vol. )M, 1 une 1832 col. 297. 
(119) Loyal Reformers' Gazette,, 19 May 1812; see also cots Times, 

19 May 1832. '-"" 
(120) e. g. C 

_nicle. 
14 May 1832. 
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was taken in demonstrations of a more foreboding and sombre nature: 

banners were now black, or white with a black border and contained 

death's heads, cross bones and bleeding hearts. Those which had 

pictures of the King and Queen were reversed. Similarly the play- 

ing of the Mational Anthennt and tUp and waur with them at Willis' 

was replaced by that of f3cots wha has wi Wallace bledt, and March 

to the battlefield'. (') 

Within a week however, Gray van back in office since Wellington 

was unable to form a ministry pledged to carry through a moderate 

Reform Bill (Peel and the Tory party refused to bring forward a 

measure which they had opposed steadfastly). Glasgow now held 

meetings to address the Hing to thank him for the return of Grey, 
() 

and continued petitioning in favour of the Scottish Reform Bill. 
() 

on 4 June 11832 the Bill was finally passed by the Lords. Glasgow's 

last gesture of appreciation was a Reform Jubilee held on 28 September 

1832, at which 80,000 were reputed to have attended. 
(124) The fal- 

ling off in numbers was explained not by a lack of interest but by the 

cholera epidemic, 
(125) 

By that time anyway Glasgow was putting all 

her energies into the first Reformed Flection. (-6) 

III 

There can be no doubt therefore of the general enthusiasm of the 

cac minity for reform. Such enthusiasm however, was not homogeneous 

in its natures different lines of approach in the reform ranks can be 

(121) 3,2&e Tiffs, 15 May 1832. 
(122) e. g. Trades House on 21 May 1832, . 26 May 1832; Incorpora- 

tion of Hammensen on 25 May 1832, =. 29 May 1832. 
123 

, 
3rd ser., Vol. XIII, 2 July 1632, col. 1180. 

^-tral RA Z_ ette, 29 Sept. 1832. 724 I 
125 , starch. yenina Pr-t. 29 Sept. 1832. 
126 See below, Chap. III. 
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distinguished. These can be illustrated by examining the attitudes 

of the Glasgow Reform Association, the Glasgow political Uriion and 

the operatives. Since the Political Union came into being partly 

as a response to the Reform Association, it is proposed to examine 

both tie organisations 83jMultsneouaL3y. 

The Reform Association came into being shortly after xuue is 
visit to Glasgow in S6r`:, c. aber 1830. A cosftittee of twelve( ) 

was 

set up to draw up a constitution for a political club designed to fur- 

ther parliamentary and bur&i reform. 
(128) 

These twelve - Colin 

Dunlop, James Oswald, Charles Tennant, Robert Thomson, Henry Dunlop, 

Andrew Harnnahme, professor iyine, (129) George Stirling, Andrew 

McGeorge, Thomas )jr, uHugh Smith, Dr. Richard Hiller - worn all men 

of substance. Two, Colin Dunlop and Jams Oswald fiere to be M. Ps. 

for Glasgow in this period. Broken down by occupation the twelve 

consisted of seven merchant., oae manufacturer, two writers, one 

doctor and one university professor. 'This body was composed of 

the resident gentry, merchants and manufacturers of the Whig poºrty. '(130) 

The apparent social exclusiveness of the Reform Association at 

once aroused hostile ca mmont s tWs are muah afraid that exclusive 

associations of this sort, so origLnatsd and constructed, will do atyr' 

thing but goodt. 
(131) 

Though of course, others delighted in its 

wealth, respectability and attaclmsnt to moderate reforms Us a 

political society whose view are limited to reasonable objects, can 

scarcely be objectionable to any class of politicians, we are not 

surprised to find our wealthiest and most respectable citizens taking 

the lead in this association; t and were surprised anyone could object 

327 Scots TJj9 Oct. 1830. 
126 QM, D j, .4 Oct. 1830. See the Note on Burgh reform. 129 The ap. 114 g of this nme has been gtasidardised to rlnev. 130 J. D. Baus The Autobio&QQ+ý+.:.. fa t' . y- Win. a 1856), 

p. 126. 
(131) WMMLWS 4 Oct* 1830. 
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'because forsooth it will not descend to become a more radical club, 

and address itself to the passions and prejudices of the mobt. 
(332) 

The 'prejudices of the mobs however, were the last things which 

the Reform Association vould take account of. Fran almost the first 

meeting, that is, the one of 12 November 1830 to hear the report of 

the Committee, the limitations of the Reform Association were apparent. 

Differences of opinion occurred over the name tAssociationt instead of 

tPolitical Onions, over the value of public *eetings, and the attitude 

of those who were more forward-looking seemed to result from fear. 

Davidson had wished to change the name to (Political Union' to 

ensure greater unity, but this was rejected on the extremely flimsy 

grounds that 'Reforms was more aquvesive of their object: the word 

tUn on' as used in England embraced a number of local grievances which 

had nothing to do with parliamentary reform. 

Dr. Millar thought the proposals should be put to the people in 

a public meeting to allay the suspicion that they were unwilling to 

meet the 'lower classes' in the cause of reform. Prof. Yylne and 

T. Atkinson were against this. Dr. Perry was in favour, but only as 

a means of warding off something worsen t... the public meetings 

would produce a moral influence on the population, as it would show 

them that they were ready to make common cause with the people in 

forwarding the cause of reform. What . ae learned Prof. N4y]. ne wanted 

was a nice, snug, little oligarchical club, which would exclude the 

operative classes. $º meeting them publicly, thiq would be better 

able to prevent that anarchy and confusion which was so much dreaded, 

as otherwise the operatives would associate by themselves. '(133) 

The meeting however decided against this proposal. This was just 

(132 Scots Tja, 9 Oct. 1830- 
(133 

; 
Ibd. 13 Nov. 1830. 
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the sort of issue which rankled with a section of reformers as cow Amt 

at the dissolution of the Reform Association showed: tFroet the mariner 

this institution was formed# it could be considered little else than 

a more private club. It did not derive its authority from any pub- 

lic meeting .. . t. 
() 

A Perusal of its (Rules and Rsgulatianst bears out its essential 

middle-class philosophy. Its object was 'to procure for all classes 

of the inhabitants of Great Britain and Ireland, their constitutional 

influence in the Cc onst House of Parliaments. Its attention was 

to be directed to the disc rü: zchising of rotten boroughs; the enfran- 

chising of populous towns 9which possess a large share of the wealth 

and intelligence of the ire, and bear a great proportion of the 

public burden 's widrtina the franchise= repeal of the Septennial 

Act; measures to stop bribery at elections; and special emphasis 

was placed on the Scottish representative system. The subscription 

was 5/- (25p), and a member had to be aged over 21, be a householder 

in Glasgow, or certified to be a resident by a householder or a member 

of the Reform Association. (135) 

That it was not thought to be the be-all and end-all in political 

organisations can be seen from the fact that at the Trades Political 

Dinner of 3 Januat7 1831 the setting up of a new body, a Scottish 

Political Union, was advocated with Wallace of Kelly at its head* 
(136) 

The Committee of Trades however, was wile to compromise with the 

Reform Association, provided sane modifications were made. They 

wanted the entry fee reduced to 6d. (*)# and a regular subscription 

of 6d. (2; p) per quarter. This would enable a section of the working 

classes to join thus "the prosperity of both would be accelerated and 

strengthened by the cordial, unity in one boar, and in one cause, the 

higher, the middle, and the lower classes of this cityt. 
(137) 

134) W 
ot$` 

' 29 Sept. 1832. 
1 23 Z ov. 1830. 
136 

, Itid. 8 Jan. 1631. 
137 Letter from the Caz ittee of Trades to WA. Craig, published in 

., 29 Jan. 1831, 
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auch a proposal was received favourably by a section of the 

press, seeing it as a means of advancing the cause and improving 

social relations t... we regard it as the first breaking down 

of that abominable barrier which a selfish and erroneous political 

system has raised between two classes of society, in whose union we 

recognise the surest safeguard of all that is valuable in our insti- 

tutions 1. 
(l38) 

The extent however, of the breaking down of 'that abominable 

barrier' can be seen from the meeting of 17 March 1831 to appoint a 

Committee of Management. Out of the tv my-seven members, three 

were artisans - Daniel McAuley, James Nish and Joseph Miller, i. e. 

11 per cent. This Committee displayed broadly the same occupation 

range as the twelve members of the interim committee hadt four 

manufacturers, eleven merchants, two writers, one university professor, 

two newspaper editors, one doctor, one stationer, one jeweller, one 

bookseller and for show the three cotton spinners. Where any broad- 

ening of the social composition had taken place then, it was more in 

the direction of the lower-middle classes, than of the artisan or 

working class. The subscription had not been lowered: this was 

still being considered in November 1831, and the fact that the Reform 

Association contained only 300 members was hardly suggestive of a 

massive intake of operatives. Indeed the Reform Association itself 

was aware of its paucity, deciding on resolutions in the papers rather 

than a petition at the time of Russells first bill because 'the small- 

ness of their number (300) would seem to indicate that the Glasgow 

Reformers were few, and perhaps do more harm than good, 
(139) 

Nothing more is heard of the Reform Association till 2 September 

1831, when it petitioned the Comons that the Bill was proceeding too 

slowly and that the delay was especially harmful to the tmercantile 

138 322t oT es, 19 Feb. 1831. 
139 GWMAcle. 18 Mar. 1831. 
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interests of the ccwmmity'. 
( ) While its Comittee of Management, 

elected on 10 November 1831, showed the same three artisans. 
() 

The Reform Association therefore was essentially what its critics 

claimed: a group of middle-class men setting up a small club to 

further moderate reform and give themselves a sense of importance. 

An such it represented merely one strand in refor... agitation. 

Accordingly it was not surprising that a breakaway movement 

should ensue. The establishment of a Political Union was thought 

to be necessary because the Reform Association was too aristocratic 

and exclusive, while the Trades Union was too radical. The Political 

Union thus represented a third line of approach. Born in the after- 

math of the Lordst rejection of the Bill in October 1831, the Political 

Union saw itself as necessary to ward off catastrophe. Like the 

Reform Association, it was supposedly set up in imitation of the 

Birmingham Political Union (B. P. U. ). It also illustrated the growth 

c^ the id.. if a 'Public Mind' (or opinion) of which it was worth 

taking note. 
(11+2) 

The Reform Associationte answer to this cry for a popular organisa- 

tion to express opinion and ensure eanity, 
(143) 

was to discuss it at the 

A. G. M. of 10 November 1831. Even this A. G. M. however displayed an 

essential lack of awareness of working-class needs: Joseph Miller 

asked for 3 different meeting time to enable the work= ^ classes to 

attend. There, James Turner spelt out the three main reasons for 

(140) Scots Ti se. 3 Sept. 1831; HansAW , 3rd ser., Vol. VI, 6 Sept. 1831, 
col. 1189. 

111 Scots T Ti mss . 12 Nov. 1831. 
142 mgr. 19 Nov. 1831. See Appendix M, 
143 This had always been a lack according to the Saturday (Jannina) 

Pulp 12 Nov. 1831: "It has long been a subject of bitter regret 
with many sincere Reformers, that the wealthy and influential 
gentlemen, ... should not have been acting along with the 
great mass of intelligent Reformers which that city contains, 
but who walk in a more humble sphere in life .... For want 
of a Union of this description the proceedings of the Reformers 
of Glasgow, during the last twelve months, important as they 
have been are nothing to what we would have seen had all ranks 
of the inhabitants been acting in unison. v 
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prejudice against the Reform Associations firstly the name 

'Associations instead of 'Political Unions; secondly the entry money 

and annual subscription was too high for the working classes= thirdly 

every individual had to produce a certificate of character prior to 

being admitted to the Reform Association. He pointed out that the 

proposed Political Union was fixing entry money at 6d. (24p) each 

and calculated on recruiting 10,000 members. Though, in fact the 

Reform Associationts regulation about certificates had been abolished, 

and entry money reduced to 2/- (lOp), Turner felt this had cane too 

late. 
( ) 

Glasgow therefore now possessed another reforming politi- 

cal organisation. 

The slight 'lowering' of the social Tonet of the Political 

Union as compared to the Reform Association can be seen from an analy- 

eis both of the comdttee to frame ßt3 rules, and of its office-bearers. 

The occupations of the twenty-one members of the ccssittee to frame the 

rules comprised five manufacturers, three newspapermen, two grocer., 

two tea-dealers, one stationer, one doctor, one bookseller, one operative 

turner, one of independent means, and four whose occupations are unknown. 

Of these twenty-orte, seven or one-third were ambers of the Reform 

Association. The six main office-bearers elected in December 1831 con- 

sisted of one brewer, one tea-dealer, one merchant, one bookseller and 

two of independent means. 
(145) 

In contrast to the Reform Association, the Political Union's 

objects tended to be more generals they were directed towards main- 

taining the monarchy and the present Ministry according to constitu- 

tional principles; inquiring into the rights and liberties of the 

(114) Scota Tiass, 15 Xor. 1631. 
(145) These were Jame Turner, A. Q. Spiers, Thos. Atkinsci, John Ure, 

Jas. Wallace, Alex. Hedderwick; Maxwell of Polloc was president. 
jg231 Reformers9 G.: stt. - 24 Doe, 1831. 
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People, and the correction of all public abuses; influencing elec- 

tiona to secure table, intrepid and upright Representatives of the 

People'. All of which was to be secured peacefully (peace being a 

hallmark of all political unions). Its subscription was bd. (2; p) 

and the popular aspect of its constitution was stressed: 

The Constitution of the G..,. , POLJTI:. : UNION shall 
be essentially popular. Therefore, every individual, 
no netter what his trade, profession, or calling may be, 
shall be entitled, on his own application, to be admit- 
ted and enrolled a member; - the only exception being 
that no award interring infant' shall have beqn pý eviously 
pronounced against him by any judge or jury. `l4b) 

The eatabli8hment of euch an organisation naturally aroused 

press caýmont, especially since it occurred at a time when the King 

had issued hia prod ii tion against political unions. 
(1+7) The 

-c.. 
rier fron its standpoint of unmitigated opposition, 

( ) 
saw the 

advert for the Political Union as an appeal ro brute force. 
('49) 

By 

?6 November it had no doubts that the proclamation referred to &U 

unions, 
(150) 

and the Glasgow Political Union had disregarded the laws 

and impaired the dtgaity of the local magistracy by their meetings, 

processions and other demonstrations. In short political unions were 

extremely disruptive of society. 
(15l) The Logaal Reformrs' Gazette could 

see nothing but good in political unions, attributing all successful 

change to them, 
(152) 

and advocating along with the Sturd, av (venin&) 

(146) . 26 Nov. 1831. 
(147) On 2 November 1831 a royal proclamation called on magistrates 

throughout the country to suppress every attempt at disorder, 
and on every loyal citizen to assist them in the task. 

148 e. g. Courigr ,1 Nov. 1831. 
149 IUA* 19 Nov. 1831. 
150 On 21 November a second proclamation declared 'unconstitutional 

and illegal' all political associations which Mere subject 
to the general control and direction of a superior committee 
or council without having received the express sanction of 
the Government. tj see E. Halevy, The Triumph of Reform 
(London, 1961 paper ed. ), p. 46. In fact it was only illegal 
for any organization to arm and drill. 

(. 15.1) Cps, 26 Nov. 1831. 
(152) 2r=', Gazette, 19 Nov. 1831. 
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Post, (153) their retention after the Reform Bill became i . 
(154) The 

3cot Times took the normal Whig line of maintaining political unions 

were only for emergency situations and should not arm; 
(155) that the 

proclamation referred only to ültras; (156) 
and on 10 December defended 

the Political Union against the Cow , which, trying to stir up class 

conflict, had asked who were its committee and where did they live? To 

which the Scots Times replied that it had known several of the members 

for thirty-five years, most of whom were highly respectable and indus- 

trious, and none of when belonged to the 'borough uniont. 
(157) 

As might be expected, the subsequent conduct of the Political 

Union showed no tendency to revolutionary impulse, on 6 February 1832 

they sent an address to the ling, approving of the Reform Bill and ask- 

ing for the creation of peers, and a similar petition to the Commons, 

both couched in loyal and supplicatory language. 
(158) 

Their range of interests was certainly wider than the Reform 

Association's, encompassing law reform, 
(159) 

petitions for the abolition 

of arrestment of workmen's wages, 
(160) 

on behalf of soierville, 
(161) 

as well as parliamentary reform. (162) Their approach also tended to be 

more popular, seeing reform as a remedy for the increase in the crime 

rate, and social deprivation since enfranchisement would give men a 

sense of dignity which would lead to moral improvement. (163) On the 

whole their language was more colourful than the Reform Associationts. 

153 ) 
154 ) 

(155) 
(156) 
(157) 
(158) 

(159) 
ýi6ij 

(162) 

(163) 

26 Nov. 1831. 
10 Dec. 1831. 

10 Dec. 1831. 
3 Dec. 1831. 

18 Feb. 1832; Hans, 3rd ser., Vol. XI, 
20 Mar. 1832, col. 490. 

LoYAJ osiers' Gazette, mod. 
Ibid. 26 May 1832. 
PJ1.30 June 1832. Sommerville was a soldier in the Scots' 

Greys who expressed sentiments in favour of reform and was 
punished by his officers. An enquiry reprimanded the officers 
and Sommerville became a popular hero. 

Meeting 6 April 1832, ý9g Reformers' Gazette, 7 April 1832; 
Scots ZLms. 7 April 1832, 

Ibid. 
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The Political Union therefore represented another and more 

popular approach to reform, though not one tending to extremism. It 

was still an approach heavily imbued with middle-class ideology. A 

third, and still more popular approach remained: that of the working 

classes. The working-class approach can be seen in the meeting of 

2 October 1830. 

It would certainly appear from this that Briggs' thesis did 

apply in Glasgow. The operatives appeared to be conscious of a 

separate identity and wished for reform to alleviate distress: 

Resolved II. That the present state of representation in 
the Legislature, entirely excludes from due consideration 
the interests of the Working Classes, upon whose interests 
the safety and prosperity of the nation depend; and that 
till a proper representation of the people be established, 
the burdens which now so heavily press upon labour must 
continue to accelerate poverty and crime, and keep the 
ramifications of society corrupt and degenerate. 

The present state of parliamentary representation meant that 

... the privileges of the people are trampled upon, the 
hands of the executive Government paralyzed, trade borne 
down with oppressive taxation, the produce of labour 
greedily and disgracefully devoured by Place-hunters, and 
Borough merchants; national institutions corrupted from 
their genuine purposes; Elections of Parliamentary Members 
turned into sources of debauchery and farcical display; in 
a word, the whole of the political arrangements of a great 
nation rendered a splendid mockery, while the pursuit of 
wealth is reputed the path of wisdci9 and MI(It{T the legiti- 
mate source of all political right. 

This contained the seeds of what might become future class antag- 

onism. The idea of the exploitation of an industrious people on whom 

depended the wealth and happiness of the country could quite easily 

have developed into a denunciation of ! useless classest like that of 

the National Union of the Working Classes. (165) 

(164) From the petition adopted at the meeting 2 Oct. 1831, H. 
TT. A., 

9 Oct. 1830- 
(165) See 'Objects of the National Union of the Working Classes' 
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It would however be very misleading to give too much weight to 

this. Much more impressive is the general co-operation, overlapping 

and areas of agreement, both in respect of the Reform Association and 

the Political Union and the Political Union and the operatives. 

Even in the setting up of the Political Union a blurring of 

class lines can be seen in that impetus for this came from dames 

Turner who was not an artisan. At the Reform Associationls A. Q. M. 

of 10 November 1831, during the discussion of the proposed Political 

Union, attempts were still made at co-operations Tait suggested all 

the bodies should co-operate. 
(166) 

Nothing formal cams of this= 

what happened was the Political Union was established with a number 

of members active both in it and the Reform Associations 
(167) At 

the same time each of these organisations contained members of the 

Trades Political Union. 
(168) 

Therefore though the Reform Association 

had clearly failed to evoke a mass response at artisan level, it had 

not led to clear-cut exclusive alternative organisations, as happened 

in Leeds where a similar disillusionment with the exclusive terms 

required for membership led to a rival working-class organisation. 

The Political Union resulted in Glasgow, but as this contained men 

who continued to be members of the Reform Association, this was obviously 

not the now. 

Given this overlap in membership, it is not surprising that over- 

lap and participation also occurred in the agitation. For though the 

Political Union was designed to appeal to a wider audience than the 

Reform Association, it certainly had nothing like a monopoly of the 

agitation, as the Reform Association meting of 18 April 1832 demon- 

stratod. This meeting was held to petition the Lords to accept the 

ffill without delay. Its resolutions were of the usual kind (though 

(166) Scots Tint, 15 Nov. 1831. 
(167) e. g. Jas. Turner, Daniel McAuley, Thos. Atkinson, John Tait, 

tea. Bonmet, David Wallar. 
(168) e. g. Drniel McAuley, John Tait, Jas. Burn. 
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noticeably both seconders were artisans again showing that co-operation 

still took place)t i. e. sophasis was placed on Glasgow being a tcc er- 

cial cos unity' f the coepleteness of the measure was lauded; the 910 

franchise was especially liked in Glasgow 'as being adairably adapted 

to the conditions and requirements of society and affording a sound 

and permanent basis for the creation of a virtuous and enlightened 

constituencyt(169) since those not possessing the necessary qualifica- 

tions would endeavour to raise themselves to that standard. There was 

therefore nothing of a new, radical$(170) or expressly popular nature 

in this, yet # The room, long before the hour of rioting (eight o'clock) 

was crowded to suffocation, and hundreds had to go away who could not 

gain a&eittanoe - though the meeting was called as one of the Association 

only. The window were thrown open, and a large crowd, though it rained 

all the ties, collected in the outside, were thus enabled to hear the 

proceedings . 
(171) 

Co-operation at this level is perhaps especially significant, 

since part of the appeal of both of these organisation. rested on feel- 

ings of self-importance derived from madmrship. Such a state of 

affairs becomes awe readily iutellisible when it is realised that 

there were many areas of agreement in the objections of both the 

middle and working classes to the unreforssd system. The analysis 

of the situatioq and the term of reference had much in common. Images 

frag the eighteenth century aboundeds The old rotten branches were 

to be lopped off from the tree of the Constitution, while new branches 

were to be engrafted to render it more and more figorow. 0(172) Both 

claimed the Lins as one of thmselves: t... now they had a great 
(169) Sentiments which the Merchants House had expressed in March 1831, 

Scots Timm., 12 Max. 1831, 
(170) t... All the interests of the country were suffering, and 

trembling on the brink of ruin during this delay. These 
great interests which connect us with every country on the 
face of the globe were all in dangers he need but name the 
pregnant words - Corn, Currency, Church, East Indies, West 
Indies *too ... 1 Sir D. K. Sandford, Q, 2D April 1832. 

171 jbid.; see , also 9c2ta Z&IML# 21 April 1832. 
172) John Wright, at Heritors of BaroW meeting 17 Mar. 1831, Sgt 

1'IRl,, 19 mar. 1831. 
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person, a patriot King,, .9. who was almost an operative like then- 

solves, (applause, ) who had risen frost a midshipman through all the 

gradations of milk, in the navy, to an admiral; and through progres- 

sions till he had arrived to be their King. mi(173) and, tWe are liv- 

ing under the reign of a kies whose kindness and patriotism cannot be 

doubted, and of wham, we believe, that he is one of ourselves -a 

Retormet#(174) Appeals to history were cc®moti. 
(175) 

The question of the constitution working weil was eagerly 

seized on by both - Robert Craig speaking for the operatives$ 'The 

lie, that we had a glorious constitution - that it worked well - that 

is (sic) was the admiration of the world= this its was one of the 

wet mischievous and degrading that had over been propagated is the 

teeth of an intelligent people. l=(176) sentiment* which were echoed 

by Sandford in December 1830, tWs dezay the good working of the . yetm; 

and we abjure the proposition that that which is vitious as to theory, 

can be otherwise than pernicious and absurd in practice .. . t(177) 

Consequently there j As " willingness on both sides to try co- 

operations since both realised the value of presenting a united front. 

There is no reason to doubt that the main impetus behind this was an 

altruistic, philanthropic one. Doubtless the middle classes did not 

see themselves as exploiting the working classes, and the working 

classes did retain *am* idea of a chain binding society together. 

Hence the anxiety to show that the operatives' interests coalesced 

with the middle classes=(178) and that the operatives were satisfiedj(179) 

173 John McArthur, operatives meting 2 Oct. 1830, H. T. A., 9 Oct. 1830. 
174 Allan Fullarton, meeting 6 Dec. 1830, ac=ts Tim... 7 Dec. 1830. 
175 5 e. g. John Douglas, meeting 18 Dec. 1830, . 21 Dec. 1830. 
176 Robert Craig, operatives meeting 2 Oct. 1830, kiw., 9 Oct. 1830, 
177 Sir D. K. Sandford, meeting 18 Dec. 1830, Scota Tom, 21 Dec. 1830. 
178 'The workmen might rest assured that the interests of the proprie- 

tors were entirely the same as those of the operatives. There 
was no difference, either political or commercial, between they. - 
they were linked together in one chain, which when raised or 
sunk, would operate equally on each - (Cheers). ' Alex. Johnston, 
Trades Political Dinner 3 Jan. 1831, 

,. 8 Jan. 1831. 
(179) Alex. Johnston, Merchants House meeting 9 Mar. 1831, . 12 Mar. 

1831. 
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while the operatives themselves first thought in terms of co-operation, 

that is, they wished to join the Reform Association, rather than inomed- 

iately set up their own breakaway movement, and were willing to help 

the middle classes recover their rights. 

Thus class co-operation could be and was, preached and acL. 

upon: at the predominantly operative meeting of 2 October 1830, (After 

a strong appeal on the necessity of all the middling and lower ranks of 

society uniting to call for a thorough reform, he fRobert Craig7 con- 

cluded, amidst cheers and applause'; 
(180) 

while from the middle classes 

T. Davidson maintained, 'Unless they had the co-operation of the middle 

classes they could do nothing. A third or a fourth of the higher and 

middle classes were found to be directly or indirectly influenced by 

Government. By a hearty and efficient co-operation with the working 

01 ",:, 3 only could they hope to conquer the almoc' insurmountable ob- 

stacles to timely reform. '(181) The Trades Political Dinner of 

3 January 1831 was an example of this co-operation in action: The 

present meeting was gratifying; as it showed, for the first time in 

these days, the working and the higher classes cordially joining to 

further the great cause of reform in parliament .... As he CDaniei 

McAulay7 was an unlettered mechanic, an "unwashed artisan", he begged 

their patience with him during the evening. t(182) 

Nor was class co-operation confined to verbal expressions; it 

can also be seen in specific incidents. It was particularly evident 

in public meetings (though this was the easiest occasion for co-operation 

to take place since 90 per cent of what was said would not be heard). 
(183) 

180 . T. A., 9 Oct. 1830- 
181 Meeting of Reform Association 12 Nov. 1830, Scots Times. 13 Nov. 1830. 
182) )JALAes 8 Jan. 18311 McAulay gave as a toast, The respectable pro- 

prietors of the public factories in Glasgow and vicinity, and pros- 
perity to their laudable undertakings. t Scots Times, 8 Jan. 1831. 

(183) e. r-. `3andford, 'Addressing the multitude ... he said few present 
cold expect to hear his voice ... t Scots ZL as. 19 May 1832. 
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Thus at the meeting on 12 May 1832, McGowan (an operative) pointed out 

that the Lords' action(184) had united the peopple, and continued, 

(100,000 operatives, whose sentiments he spoke, were determined to 

support the higher and middle classes to recover their rights' 

(Tremendous Cheering). (185) 

The same sentiments were displayed in petitions, for example 

from the Political Unions 

. the Petitioners respectfully beg leave to impress 
your Hon. House with this startling fact, that although 
the great majority of the Petitioners are humble artisans, 
who, by reason of the limited quaifications contained in 
the Bill, will still continue to have no share in the elec- 
tive franchise; yet, they are too much alive to the neces- 
sity of what at least seam to be essential, to ensure the 
welfare and tranquility of the whole empire, as to withhold 
for a single t their entire and cordial appreciation 
of this Bill 

. 

Similarly in the tmstempsd co-operation was also applaudedt 

There is no such thing as a MOB mow; there are only two 
classes - the ARSSTOCRACT and the PEOPLE. Our great 
meeting on Thursday last proved this. There was air 
Daniel K. Sandford sitting side-by-side with the hard 
working mechanic - addressing with the mechanic the same 
people, an the same subject, in the same strain. The 
giant in moral power walkt hand in hand with the giant 
in physical power. - The mind in all its energies combines 
with the body in sll its strength - the union is complete; 
the ccmpact dare not be brolt_7S .. The Lords are not yet 
aw%re of our real strength. (18 

That euch co-operation could occur when the Merchants House had 

approved of Ruasellts March 1831 Bill in such terms as theses 

I fjwing7 do so, because I consider the plan founded on 
a lair, a sound, and a broad principle, - that of popula- 
tion and property. I do so, because I estem it adapted 

(184 See above p. 68. 
185Chron; clg; 14 May 1832. 
186 Lo a1 Refox'nex-st f, 18 Feb. 1832. 
187 The QuizzllnA c s_, 23 May 1832. 
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to the existing circtmmstances, and wants and wishes of 
society. (Cheers). I do so, because I hope that by 
conferring rights on property and privileges on persona, 
it will give affection to loyalty, ardour to pat4of , 
and confidence to settled institutions. (Cheers). t188 

says much for the essential moderation of the Glasgow agitation in 

general and the working classes in particular. Moderation indeed, 

was to be the other salient characteristic of the Glasgow agitation. 

This may be explained as J. R. M. Butler has suggested by the 

higher general level of education prevalent among the working classes. 
( 

This moderation can be seen in the way the Glasgow working classes 

eschewed revolutionary slogans they wanted to be like the middle 

classes. Hence intimidation did not at this time(190) f-rm part of 

their view of agitation: reasonableness was for ever stressed. A 

few examples will suffices at the meeting between Hume and the opera- 

tives on 24 September 1830, a Nr. Johnstone fromm Preston had come to 

form Reform societies and petition the King, but, 

... it appeared -. list he had not calculated the true 
feeling of the Glasgow operatives. His strong allusions 
to the reign of terror, and the field of Peterloo, the 
account of his own sufferings in the cause of reform, 
were repeated in the style of 1817 and 1620. Mr. Johnston 
(sic) does not seem to be aware that a great change has been 
effected in the mods of thinking and speaking among us, 
since those days. We do not now require the aid of vulgar 
or violent personalities, in pointing out the abuses which 
we are subjected to, from the system of misgovernment. It 
is bad measures$ not M that must first be exposed and re- 
moved, and against which all our energies should be directed. (191) 

Johnston* had in fact to apologise, 
(192) 

and it is interesting that among 

the resolutions passed at the meeting was one advocating the necessity of 

(188) Merchants House meeting 9 Mar. 1831, Scots Times 12 Mar. 1831- 
(189) The cause was even more fiercely favoured in Scotland, if with 

less success. What would in Eng)-arid be called the uneducated 
classes have generally shown in Scotland a more intelligent 
interest in abstract political questions, as southern candidates 
for 3cottish seats discover . .. f J. R. M. Butler, The Fassing 
of the Great Ref orm R1( don, 1914), p" 223" 

(190) Though the threat of intimidation was to creep in, in the 1832 
Electioai, see below Chap. in, 

(191) HT.,, 2 Oct. 1830. 
(192) .9 Oct. 1830. 
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further educating the people as a preparation for reform. 
(193) 

Likewise their attitude to the 1830 Riots, (194) 
showed both matur- 

ity and a wish to work via the system and established institutions. At 

the Trades Political Dinner of 3 January 1831, Joseph Miller, commenting 

on behalf of the working classes of Glasgow, on their 'deluded brethern 

in the south, ' said that Glasgow operatives had no desire to participate 

or delight in such conduct - conduct which was unjustified since the 

operatives could petition Parliament for a redress of grievances and had 

a press to publicise their grievances. Indeed it would only serve to 

retard reform. He too stressed the value of education, giving as a 

toast, 'The University of Glasgow, the Glasgow Mechanics' Institute, and 

the progress of general education throughout the world. t(195) 

Indeed the most unorthodox and radical was aware of the value of 

good order. The Sots Times viewed with alarm the operatives' meeting 

of 2 October 1830. Though favourable to reform it did not like what 

might be termed the 'exuberance' of the working classes: that the meet- 

ing had been advertised by placards, and that intemperate language might 

be used, when, according to it, agitation for reform should take the form 

of petitions signed in the cold light of reason. 
(196) Yet Alexander 

Campbell was to echo almost the same sentiments at the actual meeting: 

Me was sure that the beat of order would be kept, and hoped those who 

addressed him would use temperate language, and avoid all abusive epithets, 

which tended to injure instead of doing good to the cauee. t(197) 

There was nothing therefore to alarm the middle classes. Property 

was also respected. 
(198) 

And once the middle classes had experi- 

(193) 1d. 2 Oct. 1830. 
(194) In the autumn of 1830 there were disturbances in the agricultural 

districts of Southern England. For a comprehensive survey of 
these, see E. J. Hobsbawm and G. Rude, CaDtain 3winit (London, 
1969). 

(195) jots es, 8 Jan. 1831. 
196) jbid. 2 Oct. 1830. 
197H. TA., 9 Oct. 1830. 
198) Declaration of the Trades, Fre1s, 20 June 1832. 
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enoed a meeting, they too realised that there was nothing to worry 

about. For the Glasgow working classes (in contrast to those in 

Hancnester)(199) were not revoluticnary. (200) Where the working 

classes had talked of arcing, it was to defend the King and his 

Ministers. 
(201) Rsvolutionaty sentiments could cams squally from 

the middle c3a ses. For though Sword on 23 September 1831 could 
202) 

point out that intimiüa:. '_on would not mike the Lore acquiesce, 

yet Oswald (who was to be a future M. P. ) on 17 May 1832, proclaimed 

t... while we are the staunch supporters of the Laws, good order, 

and the rights of property - we are rar if necessary, to lay down 

our lives in defence of our rights, and the liberties of our country 

- (Loud chsers)t$ and Pattison at the same mseting echoed similar 

oentiments8 t... they would be no longer the slaves of a proud 

and heartless oligarcbj, or be trampled on by a sushroon faction of 

the hereditary peerage (Chi ). They were readl to sanctify this 

declaration by every sdcrificej end, if necessary, to soal it with 

their blood. (Tremendous applause). '�() This of course] was the 

lest thing they would have dons it was all good rhetoric desigiled 

to rouse the audience and in keeping with the language of the tie. ( `) 

199 Brigge, The äackground of Parliamentary Reform ... fp. 303- 
200J e. g. H. T. A., 12 Mar. 1831: 1 ... we prefer a gradual ro- 

of the constitution to a violent and otherwise 
inevitable revolution ... We believe that we embrace 
the opinions and sentiments of the best and greatest portion 
of work men# when we declare our preference to the gradual re- 
modelling of the constitution, so as to overtake the advanced 
spirit of the age, to the dreadful alternative of a civil 
convulsion ... instead of wishing to pull down by sudden 
revolution those now enjoying the superficial luxuries of 
life, we would rather be placed in a condition whereby we 
could rise to distinction and comfort on our own ranourcesj 
and through the success of the present measure of reform, 
we behold our ulti&te possession of those rights, .. ." 201 Ibid. 

202 "co 24 Sept. 1831. 
203 j 1a. 19 May 1.832. 

(204 See G. R. G. $iteon--Clark, tThe Romantic 11emsnt 1830-1850t in 
- ad, 

J. H. MMIb Londons 19yß . 
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Thus neither the amount of activity, nor the fierce sounding rhetoric of 

some newspaper leaders should obscure the essential moderation marking 

much of the movemente(205) 

The essence of the Glasgow reform agitation therefore lay not in 

conflict either of social class or economic experience, but in loose 

overall co-operation with the maintenance of separateness and individ- 

ual identity. The agitation was not dominated by one characteristics 

rather moderation, class co-operation and independent action were com- 

bined. Consequently at all the crisis points, there was a response 

on the part of the inhabitants acting as a group (class co-operation) 

and there were the individual responses via the Incorporations, the 

Trades House# the Merchants Houses, the Reform Association and the 

Political Union, with many of the same people turning up in all - as 

was caustically observeds IA, 11 the various petitions in this city 

have emanated from one and the same juntot. (206) 

All in all the parts played by the Reform Association and the 

Political Union in the actual reform agitation of 1830-2 had been mini- 

mal - despite protestations to the contrary. The agitation had emana- 

ted via the established institutions such as the Merchants House, the 

Trades House, the Incorporations and the trades societies$ the Merchants 

House held some half dosen meetings, the Trades House five, the various 

Incorporations thirty, the inhabitants seventeen, all with accompanying 

petitions and addresses. Other organisations such as the Police, the 

Faculty of Procurators, the Ccmpary of Stationers also held meetings 

and forwarded petitions. 

The main interest and significance of the Reform Association and 

the Political Union lies in their being illustrative of the different 

strands in reform agitation] and in the reactions to them. On the 
(205) Though it was Not auch rhetoric which aroused fears. The 

sheriff of Lanark sent a copy of the first issue of the Loyal 
Ro sera' ,,,, _ tte to the Home Office attributing the excite- 
ment in the West of Scotland to such publications. H. O. 102/411 
32. better, 18 May 1831. 

(206) Courier, 27 Sept. 1831. 
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whole the Reform press was favourable to political unions: one even 

maintaining they had been the principal means of securing reform; 
(7) 

while the Conservative press made cutting comments(208) and hoped they 

were on their last legs. () 

The reactions to the Reform Association are especially interest- 

ing. These ranged from those regarding its dissolution as 'the crown- 

ing act of its honourable existence ... now that the main object for 

which it was instituted has been gained'; 
( ) to those who could see 

no benefits arising out of its existences t... from the manner it 

repeatedly obstructed and misdirected public opinion, as well as for 

other reasons, we have always looked on it as being of a milk and 

water description #. Its dissolution demonstrated this: f. 

any body of politicians who can rest contented with the present act, 

are narrow and illiberal in their views'. There was still work to be 

done: further extension of the suffrage was needed to secure effective 

representatives and obtain the practical measures for which the Bill 

had been only a means. The Reform Association had came into existence 

as a reaction to the French Revolution of 1830 without a real under- 

standing of the issues involved, and now that such associations were 

no longer fashionable at court, it had decided to dissolve itself: 

"The epitaph of the Glasgow Reform Association may be written in a 

few words: - Here lies a thing of illebitimate birth and insignificant 

character, a victim of self-destruction, the death of which cannot be 

much regretted, because its existence was scarcely known. '() 

A similar criticism was to be awde by an operative, Daniel 

McAuley, who admitted he had been a member of the Reform AsscJ. ation, 

'little to his credit'. The Reform Association had been willing to 

207 2 June 1832. 
208 e. g. Co, 30 June 1832, 
209 ,6 July 1832. 

J210 quoted in , gcota 29 Sept. 1832. 
211) §AjAdU Post, 29 Sept. 1832. 
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accept any reforms t... they were careful to oppose public meetings 

as dangerous to the peace= even at the very time when the Reform meas- 

ure was in its most perilous situation. They wanted to get more 

intelligence on the subject - the hon. gentlemen were for waiting - 

but the trades of aagow would not wait .. . 1(212) 

McAulayy'e coments underline an important fact - that the co- 

operation was in the nature of an talliancet rather than a complete 

fusion; and as such held the possibility of divergence or even con- 

flict. But throughout the years 1830-2 at least, co-operation was 

more in evidence. It was fostered by the particular experience of 

both the middle and working classes; by the similarities in their 

analyses of the problem;, by the awareness of each that the assistance 

of the other was necessary= and by the existence of a shared culture, 

itself the product of the particular social and economic structure of 

Glasgow. 

Unlike their counterparts in Egland, Glasgow operatives did not 

seek parliamentary reform as the only solution to distress. It was 

one approach certainly, but there were other approaches equally impor- 

tants self-help and union. Consequently the plight of the hand-loom 

weavers (which was as bad in Glasgow as azwwhere else) did not bring 

forth a denunciation of machinery or a call for parliamentary reform, 

but gave rise to schemes of self-help. For example, it was suggested 

in the Herald to the ZC@Ags Advocate that all weavers should contribute 

id. (hp) a week to a general fund. This would then be used to employ 

a number of weavers at 8/- (40p) a week. The goods manufactured by 

these weavers could be sold to operatives through co-operative stores, 

and the money used to employ more weavers. Gradually all the weavers 

could then be employed. 
() 

ý212J . 29 Dec. 1832. 
213 j, IA"s 25 Sept. 1830. 
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Union, 
(214) 

education, 
(215) 

reform - all these were wanted but 

reform on its own would not do* 
(216) 

It is interesting, though per- 

haps it is not significant, that the Herald toUi. Trades Advocate when 

listing the seven measures 
(217) 

needed before the country could prosper, 

took the view that parliamentary reform should come fifth; and it was 

fourth in the six issues which the operatives discussed with Hume. 
(2'8) 

The insistence on education, self-help, the acceptance of the 

value system of the community - Robert Craig, an operative, had advo- 

cated the cause of parliamentary reform for the last thirty years, not 

because of high taxation, or unjust monopolies, or the influence of the 

aristocracy, fall this did not make his a Radical, so much as that 

moral degradation which vas entailed by such a system, t(219) - meant 

that there was no need to advance a separate rationale of parliamentary 

refonu" 

In the same way, the lack of extremism, the essential moderation 

and reasoned attitudes of the operatives also helped to foster co- 

operation. These reasoned attitudes were perhaps due to the fact 

that the habits of organisation and order were deeply implanted in the 

operatives. For example the Cotton Spinners Association was a highly 

organised body and had been in existence at least since 1819. () 

Agitation for objectives followed broadly the some channels as the 

middle classes would have used (this is exemplified in the factory 

movement with its meetings and petitions; and it is not surprising 

since it contained some of the sane people agitating for factory reform 

214) . 30 Oct. 1830- 
215) e. g. " 23 Oct. 1830- 
216) jj? "* 29 Jan. 1831. 
217) These were free trade in corn; abolition of slavery; culti- 

vation of waste-land; reform of the law courts; the people 
to be represented in Parliament; charitable funds, bequeathed 
for the education of the young, must be honestly appropriated; and 
separation of Church and State, from the WgrId newspaper in 
I W,, 2 Oct. 1830, 

218 . 25 Sept. 1830; see above p. 58. 
219 Operatives meeting 2 Oct. 1830, mid. 9 Oct. 1830, - 220 P. P. 9 1833, (450) xxi Al, p. 82. 
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at the same time as political reform e. g. Daniel McAulay, and again 

contrasts with Leeds where political reform and factory reform became 

separate class agitations). 
( l) This can be seen in the way that 

the Wes A. yirw approved of the Herald to the Trades Advo_ tole 

petition to the Commons and contrasted their conduct favourably with 

that of the Tory Party and the Lordst 'The poor Weavers of Glasgow 

may be adduced as a worthy example for the instruction of the House 

of Lords. History has seldom, afforded a more admirable instance of 

self-denial, and yielding of feelings, than the disinterested conduct 

of that much calumniated class (the operatives) throughout the whole 

of this excited tise. t(222) Concession was to be won by concerted 

actions hence the value put on unions. The Union of the Trades was 

consolidated in this period, the Trades Political Union playing a 

definite part in the agitation. 

At the same time, the middle classes also appreciated the value 

of the operatives' co-operation, their intelligence, education and innate 

worth. There was a lack of outright hostility between masters and 

men. The Glasgow agitation thus had as its hallmark an assumed 

identity of interests, however superficial this might be. Being a 

mercantile co mity, divergency and hostility were more likely to 

occur over economic interestst hence the factory reform question was 

to become in the 1832 8lection, a testing point -a criterion by which 

a man could be judged in terms of worth to the working classes, and 

subsequently was to lead to more overt political action by the working 

classes. 

This is not however to suggest that relations between the allies 

in the reform agitation were uniformly smooth and sweet. There were 

dissensions and differences and they did intrude. Later developments 

(2221) Brigges 'The Background of Parliamentary Reform ... p. 310. 
( 222) WlslidMigr Review# Vol. XV, p. 161. 
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merely accentuated these difference.; they did not create them. 

Thus JUexander Campbell at the operatives meeting in the Trades Hall 

on 10 March 1$31 maintained reform would not benefit the working 

classes unless they could retain the produce of their labour, and 

even advocated the extension of the franchise to women 
(223) 

J1nd 

from the other aide, the Scot Tunes displayed hostility to the Trades 

Procession of September 1831 (an attempt by the trades at co-operation) 

purely on the grounds of a snobbish appeal to class. 
(4) 

Though the 

; cots Times was to change its opinion on 6 3eptenber, (225) 
yet this 

wai a portent of the divergencies which were to canine once the Bill 

had been safely passed. 

(223) H. T. A. p 12 Mar. 1831 where the meeting is mis ted as 10 Feb. 
(224) cot 'i., ýes. 30 Aug. 1831: The inv tation 

%from 
the trades 

to the''iiddle and Higher Classes is, in our mi. nd3, fool- 
ish and absurd, because if acted upon, it destroys the dis- 
tinctive character of the procession, and, of course, its 
usefulness. By many good reformers, too, it will be 
regarded as extremely improper, perhaps insulting, for many 
reformers, we know, disapprove of the procession altogether, 
and will look upon the "Invitationtfas an assumption of 
superiority on the part of the Operatives, which we are 
sure, the latter never contemplated, and would be the first 
to disavow .... The Invitation is a sad jumble of incon- 
sistencies, to characterise it by no harsher name - it is 
directed to the 9Ifiddle and Higher Classes «, yet specially 
addressed ftFellow Operativest - it talks of "trades and 
other professions", forgetting, or perhaps not knowing that 
a trade is not a profession, and vice versa and it indulges 
in acme bombast respecting congratulation to our sovereign 
- Magna Charta and freedom - much more remarkable for its 
violence than for its good sense. t 

(225) IL U. 6 3ept. 1831. 
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The growth of divergence among reformers was to emerge more 

clearly once the Reform Bill was safely through the legislature. This 

is not surprising: it is easier to co-operate against the established 

system, and in securing its change, when it is possible to overlook 

pr IML6the fact that different groups hoped for different things as 

a result of reform. The Reform Bill had given Glasgow two seats and 

an electorate of c. 7000 (6598 voted in the first election). On a 

class basis(') the electorate can be broken down as follows: 

Upper-middle .. 43 % 
Middle .... 27.5% 
Artisan .... 26 Z 
Working .... 4% 

100 . 5" 

discrepancy results from rounding up 

It was not therefore an electorate wholly dominated by one section of 

society, though in relative terms the upper-middle class was much more 

dominant in the electorate than in the cityfs population as a whole. 

It was theoretically possible then, for the other sections of 

society to carry the election in favour of their candidates, since 

they constituted 57 per cent of the electorate. This however, pre- 

supposes that such a group could hold together absolutely. auch was 

not to be the case, and this indeed was to be apparent almost from the 

outset of the campaigns different groups expected different men with 

different aims to be returned to Parliament. This was not just a 

simple split between working-class and middle-class radicals; divis- 

(1) Using the same occupational categories referred to in Introduction 
PP-6-7 above. 
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ions within, for example, the middle clasaea were also discernible. 

auch a split was immediately evident in the press reaction to 

candidates in generals in their views of the qualities and attributes 

desirable in a M. P. These ranged widely. There were the fanciful 

notions of the Scots Times, which, still suffering from an excess of 

civic pride, envisaged half the cabinet dashing up to claim the rep- 

resentation of a city of such national importance. An M. P. should 

have great dignity of character, personal influence and social connec- 

tions. He should be a man 'not only of matured experience, and of 

high moral respectability, but of considerable wealth'. One should 

be a Glasgow merchant, the other an eloquent statesman* 
(2) (Stanley 

was in fact suggested by a reader. 
) 

There was certainly no need for 

one of the representatives to be from the middle classes, Since the 

interests of all were interwoven* 
(4) 

Nor was there any necessity 

for a candidate to give pledges to the eleatorate. 
(5) Once elected, 

he was to behave with the utmost cautions he should not undertake to 

extend the franchise till he had had a chance to see how the present 

system worked= nor was he to criticise the Corn Laws, the East India 

Co., the Bank, the Church, or the Burghs without appreciating all the 

issues; or try to regulate the spread of machinery or interfere with 

the hours or wages of labour. 
(6) 

To the Scoter therefore, the 

Reform BM represented not a means to an ernd# but an end, and candi- 

dates should be chosen with this in mind. 

This was a far cry even fro. those like the 3&turdav (Evening) 

Pmt who merely wanted tried reformers to secure 'wise and liberal 

measures I. 
(7) 

The Free Press wanted someone who was eloquent and 

(2) 3cota Times, 2 June 1832, 
(3) .5 June 1832. 
(4) jb .9 June 1832. 
(5) 16 June 1832, 
(6) 30 June 1832. 
(7) sat day (Evening) P+o. t. 2 June 1832. 
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hard-working; (8) the l�crald an intelligent merchant and an intelligent 

manufacturer, 
(9) though both the Herald and the Courier complained of 

the lack of a Conservative candidate. 
(10) In the . in, press atten- 

tiara focused on personal qualities and attributes rather than on mass- 

urea policies or manifestos. 

Six candidates stood for the two seats. These were Joseph " xon, 

a Dumbarton manufacturer, and the retiring member; James Eiring ex- Dean 

of Guild and Lord Provost; Jame Oswald, merchant; John Crawfurd, 

East India merchant, not a native of Glasgow and a notable exponent of 

free trade; John Douglas, lawyer and Sir Daniel K. Sandford, Professor 

of Greek at the University. All claimed to be reformers. Each delin- 

eated his personal qualities, and the broad areas where he thought the 

government could usefully employ itself. Dixon, the last to come for- 

ward, relied for the most part on his work in securing the passage of 

the Reform Bi11. He campaigned largely on his past record. For the 

rest, their election addresses presented much of a muchness. As befits 

a commercial ocm mity, the main issues were free trade, the abolition 

of the Corn Laws, cheap government, cheap justice; with attention also 

paid to short parlisaents and reform of the abuses in the English and 

Irish Churches - Crawfurd cmnpaigned on these issues; 
(") 

Sandford 

stressed his support for civil and religious freedomeýýý 

Oswald emphasised that the Reform .U was a weans and not an ends 

tGood, cheap, and efficient Government, consistent with the frome of the 

Constitution and the construction of society in this country, is the 

object for which we have to strive= ... +(13) Ewing stressed his 

commercial activities, his chairmanship (twice) of the Merchants House, 

his work for charity) his support for liberal principles - he had been 

(9 
(10 
11 
12 
13 

a, 18 July 1832. 

.# 
22 June 1832. 

13 July 1832= Cam, 14 July 1832. 
lim2p 14 July 1832. 
ITTu-ly 1832. 
14 July 1832. 
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the first to propose publication of accounts� Is, precedent which vas 

subsequently adopted by parliament for the Darghs in Sootlandt j re- 

ligious liberty and par 14 .. tar' rstarm. He XMAS mat play with 

his political independence, and he showed sane regard for the inter- 

ests of the working o]asec $t... above sll to alleviate the dis- 

tress, and to im Mme the comforts of the labouring classes of the 

caaomity t. 
(3.4) 

Douglas higblightad his work in the reform cause, 

his knowledge of the working classes and their conditions, thereby 

(making a dig' at Crawturd, who being a stranger to Glasgow was hold 

to be ignorant of conditions; and the fact that be was favourable to 

the sutab1isimsnt of an election co ittN. (15 ) 

The candidates vws rocriv d by the press in the following 

msnnsr$ only the FM� ress, was prrpsrsd to stomach Crawturdls oandi- 

daturef the 2MgSdAQp ggglIff and a. wire opposed to him, 

usually on the ids that he mw a stranger to Glasgow. (16) psald 

received a favovlabla press from the , 392ts 'PSS. Free Proms 

DLWM and each seeing in his what it wanted. 
(17) 

received a mixed reception, the Scot. Tie admitted he had been a 

good K. P. j the JMX&U was opposed to him, W ].. s the other candidates 

turned out to be omen more liberal than he wasf the ; tui Y 

t was opposed to him because it considered his views utso and on the 

Church, and the debt; and In was not in favour of popular associations 

for political purposes, It was also suspicious of his romans for 

advocating the alcipattcn Of sia'Ies, seeing these as a means whereby 

the people were to be diverted fror tiidag an interest in t. r cm 

eonditioi "(18) Hiring was supported by the cote ?s overtly, and 

l" 
15 
16 Foy Pry, 11 Ju]y; . 11 July; GgMAOX 12# 14,17 

July etc.; Soot. Time.. 14,17 July 1832. 
(17) 12,14 Jul ; Agag Tim, 14 July; Fri Prass. 1is 

18 July l Wtisb G *ji a� - quoted in fdWAW 19 July 1832. 
(18) 4 Sept., thou on 15 Dec. it valnt.. ir d he mw 

c the support of the Tories; Ibmalsla 28 July; 
`' 15a 29 Sept* TW2o 
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the (tier covertly: he was not too objectionable, but he was too 

liberal (19) He also had his own propaganda sheet - the Fr nd of 

the Peoule. 
(20) 

Sandford received support from the Eme mss: the 

of T and Scottish Guardia� were opposed to him. ( 21) Douglas, 

owning an eighteenth share in the QrM)jc1e naturally received support 

from it= the other papers made little comment on him#(22) 

Outßids opinion in the shape of the Stectator and the Edinburgh 

Evening Poet, classed the candidates as follows. To the 32ecý tr ator, 

Sandford, Oswald and Ewing were all good candidates, Ewing was a 

tort' but of he be not of us, he at least speaks our languages; ( 

while the EAiaý ah 2fjUjag Pst gave their political affiliations 

ass D wings Conservative, Sandford, Ninisterialist, Oewald, Crawfurd, 

Dixon and Douglass all crosses between Radicals and Liberals. 
(24) 

There was therefore no unanimity among the Reform press about who 

should be elected, 
(25) 

apart from a preference for Oswald. The 

as supported Oswald and Sandcord, the Scots Times, king and 

Osvaldo the roni nl w_ Douglas* 

Just an there was no longer uniformity mnong those papers who 

had once advocated reform, so there was to be no uniformity among 

those individuals who had once united to secure reform. Reformers 

now appeared to be split into two scamps' over the issue of the candi- 

dates and the tactics to be followed to secure their candidates' 

election. One tcampt was known as the tCliquet. Judging from 

(19) Courier, 14,17 Jukvj Scots Timer, 14 July etc. 8,15 Dec. 1832. 
(20) R. M. W. Cowan, The Newspaper in Scotland (Glas., 1946), p. 81 

states the Ej: jSW of the People was the press sheet of Oswald 
and Crawfurd. From the one surviving issue, it seems to me 
to support king. 

(21) Free Press, 18 Ju]yf unier, 17 July; Scottish Guardian 
quoted in Cam, 21 July 1832. 

(22) ChrOniclb 30 July; e. g. Courier, 14 July; 30ota ZU&b 14 
July 1832. 

23 sect, a_tor quoted in Free Press, 25 July 1832. 
24 r'b ah Evening Post quoted in Iie_ raid, 24 Aug. 1832. 
25 The $cotaffected to have no illusions about the influence 

of newspaper opinions ISLsctors of Glasgow= We are quite aware 
that any partiality we might express towards any of the Glasgow 
candidates, would weigh but little with you - it might indeed 
weigh even against such as we might be disposed to favour. V 
17 July 1832. 
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names this appears to have been the Reform Association endeavouring 

to rule things from the grave. It backed the candidature of Oswald 

and Crawfurd, and was a narrow sectional group largely mercantile 

and middle-class%(26) 'it ... was mainly composed of the steady, 

determined moderate men of the upper middle class who have ever been 

the backbone of Whiggery, opposed equally to Toryism of the Lord 

ldon and port-wine school and the frothy sedition of the Democrats 

of the lower orderst. 
(27) 

In contrast the other scamps was more popular in its campoaition. ' 

The Political Union in accordance with its constitutionp 
(28) decided at 

a meeting an 31 May 1832 to set up an election co®ittee to select table, 

honest, and consistent Reformers1. This would save expanse since the 

of a disputed election would be ruled out. 
(29) 

A meeting was 

held on 18 June to form such a cond. ttee. This was to be open to all 

electors on payment of 1/- (5p) plus an equal share of the cost of 

returning an M. P. Anr member could withdraw once he had paid his 

share. The cc moittee was to be divided into sub-committees for each 

ward. These were then to call public meetings to ascertain the extent 

of each candidatete support= support would then be given to the two 

candidates enjoying the most support. The ccmittes appointed con- 

sisted of Laurence Hill, John Douglas, David Prentice, James Turner, 

James Wallace, Alexander Hedderwick and Daniel McAu]. sy the only opera- 

tive among them. (30) 

At this meeting David Prentice, editor of the QljMDj&" circulated 

what were to became his famoms pledgee. These included total free trade, 

a general reduction of taxation and of the aiw and navy, burgh reform, 

26) For a list of requisitionists see ice. 
(27) frs and Portraits of One H" dr GlasgowMen (Glas., 1886), 

Vol. is p. 58. 
(28) Clause 3, To inflUmce, by every legal means, the elections of 

Members to the Coemonst House of Parliament, so an to secure 
the return of able, intrepid, and upright Representatives of 
the Peoples LoYal Refor m' Gazette, 26 Nov. 1831. 

ä9 Jcot ,2 June 1832, 
(30 3att"v (; _ __ 

i ng) Postt, 23 June 1832. 
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triennial parliaments and the ballot. (3' 
There was nothing particu- 

larly revolutionary in these pledges or in the idea of pledges them- 

selves. Some however, such as the ballot and total free trade were 

controversial thus hardening division among the press. Support came 

from the3tgraa ( 
,) 

Post which had been constantly advocating 
(32) 

pledging (partly because it would unite all classes), and hoped 

this example would be followed all over the country; 
(33) 

and, as 

might be expected the Chronicle. since Prentice was its editor. 
( 

Just as predictably the Herald and Co ier expressed disgust, 

the Herald maintaining political unions had now taken over. 
(35) 

opposition also came from a worried Scots of course it had 

always looked favourably on political unions, but after all, they 

were for emergency situations only. To clarify its position, it 

printed on 5 June what purported to be a reader's letter expressive 

of the feelings of the silent majority. This questioned the Political 

Unions right to take what the reader considered dictatorial action 

(the Herald similarly questioned this)(36) and raised the possibility 

that Political Union was in reality controlled by one or two powerful 

mm* 
(37) 

Divergence was to become still more pronounced when the Political 

Union went into action. 
(38) 

After a second rather abortive meeting 

for the election committee had been held on 25 June. , 
(39) 

enough pro- 

gress had been made by 12 July for the Political Union to suggest 

(31) See Appendix XXVI. 
(32) e. g. Saturday (yenina) Post, 2,9 June, etc. 1832. 
33 d" 9 June 1832. 
34 Chýrnnicle. 22,29 June, 1832. 
35) Herald. 4 June 18321 ibdo quoted in Saturday (Evening) Post, 

23 June 1832. 
36) H' S$, 4 June 1832. 
37) , cots Times: 5 June 1832. 
38) Other groups were also active. The Glasgow North Quarter 

Political Union was founded on 6 July 1832 to secure the 
election of representatives who would oppose all unneces- 
sary expenditure; monopolies; try to extend the franch- 
ise to £5 householders, or every householder and support 
triennial parliaments. Free press, 18 July 1832. 

(39) Scots Times, 26 June 1832. 
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that the candidates should appear before it, so that their attitudes 

to the pledges could be determined., 
() 

Electors were therefore 

advised to wait till all candidates came forward before promising 

support. 
(41) 

On 16 July 1832 the Political Union stated its ideas and objects, 

emphasising its wish for class co-operations 

... the Elective Franchise is a right held by the 
Electors, in trust for the people at large, and ought 
to be exercised for the general good, and in accord- 
ance with the deliberative opinion of the great body 
of the people ... 

... the chief object of this Union being cordially 
to unite all renke, in combined and sustained exertions, 
to secure to every member of society the blessings of 
Equal Law, Uniform Rights, and Good Government, we, 
members, of this Union, entitled, by the Reform Bill, to 
exercise the Elective Franchise, cordially assent to 
the propriety of consulting, and if possible going along 
with, the opinion and interests of the Unenfranchised 
Members; 

and again warned against pledging support to any candidate rashly. 
() 

Nevertheless despite the hostility of such as the Scots Tines, (43) 

of all the candidates then in the field(44) only E+ing did not appear 

before the Political Union -a fact which endeared him to the Conserv- 

ative press. 
(45) Oswald, Douglas and Crawfurd all appeared before 

the Political Union and gave satisfactory responsesi 'Mr. Oswald 

demurred to a few of the points in the new Confession of Faith, but 

(40) . 17 July 1832, 
(41) Craig also asserted that the Magistrates were doing everyt 

in their power to secure Ewing's return. 
ZpA, 11. July 1832. 

42 ;,. 21 July 1832. 
43 e. g. Scots Vim 17,21,24 July 1832. 
44 Dixon had not yet declared himself a candidate. Lo a1 Reformers' 

g, 21 July 1832= his later appearance some time in 
August at the Political Union seems to have passed off without 
ocssdent. cote 7 Aug. 1832 mentions his expected visit. 

(45) Ewing might have been still more unpopular with radicals had they 
been able to read his letters to the Home Office in December 
1832 and January 1833 in which he asked, in his capacity as 
Lord Provost, for troops to remain in the city during the 
election. H. O. 102, /411 369; 102/42= 39 
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Mr. Douglas and Kr. Crawfurd evinced fewer scruples and accordingly 

received absolution with acclamation'. 
(46) This earned Oswald the 

Courier's disgust. 
(47) 

Sandford and Dixon also made appearances 

before the Political Union. Sandford used the opportunity to make 

a lengthy speech rather than go over the pledges as he had promised. 

His conduct was discussed at a Political Union meting on 2 August 

1$32, 
(48) 

and there can be no doubt that he had alienated somas 'He 

has, in fact, made the Political Union the Theatre of an Oratorical 

display, to forward his own purposes, while he treated the Members 

and their resolutions with the utmost contempt; and placed them in 

the awkward position of putting other candidates through an ordeal 

to which by agreeing to come forward he assented; but which, having 

obtained a hearing, he ridiculed and contemned. t(49) 

Developments by this date then had already revealed divergences 

among reformers over the desirable qualities and policies required of 

a candidates over the merits of the particular candidates presenting 

themselves and over the question of pledging. Some, represented by 

the j cots Times and the 'descendants# of the Reform Association pre- 

ferred the most Whiggish of the candidates and denounced the notion 

that candidates should be so deeply pledged as to be virtual7, q dele- 

gates. Others, represented by, for files the Chi 2je and the 

Political Union favoured candidates of a more advanced liberal outlooks 

Who would promote a variety of further reforms if returned, and who 

should demonstrate their suitability by pledging themselves in advance 

to the support of a long list of such reforms. 

(46) 3cot9 Times, 24 July 1832. 
47 CoMdU 24 Ju1y 1832. 

Auf. 1832. 
49) urd&y Evening) Post, * 28 July 1832; see also cle, 27 

July 1832; though of. jam Aef rmarsi Gazette, 28 July 1832 
'Sir Daniel I. Sandford addressed the Political Union for up- 
wards of two hours on Thurad&y evening, in the most satisfac- 
tory and eloquent manners A smear campaign was run against 
Sandford who was depicted as a pro slaver, who, when he real- 
ised that he had no hope of winning, would support Etiing. 
scota aim. 28 July 1832; Q roniclit, 25 July 1832. 
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So far however, the investigation has been confined mainly to 

the electors who comprised such a small part of the constituency 

and of the reform movement as a whole, and to the legal press. As 

in reform movement, the unenfranchised also had opinions, preferences 

and ideas about tactics. These can be seen in the Unetamped (the 

Political j2WgjM# the Radical Reformeys Gazeetje, the CQui g 

Glass and Ptmch)g and in the operativest actions. They revealed 

a third level of approach embodying a very different view of the 

political systemn, the condition of the working classes and the candi- 

dates. 

The political system was described in classic radical termst 

... the whole system is one of robbery, imposture, 
fraud and oppression; engendering thousands of vices, 
and converting into a hell, what was admirably adapted 
for a paradise. Lw is unjustice, government is 
robbery and oppression. religion is imposture and fraud, 
morality is passive submission to villainy and extorsion, 
and all social virtues are summed up in selfishness. 
Such a wretched state of society has originated in the 
irresponsible power of icings, and the usurpation of aris- 
tocracy. But such results are unavoidable, where the 
people are deprived of theirPý li ical rights. Popular 
government is the only remeýº. t ý1 

Consegn+mtly the Whigs wrs utterly useless s 

They Thig 7 are not the representatives who are required, 
at the present tie., to grapple with that incorrigible 
ring-leader of the opposition, the Duke of Wellington, or 
to blow up that receptacle of usurpation and villainy, the 
House of Lords. No; their maxim is to go along with the 
tide of opinion, and follow passively the current of cir- 
cmstances, changing sides with the etýpýth of parties, 
and the offers of hire and prefer*snt. lýý) 

Indeed the Whigs and Tories were seen as interchangeable - both united 

against the peopl". 
(52) 

50 a. R Q. P 17 Nov. 1832. 
51 .8 Dec. 1832. 
52 IWA. 17 Nov. 1832. 
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As far as the working classes were concerned, their condition 

was worsening, as the spread of poor houses showed, and would continue 

to do so: 

... unless the people, and particularly the working 
classes, resolve on some decisive measures, for the 
purpose of securing and protecting property in labour, 
which is the most sacred of all property; and putting 
a stop to the swindling system of commerce at present 
in use, by which one class are plundered by another 
without any alternative ... private charity is un- 
availing ... we must cease to pay a debt, that was 
illegally contracted; we must do away with Paper 
Money and restrict the swindling system of Banking; 
and finally remove every obgtacle and restraint to 
the ample reward of labour. (53) 

Specific measures were needed to ameliorate the working classcs' condi- 

tions triennial parliaments, extension of the franchise, the ballot, 

aboliton of the Corn Laws, and of colonial slavery, disestablishment, 

and reform of taxation and the system of places and pensions. 

Though these measures had much in common with middle-class 

radicalism, this did not mean that the working classes saw their in- 

terests as identical with those of the mercantile and middle classess 

as the Radical Reformerst C fitte put it, Me interests of the Working 

Classes is not identified wi'.;. what are called the commercial interests 

of the country. t(54 Nor did they think that the middle classes sub- 

scribed to such viers either, except when it suited them: In our own 

cityi. Glasgow, during the struggle for the Bill, our present candidates 

mouthed reform, taxation, and the condition of the working classes. 

But what is their conduct now? Why, forsooth they have discovered that 

the working classes are an uneducated mob, having neither sense to think, 

nor discretion to act. t(55) 

Their idea therefore, of a candidate differed from the Stamped 

(53) id. 24 Nov. 1832, 
(54) Iº . 22 Dec. 1832, 
(55) JWA* 24 Nov. 1832. 
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press. They wanted men 'best calculated to redress the wrongs, of 

this oppressed, plundered, and pauperized countryt. 
(56) In accord- 

ance with this Douglas emerged as the favourite candidates In our 

opinion that is just the very sort of man that Glasgow wants -a 

common man to sit in the People? s House .... It is anion the 

reasons why we object to Mr. Ding and Mr. Om& d, that they have not 

mixed with the inferior classes, consequently do not know their wants, 

and consequently cannot sympathize with them'; whereas Douglas was 

accessible to both rich and poor and the only one with a political 

creeds(57) Ne are partial, notwithstanding, to Mr. Douglas, as 

being a Radical Reformer, and having pledged himself unconditionally 

to all the great measures, solicited by the working classes. 1(58) 

Douglas himself set great store by his sympathies with the working 

classes, using them to score points off Crawfurd. (59) 

As the other candidates, with the exception of I+ing, had also 

pledged themselves to the saws p"dges as Douglas, it is interesting 

to see what the Unstamped thought of than. Although James Awing had 

promised 'above all, to alleviate the distresses, and to improve the 

comforts of the labouring classes of the ocxnmmity' he was univers- 

ally detested. His Toryism was etressedt 

He is a ,, a aha ap Rrietor or mp ___aveee of 
slaves in the j Itt, was foraman of the jury that 
condemned Wilson, possesses a surprising stock of vanity 
and evinces the greatest contest imaginable for the 

(56) 1W. 
ýr Pol iticsl i7ýc_nl nwr. 15 gept" 1832. 

(58 G., 1 Dec. 1832, though it did disagree with his views on 
paper money, jj6U* 8 Dec. 1832. 

(59) t... xv opportunities of acquiring a knowledge of the various 
interests of the classes occupied in agriculture, mines, trade, 
and manufactures; and particularly of the feelings, habits, 
and disadvantages of the working classes and the poor, render 
superfluous for me such prospective professions as may become 
unknown candidates for the confidence of Glassgow, who may 
naturally enough seek to supply the lack of known devotion 
to the cause of the people - by the cheap currency of prof se 
promises for which there is no guarantee of retrospective 
credit. dcots Times. 14 July 1832. 
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middle and poorer classes. 
(60) His interests are 

opposed directly to those of the people; and being 
the puppet of the Tory party alone, must participate 
in all their feelings, and support all their measures 
to obstruct the progress of improvement, and the cause 
of liberty .... We abominate the doctrine on which 
he acts, of an original intention that one half of our 
species should labour and toil for the support and 
pleasure of the other. There is no such law in nature. 
Men are all equal in their political and civic rights, 
and the weaver taken from his loom is as eligible to sit 
in the representative assembly of the people as James 
Ewing .. 9 

3uch a man is fit to represent slavery, and the 
interests of the sugar and rum merchants; but would 
make derous representative for a manufacturing 
town. 

ß6i 

Similar criticism was made by gis '"How comes it, Mr. Barloch, tt said 

Dr. Ewing the other day, "that so few of the Faculty of Procurators 

will give me their votes? " "The answer is obvious, " returned the wit, 

"the most of them are & ar, � 
(no-Tories ). "t (62) 

Sandlord was considered little better than sting. He was too 

much of a philosopher and his eloquence would be put to the wrong use 

- to obstruct needed reforms. 
(63) 

On his appearance before the 

political Union, Pun commented under the heading of 'The Luxury of 

Tears', 'some passages of Sir Daniel's Oration to the Union were so 

pathetic, as to draw te azg from the jM of many. In reference to 

this, Mr. Akdoch proposes that he should be called the Po tical 

(kiion. t(64) Sandford generally received a bad press from the 

Unstamped, 
(65) 

and his notion that it was not incompatible to be both 

a university professor and an M. P. received special comment. 
(66) 

r 

Oswald likewise was seen as a Tory, 
67) 

and an enemy to the measures 

(60) Note the middle and poorer classes are classed together. 
(61) Po gal Examiner, 15 Sept. 1832. 
(62) ich, 4 Aug. 1832. 
(63) plitica1 Examiner, 15 Sept. 1832. 
(64) 

,4 Aug. 1832, 
65) See e. g. the Quizzling Glass. 2,16 Maay 1832. 
66) bMch,, 28 July 1832 'Examples of Greek Logic, by a certain 

Professor. t 'No important business comes before Parliament, 
till Easters all important business is over in ror class at 
Easters mal, -I can hold pluralities. ' 

(67) Political Easinert 15 Sept. 1832. 
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needed, though the rrquisitionists of Oswald and Craw urd had stated 

it was not the interests of the higher classes, but the interests of 

the people that were to be consulted'. 
(68) 

The candidates most favoured by the Stamped press then, found 

no favour in the Unstamped. It would however, be wrong to think that 

there was unanimity among the Unstamped. The Radical AefuMers' Gazette 

concentrated its invective on Ewing, Dixon and Sandford, whom it classed 

as Whips tWhat difference would it make if James Ewing were returned 

in place of Mr. Dixon, or air Daniel Sandford? Not a whit of differ- 

once. j«j Similarly, 'James Ewing is a rank Whig, as are Sandford 

and Dixon. These gentlemen are all equally hostile to the abolition 

of the Corn Laws, West India slavery, and Churches established by Law= 

to the Extension of the Franchise, Vote by Ballot, Pledges, and a 

multiplicity of other measures of Reforms; 
(0) 

though by 22 December 

1832 it had decided Dixon was a Tory. The Radical Reformaras Gazette 

favoured voting for Douglas and Crawfurd, '''L1 (in contrast to the 

Stamped press, where, when separation was made of the Clique nominees, 

it was Oswald who was favoured); while the Political Examiner favoured 

Douglas and Dixon, 
(72) 

and Pmeh lampooned them all. 

Despite these differences, the point remains that the Unstamped 

did consider there were grievances specific to the working classes 

which had to be rectified by choosing the right man to further their 

interests. They insisted that it was no good dealing in vague gener- 

alities or abstractions about what affected one, affected all; and 

consequently an K. P. representing the middle classes would not doe(73) 

68) 3aturdav (hyenin¢ ) Pod 21 July 1832. 
69) # &¢., 1 Dec. 1632. 
70) Ibid. 8 Dec. 1832. 
71) 15 Dsc. 1832. 
72Politi ner, 15 Sept. 1632. 
73 The Trades Advocate, (unfortunately not extant), an example of 

that rare category, the working-class Stamped, had also pointed 
out 'the inconsistency of the operatives and the unentranchised 
taking an active share in promoting the views of a party which 
did not recognise their right to the elective pr-i-_ýv_il__eý , or 
contemplate its future extensions quoted in 3 LEYgnin, ) 

, ,. 
7 July 1832. 
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They had definite ideas and theme ideas were to be translated into 

action. 

The middle classes though, for their part were not unaware of 

this, and indeed took steps to ascertain the feelings of the unenfran- 

chisedj that is, there were still attempts at co-operation. As 

early as 7 June 1832, W. Craig had suggested in a meeting of the 

Political Union that the operatives and unenfranchised should issue 

a declaration of their view and principles. 

This 'Declaration of the Trades' duly appeared in less than a 

fortnight. It was a comprehensive document demons'., a'l irag that the 

operatives would brook no nonsense: 

... the Declaratore ... have hitherto, for the sake 
of peace, and respecting the property of their fellow 
citisens, refrained from urging their just claims to the 
elective franchise, premising, that as soon as public 
opinion is filtered from the gross prejudices, errors, 
and inmaorality, originating in past misrule and political 
inequity, they will obtain, and be enabled to apply more 
effectively, these long withheld rights and privileges 

Legitimate power lsy in the people, and was to be used to secure tthe 

greatest amount of happiness to the greatest number'. All class legis- 

lation and monopolies were abhorred= all public servants should be paid 

no more than the rate for the job; all useless pplaces, sinecures and 

unmerited pensions should be abolished= the law should be simplified 

and there should be currency reform and free trade. Factory reform, 

to give time for education was specifically spelt out. 
(74) 

As some 

had suffered in the introduction of machinery, there should be legis]a- 

tion to ensure a more equal distribution of its benefits. The franchise 

should be extended tto all who are subject to the law, and contribute 

(74) 'mat in order to give the hunblest opportunities to learn and under- 
stand the laws and duties under which they are held responsible 
for obedience, no persons ought to be eeployed at stated labours, 
or in public factories, below - years of age, and none from 
that age and upwards to twenty one should be employed more than 
ton hours per day*' See below, Chap. VI p. 237. 
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to the resources of the state'; and the terms of Parliament should 

be abridged. Their ideas on poor relief were akin to what was later 

to become known as the 'less eligibility principle's there should be 

a national fund for a House of Refuge established in each parish or 

ward, and tthis institution be placed under such regulations as will 

hold out no encouragement or temptation to the idle, the profligate, 

or the improvident'. Finally there was the warning that arw candi- 

date i snoring these principles was not eligible to represent 'this 

great and important portion of the conaunity; and we hereby solemnly 

protest against the return of such as . 
Representative'. 

(75) 

This was an independent statement of views displaying maturity 

and a certain amount of class consciousness but still containing no 

revolutionary demands. Nor had relations between the classes deter- 

iorated to such an extent that the worth of the document could not be 

appreciated (it had after all originated in response to a middle-clans 

request): 

To the notice of this Constituency we would therefore 
strongly recaeamend the document and urge upon than the 
importance of conciliating, and carrying along with 
them in the exercise of their new functions, so intelli- 
gent, so orderly, so industrious, so well-organized and 
influential a body, as the Operative Trades of Glasgow 
and the West of 3cotland. With the principles contained 
in this Declaration, we cordially concur, and we should 
think that the same eý6 must pervade by far the major- 
ity of the electors. 

f? 
o1 

The Declaration nevertheless marked the departure of the working 

classes in pursuit of their own aims, in their own Mays. In accordance 

with such a pursuit the operative cotton spinners of Glasgow and vicinity 

held a meeting on 30 July 1832 to consider 'the best means of supporting 

those candidates who will carry into effect the Tic Bill and other lib- 

eral measures t" In working-class eyes support for a factory bill was 

(75) Declaration of Trades, Fme Press. 20 June 1832. 
(76 Free Press, 20 June 1832, 
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regarded as a test issue(77) for candidates and was one reason wI'y 

Douglas won working-class svPP =t. 
(78) (When a rald, Douglas and 

Cr&wfurd had appeared before the Political Union, licAul&y had tried 

to elicit their support for the factory bill. Oswald was against 

the measure, Crawfurd felt that he did not know *nought about it; 
(79) 

Douglas however favoured a restriction of children's hours and a 

trial period during which adultst hours should also be reduced. }(80) 

Flectors were asked to ensure that candidates pledged themselves to 

a Timt ffill" 

Once again the operatives looked to their own actions to further 

their own interests a circular we to be sent to all the trades 50 

that a Trades Ccs ittee could be fonmed. Such action however by no 

means amounted to hostility to the idea of co-operation - the Committee 

of Trades were to do their utmost, in conjunction with the Political 

Union, to return lumbers of Parliament pledged to the cause of the 

People'. 

Some nevertheless did hold that justice could only be secured 

via an M. P. who came from the operative classes$ A. Campbell proposed 

a parliamentary association of the people, and reeoasssaded that the 

operatives paid a weekly sum to support an K. P. of their own class. 

In the meantime hints about exclusive dealing were made - since 

Glasgow electors depended for business alavst entirely on operativ. ss, 

they should stucbr the operatives' interests and feelings, which ttmy 

should make known to them. It was hoped that were the unentranchised 

classes united, the electors would not presume to owe their wishes. 

(77) The other test was extension of the franchise. 
(78) 3es e. g. meeting of the coaoi. ttee of the Calton and Nils and 

Political Union, 17 July 1832,3aturim (Evening) Post, 
21 July 19329 

(s) ý 24 July 21 
July 1832. 
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The return of Bwing was strenuously opposed. Finally the meeting 

decided that votes should be given to those securing the greatest 

amount of happiness for the greatest number of the peoplet. 
(81) 

Therefore though willing to co-operate with the Political Union, the 

unenfranchised were also exploring separate channels to ensure their 

rights. 

This departure from the complete tutelage of the middle classes 

and venture into separate action was seen by some as heralding the 

menacing prospect of mob rule and endangering the successful workings 

of the Refor Bill, I... the Refom Bill cannot have a fair trial, 

nor its merits or demsrite be made apparent so long as the electors 

and the candidates for representation are overawed by a body, the 

extent of whose power is but ill understood, and on whose interference 

no limits appear to be set. t(82) On 15 August 1832 the streets were 

placarded with an address 'To the Inhabitants of Glasgows announcing 

a meeting of the delegates of the trades. Steps were to be taken to 

ascertain the names of those who though entitled to qualify for the 

vote had not done so= to ! punish' such people, lists of their names 

were to be displayed in all streets, lanes, factories and workshops 

in the city. 

The respectable Refonu press saw this as a direct attempt against 

an individualts freedan (since he had the right if he so wished, not to 

exercise his franchise) and strenuously denounced its 

This dastardly attempt to introduce mob law has excited 
universal indignation in our city, and the prevailing 
feeling is, that those reckless demagogues who are thus 
threatening the electors with vengeance if they refrain 
from registering, will also resort to some mean of in- 
timidation to influence them in the choice of our Member. 
Citizens of Glasgow] is such conduct to be endured? 
Are we thus to surrender our dear-bought liberties, and 
become the truckling trembling observants of the will of 

g1 .4 Aug. 1832. 
82) , ScojgTlims, 18 Aug. 1832. 
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a set of heartless, vain glorious, speechifying adven- 
turers, who, proud of the little elevation which the 
unsettled state of the times has allowed then to reach, 
are endeavouring, by the most tyrannical means, to main- 
tain an ascendancy in our political affairs which they 
never ought to have possessed ... we would call upon 
every honest Reformer, who has a sincere regard for the 
independence of the people at heart, to withdraw his 
name without delay from societies that have so faý 
forgot the objects for which they were fonued. (831 

The Trades however proposed to go further than merely publishing 

the names of 'defaulting' electors, and in so doing widened still fux"- 

ther the breach between themselves and the more moderate middle-class 

reformers. On 10 September 1832, the unenfranchised held a meeting 

in the Rev. Mr. Beattiest Meeting House. This favoured direct action 

on the grounds that there was a division among electors which would 

be inimical to reform and the best interests of the country. The 

meeting proposed therefore to find the two reformers with the greatest 

amount of support and induce their competitors to resign. 

This linduesomtt was to take the form of tmoral influencelt 

all business with undeclared electors was to be suspended until they 

had declared their voting intention. If this failed they were to be 

placarded 'for the guidance of the Non-electorst. A committee was 

to canVis all electors south of the Clyde, and it was hoped that the 

unenfranchised north of the Clyde would do the eame. 
(84) 

A member of the Political Union was said to be instrumental in 

attempting to break up this meeting(85) thereby once again emphasising 

the divergency in the reform ranks. James Taylor was about to second 

the second resolution when the managers of the church insisted they leave. 

Attempts were made to reason with the managers but to no avail, where- 

upon the meeting was adjourned to Hope 9t. Such a dismissal flabber- 

83 d. 
84 J]IU, 18 Sept. 1832. 
85 to deputation was sent out to reason the matter with the two 

managers (one of whom was said to be a Councillor of the 
Glasgow Political Union) but found them inexorable. l 
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gaated the participants as the content of Abram Duncan demonstrated, 

'He spoke of the expulsion they had just experienced; a grosser 

outrage than even the Church of Rowe had ever been guilty of. t( ) 

Such meetings and sentiments helped to crystallise the opinion 

of those like the 9cýTimes who had once supported reform, then 

had wavered over how far reform should go, and what the political 

climate should be after reform had been granted. Once the praisers 

of the operatives and their actions they now saw thins as ignorant 

idiots 'men who substitute frothy declamation for argument, and whose 

vanity, ignorance, and imbecility, are alike conspicuous in all the 

attempts they make to intrude themselves upon the notice of the pub- 

lic ... a great moral and intellectual blight has am* over the 

counsels which used to direct the movements of the working classes 

of our ocamnumitys. 
(7) 

The Political Unions activities had harmed the cause of reform 

and these resolutions would do likewise since there was no division 

among electors 'A few more such instances of ignorance, violence, 

and folly, and we fear the character for intelligence and orderly 

conduct which our mechanics had so justly obtained, will be lost to 

them for ever. What crude, undigested notions of freedom must the 

intolerant blockheads be possessed of, who could give utterance to 

such resolutions. '(88) 

The onset of the 1832 election then had clearly fostered the 

mergence of differences within the reform move t in Glasgow. The 

activities of the Political Union had earned the displeasure of the 

more cautious reformers, and the activities of the unenfranchised had 

equally earned the displeasure of the Political Union. It would be 

wrong however to see opinion as having hardened finally into three 

exclusive and hostile schools of thought: the divergence was not 

66 Ladis AUgsak quoted in Saturday 15 Sept. 1832. 
87 Scots Times, 18 Sept. 1832; see also ýrala,, 17 Sept. 1832. 
88 3c tos Times. ice. 
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seen as total or irreparable. There were still attemptas at co-operation 

and at appreciating one another's viewpoints. Thus in the August of 

1832 one reform organ, the urda_(Eyening) Post spoke out strongly 

and sympathetically for the umenfranchisedi The Electors of Glasgow 

are evincing an indifference to their rights, and the rights of their 

unenfranchised brethern, disgraceful to themselves and the city to 

which they belong; and no movement is making in public to express the 

burning indignation of the excluded classes, at their dastardly, nay, 

treasonable supineness. ' Indeed it went further than this. Since 

the Political Union was not giving the nnenfranchised the lead that 

it should then, 'the unenfranchised ought now to be up and doing for 

themselves. The trades, who fought the battle of reform, should 

meet imediatelr, and call upon the Electors to do their duty .... 

They gained for the middle classes the exercise of their rights, and 

well may they charge them with ingratitude in now refusing to use their 

influence in returning men to Parliament who will advocate salutary 

measures for their comfort 
/ 89) Thus this respectable Stamped Journal 

was advising the unontranchised to take just that drastic action which 

they did take via the Trades Meeting in September. Divergence then, 

was Apr no means clear- cut. 

Nor were all of this middle classes opposed to the ideas and 

wishes of the uneniranchised being taken into account. There were still 

attempts to bridge the gap and retain co-operation and solidarittiy. At 

the Reform Jubilee in September 1832 at which the landowner Maxwell 

was in the chair, and the university professor Sandford among those 

present, resolutions proposing that the electors consider the wishes 

of the unenfranohised and vote for no me not in favour of an extension 

of the suffrage were brought forward. Even the stronger resolution of 

Daniel 1(cAulay was passeds the was in favour of the electors placing 

(89) W&7 Wit. 11 Aug. 1832, It hoped aº meeting of the 
unenfranchised would take place the following week. 
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at least one of their votes at the disposal of the unenfranchised. 

If they did not, the unenfranchised knew how to bring them to the 

mark, as they had done when they showed themselves backward to register. '(90) 

Furthermore there were still individuals bridging the gap between 

the classes. For example, James Turner took the chair at the general 

meeting of delegates from shops districts and factories held on 10 

December 1832 and maintained 'the period had now arrived when the people 

themselves should take such cognizance in their own affairs at the en- 

suing elections as became those who had hitherto struggled so nobly in 

the cause of political ireedo®t. (91) 

Nor were the ideas of the unenfranchised to be condemned out of 

hand by the candidates. As the election drew nearer there was talk 

of a 'joint canvass' to ensure that the reform vote would not be split. 

At Crawfurdts 'First Lecture' on 22 November 1832 David Todd suggested 

a joint canvass should be conducted via a deputation from each of the 

candidates' conaittees accompanied by a few of the unenfranchised. 

The nnenfranchised would stand by the two with a majority and ensure 

their successful election. 
(92) Crawfurd was wiles to join in any 

plan adopted by a majority of Glaswegians. (93) Sandford was also in 

favour of a joint csnvass. 
(94) 

Such a plan once again occasioned a 

hysterical outburst from the Scots Times which maintained Crawfurd had 

only assented to ensure his election. 
(95) 

90 jam. 29 Sept. 1832. 
(91 fie;; Uns., 12 Dec. 1832. 
92 Their election was to be ensured via 'moral influencer. 
93 Wit. JJJWJLS 27 Nov. 1832. 
94 J W. 20 Nov. 18321 Eree Preis, 5 Dec. 1832 alleged Oswald would 

not agree to a joint canvass because he would lose too many of 
Ewingts second votes. 

(95) The representatives of Glasgow are not to be sent to Parliament 
by the suffrages of the electors, it seesis, but by the will of 
the M d; and to this doctrine, subversive of every- 
thing approaching to freedom of choice, Mr. Crawfurd assents, 
and seems no way averse to accept the assistance of the"moraal 
i fluenc:; 'or in other language, the bludgeons of the mob, in 
order to carry him "successfully through his election�., 
soots Times. 27 Nov. 1832, 
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In point of fact however, had the unenfranchised had their way 

Crawfurd would still not have been elected. As has been atated(96) 

the Unstamped favoured Douglas and there is some indication that his 

popularity extended further than the columns of a few news-,. pers. 

An unofficial poll took place at the Barrowfield Printfield a'id 

Dyeworks, where the ten or twelve voters said they would be guided 

by their fellows as to how they should vote (showing how seriously 

they took their obligations). In a ballot the following results 

were obtained: 
(97) 

Candidate Votes Cast Percentae 

Douglas 145 41.00 
3andrord 125 35.50 
Dixon 53 15.00 
Crawfurd 28 8.00 
Oswald 3 0.85 
Ewing 0 0.00 

Totals 354 100.39 

K Discrepancy results from rounding up 

The Eno PAV&S ct, ntedt 

We wonder what some of our would-be Liberals and Reformers 
will say to this; but let then say what they please, it 
is a fair expression of public opinion from a body of men, 
who are as well qualified, by their general intelligence 
and excellent conduct, to judge of the necessary qualifi- 
cations of an M. P., as any body of ten pound householders 
in Glasgow of the same number; besides this, it ought to 
be mentioned, that seven-eighths of the persons who have ex- 
pressed their sentiments, as above recorded are householders, 

(96 See above p. 106. 
(97) Free Press, 8 Dec. 1832. 
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This is a pretty significant indication of what would 
be the result of the ensuing election, had it pleased 
our Whig legislators to give us hoUMeh2ld suffrage, 
instead of the ten pound franchise. `98) 

Certainly the result would have been other than it vAs, for a 

poll of the Political Union also favoured Sandford and Douglaa: 
(99) 

Candidate Votes Cast Percentage 

3andto. d 908 45.50 
Douglas 745 37.50 
Dixon 142 7.15 
Crawfurd 131 6.60 
Oswald 52 2.60 
Ewing 9 0.45 

Totals 1987 99. E 

M Discrepancy results from rounding up 

It will be noticed that the two candidates subsequently elected 

- Bring and Oswald - featured at the bottom of both these polls. The 

fact that Ewing might be fortuitously elected had not escaped the 

Loyal. Reformers' f nette. 
(100) 

In the event however Ewing and Oswald 

were returneds(101) 

(98) ý,. 
(99) Loyal Reforsvers'(wette, 15 Dec. 1832. 

(100) Taking the electorate as 7,000 it supposed a third to be Tories, 
accounting for 23331 voters, leaving 4666' Whig voters. It 
was thought unlikely that Dwing's supporters would use their 
other vote in case they ousted him. If the Whigs used both 
their votes that meant 9332 votes to be split among five can- 
didates equalling approximately 1866 each, therefore Ewing 
was bound to be elected. .8 Dec. 1832. 

(101) T. Wilkie, The Reoreeentatioon of, gcotlan d (Paisley, 1895), p" 110. 
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Candidate Votes Cast Percentage 

a+ina 3,214 26.0 
Oswald 2,838 23.0 
Sandford 2,168 17.5 
Cra+turd 1,850 15.0 
Douglas 1,340 11.0 
Dixon 995 8.0 

Total: 12,405 100.9 

N Discrepancy results from rounding up 

It the voting is analysed on a class basis (see Table JCL) it 

will be seen that the middle-class vote deviated most from the con-- 

etituencyts perfoiunce as a whole. Only among the middle class did 

Ewing and Oswald together not win the highest percentage of the votes. 

The working class clearly did not favour the 'working-cl_j, t candidate, 

Douglas. None of the social classes favoured Sandford and Douglas who 

had topped the unofficial polls, though the middle class came closest 

to this giving tbm 37 per cent of their vote. There was therefore 

no sharp class differentiation of opinion among those who had the vote. 

Tº 

C1a3a Ewing Oswald Crawford Sandford Douglas Dixon 

Upper-Middle 32% 24N 13r 14, `ß 8; 9, " 
Middle 19% 21% 17% 22% 15 7% 
Artisan 23% 22.5' 16% 19% 11.5;, 8% 
Working 25% 29% 15% 13% 1z' 6; ̀ 

MM See also diagram on facing page. 
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Analysing by individual wards(102) (see Table XII) Ewing won 

37 per cent of the vote in Ward 7 which had the highest percentage 

of upper-middle class voters (the 'class' character of each ward is 

given in Tables VIII and XIV)f 34 per cent in Ward 9 which had the 

third highest percentage of upper-middle class voters; and 30 per 

cent in Ward 5 which had the second highest percentage of upper- 

middle class voters. Oswald was similarly popular with the upper- 

middle classes being most successful in Ward 7, but unlike Ewing he 

was equally successful in Wards 6 and 9 (and in Ward 6 only 37 per 

cent -were upper-middle class voters). Crawfurd was most successful 

TABLE XII 

1832ction Voting bi Ward_ (in v) 

Ward Ewing Oswald Crawfurd Sandford Douglas Dixon 

1 19 23 20 26 19 5 
2 23 19 14 22.5 11 10 
3 24.5 20 15 20 13 8 
4 25 19 12 21 12 11 
5 30 25 11 16 9 8 
6 23 26 15 13 14 9 
7 37 28 14 8 2 10 
8 23 24 21 16 8 7 
9 34 26 14 11 6 9 

10 27 24 15 19 8 8 
11 25 19 16 19 17 4 
12 18 23 15 21 20 4 

in Ward 8, a ward where the artisans and middle classes taken together 

dominated the electorate, though Oswald again won the largest share of 

Ward Ste vote. Sandford was most successful in Ward 1 which had the 

largest artisan votes and Douglas in Ward 12 which had the second 

largest artisan vote. Dixonts highest percentage was secured in 

(102) All these figures are to son* extent impressionistic, since 
those whose occupations were not given were not used in the 
analysis of voting by class, and it is this data which was 
used for voting for individual wards. 
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'lard 49 a ward not characterised by any one class of the co mitt'. 

A31 in all, place of residence does not appear to have played a 

disproportionate role in determining voting behaviour. 

Constituency 
Voters 

Upper- 
Middle 

Middle Artiman Working 

5724 2467 1569 1455 233 

Ward 1 107 140 190 46 
2 144 195 155 25 
3 167 188 115 22 
4 247 159 108 13 
5 337 71 102 13 
6 179 159 129 17 
7 308 54 48 9 
8 162 199 156 9 
9 288 82 116 14 

10 214 114 112 29 
11 197 106 102 20 
12 117 102 122 16 

Ward Upper-Middle Middle Artisan Working 

1 22 29 39 10 
2 28 38 30 5 
3 34 38 23 4 
4 47 30 21 2 
5 64.5 13.5 19.5 2 
6 37 33 27 4 
7 74 13 11 2 
8 31 38 30 2 
9 57 16 23 3 

10 46 24 24 4 
11 47 25 24 5 
12 33 28 34 4 

* See also diagram on facing page 
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A more revealing pattern emerges however from an examination 

of class behaviour in particular yards. Table XV reveals that among 

upper-middle class electors, Ewing and Oswald together captured the 

largest share of the vote in every ward except 1 and 2. 

1832 elections votsg glatI&cg2MUU, Ma and Class (in Ds 

u _r-. addle 

Ward Awing Oswald Crawturd Sandford Douglas Dixon 

1 22.2 16.9 17.4 23.7 14.5 5.3 
2 30.5 18.8 9.4 20.3 10.2 10.9 
3 30.4 20.2 14.3 16.1 1108 7.1 
4 31.6 23.7 9.4 15.4 10.4 9.6 
5 30.6 25.5 12.7 13.5 8.1 9.6 
6 25.1 28.0 11.0 12.1 14.7 9.0 
7 38.7 28.2 13.6 7.1 1.4 11.0 
8 28.3 25.0 15.3 16.7 8.0 6.7 
9 39.3 25.6 11.6 9.6 3.7 10.2 

10 35.1 19.1 12.0 18.6 7.1 8.1 
li 31.7 25.7 15.0 16.9 9.4 5.6 
12 23.3 27.8 17.2 13.2 11.5 7.0 

Table ZVI reveals a very different picture. Only in three wards 

6,7 and 9, did Ewing and Oswald together win the largest share of the 

votes. Sandford came first in five wards and second in three wards; 

Ewing, first in two wards and second in four wards; Oswald, first in 

four wards and second in three yards f Dou", first in two wardsm. 

while Crawfurd and Dixon did not come first in any ward. The middle- 

class vote therefore did not concentrate on one particular pairing 

but spread across the board. 
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1832 elect on. votes cant according t Ward and Class (in %)s 

middle 

Ward Ewing Oswald Crawfurd Sandford Douglas Dixon 

1 13.3 20.7 16.7 25.6 28,1 5.6 
2 18.4 16.7 18.4 25.5 12.1 9.0 
3 18.6 19.5 17.0 22.2 15.3 7.4 
4 16.8 13.8 14.5 28.6 13.8 12.5 
5 25.2 22.9 8.4 24.4 16.0 3.1 
6 19.5 22.1 16.6 16.9 14.2 10.7 
7 34.0 26.2 16.5 11.7 2.9 8.7 
8 19.9 27.0 22.8 15.7 8.4 6.3 
9 23.8 26.9 14.4 15.6 13.1 6.3 

10 18.1 25.8 19.0 24.0 7.7 5.4 
11 16.5 14.4 34.4 24.2 26.7 3.6 
12 11.7 14.8 10.8 26.9 32.7 3.1 

Among the artissas(103) Sandford was again populsr coming first 

in three wards and second in three wards (see Table XVII). But Douglas, 

however popular with members of the Political Union or working ums, could 

do no better than third place in artisan favour in one ward; while in 

met he lagged in fifth place. 

es ion, Volga cast acco to Wad and Class (in als 

artisan 

Ward Rwing Oswald Crawford Sandford Domglas Dixon 

1 14.6 19.2 19.2 25.0 17.9 4.1 
2 21.6 21.3 13.7 22.3 11.3 9.6 
3 24.1 19.4 13.0 21.8 12.0 9.7 
4 24.6 14.5 12.6 25.1 12.1 11.1 
5 31.1 24.4 10.4 17.1 9.8 7.3 
6 26.3 27.1 16.7 11.6 10.0 8.4 
7 30.2 31.2 12.1 7.0 4.0 7.0 
8 20.6 20.6 24.4 16.0 8.7 9.8 
9 30.3 29.9 17.6 9.5 4.5 8.1 

10 23.1 26.4 15.3 16.7 9.3 9.3 
11 22.3 18.1 17.1 20.2 19.7 2.6 
12 16.8 23.7 16.8 22.8 16.4 3.4 

(ipg) op. cit. p. 127 noted that Sandford had mods a favourable 
impression on the working classes during the reform agitation, 
and particularly among his trade, the hatters. 
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The working-class pattern of voting had most in commaon with 

the upper-middle class, though of course the sample is extremely 

small. (Table ]VIII) 

1832 
, election. votes cast &c ordim td) WAN and Clara (in %)t 

X2rkiw 

Ward awing Oswald Crawford Sandford Douglas Dixon 

1 22.7 29.5 18.2 10.2 15.9 3.4 
2 20.0 24.0 12.0 16.0 12.0 16.0 
3 30.2 32.6 7.0 20.9 4.7 4.7 
4 26.9 19.2 15.4 19.2 7.7 11.5 
5 36.0 40.0 4.0 12.0 8.0 0.0 
6 17.6 26.5 14.7 8.8 23.5 8.8 
7 37.5 12.5 6.3 25.0 6.3 12.5 
8 26.7 20.0 20.0 20.0 6.7 6.7 
9 26.9 26.9 26.9 7.7 7.7 3.8 

10 25.9 36.2 12.1 10.3 6.9 8.6 
1. 17.5 32.5 17.5 7.5 25.0 0.0 
12 23.3 33.3 23.3 10.0 6.7 3.3 

At the and of the day then, the unenfranchised had tailed to in- 

fluence the result in the way they had wished and Messrs. Ewing and 

Oswald, the most conservative of all the candidates, were consequently 

retuurnsd for one of the most general]y liberal of all our Scottish 

aarutituenoies. t (1.04) 

The Stamped press, with the exception of the Chronicle, which 

had its doubts pointing out that Glasgow had reproduced the sari 

result as elsewhere - the return of the two wealthiest and influential 

members 
(103) 

- all claimed the result as a victory for their particular 

vie+ts. 
(lO6) The bz%Ig was pleased with 'two excellent Members �"(107) 

The Scots Tie was delightsds Masgow, as we predicted, has nobly 

realised our best hopes and by the return of two solid well-tried 

(104) ý1! 0t. N RAMP 3 Jan. 1833" 
(105 (This is the result which was generally expected. We hope it 

will turn to be beneficial to the 
19 Dec. 1832, 

city and country at large. ' 
. (106) e. g. ,` of 21 Dec. 1832, 

(107)c 21 Dec. 1832. 
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consistent liberals, fully justifies every anticipation that was 

formed of the efficient character of the new system. 
( ) It also 

commented on the i is delight(109) with the result, though it 

failed to point out that two days previously the JgVAer had hoped 

for the return of Raing and Dixont(110) #The 
, 
Cour ier's statements 

would lead the public to believe that two ultra-Tories have been 

returned by Tory influence for Glasgow. Both Minbers repel the 

imputation indignantly. Provost gwing was returned by a joint 

effort of the Moderates of both parties. Mr. Oswald by the Whig 

interest alone. '(111) 

In accordance with its essentially Whig analysis of the situa- 

Lisa the Scots T1i. s claimed Masgow had boon saved by the middle 

clue - the class that always defended G1asgo+, the class which had 

saved the Cathedral 'frag the rage of fanaticism in the hottest 

period of the Reformation's 

The Lord-Provost, as we predicted, stands triumphantly 
at the head of the Poll - placed there not by the efforts 
of a faction, not by cajolling or intrigue - nor by ille- 
gitimate means of any kind; W-LO by the firm, united voice 
of the right-thinking, sound, wholesome, canstitusncy - 
the moderate men of all parties, and of all ranks$ but 
chiefly by the plain, downright burghers of the city, - 
these fearless, honest men of the middle class, who wisely 
took a business view of what was, in ý+y ta business mat- 
tsr, and dooidmi it in a business sue. `') 

All that was left wav the recriminations about who would have ooma 

first had the situation been different. 

Glasgow by 1832 then, had exhibited yet another pattern of reform 

agitation different in saw was from that of Is*&# Manchester or 

trmmingham. It had mobilised all the usual m ene of agitation; the 

B. P. U, had coriwponded with Wallaos, the chairman of the Glasgow 

106 soots 1'iß, 22 D. c. 1832. 
109 ccm 20 D. c. 1832. 
110 INA. 18 Dos. 1832. 
111 Scot Tinte, 22 Dec* 1832, 
]12 jbi4. 
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Political Union. 
(113) 

There was, as in Birmingham, Manchester and 

Leeds, continuity of agitators (e. g. Turner) but of course no con- 

tinuity of extremism. Glasgow, like Manchester was a city of large 

scale factories, and the Glasgow operatives were also sceptical of 

reform unless social readjustment would ensue, but tit. ulasgow hand- 

loom weavers were not revolutionary. Nor did a split occur between 

middle-lass political and working-class factory reformers as had 

happened in Leeds. There was no bitter election contest between 

the candidates (as in Manchester and Leeds) and only one reference 

to the Idea of an M. P. coming from the operative classes. Currency 

was not an issue in Glasgow, nor was there any overriding issue of 

that nature, but as the middle classes did not stress their interests 

at the expense of the working classes, and the trades union was equally 

concerned about cosnsrcial Problems, 
(114) 

this was not needed. The 

election had given rise to a clearer definition of standpoints, but 

no irreparable breaches had taken place. 

Indeed the very candidates themselves were an indication of the 

moderation of the constituency. While »wing might be classed relat- 

ively as the most 'conservative' and Douglas as the most 'popular' 

they did not cover any large spectrum. There was no authentic 

Conservative candidate, let alone any ? Toryl; and no extreme demo- 

cratic candidates at the other end. The Unetamped had not advocated 

outrageous demands, they were mostly the type of demand to be expected 

from a commercial community e. g. abolition of the Corn Lams. Never- 

theless the working classes had shWn they had conscious aims of their 

own. They too might feel least contented with the result: the 

(113) Cowan, oD . p" 83. 
(114) 'That this Union keep a vigilant eye on the election of M. Ps., 

and their movements, with a view to the abolition of those 
laws that give an undue influence and unfair protection to 
the agricultural over the commercial classes, by keeping up 
the price of provisions above what the fair profits of 
commerce can afford. + Rules and Regulations, supplement 
to tjmIgA. 
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victors Awing and Oswald had figured as the most-unpopular in their 

expressions of opinion. These Glasgow M. Ps. were not likely to 

forward the causes favoured by the unenfranchised. Alreacby there 

were signs of demands for further improvements such as the ballot 

from this quarters since 'The Sill has now got a trials and the re- 

sult is complete failuret. (115) It now remained to see what would 

happen now that a Reform Parliert aas in being at Westm1aster 

(115) 1Sie, 29 Dec. 1832. 
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CHAPTER IV 

A TIME OF DISILLUSION? 

I 

Whatever may be their Cthe goverment'a7 views of the 
Reform Act as a final measure, the view entertained 
by the country is quite different. By the people at 
large the present act was never looked to as anything 
else than a means to obtain morel and it is they, and 
not the Ministers of the day who have now the power as 
well as the right to judge of what alterations are nec- 
essary. There can be no doubt that important changes 
will be instantly expected, and Earl Orsyts adeinistrs- 
tion will become more unpopular than ever the Duke of 
Wellington's was, if these expectations be disappointed 
.... There is, ... a very general desire among 
the electors for a further extension of the suffrage 
and for vote by ballot; and the late elections have, 
in too many instances, proved the necessity of both. 
In a word,, the thing has been carried too far to stop 
short with the present imperfect schein.. .. the 
country now possesses the power of carrying the practi- 
aal r. fongand them can be no doubt but it will be 
dsmanded. li) 

There can be no doubt that the Glasgow Reform press 
(2) 

saw the 

Reform Bill as a means to an a.. d; and since a Reform Parliament was 

in being at Westminster, reformers expected with acme justification 

that their basic grievances were about to be reissdied. Their 

pectations however were not always fulfilled. Thus the period 

1833-7 was to see many manifestations of radical agitation; in this 

Glasgow was to be no different from any of the other centres of 

reform. Indeed a feature of Glasgow political life at this time 

was its constant agitations in response to goverment action (or 

inaction) as over &x -land and municipal corporation reform; in 

response to visits from national figures such as Durham, O'Connell, 

OtConnor and Peel$ on behalf of radical causes such as the extension 

of the franchise, and repeal of the Stamp Acts. Moreover the period 

was marked bpº an unprecedented niaber of parliamentary elections - 

four - so that electioneering was ai oat constant. 

ý1ý &t eWi Post. 29 Dec. 1832, 
2 e. g. 20 June 1832. 
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Throughout all this activity, certain features and trends were 

to become more apparent: with the hardening of attitudes came the 

evolution of a more distinct radical consciousness, and a consequent 

split among that amorphous group, 'the reformers:, who had united to 

pass the Reform ffill. For, just as the Reform press had different 

ideas about the measures to be secured as a result of the Reform 

8i11, 
(3) 

so too, under the pressure of events were Glasgow radicals 

to display different preferences. Though it would be erroneous to 

imagine reformers split into clear-cut sections with no overlap, 

nevertheless it is possible, though not in every instance, to distin- 

guish three different strands of opinion. For convenience these may 

be classified as: Whigs, tawil g to press the government lest the 

Tories cams to power; Liberals seeing the necessity for further 

reform to avert some worse prospect= Radicals out for further reform 

for its own sake. These strands were to be reflected in the political 

organisations of the time and the parliamentary elections. 

II 

Ireland was to be the first testing point of the Whig govereseat. 

Irelands problems were not merely those of economic backwarckiess f thq 

were also religious. In practice this meant increasing agrarian Unrest, 

crime and disorders; and frequennt collisions, often bloody, between the 

authorities and the recalcitrant peasantry. The problem, as far as the 

govercaeat was concerned, was that of keeping lair and order in Ireland. 

The solution ras seen to lie in two siwzltaneous measures a coercion 

bill, and a bill to promote some reforms in the structure and finances 

of the Irish Church. 

e, go rtußaT i&CM; jj j Post, now called and hereinafter cited as 
pairow -Ey Post, 5 Jan. 1833 thought two of the first meas- 

ures should be the abolition of the tax an soap, and a great 
reduction in, if not the abolition of, the Stamp Acts; while 
the Loval rs! (11 12 Jan. 1833 looked for a cheapen- 
ing o government and a lessening of public burdens. 
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Remedy of Irish grievances was a popular radical cause. But 

the governments proposals pleased neither Glasgow Conservatives,, 

predictably seeing them as heralding nothing but doom, 
(6) 

nor Glasgow 

radicals to wham the Coercion bill seemed unbelievably harsht It 

would scarcely be believed that a measure so full of mischief and 

tyrarmy could be brought forward by any British ministry pretending 

to liberality and a love of freedoi. '(5) 

Accordingly recourse was taken to the by now'traditional'means 

of informing goverment and drawing attention to grievancess con-- 

tinuous press comment, public meetings and petitions. 
(6) Three 

meetings were held on 28 February, 9 and 19 March 1833, at which 

not only was the topic of Ireland discussed, but the entire deeds 

of the Whig administration were reviewed with sadness and incredulity. 

Resolutions oondennatory of the situation were passed expressing ex- 

treme disappointment at the first Reform Hase postponing all remwd- 

ial and conciliatory asaaures _.. r Ireland; the Coercion bill was 

tyrannous, corrupt and unnecessary; the troubles were caused by 

tithes which ought to be abolished, and exacerbated by goverment 

conduct; furthermore it was not just an Irish question, it was also 

an imperial one. (? ) 

At all these meetings, the participants saw their function as 

didactics Moir sole motive was to prevent the Ministry from sowing 

by means of this cruel measure, the seeds of indefinite future agita- 

tion - and to explain to them the way to recover the false step they 

have made, and thus restore them Once more, to the affections and 

hearts of the peopie. '( ) 

4 e. g. Hg, 15 Feb. 1833. 
5 Sandford at the asisting an 28 Feb. 1833, $SSM& 1 Mar. 1833. 
6l 

, 3rd sere , Vol* XVI, 11 Har. 1833, col. 466, ibid. ZO Mar. 
13j col. 876. 

(7) See the meetings, ý, 1,11,21 Mar. 1833. 
(8) Sandford at the meeting on 19 Mar. 1833, id" 21 Mar. 1833. 
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There appeared to be a genuine reluctance to 'plunge prematurely 

into the vortex of agitation'. 
(9) Nevertheless the first open adnis- 

sions that support of the Ministry was conditional were appearing. 
(10) 

They increased with the passing of the Coercion bill. There were 

warnings that the goverrsaent must fall if it continued this way. 
(") 

There were sharp comments on the state of political parties, espec- 

ial. ly on the absence of any real radical party. There were calls 

for the repeal of the Septennial act and for the introduction of the 

ballot. (2) 

On the surface then, agitation over Ireland had followed the 

familiar courses continuous press ccn ent, meetings where class 

co-operation,, was evident and petitions. The Political Union had 

also condemned the proceedings and corresponded with Newcastle and 

Birmingham over this issus. (13) Yet a closer examination reveals 

the bei;. ". rnings of a splitting of reformers into the three strands, 

Whigs, Liberals and Radicals. It was noted that the meeting of 

9 March 1833 had been marked by a far smaller attendance of 'gentle- 

men" than had been expeoted. 
( ) 

The London M&kl eagerly proclaimed 

that the majority of the 'independent and intelligentf inhabitants of 

Glasgow realised the necessity of the Coercion bill. The Ar 

protested that many had held back because, though they disapproved 

of the measure, their general confidence in the Ministers remained 

(9) Arm 25 Feb. 1833; siailar comment .4 Mar. 1833" 
(10 fIt is no great compliment to Ministers the support we are at 

present lending them. We honestly confess that we adhere 
to them for want of better. t Ij. 25 Feb. 1833. 

(11) e. g. Courier 16 April 1833; Glý. Evenin Post, 13 April 
1833. Only the Scots Times, 13 April 1833 suggested the 
Ministry should be given a fair chance. 

(12) (There is no Radical party. There are Radicals in plenty - 
rational and irrational, learned and illiterate, upon 
principle and from passion, honest and dishonest: still 
there is no Radical party. The truth is, that no party 
can exist without a leader; and there is not at present 
within the compass of Britain, any .. k, -iman of sufficient 
depth and intensity of character to fill that office .. .t 
Ate 15 April 1833. 

W( Glasgow - gW&& P2P2 t, 2 Mar. 1833. 
( kriyi 11 Mar. 1833. 
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unshaken, and they did not wish to place themselves in what might 

seem to be an attitude of hostility to the government. 
(15) This 

was a classic defence of the Whig position, a position which was 

to be further attacked once the Coercion bill had become law. 

For though the 'respectablev may have been alarmed by the 

trashnesst of the agitation over Ireland, extreme radicals had 

nothing but contempt for the entire proceedings as comment in the 

Unstamp d demonstrated. Ne are not to petition - not to ora 

yysbjy for this, and slavishly for that: There is a time when 

Government is to be respected, but there is a time, also, when it 

must lie under the scorn and vengeance of an injured and oppressed 

people. WE )W3T R i3TRATEj - WE MST R8SI3Tj' The futility of 

petitioning was wnderlineds they had petitioned for Catholic 

Haancipation, the Reform Bill, and now for Ireland. 

We have petitioned till we are wearied, and our petitions 
have produced no good .... It was the determination 
to have recourse to the last argument which the constitu- 
tion provides - that forced successive aci d nistratione to 
comply with the demands of the people .... Let, there- 
fore, instead of petitions, remonstrances be sent from all 
parts of the country to the House of Representatives .... They are slaves who petition for justice, - the granting 
of it can be no favour, - it is what every man is entit} 
to, and what it becomes him indignantly to demand .. .` 

The time was fast approaching when the people would have a government 

according to their wishes. The actions of the Reform Ministry were 

merely hastening this time, for the work of reform had only begun. (1? ) 

(15) 28 Mar. 1833- 
16) k. r. 9 Mar. 1833. 

(17) t""" They have introduced military flogging in Ireland. They 
have resolved on the continuance of flogging in the army and 
navy - on the continuance of every extravagance under which 
the nation has so long groaned, and against which it has so 
long murmured - they have delayed going into the merits of 
the factory bill - in one word, they have done everything 
agaainst# and nothing for, the eo .... What are the 
Unions about - the great agitators and leaders of the country 
in our late struggles? - are they all down? jiurely noti 
The work of Reform has only oas tenceds let us ge- let 
us pave the way for its ultimate triusph. # jj . 13 April 1833. 
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In line with such attitudes, attempts at self-help were again 

evident. On 5 April 1833 an Owenite t3ocial Festival of the Indus- 

trious Classes' was held. At this lote were drawn for books on 

social and political econceW. Alexander Campbell explained the 

advantages of the labour exchange System, and proposed a Scottish 

National Association of United Trades. This would provide the 

unemployed of various trades with raw materials to manufacture goods 

which would then be exchanged via labour notes. The Capital was to 

be used to purchase land, build houses and workshops, install mach- 

inery, thus ensuring the betterment of all. 
() That is, it . as a 

eimi]. ar1 though more ambitious, scheme to those which had been con- 

s tantly advocated by the Heral& to twtha Trades dvocatºe " 
(19 ) 

Recourse to self-help was also to be suggested a little later 

in the disillusion following the failure of the Ten Hours movement. 
(20) 

Abram Duncan called for the working classes to unites Me resolution 

he had to propose pointed out that Government had betrayed the working 

classes; that they had waited patiently on the Reformed House, in the 

hopes 'f seeing it yield something for the benefit of the poor man; 

but it hid resolutely refused all concessions, and they now again 

appeared before the public, in the face of the Legislature, to tell 

then that they were determined to legislate for themselves. t(2' 

It is possible then to discern as early as 1833 the emergence 

of different shades of opinion among Glasgow reformers. The most 

radical elameutj, especially the spokesmen of work ngmen# were more 

vehement in their disillusion and readiness to take stronger steps 

to demonstrate this. The more respectable hung back. Yet it would 

be wrong to suggest there was atnr ccaplete break or that co-operation 

between middle and working-class radicals was necessarily precluded. 

18 1p aw ft2QU & Post. 6 April 1833, 
19 Sae above, Chap. Ii II. 
20 see bellow, Chap. VI. 
2]. 5 Aug. 1833 . 
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The workingaents disillusion was with the performance of the legis- 

lature rather than with the middle classes. And many of the latter 

were hardly less disappointed with the Whig government's conduct. 

Demands at a dinner given to James Oswald N. P. on 24 September 1833 

showed the state of mind of tthe largest and most valuable portion 

of our mercantile commmityt. 
(22) These included triennial parlia- 

menu; the Qxtinction of the political power of the Church; law 

reform; the liberty of the press; the progress of education; the 

repeal of the law of entail= the abolition of prisogeniturej free 

trade in corn and the abolition of all commercial restrictions; the 

abolition of all sinecures and unmerited pensions; the speedy eradi- 

cation of all wmicipal abuses and support for the ballot. 
( 23) 

SI41arly, participants at the Thruahgrove Anniversary Dinner 

of 29 October 1833 called for, among other measures, the ballot, 

triennial parliaments, the abolition of the Corn Laws, and la speedy 

reform of the reformed parliament'"(24) 

1. ghtoeA thirty-throe then, had seen growing d si ll 1o I among 

Glasgow reformers with the Reform Ministry. As at West®itnstsr, where 

the Whigs were finding difficulty in conciliating their supporters, 

so too was opinion in Glasgow hardening. The promised utopia envis- 

aged as consequent on the passing of the Reform aiu(25) had not 

(22) jam. 26 Sept. 1833. The maintained it referred to the 
wealth of mater of the participants because two would show the 
falsehood of the assertion, that the principles of decided 
reformers are avowed only by men who have nothing to lose, 
and are therefore liable to suspicion .. .9 (23) The ballot was not among the toasts 'but the rapturous cheers 
with which its incidental mention by one of the speakers was 
caught up, showed how the hearts of the majority were affected 
.. .1j. 

J2i. Fiyeniing 
�Post. 

2 Nov. 1833. 
25 "Tie twelve months past, just yesterday, since earth and sky and sea 

And rook and glen and horse and men rang loud the jubilees 
The beacons biased, the cannons fired, and roared each plain and hill 
With the Bill - the glorious Hill and nothing but the Bill! 
But now each holds his hands up in horror and disgust 
At this same document - once termed the people's trust 
That at the last was to bring grist to all the nationts ed. l1. 
Oh, curse the Hill, ye rogues, the Rill, and nothing but the ßilljt 
Written by a Glasgow working man and quoted in Cole and Postgate, 
9p. cit. p. 261. 
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materialised. Within such disillusions, a notable feature was the 

growing self-importance of the Trades. (26) 
Eighteen thirt6V-four 

was to see an increase in general dissatisfaction with the govern- 

ment. 

Once again government action was to canalise working-class dis- 

content. This time it was over the governmentts decision to uphold 

a sentence of seven years transportation passed in March 1834 on six 

labourers fron Tolpuddls in Dorset, because they had acainistered 

illegal oaths to their fellow union members. Such repressive 

action was a bitter blow to the wonting classes. 

on 16 Appril. 1834 Glasgow operatives hold a meeting. Thin 

regretted that Melbourne had paid no heed to Glasgow Ii petition of 

30,000 sift atures against the sentence. Todd maintained that the 

time would soon coma when working men would have mors power over 

those in authority, 
(27) 

A series of resolutions was passed. It 

was decided that there should be a consolidated union of Scottish 

operatives. Representatives were to be elected by ballot, the 

qualif.. caticn fee for electors being id. (hp). A. Campbell proposed 

that th13 union should be regarded as a Scottish Parliament of 

Workeen. Indignatict- was expressed at the 'hireling presst for 

its misrepresentation of the acts and objects of the working classes. 

In consequence they would have nothing to do with its but would sup- 

port their own press. 

Recourse to self-help was again voiceds 

(26) 'The Trades no longer wish to cringe, and bow, and blasphem- 
ously be-beastify themselves, by proetratione, and iaploring 
their fellow-men to bestow what they have a right to demand. 
They wem, by a more decisive course, to work out, on their 
own resources, their political, and, I may adds, their relig- 
ious salvation .. .tJ. Tait debating with Sandford in 
the columns of the JAkIrA&2jC that the objectives of unions 
were good. 99M"Or 18 Jan. 1834. 

(27) bt . 22 April 1834. 
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That since the legislature and his Majesty's Goverment 
have hitherto shown a total disregard to the welfare of 
the working classes, and a deaf ear to their petitions, 
this meeting is of opinions, that no amelioration of their 
condition can be expected from such a source, and there- 
fore unanimously resolve, in conjunction with their fellow 
op. -atives of &ig], and and Ireland, to take the entire man- 
agenent of their affairs into their own hands. 

Nevertheless, a call gras also made for a union of all classes to 

redress all grievances* 
(28) 

The great radical toccasionr of 1634 in Glasgow, however, the 

Durham Festival, testified to the continuance of co-operation among 

Glasgow radicals. The Festival took place on 29 October 1834, and 

200,000 people were reputed to have attended. It furnished an 

opportunity for further demaastrations of working. -class rhrtoriot 

... they She working classes7 ought no long.: r to 
remain content with a mere ncminal recognition of their 
influence as the people, without being made shat-_ý" of 
the substance of the constitution, by being admitted 
to a share of the franchise .... It was the feeling 
that they had been instrumental in raising up every 
class in the land but their own, that made them now 
look so pryingly into the worklAgs of the political 
machine; and the meeting might rest satisfied that 
matters in the country would never work aright till 
some influ ce was given them in the guidance of that 
machine. l299) 

There were signs of divergency and separate action, as in the arrange" 

meats for the dinner. 3ome newspaper reports gave the impression that 

the working classes had broken cczaplstely with the middle classes. 
(30But 

these press conments were usually more . xtrame than the actual 

utterances of the agitators warranted, and it is the continuing co- 

operation which is the most impressive feature of the episode. 

At both the dmmuonstration and the subsequent ditaier, class co- 

operation was advocated and acted on by both the middle and working 

classes. An operatives H. G. Graham was in the chair, quite prepared 

26) 21 April 1834. 
29) Abram DAmcsn, 29 Oct. 1834, c. 30 Oct. 1834. 
30) e. g. Mam na Post. 4 Oct. 1634. 
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to co-operate with Durham; while at the dinner Colin Dun3cp (later 

to be M.?. ), a aaober of the middle classes pointed out the efficacy 

of co-oparation. 
(31) 

For though the working classes were now demanding their rights, 

using strong language on the necessity of extsnding the franchise and 

the futility of petitioning, and were calling for a renewal of the 

fights '... since they had fought for the middle classes, would 

they not fight with double ener® and with greater consistency for 

themselves? .. . t(32) they did not rule out co-operation with the 

middle classes. Even the most radical (Abram Duncan who had advo- 

cated the working classes' determination to legislate for thsmselves, (33) 

and who was to became a fervent Chartist) still maintained that there 

rss a portion of the middle classes ready and willing to aid the 

working classes once they had taken the initial step of helping 

the mselres. 
(34) 

Even when Maphasising their dignity, worth and Importance (as 

they did in the Declaration of the Trades presented to Durham) they 

still always expected to attain their demands by constitutional 

Rsansj and the demands themselves tended to be, with the exception 

perhaps of the ballot, what any middle-class radical was also deoand- 

ingt household suffrage and shorter parliaa. nts. 

... without the aid of the working classes every 
attempt at general iaprovsment would be futile ... Lot not your Lordship for aM ent suppose that we 
are so inconsiderate as to expect at once all that 
we innately feel an imperative right to claim -a 
full, fair, and free representation in Parlia*ent, 

(31) Men the Refom Bill was in progress, we sunk all our differences 
on minor points, and cordially united in giving our assistance 
in carrying it through; and it augurs well for our cause that 
we have had the good sense to do the same on the present occasion. ) 
Arguný 30 Oct. 1834- 

(32) A. Duncan at the meeting of operatives 30 Sept. 1834. o 
&renina Post, 4 Oct. 1834; see also Courilrr 30 Sept. 1834. 

(33) See above p. 131. 
34 A. Duncan at the meeting of operatives 30 Sept. 1834. Qm= 

heeniac Post. 4 Oct. 1834. 
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by the extension of the franchise to all who in any 
degree contribute to support the State, and advance 
the interests of the social compact. This we will 
ever claim - but, in pity for the ignorance, the 
violent prejudices, and the heartless illiberality 
of those of the higher classes who look upon us as 
a degraded caste, we will be glad to acquire by 
peaceful and constitutional means, and through the 
incessant droppings of imperishable truth, ag? ' - 
ual extension of our legitimate rights= .. . 015 

To underline their moderation and lack of rashness in demanding 

part of their due political power they referred to the measures passed 

by the Reform Parliament. They saw these as being totally irrelevant 

to the needs and condition of the British labourer: indeed they only 

increased his burdens. (36) 

On big occasions then, sectional differences tended to became 

submerged. Despite the growing confidence, importance - and dis- 

illusion - of the working classes there were no revolutionary demands 

being made. Though the rhetoric had because more vehement than it 

had been in, for example, 1832, it was still nowhere near approaching 

revolutionary tendencies. Nor was it likely to be translated into 

action. The middle classes continued also to preach co-operation, 

having no sense of group identity directed against, or hostile to, 

the working classes. The lack of arty irreparable breach between the 

middle and working classes can be seen in their reactions to the 

IDdsmissal of the Whigs'. 

This occurred when Althorp's father, Earl Spencer died on 10 

November 1834, and he, consequently was removed to the Lords. Althorp 

had been leader of the Whigs in the Commons. He was the most reliable 

member of the cabinet, and Melbourne had made his support a condition 

of taking office. William IV decided not to make any new arrangements 

for the continuance of the goverment, but to send for the Duke of 

Wellington (Peel was in Rom. at the time) to form a Conservative 

government. This in fact amounted to a dismissal since the govern- 

Ugui. 30 Oct. 1834 
S:. 
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ment had not been defeated in the house over a major issue (the house 

was not sitting). Such action brought home the substance of royal 

power. It conjured up fears that a return. to square one was islai. n- 

ant, wellington would retain all real power in the hands of an 

oligarchyf preserve the irresponsibility of the Lords; support the 

abuses of the Church, both English and Irish; maintain close corpora- 

tions, inefficient courts of law and support the Holy Alliance. 
07) 

The effect of this prospect ras to promote greater unity. 

There was in fact, a repetition of the responses which had character- 

ised the years 1830-2 (indeed the Political Union issued the same 

address against Wellington as it had in 11632); (3) the press advo- 

cated the stopping of the supplies; 
'39) the Magistrates, the Town 

Council, the Comissioners of Police, and the Incorporations addres- 

sod the King Liberal Associations were formed; the comittee of 

the Political Union was to sit permanently and smite with all other 

reformers. 
(40) 

As in 1832, the Trades while co-operating with the 

middle classes - their ccuinittee was to correspond with the coa ittees 

of other bodies in Glasgow and throughout the country - also passed 

their own independent resolution condemnatory of the situation. "') 

On 22 November 1834 a public meeting was held, though this was 

onily attended by between 20,000 and 30,000 p. ople. 
(42) As in 1832 

there were a large aueiber of black flags with the usual slogans on 

them, such as "Ilbsrty or death'. (43) 

The crisis heightened the cries for unity which were now made 

in such terms as to sit an awareness of the existence and dangers 

of divergency, Colin Dunlop pointed out that the only way to stop 

(37) MU- 20 Nov. 1834. 
38J jay Ref ra f Ga &&S, 29 Nov. 1834, 
39 e. g. , 27 Nov. 1934. 
40) jam. 24 Nov. 1834. 

(41) ,° cot_, s, Tip. 25 Nov. 1834. 
(42) The ! rv'e, 

y24 
Nov. 1834 explained this as due to inadequate 

(43) "lýoit 
PUD 

INU 
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Wellington becondng P. M. 'was for the Reformers to sink all minor 

differences - not to be questioning each other about opinions on 

smaller matters - but to unite with each other in simply asking 

Wehall Wellington be Premier or cot7"t(4+) 

as a spokesman for the operatives, 
(45) 

seconded 

the reeolutionst the strongly receded unanimity of feeling and 

purposes and stated that the operatives, as a boar, had Dome to the 

resolution of suppressing all minor differences, in order that they 

might the more effectually most the common enempr .. .I Once again, 

the importance and self-confidence of the operatives was stressed, 

though as always their rationality and reasonableness was emphasised 

- they would wait for their rightss 

He was free to say that had the operative classes had 
a share in the representation, the country would not 
have been in the situation in which it now stood (Hear). 
There was coming a time when the working classes must 
and shall get what they want, and what they are entitled 
tog but they would not force it on. They would wait 
with patience till circumstances arose which would give 
them their rights. (`º° 

Perhaps the most interesting speech was that of Abram Duncan - 

t Mr. A. Duncan's eloquent speech would have done honour to any 

Statesman. '(47) He maintained that the working classes had a deep 

interest in ensuring that the 'nominee of the Northern Despots' should 

not become P. M. Wellington was compared to Durham, not just in per- 

sonal terms, but also in terms of lacking commercial knowledge (this 

concern with cct sroe again demonstrated the working classes' involve- 

ment in the shared culture). The possible consequences of a Wellington 

administration were elucidated. These included the ruination of 

44 " 45 
efow 

9XIAW Post: 22 Nov. 3234. 
46 &MA 24 Nov. 1ß34. 
47 . 
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Ireland] and showed the operativest interest in foreign affairs and 

continental liberal novenente. 
(48) 

Once again his speech demonstrated that 'working-class demands 

were not revoluticnary: what was needed, was merely what ax middle- 

class reformer would have asked for - liberty and security of property. 

'Had they not among them numerous statesmen who were filled with a 

deep love of liberty, and possessed of an inherent desire for the 

security of property? He proclaimed that the working classes dis- 

liked agitation (Hear, hear; - They lived by the fruits of ca®srcei 

and they knew well that com wrce could not flourish in the midst of 

agitations (Cheers). t 

Furthermore the'en. 'was definitely not the middle classes, 

but the aristocracy: What, he asked, were they now fighting against? 

Only a section of the aristocracy; and by a constitutional fineness, 

and an adherence to the principles laid down in the address, the 

reign of that section would, to a certiainty, be cut short. '(49) As 

might be expected, this was greeted with approvals 'The firm, the 

tsmaperate, the rational conduct of the operatives is beyond all 

p e'. ß. 5©) 

Despite the growing discontent then, the return to power of a 

Tory administration had closed the ranks and impressed all with the 

need for amity. In the operatives' Ypres, the Tories and the aris- 

tocracy were still the greater evilst despite their feeling that 

the middle classes had failed then, there was no talk of abandoning 

than, for they were better than the Tories frag whaoi there was no 

prospect of reform. This unity was to be maintained in the election 

of January 1835.01) 

(48) It vas thought that a Wellington administration would be a death- 
blow to liberalism in Spain, Portugal and Belgium; and in 
France it might induce Louis Philippe to beoo®s more conserva- 
tive. I. 

44 A. Duncan, 22 Nov. 1834, ,h. 50 Arms 24 Nov. 1834- 
51 e election is dealt with fully below, pp. 151-3. 
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Though Glasgow now returned two reformers, instead of as before, 

one refoxmerp and one real Conservative (though nominal reformer) the 

elections nationally had shown a swing to the Conservatives. Such a 

change of opinion is also evident in olasgow. 
(52) 

Among co®ittid 

reformers however, unity was still intact. For though the working 

classes did not hesitate to tell the government how the country should 

be run, they still trusted the Reform Ministry. 
(53) 

Such trust can 

be seen at the meeting for the repeal of the 'Taxes on lfhowledget 

held on 1 June 1835. This was tccmposed chiefly of the working 

classes' who made no new d+eeaands. They 'wanted the abolition of all 

taxes on knowledge, settlement of Irish tithe, and a reduction in the 

&M and pension list. 

Indeed the iwrking classes were at pains to show their moderation 

and lack of revolutionary aspirations. Alecder Campbells words 

provided a further a pis of the way in which the strength of lang- 

gage might belie actual intentions. In April 1834 Campbell had 

favoured the operatives taking matters into their awn hands, 

now he was conciliatory and co-operative: 

It was said by sosse that marq of the working classes were 
actuated bfr a desire for plunder, and had no other object 
in view than seising upon the property and restraining 
the liberty of others. This charge was totally false 
(Hear). The working classes had, and could have no 
other objects in views than such as were consistent with 
the rights of their fellow-countrymen of every class. 
All they wanted was the privelege of uniting to protect 
their own labour, demanding their privileges,, and a suf- 
ficient remýmeration for their work. 

'55 

(52) e. g. Conservative support for Pool in an address had given rise 
to a motion at a reform meeting on 8 April 1835 suggesting 
that Peel merited some support from (loyal and Constitutional 
Reformers. The motion was defeated. i9 April 1835. 

. 
jer 

(53) Hugh Graham# 1 June 1835, 'If the present Ministry would attend 
to the good of the people _ and he saw no reason to doubt 
them .. .t fig ,4 June 1835. 

54 See above, p. 134. 
(55 A. Caw*-ell, 1 June 1835, Anu 4 June 1835. 
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auch an opinion found agreement among those of the middle classes 

who were present, such as William Weir of the AXW, again evidence of 

the co-operation that was taking place. 

A rallying point, a cause to canalise this co-operative spirit 

soon appeared in the shape of agitation over municipal corporation 

retoxm. 
(56) There were around 250 municipal corporations in England 

and Wales. These varied in size and constitutions some were open 

democracies, others closed oligarchies. They had power to levy tolls 

and taxes. Often they possessed, as trustees, charitable bequests 

and other patronage, which they might use to influence voters at 

elections, though the Reform Act, by disfranchising some boroughs 

and introducing the 910 voter into others, deprived the corporations 

of much of their previous electoral influence. 

Municipal reform therefore was to matey radicals the natural 

follow up to parliamentary reform. The working-class radical looked 

on municipal corporations as tiny selfish cliques that did not pay 

attention to the social needs of the boroughs; the middle-class 

radical saw that business elements had no place on them, but were 

taxed by them and excluded lram sx*rcising local patronage; the 

parliamentary radical saw them as oligarchic adjwicts of aristocratic 

misrule. 

(56) No have now again got a standard round which to rally, as in 
the days of the original Reform ffill; and we must cluster 
round it with the old unwavering, sleepless - if you will, 
bigotted fidelity. We must have petitions when the King 
wavers - mamorials when Ministers faint - addressee of 
adhesion when Tories press on. sit, above all, we must 
R. MI3TFFL, RB=3TEA, RX ISTERI The object for which we 
struggle is Important. It will place 183 well-garrisoned 
and impregnable fortresses in the hands of the people. 
3o here goes for another Russell Bill, without alteration 
and without curtailment. ' 

�d. 
8 June 1835. 
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Accordingly, given Glasgowts interest in Burgh reform in 

Scotland, (57) the ßlasgow Reform press were enthusiastic about the 

proposed measure which sought to dissolve the old corporations and 

transfer their property and powers to new mcnicipal councils elected 

by householders who had been ratepayers for at least throe years. 
(58) 

Within the Conservative press, the Ltold as usual sat on the fences 
(59) 

while the Cow' bitterly denounced it as merely a party measure 

designed to strengthen the Whigs and weaken the Conservatives. 
(01 

The issue however was not merely one of reforming corrupt 

municipal institutionst a major obstacle to the bill lay in the 

resistance to it in the House of Lords. Reformsera feared that if 

the Lords were allowed to 'mutilate' the aisasure in any wy, it would 

further encourage thm to attack the rights of the peoples 
(61) 

Con- 

sequently the Reform press urged the people to make a stand. 9 
(62) 

especially as no help could be expected from the King who was thought 

to be alienated fron the people, 
(63) 

The streets were placarded 

with addressee drawing attention to the dangers which would ensue if 

the Lords threw out the bill. 
(64) 

On 15 August 1835, a petition 

which had been sponsored by the Glasgow Refom Association 
(65) 

was 

despatched with 30,624 eignatures. 
(66) 

(57) the Alexander Johnstog% observed that Scotland had been blessed 
with a measure of searching and thorough Borough (sic) Reform= 
and they only wished that their brethern of England might en- 
joy the same rights and privileges, in struggling for which it 
was their duty to give them their warmest support. ' Meeting 
21 Aug. 1835, . 24 Aug. 1835. See the Note on Burgh Reform. 

(58) e. g. t... its provisions are everything that the most ardent 
supporters of popular govermnent could wish .. . ', W&gnm 
9999JAS Post. 13 June 1835; see also Fe Press, 10 June 1835= 
Scots M9 June 1835, 

(59) tIf all parties in England are pleased with the proposed measure, 
we have no wish to find faultet ,8 June 1835. 

60 Co, 2 June 1835, 
61 Armn, 10 Aug. 1835- 
62 e. g. ib .; Scots Timen. 8 Aug. 1835. 
63 Ar &. 13 Aug. 1835. 
64 CgurIffr� 13 Aug. 1835. 

1651 

The resurrection of the Reform Association is considered fully 
below pp. 147-9. 

(66) ATS, 17 Aug. 1835" 
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The Glasgow reformers wore hardly less alarmed when the Lords 

appeared ready to pass the bill but only after large suLen nts 

designed to protect privilege, property and the nominative principle 

in borough goverment had been included. 
(67) 

This aroused fears 

that if the Lords succeeded over corporations, there would be nothing 

to hinder them fron ending the Reform Bill* 
(68) 

There were calls 

for the creation of liberal peers. On 21 August 1835 a public meet- 

ing was held st which the severity of the crisis was underlineds 

They were now called upon to take the first step in a cavpai lp for 

the complete conquest of their half-Mon liberties. '(69) There were 

strong denunciations of Iyndhurstts speech in the Lords on 17 August 

1835, in which he had maintained the system worked badly in Glasgow. 
(70) 

Warnings were issued to the Lords and the Comm were encouraged 

to take decisive actions should they feel it necessary to refuse to 

pass an appropriation act, or grant it in a restricted forms th4W 

could count on the people's support; petitions were adopted* 
(71) 

It was however to no avail, and in Ssptaoiber the Commons 

accepted the bill. Caasgow now called for the return of real reform- 

ers at the next election and reform of the Lords* 
(72) 

Reform of the 

Lords was also to be an issue in the next episode in Glasgowts reform 

history - the de stration on behalf of Denial OtConnell. 

The OtConnell demstration took place on 21 September 1835 with 

a dinner an 22 3eptumber 1835. The preparations prior to the actual 

(67) e. g. preserving the property and parliamentary status of freemen; 
requiring a property qualification for town councillors; divid- 
ing towns of more than 6000 inhabitants into wards; acre-quarter 
of town councillors elected under the new arrangements were to 
hold office for life as aldermen. 

68 g1aazaw Ev 22 Aug. 18354, 
69 W. Weir 21 Aug. . 835,24 Aug. 1835. 
70 Lyndhurst maintained that due to the lack of a property qualifi- 

cation Glasgow town councillors were too poor to contribute to 
the poor rates and that some were bankrupts. John Douglas 
refuted this only one had been a bankrupt and he had dis- 
charged his debts. 

(71} ý 24 Aug. 1835. 
(72) e. g. . 10 Sept. 1835" 
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demonstration were marked by a strong Orange feeling among a certain 

section of Glasgow society, and a dispute over policy causing the 

Trades to take separate action. 

OtConn. U was denounced trc the pulpit; Convener McLellan 

asserted that the Trades House would be burned down if he were allowed 

to dine there. 
(73) 

Protestant meetings deplored the great increase 

in Roman Catholicism: Catholics must be rescued ! rte their errors. 
(74) 

A section of the press was content not just with swingeing attacks 

on O'Connell's political aorality, 
(75) 

but also delivered little 

thintsIi 

We make no surmise as to how Edinburgh mpr receive him; 
but we give him this tims], y warning, that, in this 
Protestant and Covenanting City, it may be dangerous for 
any bloodthirsty Papist and political agitator, like him, 
to approach it nearer than Camlachie or Tollcross. We 
trust this hint will be sufficient both to the Big Beggar- 
man and his paltry gang here and hereaboutst for we can 
assure both that the ancient spirit of the land is not 
yet dead, nor will sx lt upon its religious feelings 
be tamely submitted toO 

In contrast, the attitude of the Trades was tolerant and liberal. 

They thought his views on church policy were very creditable. This 

rationality and maturity of outlook was reflected in the change in 

the operativest view of their role in society. While again emphas- 

ising their importance as 'sane Men and useful Citisenst they now saw 

themselves as playing a permanent part in political life, taking steps 

to secure a portable platform or hustings for use on all future great 

public occasions. 
(77) 

Accordingly when the Tom Hall Caodttee demurred to the toast 

of ! Household Suffrage, Triennial Parliaments, and vote by Ballot!, 

(73 ]; T, id,. 17 Sept. 1835. 
(74 Meetings 17,18 Sept. 1835, jjdA. 21 Sept. 1835. 

,5 
Sept. 1835. M. 

12 Sept. 1835 quoted in , 14 Sept. 1835. 
(77) Meting of deels tes fraa trades, factory shops, districts and 

others friendly+, 20 Aug. 1835, &rM 24 Aug- 1835" 
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the working classes invited O'Connell to a soiree managed by them- 

selves. They also had their own procession in which pride of place 

went to the labourers 'who are to have a large band and a flag which 

we understand coat &Of- 
(78) 

Tickets cost 3/- (15p) in contrast to 

the 15/- (75p) of those of the Town Hall Condttee. 

Nevertheless despite this independent action, the working 

cl, asse': ; till took part in the main demonstration with the middle 

classes and still saw themse. 1ves as bound up with the rest of society, 

as their address demonstrated. This called for reform of the Lords 

(a cry which had been reiterated in ever growing strains since the 

Lords' conduct over municipal corporations), and attacked the Commons 

demanding that it be made more responsible to the nation at large. 

This was to be effected by franchise extension and shorter parlia- 

ments which would strengthen the hands of the King and his ministers 

in their work. 
(79) 

That is, the Trades were voicing the traditional 

radical remedies for the traditional grievances. 

The lack of any real breach in radical thought can be seen from 

the fact that the Political Union echoed the same comments though in 

a more muted form, since it still believed the Reform Ministry, des- 

pite all its imperfections had the comfort and happiness of the people 

at heart. (80) 
Moreover the list of toasts made showed that class 

co-operation was still envisageds 'The Magistrates and Town Council 

felt in unison with the Trades .. "'(81) While the Trades demon- 

strated their customary moderation by thanking the Lord Provost and 

Magistrates for granting the use of the Baraar, and Mr. Watson, 

superintendent of Police for his work in preserving order. 

The separate action of the Trades therefore, should not be 

exagge;, äted, since the 'hero' remained the same and it did not lead 

(78) GIs A I9 Post, 19 Sept. 1835. 
79) & MI, 21 Sept. 1835. 

(80) , 26 Sept. 1835. 
(81) Bailie Craig. , 24 Sept. 1835; Wallace of Kelly also 

toasted the Trades 1 td. 
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to any bitterness. Rather it was merely a stage in the evolution 

of a radical consciousness and political maturity of the operatives 

-a maturity to be nphasised in their realisation that though sp. Li- 

did demonstrations and processions were all Ysry well, there was also 

a need for follow-up action with some more definite expression of 

their sentiments .. . '(82) 

in 

Given the amomt of activity and the growing maturity of those 

engaged in it, it we not surprising that the established organisation 

for reform, the Political Union, should come in for close scrutiny. 

Dissatisfaction with the Political Union had been growing since 1833" 

True the Political Union had been fairly actives as well as petition« 

i, ng against the Irish Coercion bill, it had stressed the need for the 

ballot, triennial parliaments and the repeal. of the taxes on knmledge1(83) 

it had decided that the Reform Act was not working, reeking renewed 

agitation for practical reform and petitioning for thisl(84) it had 

aeasurid bring for not voting on Hums to notion for the abolition of 

naval and military sinecures, thereby dumoastrating its close watch 

an parliamentary ccnd act; 
(85) it had sat up a cwsnittee to watch 

over the Lord Advocates bill for Burgh reforeg and committees to 

prepare a petition for the abolition of Chureh patranagef 
(g6) pet i. 

tioned for the separation of Church and Stete in Sootlandj and called 

for eoctensivip law reform. 
() Yet there was noting in this activity 

to which a good Whig or middles-claw reformer could object. Hance 

the ct, reme radical disgust: 

ýFeb, 
I 

84 MAStin$ 26 I'eb. 
83 Meeting l Mar. 
86 Meeting 26 Feb. 
87 Meeting 12 Mar. 

17 Oct. 1835. 

ArAam 1 liar. 1833. 
G asaww mac, 2 Mar* 1633" ý33. 
ý14 

Mar. 1833, 
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... it is professedly a Whig Uniost, and it is controlled 
by a domineering Whig leader ... Hear it, Universal Suf- 
frage and Annual. Parliament Men of ffirminghan and London] 
The Glasgow Political Union petitioned for Household 
Suffrage and Triennial Parliaments 121 Shameto4l ... Universal Suffrage, for e nple, is a Radical measure 
because it goss to the fountain d, and bases itself an 
the first principles of Govetuamt, n me y taxation and 

) representation which are ins 
188 

The Political Unionts refusal to include universal suffrage and annual 

parliaments among its 1832 election pledges, p because the candidates 

ob jecteds, was also bitterly Banc weed. 
(89) 

This marked the start of Ui. split among reform opinion which 

«U to end in this period with the new Radical Associations and later 

with Chartism. The Political Union rimed in beings it petitioned 

against the Corn 1aicf(90) for the enrghsAsform bill=(91) to raaave 

bishops frc the Lordsf(92) for the ballot; (93) for the separation 

of Church and Stato=(94) against the water Co. bill; 
(95) 

it had been 

active in the crisis over the Mudesal of the Whigs'; called for 

unity at the 1835 election; 
(96) 

presented an address to O+Connol1; 
(971d 

petitioned for refoe of the Lords. Nevertheless, the 'middle' 

ground which it represented tended to have less infl ae. Opdnion 

became more polarised around the Glasgow Retora Association (Whig) or 

the new Radical Associations (Radical). This was merely a foreshadowing 

of the later grouping round the two rival organisatiaos of Chartism and 

the Anti-Corn Lm. nov+ment. 

The ruurr ctioz of the Glasgow Refora Association resulted, as 

it aakpowlsdSed its. ]!, iraa the sfticaq of Tory organisation 

d. monatratiat the crisis over the IT$ 4* al of the Whip 1. (99) 

(88) 88iß 9 Mar. 1833, 

1 due 18331 
, , 

d. 1 liar. 1831. 

e above, p. 1361 
18 June 183$. 

.#8 
liar. 1834- 

Otte 29 Har. 1834- 
,6 Dec. 1834. 
4$ , 26 Sept. 1834. 
ol. wº, 4 Aug, 1836, aä.. 904. 
Resolution 1, meting 16 Jun. 1835, º 
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The Political Union was still in wd eteuae and still active, but it 

was clearly thought that an organisation formed purely to secure 

liberal M. Ps. aid councillors was *1ecessary�(100) that is, it was 

a direct attempt to secure political power and hence to influence 

decisions . 

It was more radical than its predecessor of the same names 

it ways no longer satisfied with the Reform Act, (101) 
Learning from 

it. put mistakes its mumbersbip fee was a minion of 6d. (2jp). 

it it ras still essentially very middle-class. This was shown 

in its review of the benefits brought by the Refora Bill: : The Bill 

itself had been passed - the East India trade had been opened up - 

and the great measure of Slavs Emancipation had been carried. For 

these things Parham t was entitled to the thanks of the country, 

but noch, nevertheless, r a. 1nsd yet to be done . t(102) Again, its 

office-holders, though of a slightly lover social standing than 

those in the original Reform Association, were still largely men of 

substance. The occupations of the twelve interim conveners were 

as follorsz five merchants two manufacturers, one doctor, one 

tobacconist, one distiller, one tea-dealer and one of independent 

mein. Three had previously been members of the Political Union, 

and two of the old reform Association. 

The occupations of the sixty people comprising the first com- 

nittee(103) (five for each of the twelve districts) showed a similar 

stead= there were twelve merchants, seven manufacturers, five 

writers, three of independent means, two doctors, two feuara, two 

tobacconists, two grocers, two newspapermen, two jewellers, one 

cotton spixnner, ons umbrella maker, one publisher, on* ironmonger, 

1W Resolution 2, JJWA. 
101 tone understood it the Reform Hihi, as a means to an end, 

and that and aas good Goverment (loud continued cheering). 
It was simply as a means to the attainment of other reform 
that it was demanded,. .. t Walter gac mid. 

2 Walter Buchanan, ", A. M3; 
For a list of coxmmittee mambere see ibid. 23 dune 1636. 
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one engraver, one advocate, one builder, one cabinet maker, one 

accountant, one distiller, one shipbuilder, one dyer, one tea- 

dealer, one brewer, and seven whose occupations are unknown, but of 

wham three were bailies. Of these sixty people, thirteen had prevk- 

iously belonged to the old Reform Association and twelve to the Political 

Union. As such therefore the Reform Association did not provide arW 

outlet for the working classes. 

Moreover under the pressure of events the working classes 

were becoming increasingly aware of their laportanae. . ghteen 

thirty-six was to see this growing maturity and awareness of their 

political power culminate in the foundation of the Radical Association 

for the West of Scotland. Movement towards this can be traced in 

such meetings as that of the Operative )tasons held an 19 February 

1836 for the abolition of the Stasp Duty. Abolition was no longer 

sought solely on the group ý, )f inherent good, there vas also the 

implicit threats 'T s working classes of this country are now united 

to an extent never before$ it is therefore of the utmost consequence 

that the power which that union gives should be properly directed, 

and this cannot be expected so long as the Legislature interposes a 

heavy tax between theta and knowledge. '() A resolution was carried 

for a standing oaonittee to watch the course of political events. This 

would have the power to call meetings of the trade, and correspond with 

other workmen willing to join in the same cause. They night then be 

able to seise the proper eomssat to ergs their demands for household suf- 

frage, triennial parliaments, abolition of the Corn Laws, and other siad- 

lar measures. 
(105) 

Similar ideas were expressed at the S. G. M. of the United Iron 

Moulders held act 2 December 18369 This resolved that twation with- 

out representation was unjust, as well as contrary to reason and 

+04 $yaý 19 Feb, 1836,2D Feb. 18369 
105) i" 
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coma= sense; the present franchise qualifications deprived is most 

numerous and useful classI of their rights. All therefore should 

do everything constitutional to obtain their rights including co- 

operation with other *mited trades. 
(106) 

Again, at the meeting for the lImprova®ant of the Working 

Classes' held on 9 December 1836, when Bailie Craig net the operat- 

iws, Sym, speaking on behalf of the masons showed how the working 

classes were increasingly turning to politics. Though he was not 

in favour of political matters being mixed with trades unions, 
(107) 

he thought the masons should be taking a greater interest in political 

'The fact was, that the working classes had yet to learn the amount of 

the power they thecsielves possessed, notwithstanding the instructive 

lesson which had been afforded during the lest few years. t(108) 

There was therefore constant emphasis on, and growing awareness of, 

the importance of the working classes. 

The culmination of this was the formation of a Radical Associa- 

ticn for the West of Scotland (later known as the National Radical 

Association) on 9 Dscraber(109) 1836, based on universal suffrage, 

annual parliaments, the ballot, and if the members wished, a voluntary 

church. 
(11C) 

Alexander Campbell voiced the sense of frustration that 

the working classes were Undoubtedly feeling: I ... tºhq had been 

taklnj instalments too long, and they now wanted their righter and 

nothing but their rights (cheers). Instalments were m 3, v taken 

when the debtor was unable to pis the principal - to liquidate the 

whole t" 
u) A resolution in favour of amual psrliamente was 

(106) Sys. 5 Dec. 1836. 
(107) This unw4l13ngzýesa to mix politics with econoodes (in the shape 

of unions) is perhaps a factor in explaining wkW co-operation 
was possible. 

(106 T 12 Dec. 1836. 
(109) Were is same dubiety over the dates the WMF-ow venire Post. 

10 Dec. 1836 dates it as 9 Dec., the Scotts Tunas. 10 Dec. 1836 
as 6 Dec. 1836. 

j110) 
13las9ow Evening Poat. 10 Dec. 1836. 

am, scot Times' 10 Dec. 1836. 
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carried; and though there was disagreement over this, arrangements 

were made for the visit of Feargus OtConnor. (U2) 

O'Connor cam to Glasgow on 12 December 1836, An address was 

read to him, and he ras authorised to tell English radicals that 

Glasgow radicals were ready to unite with them to secure their rights., 
(3-13) 

On ZO February 1837 the Partick Reform Association was fowLded. The 

entry fee was a minima of ld. (hp). Its programs was household 

suffrage for those aged 21 and over; the ballot, triennial parlia- 

ments, payment of M. Pb., no money qualification, and significantly, 

abolition of the Corn Laws. 
( That is, it was coming close to 

Chartism, but with no divergence from the idea that reform should 

include abolition of the Corn La s" on 16 October 1837 the North 

Quarter Reform Association was foundede (1'1 ) The working classes 

therefore, were aami nearer and nearer to demanding what were to 

be the Six Pointe of the Charter, and more and more forming organise- 

tions of a purely workingr-class natura. 

A almbar split and polarisation of viaws among ralonra can 

be seen in their conduct in the elections of this period. The 1835 

election had taken place against a background of growing discontent, 

but the return to power of the Tories had once again closed the ranks 

and emphasised the need for unity. Both the sitting candidates, 

Oswald and Dwing, presented themselves for re-election. A third 

candidate, Colin Dunlop was to emerge because of activity by five 

liberal ward associations. (Liberal associations had been founded 

steadily in the wardsi The committees of five ward associations 

appointed a central ccamittee, consisting of seven delegates from 

each. This central coasLittee unanimously recommended Dunlop as a 

candidate behind whom liberal electors aauld unite, to stand along 

, with Oswald. 
(llb) 

fangow 
, enin Poets 10 Dec. 1836. 

15 Dec. 1836. 
; kW. 23 Peb. 1837. 

id. 19 Oct. 1837. 
.5 Jan. 1835. 
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The campaigns were fought both on national and local issues. 

Religious questions were prominent; the other main issues being 

triennial parliaments, corporation reform in r'1igland and Irelands 

Irish Church reform, and the Corn Laws. : rwingIs pnrlitiientary 

conduct was closely examined, with hostility, both in thý -,. ress and 

in the district meetings. At the district meetings the candidates 

were asked to give pledges that they would support an address to the 

King expressing want of confidence in the Tory ministry; that they 

would if necessary vote to stop the supplies; vote for triennial 

parliaaaentaj give an account or their conduct to their constituents 

and express their constituents# views. Eirom was evasive, cautious, 

hesitant; while Oswald and Dunlop gave clears decisive answers, and 

were invariably chosen as suitable c&Widates( 7) 
-a choice which 

was reflected in the official results 

Candidate Votes Perceitage of Poll 

Oswald 3832 41 
Dunlop 3267 35 
Dicing 2297 24 

Unity of the reformers had ramai. ned intact. Nor had the un- 

enfranchised tried to play an independent role. According to the 

ouria the reason for this was that working men had at last realised 

they were being duped by the middle-class radical for his own ands 

They now see that by these exhibitions they have gained 
nothing] and although they are addressed by the speakers 
in a very loving strains, and are called by the sweet en- 
dearing ns'ss of "Fellow-Citizens" and "Friends", and 
have even the enchanting sound of "Bmthern" rung in their 
ears, the veil is now drawn frva their eyes, and they 
attribute to this well-acted farce its true cause a. .() 

S117 Meetings with 2nd and 3rd districts etc., jkj d. 6 Jan. 1835. 
g prier. 8 Jan. 1835. 
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If the working classes had indeed perceived this, then the lesson 

they were to take from it, was not the one the Courier advocateds 

that of adhering to Conservatism, but rather the independent action 

of Chartism. For the moment however, the fact that the unenfran- 

chised had not played an independent role in the election can probably 

be explained by the fact that artisans did play a part in the liberal 

associations, and therefore were being encompassed institutionally. (119) 

A more to more independent action, and a split between Whig and 

Radical reformers became apparent in the by-election of 1836 caused 

by Dunlop's retiral due to ill health. The first sign of this was 

the doubt over who was to be the candidate. The 3oectatto_r, among 

others, had assiRed that Lord William Bentinck would be chosen. But 

for a brief while Feargus OfConnor toyed with the idea of standing - 

apparently in response to a hint in the True Fra Pis. He had pub- 

lished an address in the Igo" Trug to the tIndspendent Electors 

and Non-Electors of Glasgows, in which he declared he stood for annual 

parliaments, universal suffrage, vote by ballot, equal representation, 

and no property qualifications for M. Ps. ( 

He found favour however, with no Glasgow newspaper, a fate shared 

by the other proposed candidate at this time - John Douglas, one of the 

defeated candidates of 18321 tHr. Douglas may do very well for Wigtown, 

or ax out-of-the-i ay place, where he is unknown, and cannot work mis- 

chiefs and Mr. OtConnor may do very well for a repealing constituency 

in his own country, where he is known, and say beat an Orangeman, but 

neither shall do for ßlasgow. t") 

To secure a suitable candidate, a meeting of electors and non- 

electors ras held on 19 January 1836, where a number of names were 

proposed. Among these were the Lord Provost, William Stirling, 

(119) e. g. Daniel McAuley was a committee member of the 2nd district 
liberal association. 

x�20 Ara&,, 11 Jan. 1836. 
(121) D"- 
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Bailies I A=den and Johnston, John Douglas, Feargus O'Connor, Bentinck, 

and William Dixon. Though this meeting proved abortive, nevertheless 

it is interesting for the light it sheds on the operativest views of 

the qualities needed by an M. P. Abram Duncan, later a prominent 

Chartist, proposed the man who became the meeting's choice 
(122) 

- 

the great industrialist William Dixon' "... more flash speakers 

or sparkling wits were not the persons wanted to represent Glasgow, 

but men of sound practical sense, who well understood the wants of 

the cocsnunity, and who had clear-headed views of national policy. 

Such a man he considered lyr. Dixon ... t (3-23) 

The difference between Duncan's thinking and that of the Reform 

Association became evident when the Reform Association's central com- 

mittee chose Bentinck 'by an overwhelming majority'. They did so 

because it was thought the return of a local man would cause division 

among the electors. Even before the report recommending Bentinck was 

officially adopted however, strenuous defence had to be made of him. 
(124) 

A series of testimonials was brought forward to back his up, but 

others were not so easily convinced, and his views on the franchise, 

the ballot, triennial parliaments and free trade were closely examined. 

In the and the report was adopted, but it had provided another manifes- 

tation of that evolution of separate Whig and dadical consciousness 

those accepting the report were the middle-class Whigs who had realised 

that further pressure on the government would not secure further reform, 

but would only let the Tories in. Hence to these, unanimity was all- 

important. But everywhere unanimity seemed to be lackings the 

Political Union was similarly divided, and after a number of confused 

meetings, it decided on 28 January against Bentinck. (125) 

122 Though only one-third of those present participated in this vote. 
123 A. Duncan, 19 Jan. 1836, dye, 21 Jan. 1836. 
121 . 25 Jan. 1836. 
125 .1 Feb. 1836. 
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This division of opinion was reflected in the district meetings 

and in the press. At the district meetings there was often substan- 

tial opposition to the adoption of the Reform Associationts report 

endorsing Bsntinck'a candidature: at the meeting of the first, second 

and third districts, seventy voted for the report, and fifty-five for 

the amendment that Bentinck was not a fit candidate; at the eleventh 

and twelfth districts' meeting, sixty voted for the report, and forty- 

six for the amendment. 
(126 

The press was similarly splits the 

Arm= supporting Bsntinck with reservations, as the man necessary 

because of the crisis f 
(127) 

the GlUaoraoZro ¢ Post strong, 3y opposed 

to hiss Bwing though a Tory, had done good work, while Hentinck would 

make Glasgow s's name a mockery. 
(128) 

It was not surprising then, that another candidate should be 

sought. William Stirling was asked to stand, and though he declined 

because he did not want the expense of a disputed election, he was 

decidedly opposed to Bentinok and voiced such of the popular dissatis- 

faction. This centred on Bentinckts equivocal declarations on church 

endowments, triennial parli. ü-. nts, the ballot; and the fact that he 

was both an aristocrat and a military man. 
(129) 

A firs candidate cans forth however, after the appearance of 

Bentinck's address on 4 February 1836. In this he promised to support 

Melbourne, Irish Church reform and Irish municipal corporation reform. 

He favoured shorter parliaments (ta which he meant five years), exten- 

sion of the suffrage and abolition of the Corn Laws. He opposed the 

ballot and any change in the Lords. Finally, he would resign if his 

constituents wished. 
( 0) 

His address nevertheless, was greeted somewhat unenthusiasticaUys 

126 . 28 Jan. 1836. 
127 j" 
128 QaoW 30 Jan. 1836. 
129 AgyW 28 Jan. 1831-6 

JJLU. 8 Feb. 1836. 
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t... such a tissue of crude contrarieties in so small a compass, 

we have rarely seen proceed from the pen ot one professing to be a 

Statesman. 1(131) Bane his own supporters were not 100 per cent 

behind hies at a meeting on 9 February to consider how to secure 

Bentinakts return, Fullarton hoped that Dunlop would recover suffic- 

iently to be returned at the next election. 
(132) 

A public meeting in Gorbals on 9 February revealed that George 

(ills, son of the Lord Provost was prepared to stand, providing a Tory 

was not brought into the field to split the vote. He was nominated 

by Dr. Walker and seconded by Abram Dimcan. 
( 3) There was much 

satisfaction that there was now opposition to what was considered the 

Cliquets hogging of the nomination. (It was alleged that Oswald, 

himself a Clique nominee, was responsible for the nomination of 

Hsntinok, who was also backed by the Reform Association which was 

still in popular epres broadly equatable with the Clique. ) 

There was even some attempt at a Conservative-radical alliances 

the raudw claiaed töpº such the least mischievous representative, in 

every point of view would be Mr. Kl. 1L t. (1M) On 15 February wails 

were placarded with appeals for Conservatives to unite with the sup- 

porters of Mills to put down the Clique. This emphasises the fact 

that lines cannot always be drawn clearly between the different sec- 

tions of the qty (this was also evident at the nomination, 

where Dr. Walker, the seconder of Mills said, 'Why, they would be 

better with Mr. James ding. He was indeed auch better, and was 

every whit as liberal in his professions as this stranger . .. t(135)) 

Nevertheless, despite the fact that Mills had won on a show of 

hands at the hustings, the result was Bentinck, 1995 votes, M411 903 

131 _j 10 Feb. 1$36. 
132 1 Fob. 1836. 
133 

16 Feb. 1836, 134 2adIr, 
135 ArAW 15 Feb. 1836. 
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votes. Out of an electorate of 8922 only 2698 had bothered to vote. 

As a percentage of the total electorate, extreme radicals won 9.88 

per cent. 
(136) 

Taking a percentage of the votes cast, their candi- 

dates had secured 31 per cent. Glasgow political opinion was now 

very obviously divideds 'On the one side were all the milk and water 

Whigs, with the tag-rag of "tea and jelly" radicalism, comprising 

much of the wealth and what is vulgarly understood to be the rest 

pbjljty of the reforming oc®munity, while on the other side stood the 

unorganised mass of the substantial and most numerous portion of the 

electors, with all the non-electors at their back. '(137) The press 

too, was equally divided, for example, the Glasgow blronina Post now 

thought it mattered little whether the reforming interest was split 

or note 5better have an honest Tory than a worthless Ministerialistt. 
(l38) 

It was hardly surprising then, that the working classes them- 

selves should be feeling that such an M. P. was not entirely in their 

interests. And when Bentinck met his constituents on 30 November 

1836, the working classes took an interest in the proceedings. His 

equivocal answers on most po. u, ts, including repeal of the Corn Laws, 

and stopping supplies if harmony was not secured between the Lords 

and Commons; his refusal to promote further extension of the suffrage 

and vote against the Pension List, his avowal against organic change, 

caused Alexander Campbell to move an amencw..::: '.. against giving him a 

vote of thanks. 

The question I have referred to - Crie of "Namet') - that 
question 

ZtSe 
extension of the suffrag, involves the inter- 

ests of five-sixths of the people - all those whose circum- 
stances will no enable them to pay more of rent than 
09-19-6 E9.97jI. All these he has stignºatised as not 
intelligent enough. (Cries of "No, not'). ... I ask if 
there are not as intelligent men who pay £7{ £8, or £9 of 
rent, as any of (tth3o e who pay £10? (Cheers). Surely 
there are ... 

136 As the Cojrier, 18 Feb. 1836 delighted in pointing out. 
137 j ." S1, quoted in AZgV& 15 Feb. 1836. 
138 jjAaM st, 20 Feb. 1836. 
139 , krmn 1 Dec. 183 6,, 
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This am dmf. atsd, but even the Aram had by now deserted Dentinck, 
( ) 

&nd his subsequent stings with 

sati.: ý-. story. 
X141) 

the unsnfranohissd proved no more 

Such a split in reform opinion however, was by no means ir- 

reparable. When there seined a prospect of a dissolution in March 

1837, the National Radical Association urged unity. Despite its 

interest in the Loudon Workingmen's Association (whose pamphlets 

were quoted) its demands were still moderates no agreement could be 

reached on the ballot, but petitions against fictitious votes, and 

church rates, and for triennial parliaments were approved. 
() 

Accordingly at the by-ol. cticn in Mel 1837, due to the retinal 

of Oxmld, Dsnnistowz was supported by the trades delegates, and 

radical leaders Feargus O'Connor and Dr. John Taylor, despite the 

fact that he thought it was too dangerous then to extend the suffrage. 
() 

Lip-service was paid to the interests and needs of the working classess 

We have a very important duty to perform:, not only as regards our- 

selves in sending up a representative wham we can trust, but also as 

regards the interests if all the unsnfranchised classes. <(144) Rel- 

igious questions again plaod a large part in the aampaigs of both 

the candidates, Deuiietoun and Monteith. Indeed religion had becoee 

such an issue that Bailie Dunlop gave it as the reason for his ceasing 

(140) I. 
111 Meeting 2 Dec. 1836, iß. 5 Dec. 1836, 
142) , jam,. 9 Mar. 1837. 

(143) Hosting of electors and non-electors at Barrowfield 23 104y 1837, 
where Dr. Taylor defended the operatives fron the charge of 
being revolutionary. Ibid. 25 May 1837" The cotton spinners 
committee however wished to have nothing to do with him, seeing 
him as van enea®r to the working classes. and an enemy to a fair 

Cott JAM= din., 1838)y Appendix p. XIV. 
(144) Bailie Flemitj, ALM 22 Me+y 1837. 
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to be a reformer. 
(145) 

The result was a victory for the reformers: 

Deo town secured 3044 votes, Monteith, Conservative 2298. 

At the general election which occurred only two months later, 

due to Victorials accession, continuing dissatisfaction with Bentinck 

was again apparent among a section of reformers. Dr. John Taylor 

proposed to stand on the principles of universal suff5rage, the ballot, 

annual parliaments, free trade and a voluntary church, that is, apart 

from free trade, the programme of the National Radical Association. ( ) 

Nevertheless he still prasised his help to Dennistoun. 
(147) 

His 

candidature however, was opposed at a gusting of the radicals, where 

it was suggested his main supporters were Tories, and in the event 

he did not go to the polls. 
( ) 

Moreover despite the dissatisfac- 

Lion with Bentinck he Estill topped the poll, the result beings 

Candidate Votes Percentage of Poll 

Hentinck 2767 28.5 
Dennistoun 2743 28.2 

(Conservative) CampbeU 2121 21.8 
teith it ) Mm 2090 21.5 

The elections therefore had displayed another area where reform 

opinion was becaoing frag anted. But even when separate action was 

taken, and even when this had become institutionalised in new political 

organisations, there were still many points of contact between the 

classes. For the middle classes as a whole had by no means forsaken 

(145) fl have all my life been a Reforeer, and desirous to maintain 
the rights of the people, but I cannot continue to advocate 
these principles with a party who have thrown religion over- 
board= and since that party have adopted, as their creed, 
a national syetem of education in which the ffible is to be 
excluded, I can no longer go along with them. t Bailie Dunlop, 
22 May 1837, " 25 May 1837. 

146 See above, p. 150. 
147 5 +i. %, 25 July 1837. 
148 Armaj, 27 July 1837. 
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reforms for example, they met and petitioned over the question of 

Irish municipal corporation reform; 
(l4vd 

they decided to subscribe 

to help defray the election expenses of Daniel OtCornnell. 
(15 ) 

One such point of contact was the meeting for the tImprovement 

of the Working Classes' held on 9 December 1836. At this Bailie 

William Craig, while extolling the operative masonst virtues, 

advised them to educate themselves and unite with the middle classes 

against the con eneq - the aristocracy. 
(151) 

Similarly at the 

dinner given to Oswald on 5 January 1837 tributes were paid to the 
(152) 

moderation and intelligence of the working claeseg. 

And once again the spectre of Toryism called forth responses 

of class co-operation. The occasion was the visit of Feel for his 

installation as Rector of the University. For the occasion, the 

Conservative operatives had prepared an address. This congratulated 

Peel on his election as Rector, praised his eminence as a scholar, 

and his work for the National Church, and echoed almost literally his 

views on reform as expressed in the Tamwortth Manifesto. It also saw 

the interests of the working classes as tied up with the aristocracy8 

#We regard the interests of the Working Classes as identified with, 

and inseparable from, those of the Aristocracy, and should consider 

any infraction of the rights of the Peers, as the passage of an ulter- 

ior violation of the liberties of the People. t(153) 

This iýmnediately caused a storm of protest from the operatives, 

which may have been increased by the mock address printed by the A, tgyi,. 
(154) 

The Iron Moulders and(155) Cotton Yarn Dressers 
(156) 

dissociated 

('49) 

150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 

Meeting 31 May 1836, ibid. 2 June 1836. Petition with more than 
23,000 signatures was despatched, ibid. 6 June 1636. 

, ibid. 9 June 1836, 
IWA. 12 Dec. 1836. 

7 Jan. 1837. 

gam29 Dec. 1836 
Meeting 29 Dec. 183 
; klAo 12 Jan. 1837. 

0 
see Appendix XXVII. 
=I* 2 Jan. 1837s 
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themselves from it. A meeting of trades delegates was hold to dis- 

claim it, and restore Glasgaw operatives in the eyes of Burops. (157) 

While it was adkittsd that some operatives had signed the address, 

it was maintained that oats they realised its true nature, they had 

recanted. A further meeting was to be held on 12 January 1837 to 

consider a suitable form of protest* 
(158) 

Once again the threat of Conservatism had brought forth class 

co-operation with Ure and Turner among those of the middle classes 

present, who addressed the meeting. A series of resolutions was 

passed totally oondacaning Feel and his government; calling for 

further reform (since the 110 franchise excluded most of those present); 

the abolition of hereditary rights; the separation of Church and 

State. A standing committee was set up for further emergencies. 

The Town Council was thanked for refusing the freedom of the city 

to Peel. 

Nevertheless it is true, there was definite support for Peel. 

A Conservative operative opposed the resolutions, explaining he had 

becoss converted to Conservatism, and that the 3000 people signing 

the address had as good a right to do so as any others. This of 

course was not passed, but it me indicative of reaction -a reaction 

which could also be seen in the existence of a Conservative Operative 

Associati0n. 
(159) (The address from the Conservative Operatives was 

presented to Peel at the banquet. )(16) 

(157) '... to rescue their character frag utter contempt and reproach, 
and to save themselves from being the laughing-stock of Trope 

d,. 
.. of 

(158) Jas. Burn suggested they let the dinner pass quietly, then the 
'Radicals should show the Tories, and worse than them, the Whig- 
Radicals - those men of no principle, who sailed under false 
colours - what they were able to perform for themselves'. jUjo 

(159) See e. g. ibd. 20 Mar. 1837; ReSoNs of the Glastor Conservative 
QRgrativss! Association. I as indebted to Dr. J. T. Ward of 
the University of Strathclyde who kindly allowed as access to 
these records. 

(160) AEgLo 16 Jan. 1837. 
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Even more significant in indicating the absence of any irrevoc- 

able breach between the middle and working classes - especially when 

the amount of distress prevailing at the time is considered - was the 

specifically Working-Class Meeting of 14 June 1837. Called to find 

a way to prevent a future occurrence of commercial distress, it was 

a meeting typical of Glasgow radicalism with its reasoned, articulate 

view of the role of government, respect for property, reverence for 

self-help; and while it displayed attitudes coming nearer to a 'knife 

and fork' analysis of the question, yet the idea was still to benefit 

the whole of society which was seen as suffering from the perennial 

enec , the aristocracy. 

The meeting maintained that a man had a natural right to sub- 

sietence provided he was willing to work and obey the laws of society; 

it was the first duty of every government to provide this - it was not 

a party issue. Charity was of course ruled out. They wanted work 

and thought the govsrmment should have public works reaby for such an 

occasion, since the objects of a goverment fought to be the protection 

of the people, looking carefully after their interests, providing for 

their Iants in times of distress and suffering, edva-ating them, and 

attending generally to their improvement both morally and physicallyt. 
(lä]') 

Respect for property was underlined. 

portent for future trends hoverer, was the fact that abolition 

of the Corn Laws was not seen as an exclusive middle-class question. 

Repeal of the Corn laws was not considered simply as an 'entrat to be 

gained once political reform had been secured: ºThis She Corn Lavg% 

aas the gxeatp the radical evil . the cardinal curse of the country. t(1 

Dr. John Taylor advised the exact opposite$ abolish the Corn Laws 

bw= agitating for political reform. 

(161) A. McFadyen, 14 dome 1837, " 15 June 1837. 
(162) Jackson, JIU* 
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They would leave it (continued Dr. Taylor) to the specu- 
lating philosopher to talk about Triennial Parliaments, 
the Vote by Ballot, and education and endowed churches 
- let them speculate on those as much as they will - but 
we must have food before we can enjoy any of them (Cheers). 
Dr. Taylor then proceeded to point out the gross and glar- 
ing tyranny and oppression of the Corn Laws, pointing out 
the urgent necessity of first of all giving the people (163) 
food, before any attempt could be made to instruct them. 

Resolutions condemning the Corn Lws and demanding their abolition were 
(164) 

There was no hostility therefore to the idea of oasbining passed. 

political reform with repeal of the Corn Lana. Similarly a meting in 

Gorbals on 8 Decw4ber 1837 pointed out that the Reform Act was not final 

and adopted petitions for the abolition of the Corn Lon and the ba loto 
(165) 

IV 

The period 1833-7 then, had been one of constant agitation, during 

which changes within the reform ranks had become evident. Reformers 

as a group had tended to split into three strands. These strands were 

reflected in the political organisations of the time. The Political 

Union had largely died, losing its members either to the Reform Association 

or to the new Radical Associations. The Reform Association was Whig 

(ti gt being defined as supporting the goverrmient but unwilling to go 

mich further), middle-class, cautious. it even it had had to make 

concessions over membership fees, though as usual, it was still one 

step behinds when it had reduced its fees to 6d. (2jp), the Radical 

Associations were charging ld. (hp). Its political philosop1W was 

epitomised by its choice of Bsntinck as X. P. The Radical Associations 

speak for themselves, with their programs approaching ever nearer to 

Chartism. 

(163) Taylor, 
(164) QJA. The AZUM,, 26 June 1837 thought the meeting had stated 

bold and important truthst. 
(165) j,. 11 Dec. 1837. 
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F: lectoral], y, Glasgow had from 1835 on, returned two liberal or 

non-Tory members. For though there was some Tory resurgence, there 

was never the same revival in Posits prestige in 3cot1and, as there 

had been in England. The elections themselves were increasingly 

highly organised affairs$ Bentwnck could be returned without visit- 

ing his constituency. The candidates paid lip-service to the idea 

of responsibility, duti'ully appearing before the new liberal assoc- 

iations, and showed some concern for the unenfranchised. But by 

1837 the unenfranchised very nearly had their own candidates, for 

vcample, John Taylor. Interest groups and lobbies were another 

feature of the elections, where religious questions had become 

increasingly important (this to some extent reflected the large amount 

of time and energy devoted to the Irish Church, and the question )f 

tithe in Parliament). 

In fact, all the major issues debated in Parliament had found 

a response in Glasgow public opinion. The responses which these 

evoked, were those of a literate, articulate public, both of the 

middle and working classes$ '... the working classes were men 

whose opinions were the result of long studyt. 
(16 ) They had set 

up their own newspaper, the Liberator. The working classes always 

aware of their rights� became in this period, increasingly aware 

also of their strength, and consequently developed a self-confidence 

to accompany it. They, unlike the middle-class Whigs, wished to 

keep up a constant pressure from without. Nevertheless they always 

exhibited a marked degree of rationality in all their activities. 

Indeed outsiders were impressed by the good sense of the Glasgow 

operatives. At the time of the May 1837 election, the SDe 

reviewed the state of opinion in Glasgow, a constituency which it 

thought t. '-: particularly independent. 
(167) 

It saw reform opinion 

166 H. G. Graham, Durham Festival, 29 Oct. 1834, . 30 Oct. 1834. 
167 The constituency of Glaagov may not be more ightened than 

that of other cities, but it is more indtpendent9 Every man 
almost is the maker of his oral fortune, and feels the import- 
ance which attaches to him. t 3necrv quoted in 
25 May 1837. 
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as consisting of a variety of bodies, but centred in two large groups 

a wealthier and more educated class, and the operatives, tThese 

classes do not stand divided from each other in castes; they fade 

insensibly into each other. ' The wealthy and educated reformers 

had been much influenced by Smith and Millar* This had given a 

broader tone to their liberalism in contrast to that of Edinburgh. 

In the same way, the freer atmosphere of a mercantile city had been 

more conducive to original and independent thought. 

The operatives, like those elsewhere, had turned to reform 

because of the continual recurrence of distress. They had however, 

been lese influenced by Cobbett and other demagogues than operatives 

elsewhere in Britain. Thus though mutual jealousies often led to 

disunion between the classes, the Spectator had no doubts that the 

'difference between them She operative j67 and the wealthy educated 

Reformers is in degree, aot in kindt. (168) 

This absence of a fund ental difference in analysis was to be 

one of the reasons why relations between the classes did not deterior- 

ate to the extent they appear to have done in England. The insistence 

on the aristocracy as the teneay', helped to preveit any outright class 

hostility. Harrison and Hollis maintained that t.., whereas in the 

1830s working-class consciousness sharpened itself on at was seen as 

the middle-clws betrayal of 1832, during the 1844. working-class hatred 

became increasingly diverted towards an exploiting aristocrecy. Hence 

the timid moves towards rocýhemen. between the middle and working 

classes in the early 1840et. (169) 

In Glasgow however, hostility to the aristocracy was not just the 

hallmark of the 1840., it ran right through the period. This, rather 

than a feeling of betrayal by the middle classes was the essential part 

llalil- 
169) (169) Harrison and Hollis, DD. cit p. 531. 
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of working-class thinking. Even when it was enunciated in strong 

terms, it ras similar to middle-class analysis: 

Air with the pageantry of monarchy, and the asstption 
of aristocracy. Hurl the whole fabric of corruption to 
the devil along with the rascally crew, - the mitred and 
titled vagabonds, who live by usurpation and plunder on 
the public industry .... We will take monarchy, the 
hereditary aristocracy, and the Protestant Hierarchy - 
are these things consonant with liberty! Are we still 
to be the slaves that we have been? Are we to suffer 
ourselves longer to be taxed, and screwed, and jack- 
assed, till the very flesh is eaten off our bones, and 
the blood scorched out of our bodies? It is not this 
ministry or that ministry that is the causee is the 
system. The cursed hereditary system .. *(1761 

Even when the working classes had become disillusioned with the 

lack of concrete benefits arising from the Reform Parliament, they did 

not rul" out co-operation with the middle classes. Thus at the Durham 

demonstration, despite the strength of the language, the operatives 

still attended with the middle classes, still had the same hero, and 

the sause ideals and still showed a high regard for commerce; while 

the middle classes for their part recognised the importance of the 

working cl. assess Graham tan operative' took the chair. 

While the working classes had become sore conscious of themselves 

in every way - of their dignity, worth, importance - they sti17. did not 

analyse questions purely in terms of themselves. Certainly Duncan in 

1833 could say the govam=snt had betrayed the working classes, but the 

same man was willing to be aided by the middle classes; willing to 

nominate a man like Dixon, a great industrialist, for K. P. in 1836, and 

when he declined, supported George Mills son of the Lord Provost. His 

idea of what was needed for society was peace to ensure commercial 

prosperity, and be had ample respect for property. Therefore though 

there can be no doubt that the working classes had become more conscious 

of themselves as a group, this consciousness had resulted from feelings 

of hostility to the aristocracy rather than the middle classes. 

(170) Mt9 Mar. 1833. 
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Along with this idea that the cc== enei- of society was the 

aristocracy, and this belief in the utility of the middle classes, 

went other ideas facilitating co-operation, such as a wish to work 

through the established systems and the pursuit of similar interests 

ZJLL. liberalism (both here and on the continent), free trade, and 

security of property. Working-class demands were not revolutionary. 

Tendencies towards co-operation were further aided by the fact 

that the middle classes were aware of the value of co-operation and 

tried to retain it. Active middle-class radicals such as William 

Weir know that trades unions were a response to working meats feel- 

ings of exclusion, and were prepared to combat this by bringing the 

operatives within the pale of the constitutions 'The formation of 

unions among the operatives was the expression (perhaps in many cases 

the unconscious expression) of a some that they were not represented 

0 "t(171) 

Attitudes to trades unions were to be of crucial importance in 

this period. There can be no doubt that the press disliked unions. 

The C2MEigr saw them as organisations which would destroy property, 

harm trade and ruin society. 
(172) 

The C nom, the Scots Ti a. 

the Glasgow ggý&g Pos, stt, the Scottish `(l73) and the x(174) 

saw them as sacrificing the public good for private advantage. 

The Scots Times however, while no admirer of trades ions, was 

at least more reasoned in its approach. It mom the rise of unions 

as a natural response by working mien to the Whig goverment's neglect 

(171) Weir, 5 Jan. 1837 at the dinner for Oswald, ýi 9 Jan. 1837- 
172) Coý, 

ýurieerr. 
2 Feb. , 15 Aug. (from Cam), 5 Oct., 14 Dec. 18331 

U Jan., 6 Feb. etc. 1834. 
(173) 2} ,1e. g. quoted in Courier 15 Aug. 1833; Scots T, im 

17 Dec. 1833, see also 28 Sept., 8 Oct. 1833; aow yeni 
, 14 Dec. 1833; Scott e. g. 27 fiept. 1833. ýý 

(174) The f eý rüd as usual did not appear to have any opinions of its 
owns it reprinted others e. g. Itu"s 26 July, 27 Sept. 1833 
from Scot ZUM 16 Aug. 1833 fpm Chronicle: 7 Oct. 1833 
from C2WJer. 
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of their interests sinne 1832. Seeing the main danger of unions as 

fostering a breach between the classes it called on the government 

to avert this by showing the working classes that reform was not an 

empty word: they should abolish the Corn Laws(175) and all commer- 

cial monopolies, and bring in triennial parliaments. 
(176) 

The ArjUL took a similar view. It regarded the relationship 

between operatives and capitalists with 'deep anxietyt, but saw no 

point in heaping abuse on trades unionists. 
(177) 

Lack of reform 

was the explanation for the growth of unions. 
(178) 

The only way to 

render these innocuous was to render them unnecessary by introducing 

reforms. 

in contrast, the CoRgier was quick to lay any cases of, for' 

example, assault at the hands of unionists. Hott even it gave credit 

where it was duet 'It is highly creditable to the masons, that, not- 

withstanding the strike in their trades not one of them has been brought 

to the police office for disorderly conduct. t(179) 

There seems no doubt that the possibility of disorder was taken 

seriously by the authorities: troops were called in during the calico 

printers' strike of 1834. Yet the Glasgow press failed to see the 

necessity of such a step. 
(-1-80) And the Trades were quick to apprec- 

iate fair conduct on the part of the authorities or the masters. 

When a free pardon was granted to certain calico printers imprisoned 

for rioting at the print fields, the jQ Z commented approvingly, 

'We have no doubt this act of royal clemency, so worthy of a liberal 

(175) d, 16 Dec. 1833 maintained those promoting Corn Law repeal 
were encouraging unions. 

(176) Scots Times, 10 Dec. 1833. ackoegod'g Magazine also blamed 
the Whigs for the rise of unions, quoted in Courier, 6 Mar. 
1834. 

177 A&SMA 12 Dec. 1833; see also , ibid. 8 Ju1a7 1833- 
17, tom. 10 April 1833. 
179) Courier. 19 Dec. 1833. 
180 e. g. Herald. 

,7 
Feb. 1834; GL, srow Esnina Post, 8 Feb. 1834. 
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Government, will be duly appreciated by the tradesot(181) Nor did 

all strikes and in a victory for the masters= the moons in November 

1833 
(182) 

won an increase; and the silk weavers in December 1833 did 

likewise. 
(183) 

The actin incident however which is usually cited as occasioning 

a hardening of attitudes is the Cotton Spinnurs Strike. 
(184) 

This 

was caused by the masters withdrawing a 15 per cent pay rise which 

they had granted in the autumn of 1836, coupling the mules and dis- 

missing those unable to push linked carriages. As a result a smaller 

number of spinners had to hire the same number of piecers as before, 

without their wages being increased to cover this. 

The strike began on 8 April 1$37p and lasted till 4 August 1837 

before the an were forced back on the empl fierst terms. The real 

trouble arose over the murder of a Inob" (blackleg), John Smith, shot 

on 22 July 1837. Eighteen ambers of the Spinners Association were 

arrested. Then began a long period during which the date of the 

trial was continually deferred. 

On 2i, October 2237 the working classes held a meeting. No 

breach with the middle classes was yet evidints John Danistoun K. P. 

had been asked to take the ohair, but had declined because he could not 

agree with the object of the meeting, whereupon Mr. Purdis of Messrs. 

Brown and Pardie, a manufacturer, took the chair. Pardie considered 

the case involved the interests of all workaen and not just one class. 

J181 ytb.: Atgrj quoted in Free ECIA& 19 Nov. 1834. 
182 Courier. 21 Nov. 1833, ArAW 21 Nov. 1833 pertinently asked 

why, if the masters were willing to meet the mw's dsoands 
now, had they not done so before the strike? 

(183) Cow 10 Dec. 1833 (from the Li r). 
(184) A. Wilson in Briers, Chartist P. 2511 A. Wilson, M& 

fiat MovIONt in Scotland Pan cheater, 1970)º " 36.40= 
ed. D. Tkomp. am, The E&rly Chartis&I (London, 1971), P. 91 
For a full account of the strike, see S. C. Casýdnatia ýs o! 
Workosrýt P. P., 1837-8, (488) VIII. 
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Resolutions were passed calling on all working maz to units to protect 

their labour. Dr. J. Taylor talked of one law for the rich and one 

for the poor. A fund was to be set up to secure justice for the men. 

Thanks were given to the Lord Provost and Magistrates for the use of 

the Besaar. (185) Glasgow working men therefore were shocked at the 

proceedings, but had still turned to ths'traditional'methods: enlist 

the aid of your M. P., or failing that, a rsprsauitativs of the middle 

classes. 

On 9 Novanbsr 1837 Augustus Hwanoat (186) 
addressed the opsrat- 

ives in the Busaar ca the . ub jtact in highly saotivo languages he had 

expected to find the strssts bsrrioadsd. It sees however, such 

emotion held little app. a1 for the Glasgow working man for even the 

courier was not alarsad. 
(18T) On 27 November 1837 a meeting of the 

working classe.; was hold to petition for an enquiry hats the conduct 

of the law authorities concerning the trial (which by this time had 

been adjourned till 18 December 1837). The earl voiced their deter- 

sination to stand by the cause of union and the protection of labours 

the whole object of the trial was seen as a means of crushing union 

along the working classes and placing them, at the seºrq of trapacious 

capitalists'* Several speakers condemn" the proceedings of the law 

authorities. Baoluticar we" passed 4cgwe sing artaanis)asnt and 

regret at the now delays. Thew were seen as attemipta to wear out 

the syopatdy of the cotton spurs' friends, eats umsaasuy ex- 

pause and harass the aacwed into a conviction. An explanation of 

the crown's power to dsl*y ws sonnt, since this appeared uiconsti- 

(185) A 26 Oct. 1837- 
186 () Augustus Hardin Beaumont, a noted radical. For a useful 

resume of his life see W. H. Maehl jr. 'Augustus Hardin 
Bsaumnt$ A 1o-American Radical (17 1838)t I R. .: 
fly (1969), pp. 237-50= see also Appendix Xr'III. 

(187) spoor maul- he know little either of Scotland or 3ootclunen, 
if he mines the wow of Glasgow are so foolish as 
to have recourse to physical force, while legal modes of 
obtaining redress of grievances are so ample, and of such 
easy access. t g0jaer , 11 Nov. 1837. 
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tutional. and equal to a suspension of Habeas Corpus. Since no justice 

was being secured from the law, they were petitioning the Commons for 

an imoaediate trial, or liberation of the accused. 

Chce again Beaumont made a highly emotive speech: In demanding 

Universal Suffrage, he observed, that the people would not have a 

Goverment of the middle classes. Before that they would have the 

streets of the cities running with blood. If it was attempted to 

establish such a Government, they would have a fight for it; they 

would endeavour to cut the throats of those who would try such a 

thing. t(1813) He referred to his hatred of the Whigs and praised 

the confrontation which had taken place at Bradford where, Power, 

the Poor Law Counissicner had received a beating; Beaumont thought 

he should have been hanged. 

Thin speech contrasted with Taylor's, who, though he condemned 

the entire policy of the Whigs and the recent conduct of Lord John 

Russell in Parliament,, (189) 
still saw the'enaw'in terms of the aris- 

tocracy. 
(190) 

On 12 December 1837: W. Harvey presented a petition in 

Parliament from 20,000 inhabitants of Glasgow and vicinity complaining 

of the Lm authorities' conduct* 
(191) 

Nevertheless the men were sentenced to seven years transportation. 

Press reaction to the sentence ranged from the errs suggestion that 

the penalties should have beeis harsher; (192) the Scottish ßuardiants 

astonishment at the leniency(193) and wish for more moral and religious 

education; 
194) to the Arml happiness that the sentence had been so 

lenient. 
(195) 

(188) AM, 30 Nov. 1837. 
(189 This refers to his 'Finality Jack" speech when he declared the 

evolution of British political institutions was complete. 
(190) Ar6m, is , 30 Nov. 1837. 
(191) CoW' , 16 Dec. 1837; , 3rd ser., Vol. XXXIX, 12 Dec. 

1837, col. 9S3- 
(192) Curier, 13 Jan. 1838. 
193 Ss 15 J. 138. 
194 id. 25 Jan. 1838. 
195 ArRus 18 Jan. 1838. 
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On 22 January 1838 a meting petitioned(196) for a ccmutation. 

of the sentences since they claimed the cotton spinners were not 

guilty. Sheriff Alison had been asked by the Trades Comittee to 

attend to justify his conduct in condemning unions, but he did not. 

Resolutions Mere passed defending unions, vindicating them from the 

charges levelled at then t7 those in authority] disalaindn6 all 

violence or intimidation and regretting the occurrence of such 

actions as had taken place. 

A breach between the classes would now seem to be evident s 

Oil1espis spaki ng on behalf of the =ion d pounced Weir of the At=. 

t He ras a great friend of the repeal of the corn-lamms, but he was 

not a friend to coabinatios. t(l9) Caopbell complained the govern- 

went was a trades =ion with a secret, select aaaaeittee with part of 

the funds in its possession. The Lords, the Commons, the Bar were 

all trades wiioris, all protected and allowed to protect thawelvvep 

only the working men was not. 
(l") The platfoz* was said to be 

occupied solely by tradesmen. 
(1") 

On 18 March 1839 another meting vas hold to address the Queen 

for a remission of sentence. Not that the participants had much 

hops that anything would be donet it was merely another "page of 

Whig injustice and tyranny'. Working man, since this was now the 

period of Chartisa, put their faith in universal suffrages nil' pie 

maintai ed this would remove abuses. Nevertheless, even now, the 

Glasgow operatives still displayed their custowary reluctance to go 

to extremes. When Lnttit maintained he would petition no more, or 

if he did, the next petition would be presented on the tip of a 

196 NAOMI "or. sVol. IL ,9 Feb. 1836 col. 931. 
197 Arma 25 Jan. 1838. 
196 Scots T1 .. 27 Jan. 1838. 
199 , 25 Jan. 1838. 
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swords, Gillespie iumdiate]y opposed the use of such lar nage. 
(20 

H. Dusm asked for as many signatures as possible to rouse the lethar-- 

gic Whigs, from wham nothing beneficial for the working classes could 

be obtained, unless wrung from them by pressure from without. 
(201) 

S. imilar]y, at a Chartist demonstration on 21 May 1840, Halliday 

of Greenock maintained, t... Glasgow, in particular, had felt the 

hand of Whig malice. There was the came of the cotton-spinners - 

the very men who had bees foremost in the battle of Whig reform - 

they were now condemned to labour in chains, amidst felons, when 

their Whig rulara had no further use for then .. . 
(202) 

There can be no doubt that the trial and sentence of the cotton 

spinners deepened Glaegcwte hostility to the Whigs= what can be 

doubted is whether this caused ao plete irreparable breach with 

middle-class radicals. For Glasgow working wen by no means consist- 

sntl, v equated the middle classes with the Whige. (203) Nor was opin- 

ion about the cotton spinners rigidly determined. 'ven the operatives 

themselves appear to have had periods of doubt about the innocence of 

the accused= 'Three years ago these men stood very low in the estima- 

Lion even of the opsratives. '(204) 

Furthermore, the official inquiry set up to inquire into combina- 

tions in 1838 again gave rise to the 'tritional' Glasgow reactions. 

(200) ? although some might think it necessary for keeping the agita- 
tion afloat. Goverment might be annihilated, if it could 

not be reformed, by a fearful bursting out of the repressed 
indignation of an enraged and ungovernable people; but God 
forbid that he should ever see anything of the kind. He 
hoped their rights would be gained and secured, but not by 
the torch, not by the dagger, not by the sword (approbation); 
Cb i ci e_ 25 Mar. 1839. 

(201) t . 
moo period since the French revolution did any set of 
men so deometrically (sic) oppose the working classes of this 
country as the present Ministry. t JWA. 

202 Scottish Patriot, 23 May 1840. 
203 This point is dealt with more ful]y below, see Chap. V. 
204 Cullen, 12 Aug. 1840 at a meeting to welcome the cotton spinners 

back (they arrived in Glasgow in August 1840 after being par-.. 
doped). Scots Times, 19 Aug. 1840. 
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The operatives displayed sod ration and rationality when putting 

their case to the Select Comittss. (205) The press was unitot ]y 

glad such an enquiry was to take places( 
) 

the Chronicle for 

example, hop. d it vonld be lair, and inquire equaUl into ®ployen t 

associations, which it claimed were just as hostile to free trade as 

workmsnts cQmMmtiOfl$ 
( 7) 

There was ea section of the press which still refused to 

be alarmed at combinations in general, and the cotton spinnert in 

particular. 

Neither is there any serious danger from the outrages 
occasionally perpetrated by one or another Trades' 
Union. AU violence is in its nature effervescent 
and short-lived .... We neither wish to under-rate 
the atrocity nor the mischievous character of the inten- 
tions indicated by certain outrage. j but look back for 
twenty or thirty years, and see how miserably dispropor- 
tionate what has been effected to what seems to have 
been wished. 

Upon these considerations we deprecate all special 
legislation against Trades t Unions: (20$) 

The tendency to outrage and prevarication - the article continued - was 

a result of the old t bination lame The privileged classes must also 

abandon their l. gslissd trades unions. Unions resulted from want, or 

fear of rant; their errors sprang from mistaken notions of the meatus 

most likely to avert or remove want. What eis needed was the abolition 

of the Corn Laws and the s! -read of education*( 209) 

Such opinion could even see good in unions t they had first 

been formed from justifiable, praisowortiy actives, and had taught 

the operativ" a practical lgaoa in thinning and acting for the. - 

sly" - qualities which the wonting classes should not abandon. 
(a0 

(205) I. C. CWbinationa of Workmn, P. P., 1837-St (488) VIII, Q. 2830-2. 
(Z)6) e. g. Hem, 19 Feb. 1838; Soots ZUM 17 Feb. 1838; ArIMb 

22 Feb. 1838. 
207 gag"W& 19 Feb. 1838, 
206 AIZUb 22 Feb. 1838. 
209 Aug This was very Wall- to the view expressed by the I=Wjon 

Trades Ccmitt. (whose sscr tart' was WilliaM Lovett) on 19 
liar. 1838, IWA- 5 April 1838. 

(21.0) . 15 mar. 183g. 
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On the whole therefore the period still saw much co-operation 

between working and middle-class radicals. It was subjected to 

strains, especial1, Y when issues arose which, like trades unionism, 

involved relations of capitalists and operatives. There were signs 

of divergence in the more general political field in the emergence 

of more moderate Whiggish organisations and of more extreme radical 

associations with their smaller subscriptions, more extreme demands 

and more vehement rhetoric. Yet on the whole the practice of co- 

operation survived. There was still a set of common traditions 

and asstmmptionst the working classes accepted the symbol, and values 

of middle-class respectab. ___ ty, being committed to the value system 

of the community. There was not the disillusion with municipal 

corporation : efox as had occurred in England, () thanks to the 

different political system. 

Even more important there was not the disillusion occasioned 

by the enactment of the Poor Iaw Amendment Act of 1834. Too much 

emphasis cannot be placed on thiss the a, _h of 10 

geptamber 1836 ccsoented bitterly, 

Previously to the passing of the Rsfoz RM# the middle 
orders were supposed to have some ccsntmity of feeling 
with the labourers. That delusion has passed away. 
It barely survived the Irish Coercion Bill, it runished 
completely with the enactment of the ý4-'. rvation Law. 
No working man will ever again expect justice, morals 
or mercy at the hands of a profit-mongering legislature. ( 

Tie. and time again this lam was to be denounced by ZnK3 Chartists= 

and it had provided a valuable fillip for the English factory movement. 

It was therefore of crucial importance that this most detested piece of 

iegisi ion of the 1830s did not app y north of the border. 

(221) e. g. Thos. Cooper t ... how the scale has turned, since the 
greater share of boroughs where the poor and labouring classes 
threw up their hats at "wnioipal refore" - and now mutter dis- 
content at the pride of upstarts become insolent oppressors 
or openly curse, as In the poverty-stricken and hunger-bitten 
manufacturing districts, at the grinding tyrannies of the 
recreant middle classes whon tnnicipal honours have drawn off 
frost their hot-blooded radicalism, and converted into cold, 
Unfeeling wielders of magisterial or other local powert 
quoted in ed. D. Thospscn, . p, g. 

(212) Quoted in $. P. Thcripscn, 9&&S U, p. 904. 
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I 

Since the pressure of events in the years 1833-7 had seen the emerg- 

once of differences in the ranks of Glasgow radicals, it might have been 

expected that this process would have been further accentuated in the 

harsher climate of the years after 1837. It might that is, have been 

expected since there were now two distinct national agitations to appeal 

to the two discernible Glasgow strands Chartism for the more radical, 

and the Anti-Corn Law movement for the more Whig, Indeed one of the 

favourite grounds for demonstrating a deterioration in relations between 

working and middle-class radicals has been to cite as examples Chartism 

and the Anti-Corn Law League, (1) 
since it has been held that 'Chartism is 

the expression of a common policy which unites the workers solidly against 

the middle classes., 
(2) This was the period in which manifestations of 

the class war were thought to be particularly evidentt 'The political 

class movement of the modern proletariat begins with Chartism. 9(3) 

Events in Glasgow in this period however, hardly warrant so dramatic and 

clear-cut a description. There were occasions when class conflict could 

be detected, but the more pronounced theme was still class co-operation. 

II 

It has long been appreciated that Chartism in Glasgow was a strong 

viable movement(4) with antecedents reaching back to the period 

(1) For examples see below, Introduction, pp. 1-2. 
(2) F. Engels, trans, 

W. H. Chaloner and W. 0. Henderson Oxford, 1958)s p. 258" 
(3) Rothstein, oo. cit. p. 7= *so also G. D. H. Cole, 4 Short History 

the h Working- Clas_ Movement 1789--1947 London, 1952)p 
p. 109, 'The League was embryonic Liberalise, based on the col- 
laboration of classes to get the best out of Capitalism; the 
Chartist Movement was embryonic Socialises, based on the class 
struggle, and hostile, above all, to the newly dominant middle- 
class industrialists O 

(4) See Wilson, The Chartist Momentin Scotland. Wilson in ed. 
A. Briggs, Chartist Studies: L. Co Wright, sco ttish q? jMftjM 
(London, 1953); J. T. Ward, Chi (London, 1973)" 
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of the French Revolution* That tda amt for Corn Law repeal 

was squally strong and had equally long antocbsats has been less 

appreciated. 
(5) 

it is Spoz'tsnt therefore to realise that the 

movement for Corn Lai repeal developed in the content of a public 

opinion about the Corn Lws which had long been growing. . gita- 

tion for repeal did not spring up suddenly in 1838. Opinion had 

been voiced with varying intensity against corn laws since the turn 

of the nineteenth century. 

The cba bsr of Co ave at the tier of its proposed . stabLLb- 

riot in 1782 had be= oonosrnad with torn laa. 
(6) 

In 1767 it had 

axprN.. d its nish for a free trade in grain. 
(7) 

In 1814 and 1815 

psUtiom had bssi seat tram Glasgow to Lord Asciibsld Hmiltaa, L. P. 

for TanarkOirs with more than 18,000 sigatur. s against the Corn Law. 

The tea, as in Nottinghm(a) and Bindnhtp(9) (iaaluding the Tory 

p&ß) was ho tits to the corn bill of 1815. 
(10) 

The QUAer, 28 

7ebruez'9 1815 giving Voice to a 'ccMercial' viewpoint, maintained 

ti&t ülujow was wnaniaio asly opposed to the bill, and cited David 

Has to prove tb&t industry aigrated when handicapped by food prices 

and therefore b7 highMaser. It contributed to this opposition 

(5) A notable exception being X. J. Cameron, 

(6) 

(7) 

(g) 

(9) 

(10) 

I ... to consider all aattors respecting the corn-law in this 
part of the united kingdom, for the purpose of supporting the 
industrl, orr Poor ... t Hess] tc, , 92-2U . r" 39 

As the very existence of our manufactures rest@ upon cheap 
labour, we hops the same liberal system, will be extended to 
a general free trade in grain, which, besides increasing the 
navigation of this country, will secure to oor labourers, a 
steady and plentiful supply of the great necessity of lit.. 1 
jam. P. 45. 

D. Fraser, Mottinghm and the Corn Iava l Thoro, 
_jgG 

22e. , LU 
(1966), pp4 81-104. 

D. Fraser, 'Birmingham. and the Corn Laust Try. opt ffi_IS_. 
., IXXXII (1967), pp. 1-20. 

act owed foreign corn to be imported or taken out of 
band, free of duty, only when the price of Witia1 wheat 
reached 94 a quarter. 
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itself by publishing notice of all the future protest meetings, as 

well as the resolutions of the meetings which had already taken place. 

Action, however, did not stop at protest meetings$ in 1815 a mob 

stoned Kirkman Finlayto(12) house in anger at his volte-face on the 

Corn bill, causing six troops of dragoons to be sent from Hasilton 

to control the situation. 

All the components therefore, of later agitation were well in 

evidence long before 1830 let alone 1838-91 petitions, press opinion, 

public meetings. Then, as with later agitation, in particular that 

of the years 1836-8, there was a tendency to link Corn Law repeal with 

the defects in the representative systems a public mating held in 

Glasgow on 12 April 1815 had cone to the conclusion that since the 

Corn bill (a steasure so obviously, to then, not in the peoplets inter- 

ests) had been passed 'the representation of the people in parliament 

is radically defective'. 
(13) 

Till the establishment of the Association for repeal in 1833 

however, agitation was confined to imco-ordinated petitioning and 

press statements. What is interesting about the activity of this 

period is the broad social spectrum which it covered. The operat- 

ives' interest in free trade matched that of the Chamber of Coeserces 

the Unstamped contained mazy appeals for abolition, and the Declaration 

of the Trades issued in the 1832 election also favoured repeal. 

Hostility to the Corn Laus then, was not confined to one particu- 

lar section of the ccaaunity f and it was widely assumed parliaxtentary 

reform would bring sosse sort of ameliorations once the people had 

representatives they could control, the Corn Laws would be abolished,, 
(14) 

When it became obvious that the first Reformed House was not 

ping to give priority to this issuso the prass wain called for action 

11 Cowan, ODD. p. 32. 
12 M. P. for Glasgow Burghs at this time. 
13 Resolution passed at a public meeting of the inhabitants of the 

City of Glasgow 12 April 1815. Scot. Corr. R. H. 2/4/106 quoted 
in Cameron, 22-cil p. 58. 

(14) Fag ft U' 6 June 1832, 
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in the shape of associations, petitions, and mostinp. 
(15) 

Foremost 

among the press was the grgyi, under the editorship of William Weir who 

ras to became Glasgowts most praoinsnt repealer. Iapetus was given 

to the movement when Edinburgh formed a Mechanics Anti-Corn Law Assoo- 

iation on 20 November 1833, with a membership fee of 34* (1p) and ldo 

(hp) for every public meeting attended. The AIMI civic pride was 

outraged, 
(16) 

and was only assuaged by the formation of the Glasgow 

Association on 19 Dsc aber 1833. 

The Glasgow Association decreed that there should be a free 

trade in corn. Its mrobsrs, in contrast to pdinburghts, were largely 

men of substance. Its first Qawdtte consisted of Join Fleming, 

Walter Buchanan, Charles Tennant, Ale, -mder Dsnnistoun, James Wallace, 

Colin Dunlop, William Dunlop, William Weir, Hugh 3idth, William BAier, 

Jahn Whitehead and Wiilim Gray. In teams of occupation, they consisted 

of eight merchants, one jeweller, one advocate� and two who have not been 

traced. At least nine held the lranohise. 
(17) 

Of these sight 

(Buchanan, C. Dunlop, Fleming, Gray, Tarrant, Smith, Bankier, Whitehead) 

had voted for Oswald and Crawfurd in 1e32. Wallaco had voted for 

Sandford and Oswald* 
(18) 

Ton had, or were to have, affiliations with 

the Reform Association. Ctily Wallace was a amber of both the Political 

Union and the Reform Associatioa. AU were active in middle-class 

radical causa, and Alexander Dsnnistoun and Colin Dsnlop Were to 

become M. Pr. Only Wallace therefore, had sca pretensions towards 

the more 'popul, art radicalism. Alain, in contrast to Zdinburgh, 

Colin Dunlop proposed the entry fee should be £1. Peter Mackensis 

however, maintained that this was too high, and asked for 5/- (25p) 

whereupon a campri i. ss tias readied via C. J. Tennant proposing the 

entry fee should be any sum between 5/- (25p) and £1. 
(19) 

J j1'g B 21 Oat. p 21 Nov. *to,, 1633" M 
16 . 25 No v. 1833" 

other (17) xitehr 
eemma have held the franchise and not voted in 1832e 

18 1832 Poll book. 
19) &!, 19 Dec. 1833" 
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This question of the social exclusiveness of the Association 

arose once more at the meeting of 14 February 1834 when Jams Mair, 

later a prominent Chartist, proposed that the entry fee be lowered 

from 5/- (25p) to I/- (3F)" He was opposed by Dunlop and otters 

on the technicality that they could not alter a decision corns to at a 

public meeting, without prior notice. Moir insisted that such a 

reduction was necessary if the Association was to grope, and tabled 

a notion to that ettect. 
(W) 

The Association thus displayed a 

middle-class exclusiveness and consciousness. This can also be 

detected in its anxiety to ensure that repeal of the Corn Laws 

should be its sole concerns parliamentary reform was not to be 

mixed up with it. Henne, when at the public meeting of 22 February 

1834, Allau Fullerton (a member of the Reform Association) denounced 

the inadequacy of the Form Bill and emphasised the need for the 

ballot, the Lord Provost and other* ruled him out of osdar. 
(2` ) 

]Nevertheless, though the Association alight seem to be hesitant 

about including operatives in its rants, them was no doubt that it 

was both smare of, and wanted the operatives t support. Now, as 

later, it meted to create as i prossiv. an agitation as possible s 

the Merchants and Trades Houses were exhorted to met and sores 

their opinions= and it was trusted 'that the operatives would, as 

they were wont to do, exhibit their seal, and have a large public 

meeting of their own in favour of cheap broad. (Cheer, ) All the.. 

exhibitions would ohm that though Glasgow ra a, lned siisat on this 

vital subject during the first session of the Reformed Fernmast, 

that she sit see how the raprsssntatives of the people would act, 

thq were now dstraraiasd to approach the Rouse from session to session 

till the iniqudtons Corn Lays were expunged from the statute-book. 

(Cheers )t(22) 

(20) . 17 Feb. 1834. A meeting hold on l April 1B34, in loins ýýý 
accepted the r'e bzctica to 1%+ (5p) and I^ir wa added to the c: -); _: Ittee. Ibid. 3 April 12'34- 

21 mod. 24 Feb. 1834. 
?ý Davidson at public meeting on the Corn Laws, 19 Feb. 1834. 

bi 20 Feb. 1834. 
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Repeal of the Corn Laws therefore was canvassed in terms of the 

'Whole community. Nor was this merely a feature of mercantile think- 

ings the Political Union had also petitioned on this issue. 
(23) 

Similarly hand-loon weavers expressed their eagerness for Corn Um 

repeal, though they were sceptical of its chances of success. 
(24) 

In line with this body of opinion favourable to repeal, the Associa- 

tion saw its task as educating, informing and propagating the right 

views on the Corn Lr. j. It corresponded with the Central Anti-Corn 

Law Society in London. It made arrangements with tRutherglen and 

Patersonl, booksellers, for a regular supply of works on the Corn 

Laws, wit): which opinion in the agricultural districts was to be 

converted. 
(25) 

It ordered large supplies of the rnI. W , 
tia . 

and Earl Fitawillian's pamphlet Address to the Landowners of Great 

Aritala. All of which won the approval of the Arjyi, which was 

exhorting the public to back up the efforts of the Association. 
(26) 

The public responded. Monster petitions were signeds 60,000 

subscribed to the 1834 petition. James Oswald when presenting this, 

emphasised Glaagowts determination to have repeals 'Whatever differ- 

ence of opinion respecting the CorerLaw there night be in other 

parts of the kingdom, there did not exist a more general and deter- 

mined opposition to them atywhere than in the city of Glasgow -a 

city in which education was more generally diffused than in almost 

any other part. '(27) New Anti-Corn Im Societies were set up such 

as the one at Anderston on 2 September l834. 
(28) 

This sent a free 

(23) Ipyaal Reformer! g to 1 June 1833,29 Kar. 1834- 
(24) e. g. T. Malloch would like peal but I... tb4t more intelli- 

gent part, most of them 
Lhe 

hand-loom weaversJ have given up 
the thought of that from the conviction that the corn lawn 
will not be repealed till the agriculturists can find an equi- 
valent., P. P., 1634 
(556) X. Q. 2708. 

(25) The , 17 Feb. 1834 was convinced that only by including the 
support of farmers and farm labourers, could their object be 
successful. 

26 j&ß" 
27 AMDliiA, 3rd wer., Vol. Zn, 6 Mar. 1834, col. 1195. 
26 iii, 4 Sept. 1834. 
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trade petition to Dunlop on 9 February 1835.0 Corn Law repeal 

was also highlighted by the press in the election of 1835, caiidi- 

dates were to pledge themselves in favour of it. (30) Dimlopts work 

in the Anti-Corn Iaw Association -was used as -. recc iendatiou of his 

suitability to be an X. P. 
(31) 

A great free trade banquet was held 

on 20 January 1835. 
(32) 

And the Political. Union again called for 

repeal in its address presented to Daniel OtCom ll in September 1835,03) 

On 26 August 1835 another association was organised in the sub- 

urbs of Cowcaddens, ffiackquarry and $pringburn to co-operate with the 

Glasgow Anti-Corn Law Association in promoting petitions. This met- 

ing of 28 August 1837 was composed chiefly of operatives, though an 

element of class co-operation was there, in the shape of Bailie William 

Craig who had maintained that people, and not laud, should have the 

right of being represented. If this were the case, then the Corn 

Lem would soon be repealed. There was also an element of class 

consciousness: XcGavany, a hand-loom weaver, stated that labour was 

the source of all Value. Bat at the sane time he reflected the 

Straditional* concern with Improvement and self-helps high bread prices 

meant they had to work longer homes, and this deprived then of time for 

relaxation, for education purposes, and for the general improvement of 

their minds'. 

Class co-operation however was still the overriding concern, showing 

one* again that Corn Law repeal Was not thought of as an SIcclnsLVO Middle- 

class issue. Matthew Cullen, another who was to become prominent as a 

Chartist pointed out the 'absolute necessity of all classes of the 

emnunity uniting in demanding the abolition of the Corn laws* He 

wanted associations to be formed in every district and all to petition 

simultaneouslys 'He called not only upon the labouring classes, 

29 . 12 Feb. 1835. 
30 Scotts Tlý ,9 Dec. 1834. 
31 gut. 5 Jan. 1835. 
32 JW&J. 22 Jan. 1835- 
33 IAffAl 892 rs 9 Aaself. 26 Sept. 1835. 
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but upon all elasaos, to join in the effort* shopksspsrs$ teachers, 

and surgeons . as persons who had frequent opportunities of witnessing 

the distA-sss of the operative part of the population, ought to join 

inrromoting the cause in which they eins waged. t(34) 

This was merely a reiteration of the position taken by ikr. Taylor 

at the great Working-Class Meeting of 14 June 11337-(35) In Glasgow 

in 1837 t eretorep radical working-claw; opinion favoured Corn Law 

repeal and saw it as an integral part of its prograime. 
(36) mere 

ras as yet no conflict in its pr+s between the agitation for organic 

constitutional reform and that against the Corn Lain. Nor was this 

one-sideds the Qorbals association resulted from a meeting on behalf 

of the Mallot and against the Corn Imo. 
(37) 

The Glasgow Association 

willingly quitted a delegate .. ̀rca the Bridgeton Radical Association, 

and was ready to do so from axr other organisation which included 

repeal in its proge. 
(38) 

Such was to be the character of the agitation throughout 1838. 

Meetings were hold by the various associations at which the Corn Laws 

were condemned in terms of their detrimental effect on the ccm iwaity 

as a wholes all class legislation was abhorred. 
) it was a reas- 

onsd, articulate appeal designed to attract all interests was the 

price of agricultural produce is increased, the wages of manufactur- 

ing industry are depressed, and the profits of eapitzi lowered. t (40 ) 

There was as yet, no one organisation dictating a course of 

policcy. Each individual association was largely autonomous thus 

34 Matthew Cu lea, 28 Aug. 1837, $raus, º 31 Aug. 1837. 
35 See above Chap. IT. 
36 It had been one of the objects of the Partick Reform Association, 

20 Feb. 1837= the operative masons, 19 Feb. 1836 :: td also 
called for repeal. 

(37) 
;. 11 Dec. 1837. 

(38) " 19 July 1838. The Association wished to correspond with 
any such organisation. 

(39) Davidson, Abolition of Corn Laws meeting 20 Feb. 1838,3cß 
24 Feb. 1836. 

(40) From e petition adopted at a meeting in Anderston 20 Feb. 1838. =*2'1. rob* ime 
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the Bridgeton Association published its own address and divided the 

area into districts, each of which was to be the responsibility of 

a member of the association's committees, who would utilise it for 

canvassing. 
(41) The (Glasgow) Central Association took the view that 

each local association was best qualified to draw up regulations adap- 

ted to its own particular case, and only claimed the ri, 't .f fixing a 

quota to be contributed for expenses. 
(42) 

The Central Association then, was a co-ordinating bocyº, a source 

of information and advice on agitation. It received reports from 

local associations. Its members appeared at local association m04t- 

ings(43) -a similar 'missionary' activity to that of the Chartists. 

The Central Association wrote to Hume asking for an accurate list of 

M. Ps. Who had voted on Villiers' motion against the Corn Iaws, so 

that they could circulate it to every association to ensure that the 

people would know who to trust. 
(44) 

It requested the liberal papers 

to highlight a lecture to be given by the Rev. Alexander Harvey to the 
(k5) 

Working Men's Association in Glasgow on 14 June 1838. It toyed 

with the idea of 'missionaries' traversing the countryside and spread- 

ing information, but a lack of money and interest doomed this to 

failure. 
(46) 

Its members also made their voices heard in such 

places as the Town Council where Johnston proposed a petition for a 

gradual reduction of the Corn Laws. (47) 
And of course it forwarded 

petitions. 
(48) 

Therefore though Weir might feel in December 1838 that Glasgow 

had been 'napping', 
(" it had beer, remarkably active as compared with 

Manchester or Birmingham. It has been claimed that 'Birmingham had 

(41) i1 Jan., 1 Feb. 1838- 
42) I W. 15 Jan. 1838. 

(43) 
, 

d. 
(44) Scoter, 24 Feb. 1838. 
45) ß1 7 June 1838, 
46 bid. 9 APB, 7 June, 9 July, 2 Aug. 1838. 
47 , cots es, 28 July 1838. 
48 , 3rd ser., Vol. XLIII, 2 July 1839, col. 1170. 
49) ? miaue Letter Book, Vol. 1, No. 2, Weir to Prentice 24 Dec. 1838. 
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taken considerable interest in the repeal of the corn laws, .. .t 

between 1833 and 18371 but this claim rasto on a mare two meetings. 
(50) 

As for Manchester it was apparently undergoing a 1"Seven years' sleep" 

on this issuet. 
(Sl) 

Glasgow by contrast, had kept interest alive in the question 

and had endeavoured to see information was disseminated over as large 

an audisnoo as possible a 'Let brave and alightensd Glasgow speak 

again to timid and besotted Liverpool. r(52) The Anti-Corn Law nove- 

sent had had to contend with the more exciting emotional appeal of 

Chart. j. aa, and unlike the Chartists had not enjoyed visits fron national 

figures to act as fillips. The Anti-Corn Lax movement hoover, was 

aided by the absence in Glasgow of aqy clear-cut party for either 

repeal or suffrage extension. Differences among Glasgow radicals 

were more a matter of the emphasis ai: ui priority which they accorded 

to either ingredient of their radicalisa. 

This can be illustrated by Weir s observations on WU&omtaz9 

reform. He argued that the agitation for repeal would either be 

sucosssful# or would show how inadequate the fRsfor, Par11 am nt' was 

for obtaining justice, and this would causa a sufficient mumber of 

the snfrancbiaad to mite with the anenfranchiaad to force suffrage 

extension. Suffrage tension would mly be peacefully obtained 

once the public had become aware of the condition of the lower alas- 

"66. 
(53) To Weir# ropeal was a more certain wa of . sw'ing further 

parliamsatary rslorº, since by ths' dcaoino theory; one monopoly tended 

to support anothsri, and one destroyed Mould destroy snothsr. 
04) 

This period of agitation bad onc" again w4hssissd what was the 

50 ? racer, flUrminitbam and the Corn Lis' pp. 6,7. 
5]. "A. 
52 An Address to the People of England on the Corn Law. Fr the 

author of' "Corn Lou Rhyses"t, W's JjQß.; N. 3. Vol. I 
May 3,834)p. 231. 

(53j A=mio 6 Aug. 1838. 
(5 4.10 Sept. 1838. 
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nora for political relations in Glasgow - class co-operation rather 

than class conflict; moderation, rationality and self-improvement. 

Active Corn Law repealers had included men with a reputation for 

extreme radicalism, who were later to became prcninent in the 

Chartist causes Dr. Taylor, variously described as Ia cross between 

! iron's Corsair, and a gypsy king, with a lava like eloquence that 

set on fire all canbustible natter in its patht, 
(55) 

or, in the Hoffis 

Office view, "ss sierýievous a man as ax in the kingdomt# 
(56) 

was 

appointed a delegate by Hamilton Anti-Corn Law Association; 
(57) be 

had also along with Weir been a member of the conittee of the London 

Anti-Corn Law Association. 
(SB) Jobn Rodger treasurer of the Bridgeton 

Anti-Corn Lean Association had been active there=(59) he had also taken 

the chair at a Central Anti-Corn Law Association meeting* 
(60) 

Matthew 

Cullen had similarly been activee. That such sea had moo been repeal- 

ors lessened the chance that outright hostility would ensue between the 

two movements . 

It is true nevertheless that the co-operation which had marked 

the early Chartist period did not continue tmbroken. Relations be- 

tween radicals did became more strained and divergent. Divergency 

first appeared st the . sating of 29 Deceeber 18379 This had been 

called to petition for an extension of the suffrage and the ballot. 

Messrs of both the middle and wonting glasses were present. Middle- 

class representatives maintained that the Reforms Atli had failed and 

pointed out the propriety of class co-operation - in other words, the 

usual statements were being wade. 

(55) By Go J. Harney in the NSMcUtle WeeklynLc1 . supp1emt 
5 Jan. 1889 quoted in A. R. schcgan, Chirriet Chalice 
(London, 1958), P" 45. 

56 d. p. 92. 
57 15 an, 1838. 
58 26 Dec. 1836. 
59 ; 1"* 8 Feb., 22 Mar. 1838, 
60 Scots TIM. 24 Feb. 1838. 
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The split was occasioned by Bailie Johnston's claim that reform 

strength had fallen off in Lanarkshire, Rentreashire, Ayrshire and 

stirlingshire because of open voting. Dr* Taylor strongly disagreed 

with this analysisf and stated that was to became one of the classic 

charges of the Chartistst the futility of supporting the Whigs, since 

nothing was to be gained from theme 'Zn the county of Ayr the electors 

would not came forward and Brote, and the reason was, that they were 

willing to support the Ministry as long as they had any prospect of 

gaining any hing from them= but what the better, they said, have we 

been for doing so, and we will do it no longer. ' (61) As an amend- 

ment Taylor moved that they should petition for universal suffrage 

and the ballot. This was passed by a large majority. Some however, 

could not believe this, and called for a second vote which resulted 

in an even greater majority in favour of universal suffrage. Davidson 

now commented that the matter had been taken out of the hands of those 

who had called the m eting. ('2) 

Both groups seemed to be taken by surprise by this development. 

There were no premeditated plans for further action* 
(63) 

Despite 

the near revolutionary cries about civil war, made by such firebrands 

an Bsa minnt and 0 Cormor, (on 4 January 1838 at a meeting of the opera- 

tives, to consider among other matters, the Canadian business, ) Glasgow 

political life tended to continue ankh as before. The Glasgow opera- 

tive was still concerned with betrayal by the Whigs, eccnoagr in govern- 

sent, and thanking the Lord Provost for his help in allowing the meetings 
(63) 

while even the cautious Reform Association had decided some further 

reform was necessary. 
(65) 

61 Dr. J. Taylor, meting 29 Dec. 1837,3oota Time. 3 Jan. 1638. 
62 Davidson& AWA* 
63 Me Radicals, " .. had been surprised on that occasion at their 

own victory, and were quite unprepared to follow it up. The 
opposite party, who had been formerly so match indulged by the 
kindness and forbearance of the Radicals, had become sellq+ 
under defeat, and refused to take atzt part in carrying into 
effect the resolution agreed to by the meeting. ' Purdie, 
meeting in the Bazaar, 4 Jan. 1638. jj". 6 Jan. 1838. 

(6) 

, 

Meet i 
10toFebconsider 

Canadian business 4 Jan. 1838, JkU. 
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Even in the meeting with the ffirndngham Deputation held on 

10 April. 1838, which masks the official beginnings of Chartism in 

Glasgow, class co-operation Was apparent, both in the speakers at 

the meeting, who included %ailis Craig and Turner of Thrushgrovr, 

and in the caomnittss chosen. Of the eight names highlighted by 

the x, 
(66) 

six had possessed the franchise in 1832, and voted 

as follows$ four for Douglas, two for Crawfurd, five for Sandford 

and oas for Oswald. (67) Their voting behaviour therefore, was con- 

siderably lese testsblis)sent$ than that of the c aiittee of the 

Anti-Corn Law Association. Seven had been active in the Political 

Union, and five had also had connections with the Reform Association. 

In terms of occupation they consisted of two tea dealers, two manufacturers, 

one brewer, two of inert menus and one doctor. AU had been active 

in radical causes - Wallace being also a co ttee member of the Anti- 

Corn Law Association. Though of lower social standing than the caoait- 

tee of the Anti-Corn Law Association, they were certainly not of prole- 

tarian stock, and this was to show in the conclusions they reached. 

For, while Moir (himself a tea-dealer) could mWm class conscious 

statements$ 'He paus convinced, ... that the working classes had wach 

in their aim power, and that, if they ranted, they could accomplish 

auch of themselves', 
(68) 

others such as Turner desired a revival of 

the Political Unions 'Hs hold in his hand a list of its former members, 

aaozmt to 12,000. Could not 12#000 again enrol themse. i-...: in the 

S&M "US, 0? +(69) 

(66) This is the only report that gives the co®ittee, and it does not 
mention tin all. The cooittee consisted of Turner of Thrushgrove, 
Ure of Croy, Wallaces Moir, Peu die, Dr. walker, Hedderuick, Birk. yre 
etc. ArAMb 12 April 1838, 

67 Poll boos. 
(68 Moir, 10 April 1838,12 April 1838. Throughout the period 

Moir was to be one of those who more consistently uttered class 
conscious ststemsnts. 

(69) Turner, I WA* 
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A wish to return to the spirit of co-operation and unity which 

had characterised the Rstorn Sill agitation can be sein in the seat. 

hags of the next few s=ths " The Whigs were constantly being denounced 

for not casing forward and asserting the rights of the peoples this 

was an ungrateful return for the aid thq had been given in passing 

the Retoz 3M* 
(70) 

The Grand Radical Demonstration of 21 Nay 1838 provided evidence 

of a growing eeoase of frustrations tLord Melbourne and his orgmu, 

the Whig Prove had cried patience, patience, and every measure of 

reform would be conceded; their patience, however had been exhausted 

by years of waiting, and they were only at this moment as far forward 

as when the Tories were in office. '( ) not though sore of the par- 

ticipents at this Demonstration were certainly dran from the artisan 

olass than at amps of the previous meting. - appr=dmatr]y half the 

speakers did not have the vote - no new demands were made by the 

Glasgow speaker.. 

For while the BA rod nighm Delegation my have cone to the conclu- 

sinn that Corn I. repeal should be subordinated to the suffrage ques- 

tion, it was by no means certain that Glasgow had. Indeed the Corn 

Lins were still a part of the radicalst profit flags displayed 

such inscriptions as 'Fran Corn Laws and Election Bribery, 0 Lord 

Deliver Use; 'lin's Food should not be Taxed - we ask no concession 

- we deourd our Rights'; tFree Trade in Corn'; "A free trade in 

corn, let the ad]lions loud thunder - An and to the faction whose 

objectiis plunder'. 
02) This was the kind of dsdand and the kind 

of language that had characterised classic radicalism. Sm Moir 

was to ask #Now long were they to groan under the oppression of the 

Corn Dais? 9 (73) Any wnt of haxw sy bstiem asstom and sn was 
(70) C. Mackay, mssting in Brl dseton, 23 April 1898,3oota Tim. 

28 April 1938. 
71 Moir, Glasgow Radical D n. traticn 21 May 1838, d. 23 PT " 72 0la1sgoW Radical D stratlaq 
73 Moir, at above, Anno 24 14ýr 18 `. 
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regretted, 
(74) 

and the press called for the middle and working olssees 

to unit** 
(75) 

)toreover# when there was a possibility of a by-election, 
(76) 

it 

was notewort)W that the operatives chose(77) as a prospective candi- 

dates, the groll known philosophical radical, John Arthur Roebuck, 
(78) 

a man who not only had very definite idw on the working classes, 
(79) 

but also Whose political creed aas certainly not extreme. It corm 

sistod of a lack of party connedl(m, a support for suffrage exten- 

aim, the ballot iM shorter parliaments - 'These ars the essential 

creed - the symbol of liboralismt. (so) He had been the unflinching 

advocate of the Canadians and the friend of civil and religious 

liberty $ 
(81) 

qualities which would find a ready response samag radi- 

calm. And when he cs to tflugow, in aoatrast to B. aumnts 0 Cosmor 

and Attwood, he addressed the Working Non's Association on the subject 

of Colonial Iagislatioii, gave an address on general politics and talked 

of repeal of the Corn Lws. 
X02) 

H. was certainly no outright revolu- 

74 
75 
76 

(7? ) 

(78) 

(79) 

80 
81 
82 

Pordie, at above, 23 Xi 1838. 

There had been a rumour that Bsntinck was about to be elevated to 
the peerage, though this proved to be unfounded. 3jotsZUKO 
16 Jun. 1838. 

A meeting of trades delegates wrote to Roebuck via Co). Thompson 
and Shaman Crawford an 5 Jane 1838. Thp still thought in 
tern of co-operations a acaetittee of electors was to unite 
with the Universal Suffrage committee, whose secretary was 
also to write to the Reform Association to request a meeting 
and a Conference. Ildde 9,13 June 18389 

Roebuck also enjoyed the support of operatives elsewhere. In 
Bath in the 1841 General SLection, the artisans in general and 
the shomakere in particular overwhelmingly supported him. 
R. 3" Neale, Class and Ideology in the Nineteenth Century 

$y object has been through life to make the working mw as er- 
aited and eivilized a creature as I could make him. I wanted 
to place before his mind a picture of civilized life such as I 
Be* in Br Own life ... nqr household has been a civilised 
household. It has been a household in which thought, high 
and elevated ideas of literature, and grace and beautq, have 
always found everything that would reco  ad them ... I 
wanted to sake the working man like me. 1 R. $. Leader, 

A (London, 1897), p. 325 W-Pffim of P&- Hon- is 
O in Neale, yý, g , Roebuck, 18 June 183'x^, 4ante : 11 

9 23 
June 1838. 

R. KcGavin, meeting 22 June ,. 27 June 1838. 
W d. 30 June 1.838. 
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tionary and such aoderation eausid Day. Sasal to hops that the Whigs 

and radicals would again co-operate, since the Whigs wanted the 

ballot, trisniai par]. iaacºt+ý and household suffrage. 
(83 ) 

The" were signs of more wctremisn and divergence thoughe 

Taylor at a meeting for the extension of the auftrage hold on 23 July 

1838, sud attended by O'Connor, aoatendad that if revolution had been 

a good thing in 1688, then he did not see how it could be a bad thing 

in 1$38=(84) and there was dissent over the relative priorities of 

universal suffrags and Corn Law repeal.. 

This can be seen at a meeting hold to establish a regularly 

defined Universal Suffrage Association on 3 September 1836. When 

Hedderwick saw the Corn law as the cause of oppression, Moir quickly 

disagreed. He deplored any suggestion that attention should be 

chiefly directed to the Corn laws since once universal suffrage was 

obtained the repeal of the Corn Laws would follow automatioslly. He 

also ýesintained that the Refora Bill had only been secured by using 

terror, and terror was again necessary. Hnrn agreed with this, 

whilý* McGowan, a teacher, thought thepº should concentrate on one 

point at a times 
(85) 

It is important to note that though Corn I, aw agitation was 

causing trouble, as yet no definite decision had been made on this 

issue. It was still part and parcel of radioalis&. Glasgow work- 

ing stsn were not hostile to the abolition of the Corn Laws as such, 

though some of thm felt, as did others elsewhere, that political 

reform should have priority. 

The principles of the Glasgow Universal Suffrage Association(86) 

reaffirmed their belief in the dignity and worth of agent all *en by 

84 
Doc 

. 
2b, meeting 22 June 1838, , ibid. 27 Jans 1838. 

july 1838. 
85 testing 33 pt" ]838, Scotia me- 5 Sept. 1838. 
86 Hereinafter referred to as 'G. U. 3. A. t. 
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nature were equal in respect to civil and religious rights, and civil 

distinctions should be founded on public utility alone. There were 

demands for no taxation without representation, the ballot, paid M. P, 

and annual parliaments. 
() Indeed there was nothing now in this 

radicaliamý as the Address of the Radicals of Glasgow and Neighbourhood' 

showed. All the old trials, tribulations and enudes were theres 

the Irish coercion bill, the Canadian suspension bill, and the inadequacy 

of the Reform ffil1 (no mention was nude of the cotton spinners trial)* 
(88) 

The teneugy t was still the aristocracy. 
(89) 

E the end of 1838 then, the Chartists had an association which 

held regular monthly meetings. Though critical references about the 

middle classes were creeping into their analysis, 
(90 

this was still 

largely conducted in terms of the 'enesy' being the aristocracy. 
(91) 

They had played their part in the natiznal movement. They had sent 

deputies to the 'Grand Meeting of the WorkiAg Classes' at Birmingham 

on 6 August 1838. 
(92) They had approved of the objects of the 'Grand 

Metropolitan Meeting of the Working C1assest in London on 17 September 

1838 though being too busy preparing for their aim demonstration to 

send delegates. 
(93) 

They had also played a part in local politics 

favouring the denial of support to arty who were not in favour of 

universal suffrage. 
(94) 

Nor had they neglected the areas surround- 

ing Glasgow having sent delegates to these places regularly. 
(95) 

(87) Principles and Regulations of the G. U. S. A., Scota;, es. 5 Sept. 
1838. 

88) See above Chap. IV. 
89) G. U. S. A. meeting 9 Oct. 1838, Seats namb 13 Oct. 1838- 
90) "Their interests had not been looked to, in almost any instance 

by men in power, and what was worse, they were despised by 
the upper and middle classes'. Tait of Auchinearn, G. U. S. A., 
11 Dec. 1838, Wile 15 Dec. 1838. 

(91 G. U. 3. A., 13 Nov. 1838, . 17 Nov. 1838. 
(92 Purdie and Moir were the delegates, JUJ9 15 Aug. 1838- 
(93 j4d. 23 Sept. 1838, 
(94) G. US. A. 9 (ct. 1838, .:, 3 Oct. 1838. 
(95) e. g. R. McGavin, Purdie and Moir at Hamilton, , ice. 2y Sept. 1838, 
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They had not yet evolved any coasi stat policW towards Corn Law agitar- 

tion. For the M artists this had been a period of feeling their wq, 

during which they had not been cut off fron other radicals. 

When however the Anti-Corn Lou Association reconstituted itself 

on 8 January 1839, it became necessary for sach organisation again to 

attanpt to define its position with rwpaat to NO other. The usw 

Anti-ý « Lon Association dedicated itself to free trade is general, 

with repeal of the Corn Lws as its great object* Of the aast prc- 

inent m4mbors of the intorin condttoe, 
(96) 

only William Weir remained 

! rca the former organisation. Craig, Jo ton and Murray had radical 

backgrounda i Craig had often bow toad on workir.. --class platforms 

yard class oo-opsratioa. 
(97) it ras evident that this nn sssosia- 

tion wished to have a wider aha . since entry money was fixed at 1/- 

(5p)(") and even those aged under 21 could be aeabars. 
(99) 

Nevertheless such " policy of involving operatives in the actual 

association as distinct frost the agitation was awe apparent than real. 

At the Anti-Corn Law Association nesting of 4 March 1839, Robert Currie, 

a Chartist, complained that under existing circumstances, he did not 

consider that the Association were acting right, in atteapting to go 

on in their agitation without the aid of the working classest. Gillespie, 

another Chartist, was of the s&M opinion - everyone favoured repeal 

and only differed as to the means for securing this $ Me whole cao- 

aunity were interested, and should be consulted on the subject. It 

wlA not right that a tow persons on 49 who might tong an Association 

for that purpose, but the bolo bulk of the poople. t( ? 
c) At its 

vory first mostin6 an 8 Jasausr7 1839, the Anti-Corn Lai. Assoolstion 

(96) A. Johnston, Shieldhall, ch&i 7 &n; J. Mitchals W. Craig, 
J. D inlop viae chairman; A. Rast.. ie) treasurer; W. Weir, 
D. ARhirrg, joint secretaries. 

(97) e. g. meeting with operative masons 9 Dec. 18361 Radical Reform 
meeting 10 April 1838. 

9$ Meeting 8 Jan. 1839,1 9 Jan. ]8: 39. 
99 Meeting 18 Jan. 1839, U U9 23- Jan. 1639. 

(100 pid. 6 Mar. 1839" 
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had turned down a Proposal from the G. U. 9. A* for a coalition since 

... it could not coalesce with societies having other objectst. 
(1C)') 

It was now apparent that two different organisations did exist. 

Yet though the organisations might be separate, thv attitudes of their 

members were by no wane so rigidly fumed. Fach t campt was always at 

j: Afl to ew, pbasise its realisation of the necessity of the otherts 

measure but always wished the other to came over to its point of view. 

There was therefore never a consistent, unanimous policy regarding 

either cos-operation, outright hostility, or simply ignoring the other's 

existences each organisation wished to use the other, without subor- 

dinating its objects to the other. Thus at the meeting of 4 March 

W 9, p Walter Buchanan admitted he did not see any incompatibility 

between the two objects but the meting had been called for a specific 

object and the question of the extension of the suffrage could not be 

entertained# #Th4y were not to do all they could for a repeal of the 

Cora-Laws, and wanted the assistance of all classes, and if a public 

meeting was called for an extension of the suffrage, be would certainly 

attend it, but be protested against that meeting ad3dna it up with the 

present di. ovssioa', and he refused to adjourn the meeting till an hour 

when the working classes could atten4(102) 

The Repealer. wished to pro ote class co-operation, but only on 

their own tei . Thus the maintained, Mere were no separate inter- 

ests aims then - the interests of all were the save, and there ought 

to be a acacia understanding s all classes of the people advocating 

the saw thins, though in different ways, not to interfere with one 

a other. '(103) Nevertbeleas, teile they agreed that $repeal could 

only be obtained by the complete mien of all olasept, 
"") 

they were 

not prepared to countenance evening uo Ur., P to w3sure it. 
(105) Weir 

101 jý .9 Jan* 1839- 
102 Walt. r Barthanau, 4 Mar. 1839, .6 March 1839. 
103 W. Craig, Anti-Corn Lw society 3 April 1239,1, Q. 6 April 1839. 
104 Fleeing of Cl t, 

, ig, 
105 . 
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however, was prepared to work for soma asasmti of parliasaatary rstorns 

Glasgow delegates should take standing instructions to make the 

Monobester League extend their platform to embrace tree trade and take 

steps fto promote a Radical Reform of our Lsgislature, nie called nat- 

ional, and to throw thsosslvss tearlessly and frankly into any national 

n vmsots. 
(106) 

A siaüar situation existed u oogst the Chartists. Txus, 

)loins appointasnt as delegate to the National Convmtion resulted 

tr his unequivocal support for miversal suffrage as against Corn 

Law rrpeal. 
(107) 

Hut other Chartists favoured joining the Corn Law 

agitation, 
(106) 

while *am were against having anything to do with 

Corn Low repeal., since the G )rn Lamms were only tons of the matey evils 

that grind down the working classes, and that nothing but Universal 

Suffrage will rase all the peoplets grievances'*(109) 

Nor was this confnsicn over tactics Limited to different sections 

of the Chartist followings the leaders thueelves were not free from 

it. Thus John fir, who on 13 Jmvary 1839 advised having nothing 

to dowithCornLaw repeal, 
(110) 

by 5 Xarch 18j9 ras of the opinion 

... they should do nothing to irritate their feelings, as their 

intentions were the *ms, and those agitating that subject miSht, come 

to see that the Chartists were right after all. They should, however, 

give no quarter if attackedt. 
(13") 

Xoir himself was to favour this 

policy of neutrality, for a time in the hope that it would erasure even- 

t ai middle-class oo-operations To join in it is of course out of 

the question= to oppose it might give rise to feelings calculated to 

prevent the middle classes fro joining their mov wit. t 
(13-2) 

During this phase when the Chartists did intervene in repeal 

tinýý thy Maiöd till the discussic i period* lIntervaötion$ in 

106 Weirs ij . 
107 G. U. 3. A. 2 Jan. 1839, A k". 5 Jan. 1839. 
106 e. g. Grant. 31 Jan. 1839,1 Feb. 1839. 
109 J. Lrý, G. U$. A. 19 Feb. 

ýta 
P1yw. 20 Feb. 1839, 

110 t, 16 Jan. 1039. 
111 Agots T'Wis s9 Mar. 1839. 
n2 R-ol 12 eb. 1839, j, NA. 13 Feb. 1639. 
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fact took place in a spirit of rationality and almost friendliness1 

as the ots Times re ksd, the Chartists behaved with moderation 

unlike those in, for example Manchester. 
(113) 

Such was their con- 

duct at Paultonts Anti-Corn Law Lecture of 13 June 1839, though this 

may have been influenced by the tact that Paultonts private(114) viers 

were very near their owns 

. it was unjust for the middle class people to call 
upoon the working classes to go along with them for a 
repeal of the Corn Laws, while thy refused to go along 
with them for an extension of the suffrage ... he main- 
tained that the question of the Corn Laws would not unite 
the middle and working classes, for the time was fast 
approaching when the middle classes would feel the off cts 
of the Corn Laws more severely than they had yet felt. 

Uu5) 

Indeed Paultonts view that suffrage extension was necessary to 

secure repeal was to be cited by Matthew Callen at the Universal Suf- 

frage Central Committee meeting of 14 November 1839. He proposed a 

resolution sanctioning the right of the productive classes to inter- 

vene in any public meeting which did not recognise the principles of 

universal suffrage and refused to aid in the fight for the Charter. 

Others however, were not convinced of the wisdom of such a move. 

Allan thought they should not corm to any hasty decisionst 'It night 

be a step that would displease navy favourable to their views; and, 

in fact, many of their own party might be opposed to it. t W. C. 

Pattison entirely agreed. He pointed out that the views of Chartists 

concerning repeal were very mixed. Many of the working classes were 

just as favourable to repeal as to Chartism. acme trades indeed fav- 

oured repeal at the eise of the Charter, sines they could more 

easily appreciate the practical benefits of repeal. Such was the 

division of opinion that the meeting was adjourned without any decis- 

ion having been reached. 
(116) 

113 .6 Mar. 1839. 
114) i. e. he was not stating official Anti-Corn Law League policy. 
115 Psulton, mseting 13 June 1839, Soots Tiaea, 19 June 1839. 
116; U. S. Central Coraittee. 14 Nov. 1839, Scottish Patriot. 

16 Nov. 1839" 
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As late as November 1839 therefore, radicals were still confused 

and perplexed by the question of repeal of the Corn Lwss a confusion 

which was to continue throughout the perriod. In practice however, 

the 'hardliners' i. e. those in favour of intervention in other meetings(3.17) 

now began to enjoy a brief ascendancy, and a change did occur in the 

relations between the two movements. This can be seen in the terms 

of reference used in their analysis. Though the original hostility 

to the aristocracy continued, 
(ne) hostility to the Whigs or certain 

sections of the middle classes Mae now more often expressed. Through- 

out the period, hostility to the Whigs was stronger than hostility to 

the middle classes. Glasgow working men did not consistently equate 

the middle classes with the Whips, or appear consistently hostile to 

the middle classes. 

This contusion and oscillation in viewpoints can be illustrated 

by quoting three statements from one mans Thomas Gillespie, a Chartist. 

Thus on 31 January 1839 he confessed that, the liked to see the middle 

classes coming among them to instruct theaf and by this might all yet 

be friendstj(u9) in March, he grew critical of both the Whip and 

the middle classess the wished to see if the Whip, or the middle 

classes were willing to go along with the working an, or if they were 

actually so interested in getting cheap bread for the working classes 

as they pretended they weresj ) in May he denounced the Whips 

May would find that the Whigs had all along attempted to sow dissen- 

sion in their camp - the Anti-Corn Law agitation was me of the morns 

resorted to. <(l2l) Hostility therefore to a section of society other 

than the aristocracy was increasing. 

(117) 'Intervention' was not confined solely to Corn law meetings, 
e. g. Slave Emancipation meetings were also disrupted. Ibi4. 
15 Aug* 1840. 

(118) e. g. R. Malcolm jr., 7 April 1841., 3co Times, 14 April 18411 
Rodger, meeting in ? ollcross, rn3tar, 4 Sept. 1841. 

119 Q1 Feb. 1839. 
120 G. U. $. A., 5 Mar. 1839, &qots 9 Mar. 1839" 
121 G. U. S. A., 10 May 1839, UU. 15 May 1e39. 
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in 

Chartists wore to refer to the period 1839-42 as muted by two 

years of 'acrimonious feeling! () 
and the habit each class had of 

#abusing and opposing each other'. 
(123) 

This was also the period 

when relations between Chartists and Repealers were notoriously bad. 

There is no doubt that the period did in fact witness considerable 

strains. Yet even during this more strained period of late 1839-42, 

such 'hostilityt between chartists and R, epealers, and between middle 

and working-class radicals was never continuous or clear-cut, but was 

always marked by 'oscillations' and fcross currants' in viewpoints. 

This can be illustrated firstly by wu ining Chartist attitudes to 

the Anti-X: orn Lam movement (in particular by looking at their behaviour 

at meetings) $ secondly by sauuodnin the rather wider, though to some 

extent overlapping, issue of general co-operation between the classes. 

In this period, the Chartists were now no longer content to 

Qonopoliss the 'question tiaslf they actually took over the ssetings. 

Xorsovsr in so doing, they displayed self-confidence and class conscious- 

ness. This can be seen at the Repeal meeting of 21 December 1839. To 

Johnston's original resolution that the Corn Lays ought to be repealed, 

Moir had added a clause stating repeal should be acoonpsried by a reduc- 

tion in taxation to enable both the agriculturalist and the manufacturer 

to cagpete successfully with the comparatively untaxed foreign corn 

graver and also maintained the National Debt would have to be abolished, 

Johnston hawver& had no objection to the addition of this clause, 

whereupon W. C. Pattison added universal suffrage to the resolution. 

Malcolm KcFarlanei, vice president of the G. U. 9. Ao seconded this with a 

back-handed request to the Whigs to lead them as they had done befores 

(122) J. Jack at fir. A. Harvey#s Anti-Corn Law Lectures 11 Aug. 180 
. 19 Aug. 180. 

(123) J. Jack at Anti-Corn Law meting, 16 Feb. 1642 A, j, 17 Feb. 
1842. 
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'It was plain that the middle classes were actuated by selfish motives 

in the cause they were pursuing. The Chartists, however, were not 

actuated by factious motives, they wished the Whigs to go forward as 

in days of yore, and lead them on to glory and to victory. s 2 The 

Anti-Corn Law Association then left. Ross, treasurer of the G. U. 3. Ao 

took the chair, and the meeting continued in an, atmosphere of self- 

congratulation and self-confidences I... the working classes are 

determined to work out their own political salvationt. 
('25) The 

Anti-Corn law Association attempted to get its own back by trying to 

pack a further meeting on 27 December 1839 but this again resulted in 

confusion. The Chartists insisted that universal suffrage was the 

only way to repeal the Corn Laws. The chairman declared the repeal 

motion carried, he did not put the Chartist meant to the vote* 

in the confusion there were threats to put out the gas if the meeting 

did not disperse quietly. 
() 

There was however a certain sympathy with the way the Chartists 

had been treated. Even the Argus, the main organ of Corn Law repeal, 

thought that the Chartists should not be blamed sole]: I... the 

middle class is reaping the fruits of its own apat1y and self-seekingq. 
(lrr) 

This view was almost echoed by the Chartist ScotýP_triots We can 

scarcely attach any particular blas to their leaders. It is the 

great lump of middle class stupidity itself that we would castigate 

... of To the Scottish Patriot the only party who had gained anything 

from such conduct was the Tory since the breach between the Whigs and 

the Radicals had been further widened. 
( ) 

Since no one appeared to be profiting from such tactics, it was 

not surprising that a general wish for better relations should become 

(124) Repeal of the Corn Law meting 21 Dec. 1839, Scottish Patriot, 
28 Doc. 1839. 

125 Gillespie, ANA* 
126 

10; 127 23 Dec. 1839, 
128 Igot_ish Patrols 4 Jan. 1840. 
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evident. The Repealers now (11 August 1840) did not ask the 

Chartists to give up their demand for universal suffrage, but asked 

that they also join with the Repealers in demanding repeal. 
(129) 

The Chartists too, were obviously unhappy at the lack of harmon, s 

It was time, ... that a better understanding should 
take place than what, for the last two years, had ex- 
isted between the working and middle classes. It was 
time that the acrimonious feeling which existed should 
be supplanted by a spirit of reconciliation. (Cheers. ) 
The working and middle classes had much to reform, but 
so long as they continued separated as at present, 
neither party could accomplish their objects. Under 
these circumstances there was everything urging both 
classes to unite for their own interests. auch union, 
however, could never take place till the respective 
opinions of the two parties were tested by comparison, 
that their relative qualities might be seen. 

It was suggested, though not acted upon, that there should be 

a public discussion comparing the views of the Aepealers, with those 

of the Chartists, the operatives paying half the expenses. 
(l3O) 

Nevertheless in October 1840, a good-natured, though abortive, meet- 

ing took place between a deputation of the Corn Law Association and 

the executive council of the Lanarkshire U. 3. A. At this, the Char- 

tists suggested that a basis for union between the two should be 

either (a) the Durham test of household suffrage, triennial parliaments 

and the ballot, or (b) the Charter to be gained by a series of instal- 

ments. 
(131) Again agreement could not be reached. 

When however artists subsequently 'intervenedt at repeal 

meetings, they tended to ask for an extension of equal rights to all 

g repeal of the Corn Lwj(13z) and the Repealers increasingly 

stressed their aversion to class legislation and their lack of party 
(133) 

At the Chartist Convention held in Glasgow in the affiliation. 

(129) e. g. Rev. Harvey's Anti-Corn Law Lecture, 11 Aug. 1840. Sch 
wes. 19 Aug. 1840. 

130 Jack, j, 1. d. 
ý1) .7 Oct. 1840. 

(132) Meeting 22 Sept. 1841, Bam, 23 Sept. 1841. 
(1$3) ". g. Rev. Harvey, Great Aati-Corn Law Ds onstration 14,15 Jan. 

3.842, ibid. 17 Jan. 1842. 
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first week of January 1842 a motion expressing satisfaction at the 

growing process of Chartist principles among the middle clseses was 

passed in preference to OtConnorts amendment giving thanks for working- 

cla: 33 resi3tance to toppressionto(334) At this convention 3cottish 

Chartists implemented their resolution of 8 November 1841 
(135) 

and 

rejected O'Connorts Rational Petition, because, while it included 

repeal of the Irish Union, and of the Fhglish Poor haw izendment Act 

of 1834, it excluded repeal of the Corn Laws which the Scottish Char- 

tists felt might have been included. 
(136) 

This rejection caused 

O'Connor to denoiace the tWhig-Chartistst of Glasgow and to wage a 

campaign agaainst the& in the Northern 3t_a, 
_r, over the next few wean. 

( ) 

Nevertheless though the Chartists were preaching class co-operation 

with greater fervour, they were not doing so in any spirit of deference. 

They were still convinced that they would be proved right in the ends 

that to gain their object the Repsalers would be forced to join the 

Chartists and give the working classes their due representation in 

Parliament. In their view, the success of any measure 5depended on 

the working classes' since any middle-class measure could be defeated 

by a union of the aristocracy and the working classes; and similarly 

any aristocratic measure could be defeated by a union of the middle 

and working classes. The middle classes were therefore warned 

... If you denounce oar conduct - if you apply to me 
and to our exertions coarse and vulgar epithets - if 
you impute motives to us which you cannot substantiate 
and which do not actuate us - to that extent will you 
throw up a barrier between the middle and working clas- 
see, to that extent will you by your omn conduct place 
us beyond the of our acting in concert with you 
(Cheers) .. .) 

134 =. 10 Jan. 1842. 

135 &r;, 27 Nov. 1841. 
136 . 8,15,22 Jan. 1842. 
137 pid" 15,22,29 Jan. 1842 etc. 
1,38 W. C. Pattiman, mat Anti-Cora Law Demoonstration 14,15 Jan. 

1812. spy,, 17 Jan. 1642. 
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In accordance with this wish for better relations, Chartist 

'intervention' at the Young Menu Free Trade Association meeting of 

21 January 1842 took place fin a spirit of conciliation and fairness 

which was alike creditable to themselves and refreshing to others". 
(139) 

And as had happened so often before, threat from without was to pro- 

vide a further binding agent in the reconciliation between the radicals. 

At the Anti-Corn Law meeting of 16 February 1842 the Repealers had 

taken great pains to demonstrate their wish for co-operation and their 

recognition of working-class demands: Buchanan declared his readiness 

to approve any resolution intimating that an extension of the suffrage, 

or even universal suffrage was an indispensable prerequisite for Corn 

law repeal. 
(140) 

Other Repealers also spoke of the necessity of extending equal 

electoral rights to ally( 
) 

but it was the Chartist Jack who really 

explained why co-operation was making great strides forwards 

The two classes had long been in the habit of abusing 
and opposing each other, which was all very well so 
long as the government was favourable to the middle 
and opposed to the working classes; but, now that 
there was a Tory Goverrmient, opposed to both, matters 
were much altered, and if the middle classes wished 
their interests pranoted, and the working classes 
wished to get their rights, the two otst unite. (142) 

As in 1834-5 then, the threat of a Tory govercment was helping to close 

the ranks (as early as 1839 fear of Tory dominance had caused Moir to 

call for middle-class support). 
() 

This was not just a matter of idle wordst though the meeting passed 

the resolution embracing the whole Charter, yet more than two thousand people 

supported the amemDmment calling for to full, fair and free representation 

of the people in Parli, am, t'. (144) The Arrm registered approvals 'This 

139 ArEus, 24 Jan. 1842. 
140 Buchanan, Anti-Corn Law meeting 16 Feb. 1842, . 17 Feb. 1842. 
141 e. g. Cross, . 
1422 Jack, L "i. 
143 e. g. Moir, 8 PAy 1839. 
144 Ain= 17Fe. 182. 
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decision we regard, as on the whole, very satisfactory .... This 

indicates a great change for the better in reference to the Anti-Corn- 

Lam question among the artists of Glasgow. t (145) Thereafter, though 

there was still tinterventiont, as at the public meeting of 12 December 

1842 hold to consider the effects of the Corn Laws on the people, 
( ) 

it was certainly waning. The last recorded incident was on 3 May 

1843, 
(l'r'7) 

while it was still continuing in Edinburgh in i846. ' () 

The wve towards better relations on the part of the Chartists and 

Repealers therefore cannot be explained purely in terms of the waning 

of Chartism after 1842. 

IV 

Within the wider issue of general co-operation between the clas- 

ses, a close examination of the period 1839-42 shows that both sides 

made continuing attempts to co-operate. F*en those who insisted 

strongly that class co-operation did not exist, seemed nevertheless 

to feel that syapatly between the classes was desirables tEvw7 class 

but the working class had exclusive privileges ... but the National 

Debt was all that belonged to the nasses .... There was no sympat)q 

existing between the classes, it was entirely a question of pounds, 

shillings, and ponce. t(149) 

Moreover, from time to time events did help to bridge the gap. 

Thus when the question of a successor to Bentinck again arose, a call 

for co-operation was made. 
(1-50) The Directors of the Reform Associa- 

tion sent off " petition for " ccýwtation of the sentences passed on 

Frost end otbsrs. 
(1 

At the meeting of 20 January 1840 to mrnori- 

145 " 146 ^ --h =rs c&iattl. 17 Dec. 1642. 
May 1843. 

148 5 Feb. 1846. 
149 Dr. J. Taylor, 

lýt 
Radical 

i39. 
st ration 10 Juns 1839, 

150 xs tti ig 18 1clný 1839, ,, big. 19 Jens 1639. (151; 
1 Feb. 180, 

_sailljgga 
Ed" 
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ali. e Victoria on behalf of Frost, Jones and Williwn, John Rodger 

showed the Chartist eagerness for middle-class supports the called 

upon the Whig, to cage forward now, and do sane psnance for the wrongs 

they had inflicted upon the people in times past. (Cheers), For he 

would not hesitate to give even a Whig the right hand of friendship 

in such a mceeutous a tter. t(15 Attempts at co-operation else- 

where were eager]y viewed and avidly praised. 
(153) Moir attended 

the deanonstration at Leeds in January 1841 designed to secure a 

tcoalitiont between Chartists and Repealerb. At this he argued 

that unless the middle classes supported the Charter, the Tories 

would succeed. 
454) 

A meeting was held on 2 February 1= in aLwgow to hear a l. o. 

two on the Corn Laws and receive Moir's report of his mioaiaa to 

Leeds. Robert Malcolm jr. praised such attempts at union and pro- 

posed a vote of thanks to iioir, Joseph Flame, Sharman Crawford, Col. 

Thompson and J. A. Roebuck. Charles McKay objected to Hume being 

included, and proposed as an emsndasnt a vote of thanks to Moir alone. 

This proposal did not receive a sscondsr, and the original motion was 

passed almost unaniwusly - ctly seven disssnting. 
(155) 

On 7 April 18 4 Robert Kalcol& jr. delivered a lecture on 

'Class legislation, and the evils of an exclusive system of Goverlmentf 

to the Bridgeton branch of the Lanarkahire U$. A. In this he discus- 

sed the detrimental effects that the Corn Law and I*port Duties had 

on the working classes; made a plea for the Charter and the National 

Petition; appealed on behalf of the impoverished Chartists; axed 

152 John Rodger# 20 Jan. 1840, &W. 25 Jan. 1840 f153 
e. g. Arma 23 April 1840 was favourable to a meeting at 

Leicester where attempts at union were made by both sides. 
For the Leeds meeting between Chartists and Leaguers see 
, Post, 30 Jan. 1841,3cot* T, imee. 27 Jan. 
1641, §sotti 1 t, 30 Jan. 1841- 

M 1º 30 Jan. 2841. 
5 k", Fe " 18411 ass also 3co14 Times. 10 Feb. 141. 
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called on the working and middle classes to unite. These apparently 

were the sorts of sentiments that the meeting wished to hear since 

he teat down amidst the enthusiastic applause of the meeting'. A 

discussion followed, 'The only effect, however, wü.: i to make all par- 

ties better understand each others views, and acme to a unanimous 

expression of their determined hostility to the present system of 

goverrs zt. t The resulting resolution traced the peoplets grievances 

to the effects of class legislation, the maladministration of their 

affairs in Parliament and saw remedy in the Six Points. 
(156) 

From time to time the middle and working classes atten, t^d to- 

gather in meetinpi such as the meeting for the Mod asal of Ministers 

had on 17 March 1840 
(157) 

and the Chartist meeting in Tradsaton hall 

on 18 April 1840o(158) And the prass kept up a str m of ooment on 

s iinegg It is extr sly difLj. cult, if not ispossiblm, for 

either the working or middle clue to obtain atp Substantial reform, 

by peaceful and rational means* while their co=on eneeW can keep 

then dis mit. d. t (159) The 9aots Ti p cosntod with approva on 

the fact that resolutions of the Birmingham Chartist Council concern- 

ing the release of Lovett and Collins had contained no denunciation 

of the middle classess t ... we trust it betokens the downing of 

that friend]y and agreeable spirit among all classes of Reformers, 

. .. surely both out know, from past experience, that united than 

stand, divided they taU, and that their interests are so aloee1y 

e tw ned# that the one cannot suffer without the other. t(160) 
S____ ly the Glasgow Chartist press, the Scott Patriot and 

the Chartist Circular, did not advocate a consistent policy of class 

10 April 1841; see also &A@ ZUM 14 April 

157 ý.. ýprs 21 Mar. 16+0. 
25 A il 1840. 15g T, 

159 . 2? July 1839" Address of the General Convention to the 
Middle Classes of the Hire, which claimed both wanted the 
sans measures$ r&tioral reform, pest prosperity and 
happiness. 

(160) tim MWM 5 Aug* 1840" 
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hostility. The Scottish Patriot was begun on 6 July 1839 under the 

auspices of the G. U. S. A. who made their views plain in an 'Address 

of the Canvassing Committee of the Universal Suffrage Association to 

the Middle Classes, especially Shopkeepers, Victuallers, Spirit- 

dealers, and Warehousemen'. It aimed to 'fill, the need for a nat- 

ional journal advocating sound Radical principles'. 'Sound Radical 

principles' wares the Charter; reform of the Lords; abolition of 

naval and military flogging; free trade and abolition of the Corn 

Laws; eoonoW - reduction of naval and military establishments; 

direct taxation; Post Office reform; further amelioration of the 

criminal code and abolition of capital punishment; simplification of 

the civil code; abolition of the Laws of Primogeniture and Natail; 

a national system of education; purifying of social institutions 

and the application of the funds of hospitals etc* to proper uses 

e. g. relief of the poor; corporation reform; improvement of the 

monetary syste.; the right of working eon to unite and protect their 

labour while at the same time exposing the errors of trades unions 

and suggesting proper means for future improvement. (161) 

It was obviously designed to have as wide an appeal as possible 

with the admittedly iaportant *=options of the Charter and the provis- 

ion about trades unions them was little to affront a middle-class 

radical. Its subsequent issues attempted to continue this. It 

called for class co-operation, 
(162) 

assuring its readers that thous- 

ands of the middle classes were joining the agitation=(163) it quoted 

with approval from the Anti-Corn IM Circular. (164) 
printed a letter 

(161) saottish Patriot, 6 July 1839. The Edinburgh Chartists' 
counterpart the 9cß advocated a sisilar]. q wide 
programme of reform. True 3cotss<an. 12 Jan. 1839 quoted 
in Wright, oßßo pp. 78-9. 

(162) sgottia Fa=_riot. 27 July 16391 see also jW . 26 Sept. 1840, 
an article by IA Middle Class Mans urging the middle classes 
to 'soften' the working classes by kintess and strict adher- 
ence to justice. 

163 j". 3 Aug- 1839- 
164 ) AM* 4 Jan. 18$0. 
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from Archibald Prentice of the Anti-Corn Law League about the Corn 

Laws, 
(165) 

praised Tait is ? ý. agazine, 
(166) 

and had liberal helpings of 

Bentham in its colmns. 
(167) 

It did not have a consistent policy regard'-class co-operation, 

which was hardly surprising since it was the organ of the G. U. 3. Ae who 

did not thesselves have a consistent policy. It ranged from urging 

co-operation, to printing G. J. ''arneyts cries for a class war* 
(1 ) 

It ran a series about the pjM& and cons of uniting with the middle 

classes. This consisted of four articles in the shape of letters 

from two Chartists. The first favoured co-operation with t. '^ middle- 

classes if the middle classes would promise to join an agitation for 

household suffrage, the ballot and trieimial parliaments. He main- 

tained that nothing would be achieved without the middle classes; 
(l69) 

and that working men could still Bair'; ^tn their own associations de- 

voted to universal suffrage while at the same time co-operating with 

the middle classes. Such a state of affairs was doubly necessary 

since the appeal of Chartisa was not inoreasing. 
(170) 

The other writer strongly disagreed. Calling himself a tTrue 

Chartist' in contrast to the first writer wham he characterised as a 

Whig-Radical, he warned the working classes not to be duped again by 

the middle classes as they had been in 1831-2. The middle classes 

mast be forced to join with the working classes. To achieve this, 

the Chartists should back the Tories against the Whips this would 

make the middle classes see the necessity or agitating for the Charter. 

Without working men, the power or the middle classes was nothing. 
(l' 

The articles in favour of co-operation were better written, better 

argued and employed a more sophisticated style; and it is perhaps 

165) 
,. 

1 Aug. 1840. 
166) Ibi . 18 Jan. 1840. 
167 IW. e. g. 23 Nov. 1839, 
168 1 Feb. 1840. 
169 . 2 May 1840. 
170 id. 30 Kv 1840. 
171) Ibi_ 

. 16 May, 6 June 1840. 
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reasonable to suggest they is essod mors readers. 

Another debate on the propriety of middle-class union this time 

between Robert Malcolm und B rontorr. O'Brien took place in the colons 

of the fit" PLtriot. 
(l72) 

while articles by 0'Nu ll and Collins 

favouring middle-class uaioa were also printed. 
(173) 

When the 3c ttis 
_PatrIat 

itself did ca®asnt on class co-operation, 

its comments were often sensible, soderate, reasoned and articulate, 

showing a good grasp of the situations being alive both to the diffi- 

suitiis inherent in, and the desire for, co-operations 

Thq ýhe leaders of the Anti-Corn Law agitation and 
their 11k% must be perfectly aware, that there are thous- 
ands of the working classes, throughout both B gland and 
Scotland, who stand neutral, deterred an the one hand by 
the tons of the more violent Chartists, and on the other 
hand by the evident selfish motives actuating the Whigs 
at the present mament, and their shameful desertion of 
their pledges given at the last agitation of the middle 
and working classes. They malst also be aware, that if 
a junction was effected, an a proper secure basis, be- 
tween the Chartists and Corn Law Repealers, those neutral 
thousands would instantly take part in the united movement 
.... Lst the Whigs do this - let them propose a mutual 
league, the great object of which is, in the first place, to 
agitate for a rengDolitical offender. t 
secondly, a personal, or even a five-pound suffrage] and 
if the Chartists refuse this, then let the Corn law Repeal- 
ere denounce them as am madly refusing a boon, because 
ever iota of their demands are not complied with - not 
till then. And not till then will Chartists 17tk it 

endeavours to "burke" the Anti-Corn Law Meetings. 41 

The me in favour of tinter tion' in public 

vestings, seeing this as a course of action which was having positive 

reouits. 
(175) At the *am time it constantly urged the necessity of 

172 e. g. J AA* 20,27 Feb., 27 Mar., 10 April 1841- 
173 e. g. "U. 20 Feb., 27 Mar. 1841. 
174 .7 Mar. 1W- 
175) t 3o long as the Chartists of Glasgow contented themselves with 

petitioning and caoipl&inin, 6, the middle classes laughed and 
sneered at thee. A course of obstruction Was commenced, 
which, in twelve months, has put a stop to all public meet- 
inpi, the Chartists now cc and attention - another step, 
and they will SOVSU (sic) respect. f . 19 Dec. 1840. 
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improved organisation, both generally and of the Trades* (176) The 

very next week, reviewing the state of Chartism at the close of 1840, 

it urged union with the middle classes, sine no worthwhile reform 

would be secured till the classes were united. To secure such union 

it called on the Chartists to act in a tcalm and dignified' msnner. 
(177) 

Oi the whole, the 3cgttiih P 
patriot saw the role of Chartiaa an 

rather didactics 'ºWe ßhartisj% any not be producing great effects 

upon the govern rtt, but we are forming a character for the people 

which they have never before possessed - making then intelligent by 

instructions and moral by inculcating the principles of total abstin- 

ence. This is the present position of Chartiso. t(178) 

The Scottish P_tri_ot, therefore, was a fair reflection of Glasgow 

Chartist opinion on wet of the issues of the day. Like the Chartists 

themselves, it lacked consistency over the vexing questions of the 

middle-class union and Corn law repeal. Like them., it leaned more to 

moral force and the Chartism of the Lovett genus, though it did flirt 

with O'Connorism. While its last extant issue is that of 17 April 

1841, it seems to have continued till the and of 1841. The 

of 12 January 1842 ooasmeuted that the previous Saturdayts issue had 

not appeared and therefore it was deemed to have ceased publication. 

The Charti. ± Circular on the other hand, though it avoided 

attacks on personalities and had few attacks on other papers, was mors 

extreme in its aas tantary. It was published by the Universal Suffrage 

Central Gaaotttee for Scotland, and was a weekly propaganda paper which 

sold at id. (0.25}, ). It had a circulation of over 22500 in its first 

J 176) ice. 
j77) tour &: Lm ernst therefore be to disabuse the minds of the middle 

classes of the distorted ideas they have formed of Chartism. 
Never lot us go sr-begging to than to join us for Godsaks j 
but if, bps a calm and dignified course of conduct, we can 
make theme mitigate their present extrem, hostility to our 
agitation, we must be prepared to meet their advances is 
proper spirit. ' %U* 26 Dec. 1640. 

(178) 
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yearo(179) It did not go in for halt-measnr®at May f LCharrtist47 

know that partial alternatives, however much they essay benefit classes 

and clans interests, cannot be productive of good to the general bod7* 
t 

Claret legislation was abhorreds 

Class legislation has heretofore been the curse of the 
country. It has corrupted the whole government - 
poisoned the press - d. moraliisd society - prostituted 
the church - dissipated the resources of the nation - 
created monopolies - paralysed trade - ruined half its 
merchants - produced almost national bankruptcy - de- 
pressed the whole working classes, and pauperised most 
of them. Consequently, the sooner we get rid of such 
a monstrous system, it will be so such the better for 
all, except those who either live, or expect to live 
b7 Plunder. 

To achieve this and it urg. d that the tcspitolooraayt should 

units with the psopls. 
( ) 

In its first issue, it had now a lack 

of sympathy bette the two as the camas of the present misfortunes. 
(142It 

urged unity to effect the Charters( 183) and stated quite clearly 

that there dust be suffrage cKtension before there would be the 

slightest chance of Corn Law repeal. 
(]14) 

As aight be szpscted in a paper which carried a column by 

Broaterrre OtBrien, its casasnts on the aiddle class. o were far more 

hosLila than the 9c tish Patriot ist 

The middle classes are the real tyrants of society. 
Par middle clause is meant that boo of persons, whether 
great or .' '1 , who came between what is called the high- 
est authority of a state and the t mass of the 
.... Laws, in tact, to them, he middle classe 
are but instruments of aggrsndissment - means 1: 7 which 
they may extract tram the people, whether under the term 
slavery or freedas, the greatest amount oýýrQdu ction at 
the smallest possible cost to themselves. 

0 
5) 

179 MW 9ootem". 14 Dec. 18391 Cowan, oncit . p. 193. 
180 ci 

April 
5 Oct* 1839. 

18 
MO 

182 it is because the lords of the middle classes turn the power 
of the capital against the producers, and unite with the 
aristoorsc is the wholesale plunder of the people ... IhU* 28 Sept. 1839. 

183 Nov. 1839. 
184 19 Oct. 1839. 
185 j, . 16 Jan, 184. 
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But despite these demonstrations of class consciousness, its ideas 

on class were really of the older analysis, concentrating on for 

example corruption in government. There was no mention of the right 

of labour to all that it produced and the need to destroy the economic 

power of the capitalist such as can be found among the London tailors 

in 1834. (186) 

Its ties with the older analysis can also be seen in its choice 

of theroest. Zxtracts from the works of Knox, Crowell, Burns, 

Godwin, 3hellel , Cartwright and Lasermais were cos on. Many extracts 

from Bentham were also printed* 
(187) 

Another popular feature was the 

reprinting of all ffreedoa' asnifestos from the BL11 of Rights to the 

Chartist Catechism. 

Its object however was never revolutions it was quite prepared 

to tolerate monarcbby, tfor, with universal suffrage, its power to do 

evil is nugatoryt. 
(1 

Indeed it took pains to esqwbasise its tol- 

erances providing there was unanimity over the major issue of univer- 

sal suffrage# other minor points could be waived. 
( ) 

Thus the 

CMXUs& cj, rcaAr also wished for co-operation, thoaah on its own 

terms. 

Tendencies towards co-operation were further aided by the very 

Mature of ßlasgox Chartisa. Despite ttis occasional extraaist state- 

dents and the sdher noe to O'Connor by such as Moir, Glasgow Chartism 

tended more to Chartisa of the Lovett and Collins genuss it favoured 

(186) t"The real producers of wealth and knowledge" must "make thm- 
selves a distinct and separate body from those who produce 
neither, � then would "the first demands of industry be uni- 
versall, allowed or conceded. nt W. H. Oliver, The Consolidated 
Tradest Union of 1834'. $c. H. R., 2nd sere XVII (1964-5), p. 32" 

187 rtistCCircuula_r. 12,26 Oct. 1839- 
188) Ibid. 2 Mary 1840. 

(189) 'If any will join us for the one great point 4&wiversal 
suffra we will gladly receive his help, nor will we 
frighten his away by insisting that he shall agree with us 
on all other points t. jkjjL. 6 Nov. 1841. 
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*oral force, education and peaceful means to effect its ends. Not- 

withstanding their rescinding of the Calton Hill resolutions against 

pkysical force in D. ceiber 1838, 
(1v» 

Glasgow Chartists were always 

moderate in their actions. 

The Scottish delegate meeting of 11-16 August 1839 held in the 

Universalist Chapel, Glasgow, affirmed their faith in peaceful methods. 

This meting established a Central Ccnittee for Scotland which was to 

use its funds to engage lecturers; to print and circulate political 

tracts; to do everything possible to disseminate knowledge among the 

people and to organism Scotland. (191) This set the pattern for the 

futures it was continually stressed that the Charter was to be secured 

by tall legal, peaceful and constitutional teaneq. 
(192) 

Sven when apparently favouring physical force at the expense of 

moral force, as happened at the nesting of 4 November 1841 where a 

vote of confidence was passed in O'Connor, it was still emphasised that 

only peaceful, legal and constitutional means would be employed. 
(193) 

Similarly the Aj= commented of a meeting held on 27 August 1842(dur- 

ing the height of the aommercial depression)to memorialise the Queen, 

that the Chartists did not seem to have aripr desire to proceed to ex- 

trem aeasures. 
(194) 

Moderation could also be seen in the way that the Gorba]s U. S. A. 

maintained that it was willing to take household suffrage as a first 

instalment. 
(195) 

Even the Anti-Corn Law League lecturers consented 

(190) 3coten n. 8 Dec. 1838. 
(191) Scottish Patriot. 17 Aug. 1839. A total abstinence pledge was 

also taken. 
(192) U. S. Central Comittee for Scotland 22,23 Sept. 1840 - re- 

election of committee. tonicis 28 Sept. 1840. 
(193 M". 5 Wove 1841. 
(194 , 29 Aug. 1842. 
(195 W. Co Pattison, Gorbals U. S. A. 30 July 1839, Scottish Patriot. 

3 Aug. 1839. 
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on the moderation of Glasgow operatives. 
(196) 

While from the other 

side, OfConnor was impressed by the reasonableness of the middle 
classess tIn Scotland, the middle class are better men, axi always 

attend the *eetings, to judge for thernselves, and they deci. cle accord- 

ina to the arg*ments they hear, while in gftgLwmdp they decide by 

physical force and perfid)'. f (lam) 
The Chartists were even 1: repared 

to make excuses for the middle classes providing the middle classes 

showed sow signs of going along with them. Thus Rodger thanked 

those who had voted for the universal suffrage petition in the 

Town Councils 

This was pleasing at the present ties, when we saw 
such an utter want of principle among those classes 
who are superior to us in wealth. It was cheering 
to see at least some wealthy men ready to advocate the 
principles of truth] and although they might not go 
the whole length, still some excuse can be found, if 
we consider their situatiggand the circumstances Mkich 
surround tbm in socisty*Vl 9) 

This disposition towards goodwill was slain svidant in the 

respMse to approaches frca Repealers even when these were couched 

in somewhat condescending term, as was the letter of Charles Todd 

of 4 January 1640 asking for the Chartists' help in repealing the 

Corn Laws $ 

Nov, what I wean to advise you in,, i3, that as you 
agree with the other Rsfor ers in getting an alterap- 
tion in the Corn LwsI that you get up a petition 

(196) JAAM te,,, B ook, Vol. 2, No. 229. Poulton to Cobden, about 
the operatives i They are Household Suffrage am - advocating 
Universal Suffrage as an abstract recognition of the rights of 

" pl" - but Milling to make any compromise that will yto them a fair share in the representation of the 
country - some of the leaders of their unions have explicitly 
told se that the proposition of a five pound franchise, 
including lodgers - and public teachers of every description 
wý would r&127 it the whole of the operatives or Trades 

bow ".. 

(197) 9cattish Patriot, 7 Sept. 1839 abridged from Northern Star. 
See 71.9o Northern star. 12 Nov. 1842 where aiddle-class 
Chemists are amain prais"dt t0, for a few such IIiglisb 
middle-class aßen as Moir, Proudfoot, McPherson (Aberdeen), 
Ancout, and the glorious George Ross .. .I (196) Rodger, G. U. S. A. 9 Marr. 1840, Scottish Patriot, 14 liar. 1840. 
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of your own icing with a proper but determined 
resolution against the corrupt laws, and rou mar ad 

in a Corn petition ... 

KcFsdsoan, . ear tsry of the U. S. A. replied: 

Althof your letter to us does not embrace our views, 
but partially, its language is that of persuasion and 
conciliation, and on that account we hail it as an 
earnest of a better spirit on the part of the middle 
classes, than they have shown to the working classes 
since( 

. l)Refor 
Till became the lm of the land 

It is true however that the views of the secretaries of Associa- 

tions do not reroasariljº reflect those of the ajority of their m mbsrs. 
(202) 

Robert äcG v nls reply to the ease letter was certainly couched in the 

strong language of class consciousnesss 

You fear the ignorance of the working classes; but 
the real fact of the matter is, you, and almost all 
such as you, fear their knowledge and their power 
.... The fact is, the vorhing mea have iü r 
instances, in national politics, since the year 1789, 
shoes theaselves to be always in advanos of what is 
called the better class, who have, on all occasions 
shown tbees*lves to be far behind the working class 
in point of information, and yet you and thq would 
unjustly refuse better informed men the franchise 
because they do not possess a ten-pound house ... 

ýý3ý 

Yet as has been shown the existence of class consciousness did not neo- 

essarily rule out the possibilities of class co-operation. 

Nor should it be forgotten that though neither movement was aot- 

verted to the viewpoint of the other, individuals in one� could and did, 

apprsoiats the ideals of people in the other and even indicate this in 

public. At a mating of electors in the first Ward on 25 October 1841, 

199 M erlining. 
200 , gcottish Patriot, 11 Jan. 1840. 
201 Ibid. 

(202) As I. Prothero has pointed out: 'The London Working Ments Assoc- 
iation and the "People's Charter" - Debatest, P. &P., XXXVIII 
(1967), P. 172. 

(203) R. McGavin, 10 Jan. 1840, Scottish Patriot, 18 Jan. 1840. 
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Moir protested that to misunderstanding had gone abroad that the people 

of Glasgow were against a repeal of the corn laws. The reverse was the 

case, for at their last meeting, a resolution oondranatory of these laws 

was unanimously carried!; and Councillors Hastie and Whitehead (admit, - 

tedly only in their capacity as private citizens) favoured suffrage es- 

tension. 
(4) Similarly W. Co Pattison could propose a resolution at 

the Free Trade Soiree of 31 March 1842, on the necessity of publicising 

the detrimental effects of the Corn Laws and other restrictions on free 

trade, because the believed that the diffusion of sound political know- 

ledge of any kind amongst his fellow-countrymen, would forward the 

great cause of universal freedom (Applause). He was satisfied too 

from the conduct of the government in rejecting the petitions of nilllons 

of the people, that they would be all ultimately forced to demand the 

power which would enable them. to carry their measures into operation. t(205) 

While Thomas Davidson could maintain that t... the representation 

of the country should be placed on such a footing as would give to all 

classes and interests a fair share of influence as would protect the 

interests of all, securing to property its just rights, on condition 

of its performing its proper duties. '(206) 

Similar feeling was also prevalent in the public at larger while 

Robert Lang a weavers considered the primary cause of the dreadful con- 

ditions of hand-loon weavers was the lack of popular representation, 

he also considered the Corn Laws and an unsound ourrency to be axons 

the chief canses. 
(207) 

Nor did either movement possess a monopoly of one class in terns 

of its moving spirits. Thus the Chartist canittes appointed to sake 

the arrangements for OtConnorts visit in 1841 was according to the 

J205 chronicla 27 Oct. 1841. 
(205 W. C. Pattisoo, Free Trade Soiree 31 Mar. 1842, bzm4 April 1842. 
(206 Davidaw., Anti-Corn Law Association 22 Sept. 1842, ibid. 26 Sept. 

1842. 
(207) P. P., 1839, (159) xi1I, 

p. 1. 
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lor# rn 3ta", to large and respectable committee of middle and work- 

ing classes "" "tt 

All this meant that Glasgow was not divided into two totally 

irreconcilable, warring factions even during the period of greatest 

strain 1839-42. Indeed tensions within the agitation tended now to 

centre not so auch on a straight tfightt between Corn Law Repealers 

and Chartists but between rival sections of the Chartists in the shape 

of the Complete Suffrage movement willing to settle for miversal suf- 

frage and the out-and-out Chartists unwilling to settle for anything 

but the Six Points. (bce again this was a shift in basis since 

the point at issue was still the question of priorities. 

Support for the principles of the Complete Suffrage movement 

appears to have been relatively strong in Glasgowf perhaps sigaifi- 

cant]y the Bonthera star affected to ignore its wishing Chartists 

would 'let the "Naw Novo" alone in its littleness, and not bestow 

upon it nnnscessary notorietyt. 
t ) 

The Bridgeton Political Union 

was fo * ded in Msroh 1g42 on the principles of Complete Suffrsgism 

and was addressed by 9mit. i, secretary of the Glasgow branch. 

The movement also seems to harn been originally received in a spirit 

of open- mindedness t at a meeting in Bridgeton on 6 July 1642, William 

Johnson of the Complete Suffrage Co ittee maintained his readiness to 

support the Charter Assoa. atio@, and to canvass for either association, 

whichever the people decided; (2 AAd when the Complete Suffragists tried 

to extend their organisation in Gorbale, a meeting of the Aorbals Char- 

tist Club on 26 September 1842 decided to assist the Complete Suffragists 

(208) therneta, 17. Sept. 1841. At a *seting for O'Connor on 11 Oct. 
1841 a number of loaves on poles (a direct reference to the Corn 
Iss) was evident. 2Vsr 14 Oct. 1841. 

(209) etch ar, U June 1142 f similsr view . 16 July 1842 when 
it advised neither joining nor annoying the Complete Suffragists 
unless they tried to join the Corn Law Repealers. 

210 . 26 mar. 1042. 
2u) 

I WA* 
9 July 1842. 
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providing they did not slander the Chartist lenders or present their 

organisation as the better. If they did so, then the 'superior 

merits' of the Glasgow Charter Association would have to be reca lled. 
( ) 

On 26p 27 September 1842 Henry Vincent delivered lectures on 

complete 9utfragisu to large audiences in the City Hen. 
(2'3) 

A 

banquet held on 3 October 184,2 to honour Sharman Crawford and Joseph 

Sturge was attended by more than a thousand people. 
( ) 

Further- 

more, the movement had captured a number of the moving spirits frca 

both the middle and working classes such as Turner, Ure, Cross, 

Biriaoprre, W. C. Pattison, John Rodger, Rev. Harvie and Malcolm 

McFarlane, and a number from previous agitations such as Dr. 9meal 

and W. P. Paton, 
(215) 

Nevertheless it is true that relations between Complete 3uffra- 

gists and Chartists were often more than strainedt as the G. U. 3. A. 

had struck off Pattiaon frag *esrship for joining the Repealer �(216) 

so the directors of the Lanarkshire Charter Association erased Rodgerts 

and Johnatomts manse from the Calton sub-camittes because they had 

joined the Complete $uffragistsf(`17) and Robert Malcolm was hissed 

at meetings for his views. 
{ ) 

At the Complete 3uftragc me-t _Y: Z 

of 3 October 1842 the propriety of standing out for all Six Points of 

the Charter was endorsed. Moir also objected to the mode of electing 

delegates for the Birainghsm Complete Suffrage Conference maintaining 

they should be elected at public meetings, and not at separate meetings 

of the middle and working classes* 
(219) 

The meeting of 29 November 1842 to elect delegates for the Coe- 

terencel, decided to adhere to the name and principleo of the Charters 

(212) =. 5 Ilov. 1842. 

z33) Ar ru . 29 "rt" 1842. 
,6 Oct. 1842. 

215) 7 $" f8 Oct. 1842. 
216 barn ar. 26 Feb. 1842" 
217 DJA* 26 Man. 1842. 
218 j 4.5,12,26 Feb. 1842. 
219 . SiO., 6 Oct. 1842. 
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Rodger had proposed the adoption of the name Complete Suffrages to 

conciliate the middle classes and urged the propriety of union and 

moderation. The Chartists however resounding' defeated such pro- 

posals and secured their delegates' election( 
220) (the Cc*plete Su! - 

fr$gists managed to coapensate for this to sostis extent by having their 

delegates elected for other places)* 
(221) 

It is also true however, that the" was a definite body of 

Chartist opinion favouring some sort of union with the middle classes 

and that relations with Corn Law Rspealsr. had bei increasingly 

cordial after 18431 G. J. fey complained in the summer of 1643 of 

the tspsthetia state of alas t. 
(2n) 

)embers of the Complete Suffrage 

Association were reputed to be joining the Free Trade Association. 
( ) 

O'Connor himelf, after being defeated( 
) 

by Cobden in a public debate 

in August 1844 largely dropped his hostility to repealj and the Chartist 

Convention of 22 December 1845 endorsed this decision. 
(225) In February 

1844 Malcola McFarlane had given a lecture on the evils of the Cons Laws 

in a Chartist CMurch. 
(226) 

A meting in Glasgow in August 1845 decided 

to support one free trade candidate and one Complete Suffragist at the 

next election. 
( ) 

Moreover, throughout the period the Complete 

(220) jam. 1 Dec. 18421 The Conference itself (27 Dec. 1842) was a 
failure, disunion still being strong, causing the to 
lament t ... The expectations of those who believed that 
good would arise from the Complete Suffrage movement have 
thus been completely frustrated. jam. 2 Jan. 1643. 

(221) e. g. Pattison as a delegate for Ruthergieu= Mclbnan for Po2look- 
shaws and Rutherglan. Northern tar, 31 Dec. 1842. 

222 0. J. Harney, to Northern Tourt, IWA. 2 Sept. 184 3. 
223 . 15 April 164,, 3. 
224 Though he maintained that the sleeting had favoured hill, and the 

chair had given the decision against him* a,. 10 Aug. 1844. 
(225) I t" 27 Dec. 1845. 
( 226) jam. 24 Feb. 1844.. 
(227 Wright, cm-cito pp. 166-7. In Salford in 1841 Chartists had sup- 

ported the i-Corn Law representative, Brothertoa. No rp 
JUL# 10 July 1841. Nor was political co-operation with the 
middle classes unknown in Glasgows in October 1842, the elec- 
tors of the first district chose George Anderson, Chartist and 
David Bell one of the retiring ambers as candidates for the 
municipal elections. jM4.22 Oct. 1ßb. 2. 
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Suffragists and Chartists made continuing attempts to resolve their 

differences though without success. Thus in February 1844, the 

Complete Suffragists wanted as a condition of their joining with the 

Chartists, the Chartists to denounce O'Connor and the Northern Star. 

Reconciliation also broke don over the question of the Glasgow 

Chartists' approbation of hhglieh Chartists and their opposition to 

League meetings. 
( ) 

Accordingly given the amount of moderation, and the fact that 

other agitations were drawing support from Chartists (such as the 

factory movement where Allan McFadyen() and Malcolm McFarlane 

were prominent)(230) it was hardly surprising that 1848 should pass 

by relatively peacefully; despite the fears of the authorities, 
(23l) 

and despite the fact that 100,000 operatives were unemployed, and 

20,000 were on short time. (32) 

Distrubances did take place - looting and rioting - but it is 

generally agreed that this had nothing to do with the Chartists. 
(233) 

Even the Conservative press did not see the riots of 6 March 1848 

where a march of the unemployed ended in looting, as revolutionary. 
(234) 

Exandriation of the sixty-four people arrested revealed no unusual 

'desperadoes' (see Table XXI). 

(228) North2rn , 9,17 Feb. 1844. There was a similar meeting 
on 6 Dec. 1844. Arxua, 9 Dec. 1844. 

(229) McFadyen (sometimes spelt 'McFadseant) was the Secretary of the 
Ten Hours Committee. 

230) See below Chapter VI. 
231) Lad Advoocate's Ears AD58/71 Riots and Civil Disturbances. 
232 Tai s FAIn. Hag., N. S. Vol. 15, Feb. 1848, p. 143. 
233) fit would appear that the public meeting of the destitute 

unemployed was taken advantage of by a band of blackguards 
intent upon plunder, who seized upon the occasion in order 
with impunity to run riot on the property of their neigh- 

.t Saturday Pest, 11 Mar. 1848. 
(234) Courier. 7 Mar. 1848; &rald 

, 13 Mar. 1848 quoted in Scotsman, 
15 Mar. 1848: I... these disgraceful proceedings received 
neither countenance nor sympathy from the hard-working and 
industrious classes of the community. ' 
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TAKE xx1(233 ) 

Age Nationality Religion 

18 and under 14 Scottish 24 Protestant 34 
18 - 25 27 English 2 R. C. 26 
25 - 30 11 Irish 36 Unitarian 1 
30+ 12 Foreign 2 None 3 

Occupations 

Labourers 23 
Weavers 10 
Shosoakers 5 
Blacksmiths 2 
Tailors 2 
Joiners 1 
Masons 1 
Cotton Spinners 2 
Nis cellars ous 18 

Education 

Can read wsll 25 
Read with difficulty 19 
Cannot read at all 20 

38 Employed 
Unemployed 26 

Zn composition, it resembled &W tbresd riot' crowd at ax point in 

time - as the Herald , IbE&I& t3evrral of the individuals included in 

the return, there can be no doubt, became actors in the riot more by 

accident than design, and at least two of them had only come to Glasgow 

in search of eap1o am at on the day it occurred, t(236) 

Once again the most impressive theme in the proceedings were 

those of moderation and class co-operation. Statements of class con- 

flict and hostility could still be found as from Moir at a meeting on 

29 February 1848 held to congratulate France on the success of its 

revolution and to adopt resolutions is accordance with the People's 

Charter. 'Depend upon it, t he thundered, that the Russells and 

Normanby., and the others of the wktnistration who have cheated us 

of the fruits of the Reform Rill, are looking forward with fear and 

trembling to the ultimate result of all this .... '. -Till you sub- 

(235) , 13 Mar. 18 8 gnot. d in 15 Mar. 1848. 
(236) I!, ß, ß,. 
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it lcsgsr to tho rule of the rsprgsntativss of the shopooney, the 

rule of bricks and Mortar? (Noj) 9 .. saw is the t3a to agitate 

for your rights, ... where 9 .. are now the rank political i postarg 

of our tom wko ew bsforo you in forsr ti. rs - the ardant prcaoters 

of our last sock rsrolutioei, vh-l ch resulted in the Reform .U» »hsrs 

are now your fi nkisrts, your Tom Davidsonls etc.? ... (Iau4&tmr). (237) 

Thsss were strong, stirring words, but it is doubtful whither 

they found any wide ahnt in the audience. They Vers perhaps 

tors representative of 1Ioirts eccentricities than of working-class 

opinion. The, operatives thrsslves swisd to think appeals to ph? s- 

ical force would only i prass illiterstss, while they were confident 

of their own ability to discern subtleties in orator'. Taa2s when 

McDouall at a meting hold on 3 March 1848 had pointed to the build- 

tap in Monteith Row as being produced by the people, the producers 

of all wealth, Edward Friars, a power loon tenter recognised that he 

had not, in so aseyº words, advised the people to resort to physical 

force, nevertheless, 'illiterate persons sight have supposed from the 

tenor of his discourse that they rift be entitled to do so; slthol 

at the saw time he rejoined than all to be peaceable "( 
3) Thome 

it is impossible to discern the nativ" and thoughts of the tgrsat 

u washedt it is possible to say that for the leaders the ain was unity 

and class coo-operation; and ones again an organisation, The Mectoral 

Association, was to be set up to further this, since distress and dis- 

cantsnt were thought to result from aisss 1ea3. slatics. 
(239) 

Tb. Hctoral Msociatiou h Ad its first mating on 4 APA1 1844 

to prass for suffrage sxtemisioa. The office bearers a issd Chartists 

J237ý Moir, wseti ng 29 Feb. 1848 j Wit. 4 Mar. 1818. 
2% kid MMMte Ii bm AD58 79ýRiots of the Unesploysd Works" in 

Glasgow 184.8. Precognition of E. Friars. 
(239) IC3ass legislation is the monster we have to cry out against " .# 15 April 1R = Misting of inhabitants 6 Jun. 

is were deg to class legislations JIUMLUMMO 
10 Jima 1ß1i$. 
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and Complete Suffragists in equal mmbers. The meting agreed that 

all n were equal, and that evsryc s who contributed to the state 

was entitled to a voice in its regalatioas. It wanted the ballot, 

paid X. Pi., armMual parliav Mt-, and no test for a representative other 

than his moral and intellectual character. 
(240) 

Further msetinD in 

April and ) reiterated the dmand for suffrage extension, 
(241 

universal suffrage( 
) 

and eshesiaed the identity of interests t 

the protracted eutfes of the middle and working classes 

of this comtry are, in a great aessure to be attributed to the ledis» 

latitvs measures of the goverºee. nt ... . 

This identity of interest. was also aseve+ed by the working cLu- 

aN, as can be seen in the meeting of the surviving absrs of the 

Trades QOS1tte, the Reform Association# the Political Thdon and 

accredited delegates from various trades, shops, factories and dis- 

tricts, meld on 26 Myr 1848. The meting considered forming an 

association of the working classes to forward the saw peaceful. organ - 

isatian through which the Astons SM had been carried but decided 

this was unnecessary since there alrea existed the Electoral Associa- 

tion and the National Charter 4ssociatiai. 
( ) 

fts Electoral Association was certainly not an exclusive bo 

of electors as its meetings and resolutions showedt t ... this 

meeting composed of the middle and operative classes, desire* and 

will seek to obtains by the ssloywet of the most vigorous and 

peaceful agenoioss an extension of the basis of Parlisntary R. prf- 

sent&tica. t(24ß) 

Furttiermors peaceful action and sodsratioa were also advocated 

by the Chartists. At the Naticnal Cone tion in April 1848, Jams 

(240) IIsatoral Association 4 April 1,84 "j -gägero 8 Apill 1648. 
(241) Beating 18 April 1848, Ihä. 22 April 180; äW", 3rd ssr., 

Vol. EVIII, 22 )ta 180, cal. 1334, 
242 Meeting 3 Ws 1M89 L' 6 May 184$. 
243 Rattrey, . 
244 Ksstiaa 1ffli, ýjýC, 27 ýY 1Q4ý. 
245 Muting 6 duns 1848,10 duns 16dß. 
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Adams, the Clash delegate co%mse ld tim to and amoddnto action. 
(246) 

A. silo reported that he had brought 100,000 signatures for the petition, 

and that in Glasgow the aiddls classes had begun to fraternises only 

publicans had refused aid and subscriptSons. 
(2''7) 

Indeed it my be wondered wl ether the Chartists were svw capable 

of revolutionary feeling. JudgLag by their attuipts at singing at a 

meeting hwld on 17 April 1648 they were not s 

In the course of the Proceedings an ett $ was Nacre to 
sing the Xarsealaise gym, which ended in a most ludi- 
oro failure. Two am were elevated above the others 
on the Platform to strike the key-note and lead the 
great bo4r of the aar pstriots in the p rtormancel but 
there was a sad lack of French enthusiasm - the creaking 
and trawlaas voices of the leaders only tended to excite 
laughter, and, as the mss of the meeting showed no dis- 
position to join, the chairman at "angth called upcq 
leaders to cam down, and the attempt was given up. 231 

It would have oooasimed, no surprise than, ihan at the Rstozsi 

i*nqust of 5 Dsawe' 1848, Matthew Cull, n, who had progressed fron 

Corn 1&V r. p"l in t 1830a to Martian and alias ccsi litt in the 

1840s, urged both the middle and working classes t k) oo-opomte s 

He called an the am of the middle classes to co-operate 
with the working classes* He would not ask them to yield 
to those actrae opinions with which tha could not can- 
ecientiously agrees but he would ask all classes to join 
to reedy the numerous ills with which they were afflicted 
(Cheers)* He called on the class to which he belonged to 
throw aside their prejudices, that all might act together 
for the public welfare. Let all act harmoniously, and 
their Ivanaae could be redressed. This saut the object 
of the neeting. t249 

The object acaamplish©d over the following g0ars. 
(230) 

on 

2? August 1849 " public greeting us hold to sympathise with the 8vnSariams 

246 aggIgNAW 15 April 1$48. 
247 .8 April 1848. 
248 Courier quoted in 19 April 188. 
249 nv Reform Hanqý. 1848. 

,, 
9 Doc. 1818. 

250 e. g. When O'Connor we threatening to retire f rcn public life, 
W. Mackie secretary of the Calton Charter Association urged 
hin to reconsider especially in the light of the growing 
oo-opersticn bette the classes. InIbAM Star 4 Aug. 1849. 
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and memorialise Victoria on their behalf. At this class co-operation 

was evident with Jass Turner called to the chair by George Ross. 
(25' 

The movement for Parliamentary and Financial Reform oontinusd 

this co-operation. 
(252) The leadership of this movement not only 

contained moist, and Corm Law Repealer., but also contained a 

number who had been active in the agitations of the 1830s but had 

tended not to take an active part daring the 1840.. The seventy- 

eight members of the cavoittee appointed at the meeting of 26 November 

1849 contained at least 20 per cent who had been active previously. 
('2") 

This movement wanted household suffrage, the ballot, triennial 

parliaments, equal electoral districts, and the abolition of amey 

qualifications for K. Ps., Besing these as a means of gaining a more 

representative house which would reduce taxation. Py April 1852, 

the Glasgow branch of the National Reforms League had more than 1000 

working-class a bers. 
(251+) 

Another facet of this continuing co-operation was the formation 

of the Glasgow P$rliameatsiy Reform Association an 22 April 1852 

designed to act in harmony with the London Association* 
(255) 

And 

the return to the ideas and practices of the 183Os could be seen on 

30 September 1952 when Turner of Thrurhgrove again presided over a 

meeting of the Glasgow Parlimstitsrýr Reform Association� which had as 

its progra®e, household suffrage, the ballot, equal electoral districts, 

triennial parliaments and no property qualifications for )i 1. 
(256) 

Chart' on in Glasgow then had lad to no aassivw deviation from 

the tnorwlt why of ca dmating political agitation in the city. Mod- 

orations and a desire for co-operation had once Win been aarkad. As 

(251) M. 1 Sept. 1849. 
(252) Eben the Ngyt S gave support to this cove t e. g. JkU, 

13,20 Oct** Dec. 1849. 
(253) 9aturdav Poet. 1 Dec. 1849. See also meeting 12 Nov. 149, i" 

17 Nov. 1849. 
254 min r. 24 April 1852. 
255 ! W$- 
256 ULU. 2 Oct. 1852. 
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in Aberdeen, 
(257) 

the Chartists had such in common with the Anti-Corn 

Law movement. A factor possibly accounting for the moderation was the 

amount of distress prevalent at the time. Glasgow certainly saw dis- 

tress in the period 1837-48. Being however a city with a great diversity 

of industry, unlike Paisley, it had perhaps more chance of counteracting 

distress; it is porhaps significant that it wo paisley that haunted 

Sir RcL)ei' Pool 9(258) Distress appeared to be at its height in Glasgow 

not in 181#2 but in 18481 comparing 1847-8 with 1842, despite the fact 

that the population had only increased by c. 18 per cent, distress in 

some sectors had more than doubled* 
(259) 

In 1842, though it was reported 

in the Commons that 10,000 were unemployed, 
(260) 

and meetings of the 

unemployed were held on the Green, 
(261) 

efforts to relieve distress seem 

to have been reasonably successful. The GlaamQy MIls of Mortalit9 for 

1842 stated: 'It m,, therefore, be safely said that there were much 

fewer cases of unrelieved destitution in Glasgow, in 1842, than during 

any year or ordinary prooperity. 9(262) And in 1848, when destitution 

was Morse, the Chartists were quick to exonerate themselves from any 

share in the 'Bread Riots'. The class war therefore had still not 

appeared in Glalsgow. 

v 

Just because the radical movement in Glasgow had been character- 

ised by moderation throughout the period, it should not be imagined that 

(257) 3. D. McCalman, 'Chartism in Aberdeen', Scot. b. Hist. Soc. 
JMLJMg , No. 2 (1970), pp. 5-24- 

(258) '""" Paisley, a town that haunted Peel all through 1842, "" "" 
N. Gash, 

`Robert 
Peel (London, 1972), P" 358- 

(259) C. Cºer_WtrMlPart III. P. P., 1848, (565) VIII, 
29 May 1848, pp" 415-17- 

(260) Hamds 3rd ser., Vol. LIIV, 1 July 1842, col. 862. 
(2&1) 3 Feb. r 18 April 1842. 
(262) Watt, gam. p. 93.30e also Argus 18 April 1842, 'There is no 

doubt a great amount of destitution in the city; but we under- 
stand that the Relief Committee are doing everything in their 
per to relieve it, by giving work to those able to labour, 
besides providing rations of bread and soup. t 
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Glasgow's interest in Chartism and Repeal was substantially loss than 

that of other areas in Britain, or that its contribution to them was 

unimportant. It is true that after 1842# 
(263) 

Glasgow Chartism entered 

a period of decline and commentators noted the apathy there, for example 

Moir wrote to OtConnor in July 18441 

And for Scotland, as a whole, I think I may safely say 
that while Chartism may be said to have a name to live 
in it, it is just as nearly dead as may be. In respect 
to this great city, I could scarcely say with confidence 
that I know there are three hundred persons taring an 
active personal interest in the advancement of Chartism. 
I ask any impartial person i this has any appearance of 
the people being united? t 

It is true also that interest tended to be channelled into other agi- 

tations such as the factory movement and the Poor Law movement. Never- 

theless when fully examined, the amount of continuous agitation over the 

period was considerable. 

As well as the purely Glasgow U. S. A. which met weekly, Glasgow, 

tin consideration of its large population'(265) was the headquarters 

of the Central Committee for Scotland which was formed at the delegate 

conference of 14-16 August 1839. Of the fifteen members, only John 

Duncan did not come from the West of Scotland, while nine were well 

known in Glasgow radical circles. 
(266) 

This committee held monthly 

meetings. 

Dissatisfaction with this body led to the formation of the Northern 

Democratic Association on 3 December 1839, which was willing to envisage 

a measure of force being used to secure its objects. 
(267) 

Every so 

(263) Indeed as early as July 1842, Gillespie complained of the 'apathy 
and indifference of people' to a meeting in Partick. Northern 
j_tg, 6 Aug. 1842. 

(264) Ibid. 13 July 1844; see also Harney ibid. 2 Sept. 1843; above 
p. 218. 

(265) gaottish Patriot. 17 Aug. 1839- 
266) The members of the committee were W. Thoamson, T. Gillespie, 

W. Pattison, G. Ross, J. Proudfoot, D. Allan, W. Currie, 
R. Currie, K. Qilfi11sn J. Duncan, J. McGavany, A. O'Neill, 
K. Cullen, J. Moir. M. 

(267) mod. 7 Dec. 1839. 
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often the misting associations tended to dissolve and reconstitute 

theoselves wider a now reads. T us in May 1842 the Iianarkshirs U. S. A. 

became the Glaste Charter Association. (2613) 

chartisat also thrived in the neighbouring suburbs of Bridgeton, 

Tol. lcross, Calton Parkh ads An"raton, Gorbsi., P&='tick, Springburn, and 

MA 0(269) I places had female Chartist associations. In 

addition a nvmber of trades were organised in the motet, such as 

cabinet makers, upholsterers, carvers and guilder., piano makers, 

turners, plumbers, tailors, plasterers, boot and shoo makers, boiler- 

makers, dressers, twisters, dyers, Joiners, house carpenters, brick- 

layers and scans. 
(270) 

Thew trades, along with the workers in the 

Port Bahnton carpet Z&etoz7 took part in a procession in 9aptaaber 

1840 to oalsbrsto the rolgso from prison of Collins, MaDouall aM 

White* 
(271) 

alasao+r also had a Universal 3uftrsgs Electors Association whose 

chief object mw to aid the wisnfrancbised in their efforts to secure 

the Chartere(272) In the 1839 by-election however, the U. S. Electors 

Association remained neutral. 
( ) 

O'Cooor was ac-inated and seconded 

at the hustie but did not go to the roll, 
(2 

and an 24 June 1839 

Oswald . as sl. vted. In the 1841 gral election, Glasgow Chartist 

opinion use split between those like Koir(275) who believed that the 

'Whip should be destroyed whatever the cost, and this included Chartists 

supporting the Torios, and those like Malools who toondo oaod in rather 

268 Northgm sue. 28 day 1842. 
269 392&&I&h Patriot. 17 Aug* 1839. 
270 ILU. 19 Sept. 1840. A notice had been published in Sgg&tia 

Pat ot. 7 Sept. 1899 urging the aasons to support their 
coeiittee to secure their rights. 

(271) The United Labourers were also supposed to take part (Ibid. 
19 Sept* 1840) but did not do so because the priest had 
dsnowlaed the Chartists trcm the pulpit. . 26 Sept. 

272 Tiys gaotemn. 19 Oct. 1839, 
lUmma 19 June 1839. 

22774 d. 26 June 1839. 
275 Anpi&. 8 July 18+ßt. 
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unmeasured tors+(276) this proposed policy. 
(M) The outcome was 

an, agreement to lot the electors choose for themselves which course 

of action to follow. 

Along with Moir, George Mills, the son of the Lord Provost and 

the defeated radical candidate of 1836 presented himself at the hust- 

inge where they won on a show of hands. 
(278) 

Only Mills however 

proceeded to the poll where he received 335 votes, aarq of which were 

Tory. (279) 

Nor wes Chartist activity canfinsd solely to political mutters 

the Partick Chartists had an Education Club# which opened five nights 

a week between 7.45 and 9.45 p. *. This taught reading, writing, 

arithmetic, grammar and geography. To In eligible for wth. rship, 

the candidate had either to be a mbar of a U. S. A. or the child of 

such a msmbsr. 
(280) 

As far as national activity was concerned, Glasgow contributed 

to the petitions, the conferences and duals. The 1839 petition, for 

example received 90,000 signatures in Glasgow. ( 
') Attendance at 

conferences was sporadic, there being a complete break between 1842-5, 

when Duncan Sherrington was a delegate at the Land Conference in Deceaber 

1845. Glasgow had a delegate, Thomas Clark at the Chartist Convention 

beginning on 3 August 1846; 
(282) 

at the Land Conference at Snigts 

End on 7 August 1849; (283) 
and sent two delegates to the National 

( 276) Norther nap 26 June 1ß4I. 
(277) Though the report in Wilson, op. cit. p. 163 declares Moir was 

! hissed and hooted, . .. because he refused to give up his 
vote to the decision of a public meting', the Northern Star, 
26 June 1841 declares, . Mar made his appearance amid 
loted cheers .... He then defended with his usual tact 
and ability# the necessity of proving to the Whigs, that 
they, the Chartists, held the balance of power. He concluded 
amid loud cheering ... (278) ý5 July 1841. 

(2? 9 Mist of Tories, Churchmen, and Chartists, who united at the late 
Qalasgow Election and voted for James Campbell and George Mills. ' 

(280) ortheheIRJ&Mr. 26 Sept. lel, o. 
281) jj62, q d, 3rd Ser., Vol. XLVIII, 14 June 1839, col. 223. 
2821 Northern Star, 8 Aug. 1846. 
283 11 

; 11 : 1.11 Aug. 1869. 
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Convention of 3 March 1851, E 
()a 

Convention which the Qlaiaar Sant nel 

did not consider had furthered organistad Chartism in mW Mars it bel. 

ieved Chartisa had regessed since 1W. (285) 

Glasgow sent 9100 to the Frost fund. () She paid her contri- 

butioaa towards the debts of the 1849 Convention and Assembly. ( 287 ) 

She corresponded regularly with the National. Charter Association, 
(8) 

a branch of which had been formed in (X asgow in 1851(Zß9) and contrib- 

uted to it. 
(290) 

Further tribute to Maeg w's importance may be seen in the visits 

to it by , ýº prominent, Chartists. As well an visits by o tcomnor, (29i ) 

I dd taue to aaasgow on 22-24 May 1849, 
(292) 

Ernest Janes on 21 April 

184 
(293) 

and 9 October 1830; (294) &onterre OtBrien on 13 February 
(5) 

19501 Holyoake in W i$51; ä? d Thomas Cooper in the summer of 

1851 who, vhile admitting Scottish audiences were intelligent and criti- 

aal. caaplained of the Scotst conceit of their education system and the 

dreariness of the Sabbath. 
(29? ) 

Glasgow therefore had played a considerable part in Chartist 

activity l nor w" her contribution to the Anti-Corn Law norument to 

be axW less. If the Anti-Corn Lai agitation is studied exclusively 

trag the Manchester angles then it aqy asam that Glaagow'a contribution 

was limited to prc iaing aonq but never paying it. 
(298) 

It is true 

285 
286 
287 
268 
289 
290 

291 
292 
293 
294 
295 
296 
297 
2% 

12 April 1851. 
ag asntinel. 19 April 1851. 

, ah Patriots 6 Feb. 140, 
im 3tar 20 Oct. 1849" 
kg 2 Mar. 1849, ," 10 Mar. 1849. 
15 Mar. 1851. 
5 WL19 111-5-0 (a. 25)1 S July 0-10-0 (a. 5o) f i8 Oct. 
LO-0 (a. 50 )a 1851. 
g. .4 Nov. 18431 JIMMUMMo 8 Jms 1850. 
OM SUE 2 Jute 16"49" 
illy 26 April lWA. 
Wj. p 12 Oct. 1850, 
LLY 

, 2gt 16 Feb. 1850. 
7 June 1851- 

23 Aug. 1851. 
vol. 2, Nos. 232.234,235,2.244,246, 
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that the Directors of the Glasgow Association themselves complained 

of apathy in 164o"(ß) Nevertheless measured against ax place 

other than Manchester, Glasgow's contribution was by no means un- 

impressive. It covered a number of aspectst she contributed ideas; 

sent delegates to all the main conferences= petitioned and acted as 

a co-ordinating body for petitions and propaganda; held great demon- 

strations and established other organisations for the furthering of 

free trade principles such as the Young Manes Free Trade Association 

and the Operative Corn Law Association. 

Firstly ideas. It was in accordance with a suggestion from 

the Glasgow Association that the first national rally was held. Weir 

requesting a conference with the Manchester Association to hear their 

views, suggested that other local groups in Sheffield and the manufac- 

turing districts might be interested. He also sent a number of copies 

of the Amis, to be forwarded to 'popular personst in Sheffield, Leeds, 

Birmingham and Nottingham. 
( ) 

Manchester expanded this idea into 

a national conference. Glasgow sent delegates to this conference 
(301) 

and to all subsequent ones. 
(302) 

The delegates for the London meetings vere A. Johnston, W. Weir, 

C. soda, J. nullorp, W. aichanan, J. T. nnant, W- O 10 (sic), A. GrAhame(303) 

These meetini were taken up with preparing evidence to be beard at the 

Bar of the House of Ccumons. The Glasgow Association had alread/ asked 

(299) I&LMS Letter Bock. Vol. 5, No. 702 D. Murray to A. Prentice 
21 July 1840. 

(300) 'It is most desirable that the friends of tree trade throughout 
the empire should avail themselves of the opportunity afforded 
by your festival to beams acquainted with each other, in order 
that a closer and more energetic co-operation to promote their 
con interests may be ensured for the future. ' TAh UN Ltter. 
' Vol. 1, No. 31, Weir to J. Chapman. 9 Jan. 1839" 

(301) 22 Jan. 1839. A. Prentice, History 9f the Anti-Corn Lagt Iwaaue 
(London, 1653), Vol. Is p. 97- 

(302) I. ondonn4 Feb. 1839; Leagu. Y7 Har. 1839; Manchester, 13 Jan. 1840; 
Conference of Ministers of Religion 17 Aug. 1841; Landon Assoc- 
iation, 8 Feb. 1642; Ministers of Religion-3 1ý Feb. 1843. 
Prentice, ODD. Vol. I) pp. 97,107, Ms 145,235,244,305 
Vol. II; p. 23- 

(303) icots Times, 2 Feb. 1839. 
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for a copy of the resolutions adopted by the Manchester Association 

as evidence to be adduced in the House. ( Todd's firm - Todd 

and Higginbotham sent an extract of their accounts, S) showing a 

great decrease in their trade with the Zollverein, which they attribu- 

ted to German retaliation * iin t Britaints refusal to allow the 

import of Getman food. Johnston was one of the delegates to wait 

on ibo, z e. (306) 
Along with such support, Glasgow also sent petitions, 

007) 
and 

acted as a co-ordinating body for petitions from the surrowuiing areas, 
() 

and for propagandas the Anti-Corn Circular was distributed among 

books. Uere at tralla prices Im the most efficient method of getting 

then into circulation'. 
( ) 

Nevertheless it cannot be denied that interest in the question 

was not exactly keeping ßlasgow awake at night. Even the Association 

itself was forced to recognise this The Caa®ittee were still of 

opinion that there is too much apathy here to do err' good by opening 

an offica. t(310) To try to remecbº such a state of affairs, great 

demonstrations were held in 1841,1342,1843 and 1844. At the 1843 dm- 

onstration the freedom of the city was given to Cobden"(3u') The Association 

(304) 
,oe 

letter Book. Vol. 1, No. 75. David Murray to J. Chamisn, 
28 Jan. 1839. Nor did Glasgow hesitate tu criticise the Leaguers 
rules and offer suggestions, sa ,. 

Vol. 2, No. 169, Weir to 
J. B. with, 23 April 1839. 

(305) IbIde Vol. 1, No. 103. Letter from Todd and Higginbotham, 16 Feb. 
3IF39o 

(306) Scots LM P 13 Feb. 1839- 
307 ) e. g. }iansard, 3rd ser., Vol. II. III, 2 July 1838, col. 1170; Vol. 

XLVI, 12 Rar. 1839, col. 323; Vol. LVIII78,21 June 1841, cols. 
1304,1528; Vol. LX, 24 Feb. 1842, col. 1002; Vol. LXI, 15, 
17 Mar. 1842, cols. 583,722,755; Vol. LXQSI, 23 May 1842, 
col. 598; Vol. LZV, 12 Aug. 1842, col. 1305. The 1843 petition 
had 65,555 signatures. AArgn 4 May 1843. 

(3018) Anti-Corn Lc ,2 April 1840 recorded over 100 petitions 
had been received in the previous eight days from villages and 
public works via the Glasgow Association. 

(309) League Letter Book. Vol. 2, No. 169, Weir to J. B.: 3mith, 23 April 
1839" 

0 jam. Vol. 5, No. 702. D. )array to A. Prentice, 21 July 1840. 
311 Demonstration 11 Jan. 1843, Ar ui. 12 Jan. 1843. 
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always tried to set tbig Daunt such as Cordau, and Fox hauls to prooots 

interest. They established a Iousg Ott Ti.. Trade Association an 

20 January 1842 and an Operatives t Anti-Corti Law Associati,,.. -n 
ISO* 

Both of these hold asstings though it is doubtful whether they had 

any great offsot. 

M. gtings continued to be held till repeal was arant. d in 1846, 

and money ras eventually paid to the Manchester Associations oa 9 

December 3. ßt43, £2531 was subscribsdj 
)a baagwt in the City Hall 

on 10 January 18 led to 83000 being collected$(333) at a resting 

on 15 January 1846 Glasgow subscribed £20,000. 
(314) 

She also took 

part in mommy drives, e. g. having a stall at the Bazaar in Covent 

Garden Theatre on 8 Mey 1845. 
(3i5) 

This may not have anountsd to 

a great drab, but it was considerably more than happened in certain 

pz'aninsat Ei g1ish cities such as Sham nghst or Notft wOSrs the 

agitation tended to go into hibernation for far longer periods than 

happened in Glasgow. 

312 Prentice, o. "g&t. Vol. II3 p. 134" 
31.3 A". Vol* II !. i4r$. 
314 jam. Vol. II, p. 41$. 

(315 j, 4, d. Vol. II)p. 332. 



In their campaigns for political reforms, Glasgow radicals had 

shown maturity, rationality and an ability to ccapromise. They had 

sought c;, the whole moderate rather than extreme solutions. Political 

reforms however, though often bearing directly on a marts situation 

were not so obviously relevant to his everyday life as living conditions, 

wages and employment. Consequently it is worthwhile examining the 

factory movement where these more bread and butter issues were involved. 

Inquiry is all the more worthwhile since there is some controversy 

about the factory movement among historians. J. T. Ward in discussing 

the factory m, T*pnent in Scotland, 
(') 

has pointed out that most histor- 

ians have been willing to follow Warwick's leads 'Scotland offers no 

psculiar features in this respect. p(2) From Ward's investigation it 

Mould appear that agitation in Glasgow was somewhat sporadic and gffete. 
(3) 

The ineffectualness of the movement is explained by a lack of Tory sup- 

port due to the liberal domination of Scottish political life in the 

poet Reform era. 
(4) This chapter seeks to exumins such assertions 

more fully; to see where, and if at aU, the Glasgow factory movement 

differed from other places, and to describe the mair '-^racteristics 

of the agitation. 

u 

Interest in a shortening of hours was present before the birth 

(1) J. T. Ward, "The Factory Rstora Movement in Scotlandt s, H R., XLI 
(1962), pp. 100-23" 

(2) W. H. Mart, ick, Jgona&-c RLUjggNLtd JA Victorian Scot" 
(London, 1936)p P. 154, not p. 153 as Ward, Sit. p. 100 cites. 

(3) '... operatives, at, ntation continued intermittently and rather 
hopeless]y', Ward, RP--q! -t- p. 103- 

(4) mid* p. 122. 
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of an organised wº=et. 
(S) 

Daniel KcAulay (one of the lading 

spirits in the factory agitation) and John Stewart wrote to Peel on 

20 February 1830 asking for the regulation of working hours in power- 

loor factories, On the grommIs that this would ensure a fairer distri- 

bution of work. They would rather that all had soae work, than that 

sda receive high wages and others acne. To ensure this they suggested 

two courses of action. One ras the extension of Mobhousets 1825 Acts 

an Act which forbade night work between 8 p. ae and 5 a. a* and limited 

hours on Saturdays to nine ending at 4.30 p. s. During the half-hour 

for breakfast (between 6.30 and 10 &. t. ) and the hour for dinner (be- 

tween 11 an, and 3 p. a. ) work was prohibited. Mills employing work- 

ers aged tinder sixteen had to enter the nom of aa? child whoa the 

occupier thou t might be under the ace of mine in a book, together 

with the parents t ns ges. The parent had to sign a staunt that 

the child ws above the minimal ago. The .. player was thus exmpted 

from legal Proc.. dinas should the child be proved to be under ape 
(6) 

tatting this, they ragwstad a special act for Urar-loan vsarrias 

factories liaitinj labour to twelve hours p. r day including an hour 

each for breakfast and dinar. This 'would thereby operate powerfully 

in Calming the works which are now totally idle to be tut on, the hand. 

to be *ors generally employed and by that nass once more restore the 

industrious operativ, to the rank which ha ought to hold in socittyf. 
(7) 

Peel doubted whether any good would oar of this and took no action. 
(a ) 

Nsvsrthslsss the request showed a certain anovmt of aaturity, since it 

implied that the poorer operatives would be shored up at the expense of 

the richer; and represented an rbryroaia tradition of appealing to the 

(5) Robert Owen had of course advocated shorter hours in 1815. 
(6) For the full provisions of this at see x. W. ? beans, 

torYT. AiM"" (London, 1948), pp. 28-29" 
(7) 0.0.102/40 ý. 
(8) H. O. 103/6 $ 370.27 Feb. 1830. 
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legislature for shorter hours as early as 1830. At the same time, 

the Unstadped were also publicising the abuses of the system(9) and 

petitions were forwardedt on 5 July 1830 Hobhouse presented one fron 

the cotton spinners complaining of labour in the cotton factories. (10) 

There was then, an indigenous agitation already evident in Glasgow in 

the course of 18301 and this before the entry on the Fhglish scene 

of Oastler, before the publication of his celebrated letter on 

Torkshire Slavery' and before the development of large scale agitation 

in 1831. 

National agitation could be said to have started with Hobhousets 

bill in the spring of 1831. This aimed to ban children from factories 

before the e. g. of nine. Those aged between nine and eighteen were to 

work no more than eleven and a half hours a day and eight and a half 

on Saturdays, with a break of half an hour for breakfast and an hour 

for dinner, i. e. a sixty-six hour week. Night work, between the hours 

of 7 p. n. and 6 a. m. for those aged under eighteen was to be forbidden. 

If gauged simply from references to this bill in the Stamped 

press, the strength of the Glasgow novenent does appear to be half- 

hearted. For example, the Cgy printed notice of the bill but 

declined to give any editorial c', nt, 
(11) 

and the Herald did like- 

di. se. 
nedt 

When, however, the evidence frog the Unstamped is also 

taken into account, a different picture merges. The Herald to the 

TraAdvocate displayed sentiments similar both to those of Oastler 

and to those of the 1833 FLV"ry Caomission ids t... this is 

certainly worse than West India 3laveryj ... Hail ye anti-slavery 

committees petition for slavery; banish at home are ye think of it 

abroad'. 
( ) 

This was the inflammatory appeal to emotion, but there 

(9 e. g. LIAos 16 Oct., 13,27 Nov. 1830. 
10 j N. 9., Vol. UV )5 July 1830 J col. 949. 
11 isr. 1º 3 Mar. 1631. 
12 Herald. 4 Isar. 1831. 
13 Ham., 13 Nov. 1830. 
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was also the reasoned attack which maintained that factory conditions 

brought disease and left no leisure time for cultivating the mind, 
(14) 

The US13L toto. M, i nadAdvocate was not content merely to bring 

conditions to its readerst notice, it exhorted direct action (a point 

of contrast with the Stamped press)* On the emerdsent of Hobhouse's 

bill, which had been emasculated to apply only to cotton factories in 

which the working day for those aged nine to eighteen was extended to 

twelve hours and nine on Saturdays, i. e. a sixty-nine hour week, while 

night work was forbidden between the hours of 8.30 p. n. and 5 a. m., and 

machinery for enforcement ras still lacking, it counselled renewed peti- 

tioning. (15) Whether or not as a result of this, a petition was adopted 

which Hothouse agreed to preseut. 
(16) 

At this stage then, a move sent 

did exist, backed by a prase organ, 
(17) 

and able to mobilise its energies 

into petitions. This euer subssqumtly became channelled into associ&' 

bons to enforce the legislation once paas, ed. 
(18) 

Such action was completeV in line with Oastisrts advice as giver. 

in To the Working Classes of the West Ridings published in the j. 

Inte ilM of 20 October 1831. This suggested public meetings 

should be called, petitions prepared and every effort made to ensure 

that fixen supporters of a Time ffi11 were returned at elections(19) - 

preaiee1y what Glasgow attempted in th. 1832 election. The eighth 

14 
15 
16 

(17) 

1 1189 3 

Ibid" 23 April 1831" 
Imo. Supplements I, IV. 

, 
jam. Supplement III; Hansard, 3rd ser., Vol. V, 30 July 1831, 

col. 558. 
Recourse was also taken to the Stamped presse John Tait in 

Hg � ]1 Move 1831 reiterated the d, nawd for Ten Hours. 
P. P., 1832, (706) XV, Q. 5979. 
In due time call public meetings, and there plead the cause of 

the poor infant sufferers, and expose the horrors of the fac- 
tory system; then prepare petitions to par"mmt, praying 
it to interfere in the sacred cause of suffering humanity; 
and, on every election for members of parliament, use your 
influsnoe throughout the empire to prevent any man returned 
who will not distinctly and uneouivocalLv oledre himself to 
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provision of the Declaration of the Trades had handed a Ten Hour dar. (20) 

A general meeting of the operative cotton spinners of Glasgow and vic- 

inity was hold on 31 July 1832 to consider how to support candidates 

who would support a Time Bill and tothsr liberal saures t. 

7 he arguments advanced at the meeting took, as might be expected, 

the familiar forms long hours were injurious to health and morals, 

there was no leisure time to acquire knowledge= while shorter hours 

would improve the worker, ' condition and raise their value 'by limiting the 

quantity of production's James Wish maintained that if the factory sys- 

tem was as well known as West Indian slavesys more would be heard about 

Gl sgov. 
(2') 

The amount of education and the abilities of the operat- 

ives was apparent in the way XcGo n refuted the free trade opinions of 

)(cCulloch and others 'from various parliamentary documents copies of 

which he held in his hands - and concluded a speech, replete with sound 

some and true philanthropy ... t(22) 

Further lines of action were laid downs candidates were required 

to pledge that they would do everything in their power to promote a Ten 

Hour bill should the bill than pending in Parliament be defeated or 

postponed. The Trades Co ittee was to co-operate with the Political 

Union to this end. 

Speakers at this meeting included men who were to became identi- 

fied with the work of the Short Time Coi ittees James Dunn, Patrick 

McCown, Daniel McAulay, Janas Hieh, Jaw" O bb, Neil MoViaar and Abram 

Duncan. 
(23) 

It is difficult to be precise about who constituted the 

Short Time C amittee at this juncture, since 1833 is the earliest date 

for which hard evidence about its composition is available. In 1833 

20 e Press # 20 June 3.832; see above Chap. III, p. 107. 
21 Nish, meting 31 July 1832jo MU JIM 4 Aug. 1832. 
22 , ji. 

Mc0am's name sometimes appears as McGowan'. For the 
Place of the factory movement in the election, see above 
map. in. 

(23) Others taking KýaFi. pmduent 
oLýTim. s 

Wails 
4 ºýg: l 

l]'' 
t 
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the Short Time Cammdttee consisted of Thomas Steele, yarn dresser, 

James Dunn, Joseph Dore, William Ssith, Daniel Wright, Thomas Atkinson 

and James Bibb all cotton spinners, Daniel McAulay, power-loon tenter, 

Alexander Keill. er, formerly clerk to a power-loon factory, Charles 

Rattrsy, calico printer, George Donald, cotton yarn dresser., 
(24) 

Of 

these eleven men, six were active in other radical causes of the times 

McAuley and Keiner being particularly so. One (Rattray) was enfran- 

chised after 1832 and [si]ler was probably also enfranchised. Only 

McAuley and Keiller appear to have been formally affiliated to politi- 

cal organisations MoAulay to both the Political Union and the Reform 

Association, and Keiner to the Political Union. Three had connections 

with the HeMQd to tom T, raades, _ vocate. On the whole therefore, the 

Short Time Committee was not narrow in its outlook, but tended to take 

an interest in wider issues. 

Er 1832 then, Glasgow had a more than viable factory movvemant. 

This moveanent needed no fillip from England. After the Boasculation of 

Hobhousels bill in October 1831, the Glasgow aorement was prepared to 

initiate action on its own behalt to shorten working hours. They had 

planned to form combinations to limit labour to ten hours a day; cir- 

culars had been printed and were about to be distributed. 
(25) 

These 

plans were shelved when Sadler took up the factory question, and agreed 

to introduce a bill. 
(26) 

They decided to assist him rather than 

'attenpt to legislate for themselves+. (27) 
This ounce again demioastrated 

(24) P. P. ý 3upp. RRop. Part 1,15 M'lar. 1834, (167) XIX , Al p. 63 ! No. U. 
(Keiller'a name sometimes appears as 'KeilI. ). 

25 P. P., 1832, (706) ZV, Q. 6457- 
26J After the (defeats of Hobhouse, Sadler became the chief parlis; - 

msatary exponent of shorter how. His bill laid down a ten 
hour day (with eight hours on Saturdays) exclusive of meal 
times for all aged under eighteen; forbade night work (between 
7 p. m. and 6 a. m. ) for those aged under twenty-one; and banned 
children from factories before the age of nine. It also included 
a new feature - to ensure enforcement a time book was to be kept 
in every factory. 

(27) P. P. # 1832, (706) XV, Q. 6457; see also ton Abridging the Time of Labour inFactoriee. In a Letter from the Cotton Spinners of 
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the reluctance of the Glasgow opsretivs to opt for an extra-legal 

solution should a legal one present its . 
(28 

Support for Sadler was plead iss a letter sent to hiay in which 

the f Km r arrests were rsitvratsds if unrestricted capital and 

aaahinery were good in thwslws, abet vas there poverty? } forsicn 

competition would not be a problem, since superior British resources 

and facilities enabled Britain to undersell its competitors* They 

asked for a working week of tat bourn for five days and sr hours 

on Saturdays .TW also seat an Address to the Cotton Spinners of 

the United Kisgdcm telling them to read the above letter and support 

Sadler. 

The va in which S&W wo to be suplmwted ras cl arly laid 

dI 

. .. and not only forward delegates to watch over and 
attend the Caadttee, but furnish th with every nec- 
essary doo neat, fact, or argmmeut j and also endeavour 
to engage the good offices of such of our extlcyers as 
have sufficiently liberal and enlarged view of the. 
own and the interests of tb, ß. r worlaýra, and the ultimate 
good of society at large. ") We the nor* particularly 
urge the propriety of sending delegates from every quar- 
ter, their presence being absolutely necessary in meting 
face to lace those who may offer op"ition, or by insid- 
uoce atarepr sentation entirely frustrate the measure. 
Every district or trade interested in rsducing their 
labour ought to &train every ' to have delegates 
wmeiaed before the Ccýa'lttee" 

This was signed an behalt of the cotton spinners by John Nibblack, 

Patrick HcOwm, James Damn, iwchlin MoQusrri., Peter Hackett, Robert 

Cxsif cd, Jars hieb. (31) 

(28) ... perhaps the Magslittiy of combining groat bodies of sea, 
comprising various branches of trade, with a view to legislate 
for t1was+1ves on a swag sufficiently xtsasivvs - the more 
readily induces us to suspend the proceedings which wer. in 
progress SIMON ourselves to abridge labour, and await the 
issue of your endeavours in Parliament, ... t On Abridging 
the 211049 .. t 

(29) They did not therefore look on the Esstors with unrelenting 
hostility, cORvthced they were inevitable and implacable 

ton Abridging the Ties .. t 
313 Not )icNish as Ward, ZR� . p. 10'? states. 
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In line with their own advice, the Glasgow Short Time Camtittee 

had collected evidence. Ts had endeavoured to ascertain how matW 

people were engaged is cotton production. 
(32) They had studied the 

effects of working conditions on factory children, 
(33) 

and on adults 

using ao qae of 1600 gene(34) They realised they might be open to 

the charge of msrspreý3enting the situation and had therefore canvassed 

the views of the masters. They had done so bV appointing two man to 

call on the masters (the masters having been previously warned that 

such a visit was to take place). The result of this inquiry was 

held to be that the n asters with one or two exceptions were favourable 

to the measure, but would not promise to support it. Indeed one mas- 

ter told then that he would inform them when a meeting of the rioters 

was called, so that they could attend Al while he himself would sup- 

port the measure at that meeting. 
(35) The fact that masters had pet- 

itioned against the ssasnrs, 
(36) 

was glossed over W maintaining these 

men must have belonged to paver-loaf sills. 
(37) 

The mov . snt then had spokesmen vho were able to articulate det- 

init. grievances, which they had ascertained through the collection of 

evidence made by candttees " Moreover the evidence was not confined 

to operatives but also enconpused the aasteret views. More than that 

it drew on men with knowledge of condition. in France; this enabled it 

to answer the charge that a reduction of hours would an that foreign 

competition would ruin the British markst. 

As sau before the Sadler Cai iittee Jews MoNish and William 

Smith were chosen. Their agmses wer. paid by the Short Tier Camittse. 
(38) 

1 P. P., 7-832, (706) XV, Q. 6273. W 
'It is Eº aim opinion, and I have heard it expressed by those who 

luve paid attention to the subject in our comittees, that there 
are two yea"t difference between the appearance and growth of 
a factory child, and of a child not eaployed in a factory. 

. Q. 6344. 
34 jj. Q. 6348. 
35 , "" Q. 6385. 

y 36 HM , 3rd sere ; Vol. Y, 7 Mar. 1832 2 col. 1223; Vol. XI, 
Lis fir. 1832) col. 242. 

37) p"P., 1832,4706) XV, Q. 6387. 
P. p., 18339 (450) fl, Part I, Al, p. 83. 
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McNish and Smith painted a picture of reasoned logical agitation on 

behalf of a measure that could only do good. 
(39) According to Kcllish, 

agitation had been brought to a head by the realisation that the slave 

population was protected, 
(40) 

and in a such superior material statef 

that the chance of an education was being lost (and education was of 

course revered: I... I an greatly afraid that the tame that Scotland 

has hitherto got for education, will fast died nigh, it this factory 

system continues unregulated .. . 1)1(e)nd that the operativest 

property which consisted aizost solely of their labour was unprotected. 
42) 

At the same tigre to give point to their argtaante and show the 

necessity of parliamentary intervention, 9oith revealed the textremistt 

side of the movements TIt that evil is not suddenly checked, I sE auch 

afraid that the Parliesnt of this country will soon be called upon to 

legislate for a people tenfold more dangerous in their habitat and ig- 

norant in their minds than the present. t (43) The threat of legislat- 

ing for themselves was also voiced: t... if tope longer neglected, 

they will have no alternative but to legislate for themselves, the 

evils of which will be very hurtful to the country at large. t( ) 

Thome redress was still effected to cams via Farbau nt. 
(4 ) 

As far as the actual agitation for 3sddlerts bill was concerned, 

Qertings were held where again this question of self-legislation was 

raised=(46) potitioos both for and against the measure were presented(47) 

(39) e. g. MaNish maintained that they did not work so voll is long 
hours; education was being sever. 3y hampered; the system was 
bad aoral], T; and there was no danger of ccopetition fron France 
or the U. S. A. ; bdth similarly maintained that the hours under 
Hobh use's Act were too long for children, that proportionately 
sore work was done in ten hours than in twelve, that they did 
not work so well in the last hour, and that a reduction in hours 
would not endanger foreign trade. P. P., 1832, (706) XV, Q. 6029- 
30, &76,60969 6352-6364., 6388,6408,643J,. 

40 cf. Smith, . Q. 6234. 
41 Ibid. W. 60 . 
42 J. MoNish, I, jj . Q. 6457. 
43 W. s ith# JWA* 4.6232. 

45 Q. 6236. 
46 e. g. P. P., 1633, (450) U, Al, P" 103, A2, p. 58" 
47 Hº 3rd sir., Vo . 1; 28 Feb. 1832, Y ool. 894; 7 Kar. 1$32, 

col. 1221; Vol. 2 16 April 18325 col. 4951 against the bills 
Vol. Y; 7 Uar. 1832) col. 1223. 
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(including one containing 30,000 signatures for the measure)j( 
) 

and 

the factory question was incorporated in the general celebrations at 

the triiaph of Parliesrsntary Reform. Factory children joined the 

Procession of 28 September 1832 carrying a flag 'nine feet kor twelve, 

the grgMI of it was white, and an either side was a full lsWIh 

portrait of Mr. 9AMQ 2. - He was represented as holding the Ten Hour 

Bill in his Ile hand, and his t hand matted on the head of a 

Factory Child, who had nothing on but his shirt and trousers - his 

shirt sleeves being tucked up for his Mork. His appearance ras 

sickly and emaociated (sic), and the little fellow seemed to have 

his eyes fixed upon the Ten Hours' Bill$ with much delight. The 

motto above the 
,M was - 'tir. Sadler, the champion of the Factory 

Children", - and below it ras written - "The Man of Feeling" - and the 

lettersworegg&2. 
�t} 

GOLD ... t (49) All of which was good motive 

Propaganda design" to bring he the factory question to as Wide a 

range of people as possible. 

The factory syeten was siazflarly put in a wider setting by the 

Radical Reformetat Gazette. In November 1832 it concluded that, be- 

cause of the other existing evils, the operatives arost ask for regula- 

tion and deprecated hoes Oswaldte refusal(50) to evpport this s 

If there were no corn isis, no tithes, no land tax, no 
swindling paper coons , no bounties, no law of primogo ni- 
turo, nor of entail, if none of these things existed, 
then we should denounce all legislative interference to 
protect labour, as partial and unjust. But when the 
very contrary of this is the asset and all property is 
protected except labour9 and every other interest is 
encouraged bpº legislative enactments save that of the 
labours ... who ... would till maintain that the 
factory bill is unasked for. t51) 

19 P. P., 1832, (706) ZV, Q. 6460. 
(49) TheBritiah I&bcursr1M P"ota for and Facto, } Child's Frisad. 12 

Oct* 1632. 
(50) Oswald moved an amend ent that the period of labour should not be 

limited as proposed tV the bill to nine hours an Saturdays. It 
should be left to employers to make it twelve as on other days, 
if they so *bass* This was agreed to at that time. 
3rd ser., Vol. U 19 Aug. 1832 ý col. 452" Oswald never bi 
a supporter of shorter hours. 

(51) .. 17 Nov. 1832. 
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By the ad of 2ß, 32 thong when 3 41. r was no longer in Parliament 

to pioneer his legislation Glasgow had shown that it was taking a real 

and important interest in the factory question. It had used all the 

means at its disposal - meetings, petitions, addresses - to erasure 

that the cause would be heard. It had tried, albeit unsuccessfully, 

to secure M. Ps. friendly to the cause, and had used air other agita- 

tion of the time (such as that over the Reform am) as a means of 

publicising its grievances. It kept in touch with English develop- 

amts, following and adapting where necessary Oastlerts proposals. 

Despite the loss of Sadler, the operatives had no doubt that his bill 

was necessary to protect roriaes'(52) and were ready to continue the 

agitation. 

Sore idea of the degree of ccitirºt to the factory motet 
can be gleaned fras an examination of the evidence collected by the 

1833 ftctou C'I jton. This revealed 46.5 per cent of those giv- 

ing evidence were in favour of shorter hours (53) 47.7 per cent were 

'neutral' and 3.3 per pent were against. 
04) Support was extensive s 

the 46.3 per cent in favour probably underestimates the degree of 

support, since the 47.7 per cent classed as (neutrals were not always 

expressing 'indifferenoet. Har merely confined their evidence to 

the effect the work had on their health. Such evidence is all the 

more i sive when it is realised that it did not con, solely from 

operatives. Thirty-throe people from the managerial aide (e. g. fore- 

men, meters, omnagoreg proprietors )# five surgeons, nine teachers, 

three ministers of religion, one polio* superintendent and three hand- 

loam weavers also expressed their opinions with the following results 
(Tables = and MIT). 

52 0.9. MoAul&y, 29 Dec. 1832. 
(s, Twenty-six per cantot t group did make the proviso that they 

only favoured shorter hours, if wages were not corresponding]y 
cut. 

(54) This does not add up to 100 per cent, since there were 2.5 per 
cent who either did not think e reduction of hours would be 
desired if wes Salle or Mid not know'. 
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In Favour - 44.5;; = 
tNautral' - 38.9% 
Against - 16.6% 
Total - 100$ 

the some data broken down by occupation in % 

Occupation For Neutral Against 

Xsnaasrial 33 39.5 27.5 
Surgeon 100 0 0 
Teacher 78 22 0 
Minister 33 67 0 
Hand-Loos Weaver 0 100 0 
Policeman 0 100 0 

What is most impressive is that only 27.5 per cent of the mana- 

serial category expressed definite hostility to the idea of shorter 

hours. The Co mission itself had not expected manufacturers to be 

originating schema for curtailing labour, but significantly even 

here, as the Commissioners noted, a lack of outright hostility can be 

seen$ 

... it is only by a reference to their finanufacturer, % 
incidental admissions or suggestions, as contained in 
some of these Answers, that the practicability and exped- 
iency of a separation of infant from adult labour, in 
point of duration, may be inferred as collected. But 
the a4missions and suggestions to that effect, proceeding 
as they do from manufacturers who possess extensive prac- 
tical experience, and whose i®ediate interest is rather 
opposed than favourable to the change in question, must 
be considered as outweighing the objections which, where 
they do not simply assert absolute impracticability, 
resolve themselves into considerations of inconvenience 
and expense to the manufacturer, and of reduced ýs 
for the younger children of the operatives .. .ý5 

(55) P. P., 3npp. Rep. Part I, 15 Mar. 1834, (167) 111, P" 3. 
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Thus Thomas Bain, manager of Lanoefield Spinnring Co. hoped 

it work would be prohibited; 
(-56) Andrew Monach of Andrew Monachts 

(Cotton Spinning) favoured no work for children under the age of twelve; (57) 

Alexander Arthur, manager of Messrs. Dougal MacPhail and Co. favoured 

increasing the time for breakfast and dinner from three-quarters of 

an hour to an hour; George Xaclerc , manager of Messrs. James 

Oswald & Co. adduced a witness strongly in favour of the movement. 
(59) 

On the whole then, there was a definite body of opinion, not confined 

to operatives, who were favourable to shorter hours. 

Consequently in the winter of 1832-3 the movement continued their 

local campaign and encouraged the national movement. 
( ) Locally the 

campaign ran an the traditional lines of meetings and petitions. At 

a meeting on 5 February 1833 in Portland Street, the newly formed 

Women's Power-Doom Association 
(61) 

pledged their support*( 
62) (Factory 

agitation therefore was not merely the prerogative of men but covered 

56 P. P., X33, (430) 14 A2 (60), p. 58. 
(57) j3LUe A2 (61)'p. 59" 
45g d. Al, XL, p. 75" 
(59 He adduced John Arthur who had petitioned for the Ten Hour bill, 

and who would rather work for ten hours even if it leant less 
wages. He was also a member of the Cotton Spinnerst Associa- 
tion and believed that working in cotton mills weakened chil- 
dren, since the faoily of a mill worker always had an unhealtW 
'feeble appearance'. . Al, XLII, p. 82. 
Of course the other side ., a: s also representeds William Kclill 
was adduced, maintaining that he would want the same wages for 
shorter hours, otherwise he was unfavourable. Similarly 
Thomas Scott, manager of Henry Monteith & Co. knew nothing of 
Hobhouse13 1831 Act, and though the mill did work a sixty-nine 
hour week, he had never been ordered to keep a time book accord- 
ing to the terms of Hobhousete Act. Imo. Al, XL II, L, pp. 86, 
95. 

(60)? )inutes, Resolutions etc* etc. A Meeting of Delegates from the 
Committees of the Manufacturing Districts, established for the 
furtherance and support of Mr. Sadler's Factoriest Regulation 
Bills Bradford Fri. 11 Jan. 1833.1 London Uni. Oastlsr W 
t ie Factor4 Movement 1630-3. Glasgow was represented by letter mow.   ýwrrýw 

at this conference. . ACV. 
(61) The Association was formed from a meeting of 1000 female delegates 

from works in Glasgow and an eighteen mile radius of it, for 
their witual protection against the encroachment of tyrannical 
overseers, rrnd the reduction of naste"t.. It had a secretary, 
treasurer and eceaittee of twelve nastliiated for one month as a 
provisional goverrmtent. The weekly subscription was id. (0.25p)" 
Sick PAY and unemployment benefits were envisaged. Arc= 
22 Feb. 1833- 

(62) r, 9 Feb. 1833. 
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the whole industry. ) As this body claimed to represent 12,498 power 

loo s& 
(63) 

it was clearly not negligible -a fact which the British 

Iah is Protector and Factory Child's Friend an reciatedt 'The 

feaales employed in factories there AasgoM%, have associated thee- 

selves. Let this be done everywhere and the battle ends. t(64) 

On 20 February 1833 a meeting on the factory system was held at 

which most of the Short Time Co  dttee spoke. The speakers made the 

now' traditional' case for la ; illative interference, though of course 

this Intervention should not cover free agents - adults - but only 

children. The children's plight was compared with that of the West 

Indian slave and the clergy were urged to intervene. It was pointed 

out that America could not compete, therefore trade would not be 

ruined. Once again there was an elment of self-help or militancy 

- Alexander Campbell announced that his trade - the joiners and house 

carpenters had resolved to work no more than tun hours. (65) 

A feature of the agitation mw to be petitions and -Adressee. 

Lord Wynford presented a petition from a Glasgow Congregation in favour 

of the factory bills (66) the operatives forwarded a petition to Lord 

Ashley. (67) After Wilson Patten's objection in the Ccm to legis- 

latina on the basis of the filer Comittee, and his dmand for a 

further inquiry, a nesting was held on 17 April 1833 to address the 

King against the appointment of another ooooission of enquiry. An 

address was dramas up, suggesting the proposal for a new commission be 

refused, or if already granted be recalled. This address was to be 

presented by the Arolbisbop of Csntu'bar7. (68 

Glasgows interest in the factory movement however, was not can- 

fined to those who desired refom. The opposing school of thought was 

63 =U22 Feb. 1833. 
64 ta so 15 liar. 1833. 
65 F mss. 26 Feb. 18331 ottUh_ 2 ardian. 26 Feb. 1833= 

22 Feb. 1833. 
bb jpýiard, 3rd sere, Vol. ZVI, 25 Mar. 3A33 s col. 995. 

Arsas 18 Max. 1833. 
68 . 18 April 1833. 
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represented in the orgaaiaatioa of the masters who also resorted to 

meetings, asses and petitioning. On 1 March 1833 the Glassog 

cuter cotton-spinners under their chairman Kiriman Finlay (a an 

who had been a staunch opponent of factory llegialation since. 1ßtß) 

published a series of resolutionst a reduction of hour- would injure 

trade and the operatives (through necessary reduction of Wages) l the 

existing law WOO alrea* being observed in Scotland in contrast to 

Migland; since it was impossible to enforce the existing law, there 

was no point in trYing to effect a more restrictive one. The ý; u- 

mittee were to do everythiua in their power to prevent the tesrme, 

and a petition sbo0ixg the resolutions iss late y sent to Oswald 

to forward to the Casoea, 
(69) 

Bath schools of opiiniion A3L factory logisLtiý wrs rofloctod 

in the t Lina press. The major Glasgow papers at this time - the 

the Angla the 9octtiak Ouardi. ab the Scot. ZYaes . the & 

tick; ZZgg $9sº the QM=ka , the - represented 

the following viewpoints. The frs after passing through 1830 

with no opinion - it printed both notices of meetings held against 

the faotosy systaa, and articles de ging there was anything wrong 

with it(70) - by 1*32 was Ming strongly prejudicial articles in 

Savour of refara, though theme were al .t always abridged and carried 

little or no editorial cc t. (71) A temporary ohmg, in its viers 

occurred in Nankk. "April 103 whir' it disr4 4 the svidmce collsctod 

by 3&dlor OR tl. grotmds that it was based of inci duets occurring in 

till:, . flax and woono sills which were outwith the iw. It uw sup 

ported FinW t$ r"alstio s of 1 March 18331 f ... it =at be 

Mar (69) Swo 
4 Wir. 

$. 
833.2 

Mar. 1833= 
3M ser. f V01* ZVI ; 25 Mar. 18331 

col. 1002. Oswald Hain the commission or a committee ws 
3004 89&37 otherwise justice would not be dow to the mfao. turerd. 

4770) e. g. Q"Up 1 April, 3J 1633. 
(71) ibid. 18 Feb., 20 Har. 1832 ate. A aotsbis exception was its 

tosest of 3 Mir. 1832 whem it hoped for no delay in passing Sadler's bill. 
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obvious to the most unthinking, that si farther (sic) restrictions 

on the respectable masters in this quarter, Who have all along aon- 

formsd to the lam, must be ruinous, and is surely uncalled for until 

existing enactments can be put generally in force. 1(72) Finlay Is 

letter to Thg ZUM of 4 April 1833, though receiving lull. coverage, 

received no editorial oc emnt. 
(73) Ar 1836 the Qpgder was &gain 

firmly in favour of the aov . nt, but its attitude from then on 

tended to sse-u " 

The lIXAJA took the opposite view. It firmly agreed with 

Finw(74) as did the _ . 
(75) The #XMU cm1d see little 

value in tae legislation, since it was bound to be evaded, and was 

obviously merely another manifestation of that t Change t which opti- 

mists called progress and disguised as tbenevolencet but which the 

A&MA thought could only lead to new evils since manufacturers would 

be forced to employ older children thus depriving younger ones of what 

was often a vital part of the family incomes tIn the present spirit 

of the times, everything, if it only have the appearance of benevolence, 

*p carried to excess, and remote consequences are never taken into 

consideration. It would be well that copies of all petitions for 

material changes should be kept on record, that when evils did arise 

from the i%*i measures, the sufferers nd ght laud to whom they ought to 

spp4 for relief. v (76) 

to the acistin6 laus before he attempted to pass a more res- 
trictive on.. Sadler had denied factory owners a chance to 
state their ease. If cotton factories were to be regulated# 
cotton operatives would soon be as badly off as hand-loam 
weavers. Finlay also maintained there ras no proof that a 
twelve hoar day damaged health# indeed the reverse ras true 
- there was no one more healthy than a cotton operative. 
Quoted in A &U. 16 April 1833. 

74 ,4 War. 1833. 
75 Chronicle quoted in 23 Mar. 1833. 
76 I-kj June 1833. 

(72) T" 2 War. 18339 
(73) This letter ca11. d on Ashley to caipel factory airs to adhere 
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The 3oottish gearthen presented a Christin, hmosidtarisn 

approach(77) though s-- mrienci g same difficulty with the soon dcs 

of the problea. It asserted firmly that trade would not suffor, 
(78) 

but it mss did fall, then the operatives werv well paid anywaW. 
(79 

While the Santa Tiasa favoured restricting childrents hours but not 

*(SO) 

The ACM the and the Free LM# all put 

the problea in a wider setting. The AS= and the 

ZqA sanctioned legislative interference for children but not for 

adults and thought that the agitation was Mruly a subterfuge to rhos 

adultst hours* 
(62) 

All used the factory reform movement and system 

to call attention to acre moral grievances$ the 

that repeal of the Corn laws reu also nedsd; 
(83) 

the 1Zraa, 
ýPrss�_s 

that 

the evils were to a large extent inherent in the capitalist systan, and 

that sinecures should be abolished; 
(84) 

whiles the AjnL cods all these 

points and reflected Tansy-fairs attitudes t 

.". M 4nssh taxation and throw trade tree fron the 
shackles which orssp and restrain the full dewlopnt 
of its powr. Malte a selfish and heartless aristocracy 
bear its dw share of the national burdens, retrench 
exp« ditmh to the Utmost, jwd then, yaw with the bread 
tax, and the wash-tub duty,, and all these robberies of 
the poor sea. Amy with the taxes on raw aaterial, 
and extend our ocorrcial intercourse with other nations, 
as treml�y as nature, and right reason dictate. It is by 
thus giving the national energies fair play, and not by 
rastrietiv4 ýgaataMats that we aq hope to better our 
condition. lgý) 

(77) c tiah 13 Jae., 1,22 Mar. 1833. It had asserted 
(10 April 3Z that W3 to bill did not go far enough since 
if the act forbade work before the age of twelve 'the practice 
wi-1 nuke it 8 or 9, where the age csiot always be correctly 
ascertained, the law ought to lean to the side of humnitys" 

78 29 Mar. 1833, 
. 26 July 1833. 79 

)! ý4" 26 Feb. 1833. 
81 g )far, o 5 Jae., jm F. 9 Jan. 

3. 

82 Arims 8,14 Mar. j ,6 April 1833. 
93 iýn4n, 

ýý' 's33-pes 
8 
84 pr 

1 1833.24 duly 1833. 
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And of wares to operative was exhorted to help by keeping down 

population* 
(86) 

Thar fors bt the times the Ct iasion rsaalud Glasgow on 21 Kay 

1833, a fully fledged factory ssovenaat was established with as active 

short Tieme Coaal. ttee, with de stratiois, *eetings, petitions and 

addresses. The whole question had been well publicised and the 

differing attitudes and argumatts well aired in the G asguw newspapers. 

. nd W scow's actions on th# arrival of the Camissiunsrs *or- 

responded exactly with the plans laid down by the Manchester Conference 

of 22 April 1833 which Glasgow delegates had attendees. As soon as the 

Ccrcmiasioners arrived, the Short Timis Coenittee was to present a written 

protest maintaining their task was humeoesaax^yr partial and delusive. 

When work was finished for the day, factory children and their parents 

were to hold a meeting outside the hotel or house where the Commissioner* 

were staying to let timen know the strength of local feeling. Two or 

pore 'iritelligants discreet and inflexible - of good characters 

appointed bW the Short Timm Conaitter were to shadow the C' asion e rs 

to find out everything they did. A "44 1arwatch was to be kept an 

tic mills to see what special preparations were being ! aids for the 

visit - whether ill or dofoid workers were being hidden aware All 

this was to be recorded in a journal which was to be forwarded to 

Cutler or one of the other load res iediatoly the Camdesioners left 

th. district* 
(87) 

The tnasgow wort Tim Cýittes imediat&. y protested about the 

issuing of the Conisstaa. 
ý88) 

Their subsequent actions 2owver dis- 

played the matmrit6y of the Glaste agitation. Their opposition was 

not unthinicins. As in all their agitations their willies. to oaa- 

ýrcýss was well to the forefront in detraining their actions. ThUs 

86 
87 

ftvwp 
(New York, 

1946), p. 224* 
(86) P. P., 1633, (450) U, P. 69. For the protest ae. Appm43x XXIX. 
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when the Cc®iasiCn agreed to tinspsat aU cases of distortion, motile 

tion. and loss of health, supposed to have be= caused by factory labours 

in public, the Short Tim Candtt. e replied that they were reaclýr to 

offer what assistance they could,, 
(") 

Again, the Short Time Committee 

had proposed a damcnstration of faator7 children on G aagow Green "o 

that their appearance could be noted, but decided to cancel it in the 

interests of s&r. ty. 
(90 ) 

The operatives I objections were thus considered and where possible 

met$(91) 'the operatives are not now disposed to view our She Coemis- 

ajon'i7 proceedings as pertiais; 
(92) their suggestions and the wit- 

nesses they adduced were to became part of the Commaissionera t' Report. 
(93) 

As witnsssss they brought iorw. rd three surgs©as, two teachers, two 

minis #(94) and Patrick McGowan, 'Wutass of wham the Ccnissioner 

heard, and what he applied to the Short Tim Committee to procure . .. tt9ß 

The Commission therefore recognised the strength and significance of 

the Glasgow faotol7 mov. tt, and its parent the Glasgow Association of 

Cotton Spinners. (96) Thaw thought the Short Time Ccimdtteu had wid+mos 

worth hearing, and evidence which could only be procured via the Short 

Time Cci ittee. The Commissioners sound to have little doubt that 

the Short Time Canaittssis views on torsit ooppstition were r. saonable. 
(97 

89P. P., 1833, tad Report (519) XXI, A3, p" 51. 
(90 P. P., 1$33, (450) X Al, p. 72j P. P., SUtpp. Rep. Pali. Is 15 Mar. 

1834, (167) n:, P. 84, No. 13. 
(91) The operatives had ranted the cross-examination of mill owners and 

Zice XIM but the Camaissioners had objected. P. P., Supp. Rte. 
Part It 15 Mar. 1834, (167) III, Al, p. 83, Ho. 12.28 May 1833. 

(92) Stuart put this down to their being led astray by the English agi- 
tations In the first instance, they seem to have been misled 
by the oations from Leeds, and other manufacturing towns 
in Boat] and"I P. P., 1833, (450) U, Al, p" 72. 

93 
, d. Al, p. 71. 

94 &bAA- Al, pp. 3.01-3- 
95 191. Al, p. 103. 

jam. Al, p. 83- MI 
'The Short Hour Coomtttee adduo" these witnesses in consequence 

of the Ccamissioaur suggesting to them to procure evidence 
respecting prices in America. ' . Al, p. 104. 
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Likewise it trusted the 3hort Time Coemitt. e to conduct Barry round 

the operatives' houses. 
(") 

Fran its behaviour on this occasion one eight weil argue that 

the Glasgow movement showed itself Buch sture realistic than its counter- 

parts in kglish towns. The Manchester, 
(") 

Leeds, Huddersfield and 

Bradford 
(100) 

Short Time Cootittees withdrew, refusing to co-operate 

with the Coz ission, and thereby denied themselves a chance to put 

forward their case. The Glasgow Coeittee, without abendu: "iig its 

criticism of the Coeission, preferred to make such use of it as it 

could to advance the cause rather than exclude itself fron any chance 

of influencing future legislation. It certainly does not appear to 

be effete. Nor can it be argued that Glasgow merely followed where 

England led. Incidents in Glasgow were often reported in Hnglish 

newspapers s for example, reports in the C_oamam alit. and 

Labourer's Protector gave full coverage to proceedings in Glasgow in 

April and June 1833. (101) 

132 

It is difficult therefore to see whr the Glasgow factory move- 

mot should be considered las iaprsssivs than its counterparts else- 

whore - apart perhaps frog the L. -Ac of a great national figure to 

galvanise subsequent historians into ecstasies. Indeed the nesting 

held an 1 August 1833 to consider self-legislation sinus the Ton Hours 

(98) P. P., 1833, (519) w, AN P" 40- 
(99) tAlfredsi oD. cit. Vol. II, pp. 41-2. 

(100 Driver, o. cit. Pr . 230,234,235. 
..., (101 WUMUtp 15 Jun. 1833; Itish Inbor. r! Protector 

19 April11833. 
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bill '"having been shorn of the best clausesn(102) through the dis- 

honesty of Althorp and Whig coadjutors', did not display a movement 

in its death-throes. Most of the Short Time Committee spoke. A. 

Duncan, denouncing the government for betraying the working classes, 

proposed the first resolution: the called on the country by a simul- 

taneous movement to unite, and to declare that, if the Legislature 

was so foolhardy as to betray the people, they would despise their 

authority and legislate for themselves as to the hours they would 

work. t 

David Todd pointed out that parents of factory children could 

not be absolved from blame on the grounds of their poverty. He made 

scathing reference to the grant of £20,000,000 given to the slave 

holders: the depreciated (sic) the grant of twenty millions to the 

slave-holders, and said that if the Time-Hill had been carried as it 

originally stood, the government would not improbably have come on 

the country to compensate the task-masters at home, for the loss 

alleged to have been sustained in their business (laughter)' and 

recommended union. James Dunn proposed a committee of three to 

correspond with other districts of Britain and effect their resolutions. 

A vote of thanks was given to Ashley, Sadler, Hull and Oastler. (103) 

While it is true that the same intense and sustained agitation 

is never found after 1833 (neither for that matter is it found else- 

where), nevertheless it is erroneous to assume Glasgow lost all inter- 

eat in the factory question. In fact she never lost an opportunity 

of incorporating the factory movement into other agitations. Thus 

(102) Ashley surrendered his bill on 25 June 1833 since it had become 
apparent that neither the government nor the Cannons would 
accept it. The bill introduced by Althorp for the government 
forbade the employment of children under the age of nine (ex- 
cept in silk mills); those aged between nine and thirteen 
were to work a forty-eight hour week, with not more than nine 
hours in any one day and were to have two hours schooling; 
those aged between thirteen and eighteen were to work a sixty- 
nine hour week, with not more than twelve hours in any one day. 
Night work (between 8.30 p. m. and 5.30 a. m. ) for those under 
eighteen was forbidden. There was also to be a system of inspection. 

(103) Meeting 1 Aug. 1833, Argus, 5 Aug. 18331 Cow, 3 Aug. 1833. 
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reference was wade to it at the dinner given to George Mills after 

his defeat by Haitinah in the 1836 eisction. 
(04) 

The candidates 

in the July 1837 election were questioned about their attitude to 

shorter hours. 
(105) 

Indifference to the factory movement was one of the 

charges levelled against Peel, by operatives at the meeting in January 

1837 to deny their authorship of the Address to him. 

In the *me ways the Select Committees motions set up in 

1837-4 because of the Cotton Spinners Strike( 
) 

gave the operatives 

a chance to air their grievances about the operation of the factory 

legislation. They maintained the law was defied because it was im- 

paracticahls. 
(106) 

Pincers we" being roplc *d at an age younger than 

the law allowed i. e* under the age of thirteen (thirteen was the legal 
(109) 

in age because the nine hour systýa was not worked in Glasgow). 

view of this, the Cott m 3pilms" Association had attempted to enforce 

the legislation about hours (thy did not bother about the educational 

provisions). 
(110) 

Again the operatives made plain their wish for a 

ten hour dar for both adults and children . 
(in) 

Evidence of continuing interest in the factory question can be 

seen in their concern to enforce the provisions of the 1833 Act. An 

advert placed by Homer in the local press suggests that the provisions 

were not being observed. This called attention to the age certificates; 

(104) Armis ,5 May 1836. 
(105) Mee8 g17 July 1837, jj"- 20 July 1837; see also 92a , 

1837. 
(106) Meeting 12 Jan. 1837, see above Chap. ID, p. 161. 

H. Dunn denounced Peel as hostile to the working classes and 
to factory childrent t... those children to whose labour 
the Peels owed every penny they were possessed of. t Arm 
16 Jan. 1837. 

(107) For the Cotton spinners strike, see above Chap. IV, pp. 169-174. 
The strike has not been considered in this chapter since it 
was a dispute over wages and not conditions - conditions being 
of prime importance in the factory movement. 

108 , ýe... iu WNW 4112M 24 Worte P. P., 1637-8, (40) VIII, Q. 991-3. 
109 "a. Q. 127 , 1283-5,1292,1.. 297,1299,1317,1,319- 

0. Q. 1324. 
111 jam. Q. 1374-9. 
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proper signing of the certificates= the register of under eighteens; 

the time provision, school attendance, and the fact that lost tine, 

had to be registered. 
() 

It is true that some prosecutions took 

place, 
(113) 

but there was criticism of firstly the provision for 

inspection$ 

We look cm an Inspection aloe in four asonths, or three 
times in the year, as little better than no inspection 
at all, and are persuaded that it is in vain to expect 
anything like strict or due attention to the provisions 
of the Act, unless the Inspectors make their rounds 
frequently, or at least twice a month, and on a day 
when their presence is not looked for. () 

and secondly the work of the Inspector hi®se1f. 

As far as Glasgow was concerned, the inspector was James 3tuart(3-15) 

appointed in 1636 (on Horaerts transfer to Northern Fbgland). Daniel 

ptCannell in 1838 maintained in the Commons that the Factory Act was 

? totally neglected' in ßlasgow. (x`3'6) Stuart of course denied the 

c1argej his dst nca being that it ran only worthwhile punishing 

"xtres oases. The operatives maintained that the 'Act, notwithstanding 

of lyr. 3tuartts pretensions is autsnsiveU violated in Glasgow and 

Neighbourhood thereof .. .' 
(u7) 'Phq hold a meetings forwarded 

petitions p(na) and sent a memorial to Russell asking for a ccazittee 

to investigate the batter. 
(119) 

This memorial throws light on the way evasions took place; and 

contains the conviction that if those who were in " position to enforce 

the law were vigilant, it would be difficult to evade the law. Those 

(112) cow 2 Oct. 1834, 
(113) e. i;. Prosecution of William Dixon " Co., M "s 12 Par. 18351 

see also i? . 19 Mar., 12 Nov. 1835. 
(114) cam, quoted in &, 4 Jan. lä36. 
(115j or Stuart, see Henriques, gy. cit. 
116 Hwaars6 3rd ser., Vol. XLIII, 22 June 1838, col. 978. 
117 K a1 to Russell from James NcNish, Angus Campbell, John 

Xc affsr. 17 April 1839, tL"0.102/47. 
118 Meeting 24 April 1899, Soots Zimsý. 27 April 1839, 
119 H. O. 102/47. 
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under thirteen years of age were, rorking for longer than the stated 

nine hours because the machinery was so constructed that an adult 

was too large to clean it. 

That if Surgeons and Masters, and Managers, and the 
Superintendents under the Factory Act, were suffic- 
iently careful and vigilant, very few cases,, if atzt, 
of atten pted deception would be successful ,9 

for al- 
though Mr. Stuart has stated that difficulties occur 
in ascertaining the real age in consequence of the 
births not being registered, yet the fact is that no 
such evidence is sought after, although births are 
very generally registered= and where parish regis- 
tration has been omitted there are other ms=s by 
which the date of the birth could frequently be had, 
such as by reference to the Accoucheur, the private 
Register which parents generally keep, and the 
Minister - by wham the child is baptized ... gen- 
erally the Act is openly violated in the Factories qt 
Glasgow and its neighbourhood with impugnity (sic). `120) 

it was alleged that Stuart and Walker acted in concert with the masters 

to evade the act. 
(l'am' 

Despite this, the Short Time Cami. ttee though still in existence 

and still active throughout the 1830. ( ) 
made no attmpt to exploit 

its information on conditions - information which it claimed to be 

more reliable than that of the Inspectors because it was obtained by 

the operatives from the parents. It did not report intringements of 

the law to the Inspectors since the inspector and the Co mdttee were 

often at variance. Furthermore such reporting would have displeased 

both the parents (who wanted their childrents earnings) and the masters 

(who needed to keep the machine r7 going)" Nevertheless the Short Time 

Committee was not slow to report to Commissions that it wished the ten 

hour day, and to publicise demonstrotiona held for this, ( 123) 

120 jj"* 
121 jjiAe 
122 e. g. Henry Dann sent a letter on behalf of the operative spinners 

of Glasgow and neighbourhood to their counterparts in Yorkshire 
and Lancashire calling for public support for Handley, Ashley, 
Fielden and Brothertou. ý ýo ,1 Jun. 1836. 

(123) FA21- IýD. ct Win. P. P., 17 J 1040# (504) Is Q. 8676-8623. 
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Accordingly# an the more direct occasions idm the factory 

gnntiaa again arms an a national seals, as it did in 1836,183, and 

1846-7, Mmagow ws quick to express her opinions demonstrating that 

her interest had not wed. The occasion for renewed outburst in 

1836 ins an went of Poulstt To on, President of the Board of 

Trade, to the 1833 Act. R+ the provisions of the 1893 Act, an 1 March 

1836 children wider thirteen years of aas were to be restricted to a 

fort. +i&tt hour we** On 15 Darob 1836 Thomson mowed, to bring in 

a bill amending the 1833 Act so that this provision did not apply. 
(224) 

h. gui. r c. ] 1 ea this aommi ng bill Eüns of the most iniquitous 

pincer of logLalation of modern tins ... I and bhlauel Utilitarian 

pr msurS for it. (125) The t ut i +_ý mintained, that chi3drim 

should be recaivinatral. igiarts and litsrary edwatiml up to ti» &V 

of fourtirn, and not working at &U, 
(126) 

Petitions vam presented 

against the aarWbont. 
(127) 

When the bill received a aajority, the 

fagla bitterly pointed out that horses and dop would not be treated 

in this wir. 
(128) Tb. campar. d factory children with 

slaves$ 

It is *L*ost a pit the 30,000 infant., whoa We Tbm*ocn 
(sic) wis s to oaulsin tW his abminablo ffill, are not 
children of colours tos, were this the cue, feel 
satisfied that the zerg ýamoiatiaci of the *asura would 
have raised the iadiýuuatýim of all the ladies of the land 
against the fructifying Ministar, and that we this as 

124 3es ? hams, cit o pp. W-93* 
125 Courier 29 Kar. 1836. 
1.26 26 liar. 1836. 
127 3rd aer. ; Vol. ELI, 9 May 1836, col. 772. 
11 19 )(s 1836, it cotinued t ... no mail, with a grain 

of humazdty in his composition, will care to attic that that 
is, or ever can be, a so and foundation of national wealth 
which reposes on so odious a basis as infant labourl the i1 j.. 
witabl a atieate of which a mt be that, while the bodily A no- 
tioVM are iagaairad, MA the corporeal trams praveated from 
acquiriaj its natural proportions, the wind is debased by the 
went of early domestic culture, and a tiltby lucre held out 
to u inoipl d pars to abdicate their first and righteous 
t ration., 
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mmr tears would have been shed as would have drowned 
hip= but because the children are white - because they 
are not thousands of miles distant trat our own shores, 
they must forsooth be doa  ed to slavery more grinding 
and oppressive than was ever experienced or wept over 
ýiOe9rg 

)Thsae 
(sic) and his host of lachrymose 

Th. bill however, had aaly received a majority of two (178 to 176) 

and sinww tlA s ssur* wes causing high feeling in the oountay, Thsca 

arAwmo. d it was to be dropped. 

Another outburst of .& tatiob occurred in 18U vhen air Jars 

Grain= brought forward a bill to limit children aged bmtwoon sight and 

thirteen to a six and a bait hour day, and wawa aged wovor twenty-one 

to twelve hours. The opposition arose over the a'slase to provide 

throe hours education a dar. To Fhglisb Nonconformists this meant 

that the Church of S4land would control the new schools. In Scotland 

the Free Church and the press lad the camp mgt. Dr. Wardlawti conpra- 

gatioa set on 10 MAY 184,3 to petition spinet the odtmtian clauses. 

The Argus U'. the bill as an taudtºaioas attaokI an tbair religious 

libortiM l 
(''`o) 

while the Courier considered it to masuro in itself 

so just and nsoo"ary'. 
( 

') 

A noiting me hold ca 17 Nir 18 3 to petition Pan1w , nt about 

this. education alai . FN11nss ran high. tt. 1 H Cross, the 

ahaisxaa, baited the 6OVW =t#S right to interfere in sluastiont 
tWhat right had the Qosrz* it to c .1 non to be odwatod? The 

doctrine was t pernicious ans. ä'ß! Q could not intsrffrs compulsorily 

with the . duoation of the people without producing the most adsabi. vous 

results 0t 
(132) The F. W. Dr. Elago teils ' intýaJ oin j instruction should 

be brought within the reaches of all, danomoed the bill as 'framed in 

a spirit to illiberal and oppressivev that, were it passed into a law, 

it would iardiata]ýr and lnjurio*sly violate the rights of the subject, 

b0º giving torah unction and enlarged application to =MAOAory education 
129 är 14 May 1636. 

131 
ýSýyjän, 

4Ka1º 1lffl 
180 

80i", 
132 MNting 17 mw 1808, %y 18 May 163. 
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a principle which the practice of continental gove to found to be 

as pernicious as it was unjust etc. t( 9) Though mich of the camepaign 
in both 1 r)-end and Scotland reflected unsubstantiated fears, neverthe- 

less Graham aa8 forced to withdraw his bill. 

lei 6 February 181.4 he introduced another bill, rlnu9 the educational 

clauses, but restricting the working day of wen to twelve hours. The 

Codaoas rejected this and passed instead Ashleyts proposal for ten hours. 

The QMigg was unimpressed: t... the factory systen will continue 

to be a blot on our civilisation until time shall have corrected its 

more prominent evils, bfr forcing the energies of the nation into some 

less hurtful obaan, Se ... +1( 
) 

and now reiterated the old argments 

about labour being the workins man's only capital. 
(135) 

While the A SM 

claimed ttbe true rº... in the adoption of an unrestricted syste 

or trad.... t(i36) 
On 22 )(arch howsvsr, both Ashley's and Grahsats schemes were re- 

jeoted. This dead Glasgow to agitate once sore. The workers of 

)Lssars. Macleray and Hamilton & Co. sent an address of support to 

A U. q . They had thought that the a roz Parliament would have recog . 

nixed the rata of labour, rand frca that time until now we have dis- 

continued agitating the questions waiting until a further extension of 

the suffrage should take place, or, in other Nords, until the working 

al saes became coostituinte to our parl, iarnt aiy represent atives. t 
(137 ) 

A public meting an 17 APB 1844 adopted a petition. It ms pointed 

out that this was no now agitºatica, and cries for miity wirr made t 

133' ýýýdýº 3-8 )by 1W " 
+34 " 19 llar. 184k. 
135 And presented it as a straight choice between Cora Lax repeal 

amd a Tea Hours bills tons thing i. e can watwrs to assure 
his Lordship, via., that a corn-law and a ton hours labour 
bill ca mot, oo-exist and that one or other of tbfa ant 
give 211 

4], 36 2 Mar. . 
23 dar. 18"o 

A&M 114 
(13? 

) 
Address 9o Mar. 1*44, ibid. 13. April 1844. 
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"He McFarlane, ChartisJ7 hoped unanimity would distinguish them, 

whether they were Whigs, Tories, or Chartists, and that they allow no 

party measure to divide them. It ras party spirit entering into 

their movements that injured them, and bright as their hopes were, if 

party spirit came in, they would dissipate their strength without pro- 

ducing one good result. t(138) It was all in vain however, since on 

13 May Ashley was soundly defeated by 297 votes to 159" 

In the new agitation planned at Todhnorden on 8 June 1845 and 

Manchester on 1 November#(139) Glasgow played its parts letters were 

sent to the first conferences delegates to the second. Petitions 

were presented. 
( ) 

There was an impressive turn out at the meeting 

on 10 December 1846 in Glasgow, to hear an address from Oastler. ( ) 

On the platform, along with a number of representatives of the operat- 

ives were Sir John Maxwell, Dr. Norman McLeod, M. r. W. Campbell of 

Tu i chewan, Mikr.: David Todd was in the chair. Oastler delivered an 

emotive speech. 

This is well - that I should come to Glasgow, since I have 
crossed the border for the first time in nr life - and it 
is indeed well that I should raise my voice first in this 
town, for this town was the cradle of the question (cheers). 
Here, in the city of Glasgow, some thirty or forty years 
ago, Robert Owen, of New Lanark - (cheers) - asked the 
manufacturers to petition parliament for a ten hours' bill= 
and I rejoice that in Scotland zW voice should ire raised 

cu of that important and necessary meas- for the carrying4 
ure. (cheers). ýý4Z 

Again James Oswald made his opposition quite clear. 
( ) Scotland's 

support however, was well appreciated by the English movements 

(138) Meeting 17 April 1844, JJJU* 18 April 1844. 
(139) Ten Hours Bill, meeting of delegates from Manchester Guardian 

quoted in . 13 Nov. 1845. 
(140) HamAd , 3rd ser., Vol. LXXVII, 5 Feb. 1845, col. 133 for extension 

of the provisions; Vol. LU III, 7 Mar. 1845, col. 4430; Vol. 
11111,8 April 1845, col. 306= Vol. LXXX, 2 May 1845, col. 97 
for the Ten Hours Hi11. 

(141) 
1846 co®ented that it was attended fby a large number of the 
clergy and gentry of that city. The hall was crowded to overflow. ' 

.j see also , 12 Dec. 1846. 
(143) ,Q Coyer 12 Dec. 1846, -'- 
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The meetings in Scotland continue to mace good all our 
antioipattcns. The spirits of the operatives are es 
tmbroken as the first d. y they commenced the agitation; 
it is therefore needle e for our opponents to hope to 
break their pints by continued opposition and nr nml 
of eau. 

(TA43 

When Finds introdw*d his Ton Hours bill on 26 January 1847 

U. , and still fervently opposed a shortening of adults t 

bows 0(145) Petitions ter. prwsntad. 
(246) 

The Ten Hours Act bscaas 

leer in Jtms 1ä1u7, jaer. u pon addresses of thanks were sent to various 

supporters - Russel had received one in lurch 1647. 
(147) 

on the whole 

the agitators were ralativ+e content though it was pointed outs 'It 

is rather a singular coiaai4enos thst the Dorn laws we'. * ©n4 repealed 

when the farmer was on the eve of receiving lamme prices for his pro 

duce; MA that non the short time bill should c227 receive the assent 

of the House of CcImcrA, when a pat proportion of the millown. rs 

find it isvossible to afford fu U sgplc t to their workp. ople. t (lo) 

IV 

The Glasgow factory maramsaxt then, had been a viable, mature 

mo'rýsnt showing a readiness to campx' *isa and adapt to suit changing 

circvmastances. It didt simply fellow ire Ragland led, but could 

and did tabs the initiative. It was all that aw would have expected 

frc® an economic mow®snt in a city where political relations were can- 

ducted in a moderau mir. 

If thSrs was less ailitan+ay than one td4ght expsat, than allowance 

should be maW for the following factorst the attempts at msldng the 

3.44 Ton M= Advocate .. '2 Jan. 18471 see also . 30 Jan. We " 
145 2 Fe .1 471 Ariers 6 Mar. 1847. 
146 &WMWX& 3rd ssr. I Vol. XC) 19 rob. 1847) aal. 2451 Vol. Xß1, 

22 April 1847, Col. 1157. 
4147) Tan AM vooat " .., 22 Mar. 1847. 
(i 8uT ist, 20 Mar. 1847, 
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existing systa workl(3.49) the idea of awls-help as envisaged in trades 

miom (caastautly advocated in the Unstampsd) f 
(1 

d the successful. 

private td als t securing the necessary reduction in hours without 3. gis- 

lative interference. 

Private deals were alwas a feature of industrial life. For 

example, at the b. gixming of 1840 an extensiv^s strike was in progress 

in Glasgow became Moyers had cat Wag" by between 10 and 20 per 

cent. Woman workers played an active part by organising meetings. 

The operatives however, i1e denying the necessity of the cuts were 

reuV to bargain on the basis of a national averages 

This opinion cuts was un justitistý is borne out 
by the general state of trades the rates of psynents 
allowed by the ssployers in Ianoashire generally, end 
the other manufacturing districts throughout the country; 
and this meeting is farther (sic) of opinion, that the 
above statamenta can be borne out by authentic documents 
in our possession. Nevertheless, we are quits idlling 
to nest with the employers, and arrange, in conjunction 
with thM4 a scale A pspweits based an an average of 
the whole conatry ) 

At the same tics *am masters had speed to per their discharged workers 

4, /- (Zip) a week while the strike lasted. 
(152) 

itýz'ov snt could acme without duamwtration and ooald often 

secure what legislative macta ent had failed to do. Industrial rela- 

tions were characterised by a series of privat. agreements between ms- 

toe sr:: mono Ties as early as 18 the c, 31nderers had foseaed an 

(149) The benefits thfA the FotoV7 Ut WA 
those not covered by 

it 
- "' out 1843-5 the OPerative 

bleachers petitioned for extending the Provisims of the 
Factory Act to . eaching works, , 3rd sere , Vol. LXX, 
3 July 1843, col. 5391 Vol. IIIYII, 22 Feb. 181 , co1.221 
Vol. LMEV , 24 Jan. 1844, col. 1263 1 Vol. LX VI, 15 July 1844, 
col. 8211 Vol. LXXVII, 12 Feb. 184% oo1.638$ H. O. 45/12$3. 

(150) See Chap. I for attitudes of self-help; of. ., 23 April 
163].. It would have been pare in accordance with our aim 
feeling, and the spirit of the union, had the operatives in 
Cotton ' arteries been enabled to have carried their point 

R52ý 51 
s da 

u. 
legislative interference; f. 
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association, rowing they would not work after a certain hour except 

in an esergsnc7. This me conoeded by . zP1oYars and lasted for three 

yeses 
(153) There is widance of other instances of such arrangements, 

(154) 

Gilbert Inns, sauer of Cogan, H . rthoalc*mews & Co. Printing-field 

Dslmarnock r. vealed to the ChIl4mls t Caen fission l how 

such asreaOents were reached. When he was manager of the ccc pang is 

weaving factory in Casing Street k2LM the Factory Act was oper&- 

ticnal, the bands had petitioned for the working day to be reduced by 

one hour. The tix agreed, and Innmeº found that production incrsaasd. 
(155) 

This practice contirnu$ throughout the periods in 1845 a mmbs 

of manufacturers shortened the tiork ng doy by between a half and one 

hour, succeeding, as the r4agla pointed out where Parliament had 

failed* "The workers are exceedingly grateful for this concession, 

and should the t progress elsewhere as it has donee and is 

doing here, Lord Ashlayts vocation will be gone - in so far as there 

will have been dons volunta, Lly that which an act of Parlianont might 

have faUsd to effect ... t(156) In the beginning of 1847 Campbell 

of Tulliahe had resolved to close his business at 7P *n" to give 

the workers time to `sin tusetul Jouowlo4p'"(157) In the "me sr>"tt, 

in 1844 master rpimrs agreed to raise vages iW 10 per cent because of 

the prosperity of trade. 
(1") 

All of which would take acme impetus 

out of the factory ao e ent. 

That the M"90r moo t was not ocrost&utly active and S ng" 

wes in the nsturs of this since linaatiws t and fUUyo werd required 

to a"u" this. It it arguable that the 01" am moTment had fewer of 

these to draw on than had it. Hngli. sh ooantsrp&rts. The & lsh Mow- 

wut took inowVLve trat the agitation against the 1834 Poor Law 

153 , W. 
_., 

25 Dec. 1830. 
154 id. 13 °. _., x. 834. 
155 s.. Si. 00", P"P", 1843, (432) XPf 12 No. 2. 
156 19 Jwt. 3-845a 
157 40 "Mom vnm+- 12 
158 S; MXMrs 1 Oats. 1Eb. 

X46. 
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ant Act. Oaatl er hi . 1f said that the II. w Poor law vu only 

cam branch of the Factory System, intended to drive the agricultural 

poor into the Factories 19(159) This ras not the was in Scotlaed. 

Scotland had r systst of poor relict an the 11aaliah model - the 

Scottish systst vas directed against ragrano7 rather than towards the 

provision of adequate relief. Hence what had proved a very valuable 

stimulus for the (lieh aonnwnt was aissina from the Glasgow sosse. 

The Glasgow movamt may well have been a little mors sporadic 

and rattwr 1068 'sxt"" I than the oovamts In Maglish tci s" bit 

0a with these pro+risosp there secs no case for +doWint the Glasgow 

move ent or insisting it has findamsntal difforanass tree the Hng1i. h 

OVA* It had a siat]. ar orpaisaticnp similar objectives and s4 filar 

attitudes. It operated at the sann tics as the glish s4taticn, 

and there is evidence of close ca meaticn with, and interest in the 

ffiigli ah movoulit " 

(159 Quoted in J. T. Ward, 22 ZNd r Iov-'t (London, 1962), 
p. 124. 
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Ilca: -nation of the period 1830-48 in Glasgow then has revealed 

that relations between working-class and middle-class radicals were 

characterised by a spirit of ce-operation and moderation rather than 

one of hostility. At all the main points of national activity - 

1832,1839,1812 and 1848 - Glasgow had responded with an agitation 

of a moderate kinds there i,.,, -re no large scale acts of violence com- 

mitted by, for example, Chartists, and even their language always 

held out the possibility of conciliation with other radical groups. 

In practice working-class radicals seem to have taken a real- 

istic view of situations in deciding their actions occasionally 

there were times when it seemed that more would be gained by acting 

alonei others when it seemed co-operation with the middle classes 

would be more fruitful. In the same wary, the middle classes were 

eager for working-class support to aid in repealing the Corn Laws. 

Given this, it is perhaps not surprising that the period did 

not ass either a strengthening of, or an advance on, a working-class 

analysis of social conflict. Theories stressing the importance of 

the relations between capital and labour are very thin on the ground 

in this period, though they can be found. Thus Me, destruction of 

the Trades' Union was, however, rapidly uniting the operative classes 

towards one object and a day of retribution would yet arrive when the 

working people would be free from the shackles of the government and 

of the capitalist, and enjoy the first fruits of their labour, happi- 

ness and acmfort. t(1) But the same man who said this, Matthew Cullen, 

became a member of the Complete Suffrage Association, and was to be 

found at the Reform Banquet of 5 December 1848 urging class co-operation, 

and employing the most moderate, conciliatory Lnguage"(2) 

(1) M. CuBan, 12 Aug. 1840 on live Returned Cotton Spinners. Sc_ 
19 Aug. 1840. 

(2) See above, Chap. V, p. 223. 
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Ltk wis. F. argus OfCoxinor could maintain in Qlasgow in 1836 that 
'the evils which press upon the British people, are chiefly to be 

traced to the undue protoiadorsnce of capital over labour+, 
(3) 

Yet 

subsequently argue that it was to the workiag canto interest to uphold 

capital 'for they could not all be capitalist*tj and by 1849 hold 

views which were indistinguishable from those of the exponents of 

classical sconaw snoh as Josue Hum. (4) Much mors ccosfon hoover, 

were the more traditional views wherein the crucial division was 

between the aristocracy and the rest of society - the people. Malcola 

took this view at a meeting of the banished Cotton 3pimsrs on $ duly 

1840 1 
(S) 

and it was still in evidence to ?. Wº9. (6) 

It is true that in the 1830s it is possible to find stress laid 

on the theory that labour was the source of all value, though without 

coning to any conclusions that this cwt necessitate a class war. 

Furthermore, one can even find in Ragland some quite far reaching ideas 

on the historical growth of social classes and social change being pro- 

vided by two Owenites, Morrison and Sadth. These amounted to a well- 

thought out critique of capitalism though without developing any theory 

of alas warfare 9(7) Similar sentiments could be detected in Glasgow, 

though not so thoroughly dressed or d. 'vs]opid, and Main they were 

never carried to any conclusion of class hostilitjy. 

j3j Meeting 4 Jan. 1638, SQOta Tiw. 6 Jan. 1838. 
4 3choyt, on-g& . p. Me 

(5) tSo long as oppressive lams and iniquitous monopolies were maintained 
by the Aristocracy, which equally affected the wploysr and the 
employed, it was evident that the competitive system would compel 
masters to do what in other circumstances they would not think of, 
and so long were the workman not only justified, but bound to pro- 
tect themselves in the best manner possible. ' R. Malcolm jr., 
8 July 1840, Scots Timest 10 July 1840. 

(6) Meeting of delegates from shops and factories to protest against the 
Queen's proposed visit. Nor gME, 11 Aug. 1849. OtConnor 
himself often took refuge in blaming aristocratic domination for 
popular ills. . 23 Jan. 1847 quoted in I. Prothero, tCkartism 
in Londons J, P., XUV (1969),, p* 86. 

('r') Oliver, cmacite 
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It is not therefore surprising, but it may be of signiticanm, 

to find that aatp of the agitators of the Period were later to be 

found in 'respsotabl. I careen # Jaass iloir ended his career in 

local gov. rrasnt $ he was elected to the Town Council in 1848, and 

apart frae4 a three year break (1863-8) served on it till his death 

in 1880. He wes appointed a bailie in 1871 and a J. P. in 1875" 

when be died he received, an official funeral. 
(8) 

Other former agitators later achieved promin nco as police cam- 

aissionsrs aM mab. rs of parochial boards - Moir, Ross, Pattison 

and Cullen were to be found aid in thew activitiss. 
(9) This 

did not an that radial aaitatiois ceased - various 'good causest 

still oaess ndsd support such as American slavery - XcFarls. ne and 

Cullen being particularly interested in this. Gl*sgow radicals 

therefore continued to agitate for what thq considered were wortil- 

while Daises, but as alw 7s this agitation took platy within the frams- 

work of the oc i masit7 and its values and wes not directed at ssoashing 

this lrwMOa t. 

u 

Co-operation, rather than hostility had been fostered by the 

structure of Glasgowts society and soosssW. t llasgow had a variety of 

avers to combat social unfairness. Social mobility was possiblej 

and even if it did not take place as often as people thought it did. 

the belief that it could, and did take planes, was what mattered. The 

Glasgow working Man was relatively well edaaateds Glasgow Chartists 

were accustomed to call on David Hur to back up t eir argtiarnts. 
(20 

He was not led astray bfr erroneous notions as to what repeal of the 

8) W. H. l(arwiok, t3ar c &z'ti. t Iwad zst $ý, 10 Feb. 1"I" 

10) It Gor bala849 
jt 

MMýt-Ir i 
l7 1.849. 

s 3XV l89. mot: Tres. 
6 may 1899. 
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Com laws would Haan. He was wall integrated into an industrial 

soviet ys he had no hankering after a pre-industrial gold -age. 

This integration any well have been facilitated by the diversified 

character of the sooaaep. 

Co-operation was also perhaps promoted 1ly the mineral sharing 

of a canon value system* The working spa put his faith in ration- 

ality, morality and individual sa1f-igprove®snt. Unlike the workers 

in the fwiakil. lsd Northt, he had no distrust of a Utilitarian idsolo®l 

Bentham was one of his heroes. (U) On the whole ßlaswgians tended 

U) hold the attitudes of a business caawnity. Thus O tCaonor in 1851 

presented a petition from Glasgow expressing no confidence in the then 

ministry and aaintain4' g that This utilitarian ago requires men of 

hind, experience, and business habits .. Of(12) 

Such an acceptance of aiddl -o ass values howersr# did not take 

plaos in a spirit of dstsranos or interiority. The Glasgow working 

man hold no small opinion of his dignity, worth and importance. He 

accepted middle-class ideals bsoause t hay saved to offer rbat bis wanted. 

A willingness to oo-operate on the part of the working class.. � did not 

y that the working classes thereby subordinated their aims to those 

of the adddis classes{ or that the r were not conscious of their aimse 

Rather it would sown to argue a certain degas of sophistication and 

maturity to rsaliss that often more could be mined by co-operation and 

working through the systen, than b outright hostility. 

This was apparent in their attitude to education. dduºoatian was 

seen as a means bfr working son could ramstr the detects t of which 

they wus well aware, In their situation. That the working classes 

should wish educations often identified as a dddla-class panaceas doe 

not mean that the working classes were wrilliru to be tadnaatadt to a 

position of docility. 

(11) This would have pos his the approval of äigs1a - see b +L " ggggU 
p. 273. 

(12) N ern 9th. 22 N are 11851. 
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The reasons for the degree of oo-operatics and nod ration how. 

wer, are to be sott not only in the social and econotc structure 

of GLsgoa. Ths7 we also to be found in the absence from the Glasgow 

scone of soar of the more detested aspects of the actions of the 

Refor sd Parliament. Perhaps the wont glaring instance of this was 

the M&lish Poor isw Aasmet Act of 1834 (to which reference has 

so often been made). 

A_in, ther. is tä* important fact that the works n& classes 

were still hi0" y differentiated. Thn" differences were ýooýglitied 

in Glasgow, in the disparity of alas and lack of a clear-out policy 

towards the Anti-Corn Lai aovemiest= and in the splits within Chartre 

such as that occasioning the foundation of the Glasgow Drwcratic Club 

in December l9(l3) 

At no time in the period 100-48 in Glasgcrw at ant ratan does it 

seta possible to sustain Tc psan is alms that t ... ipr 1832 there 

were two Radical publiost the middle-class which looked forward to 

for Anti-Corn Lam League, and the working-class whose Journalists 

(Hetherington, Watson, Cleary, Lowtt, Beebow, O'Brien) were already 

maturing the Chartist aovu.. ntt. 
(14) 

As has been show above Glasgow 

oantaiasd no clear dichotagr of this natures the political and socsado 

analysis of the two groups were aorsr 00 distinct. 
(15) 

A lack of a 

united working-class rssponss thsrsfors hid to bring about a mors 

fluid relationship between the classes. 
And not 014 does it not sass maibis to find two distinct 

radical publics, it is not saay to ida*t i. ty a amitiad working alas. 

in QISSgow bfr 2W let sloae 1832. E'nr since Thompson nods the 

claim that the working class «iss *uads' b7 1632, there has been can- 

trovem over this. He dafinad slue as $a historical mama an. 

(71) gee above, Chap. V. 
ý14 (' E. P. Th4 psaeº. os. oit. p. 799. 
151 Nor for that aattsr were they a1v^a so apParsat to a ocntegprary 

see bgsla, ! tls, 4 P. 260. 
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unifying a number of disparate and seemingly unconnected events, both 

in the raw material of experience and in consciousness ... class 

happens when some men, as a result of common experiences (inherited 

or shared), foal and articulate the identity of their interests as 

between themselves, and against other men whose interests are differ- 

ent fron (and usually opposed to) theirst. 
(16) 

If the characteris- 

tics of the making of the working class therefore include a sense of 

separate interests, then it can be said that the Glasgow working clas- 

ses were conscious of their own needs, aims and worth. They did not 

however, formulate these A&AJWJ# or in ovRasitian toi otherst inter- 

ests. They did not for example reject middle-class social values or 

attributes. They displayed no consistent hostility to the governing 

classes as sucht sums would vote Tory if this would further their 

aims; others passionately wished to return to a situation of co- 

operation with the Whigs; and most were willing to close ranks with 

other reformers oaas the Tories wer firmly in power. 

If a consciousness of their own worth and dignity is important 

in as3cing a class, than again Glasgow working non would sera to fit 

the picture. But such a oonsciousneas was not incompatible with oo- 

operation. For though Glasgow working sin did think of themselves 

as a separate section of the ccnamity which was entitled to its rights# 

they did not think this entitleýesnt rani that others should lose their 

rights - all were to eajeW the sags rights. auch a ocosoiouansss 

um, ofore n .d not had to a position of hostility. (17) In view of 

this, Phis the tact that Glasgow still had a differentiated working 

class, which had not nrolvsd a distinct political philosophy or 

1b E. P. Thompsons oD. cit. pp. 9,10. 
17 of. H. weisser, tChartist Internationalii , 1845-1848 ., 7iv 

(1971), p" 61 where he shows that if a strong feeling o- 
pro1etarian internationa4 t was the result of heightened 

class consciousness than this sane class consciousness also 
gave rise to another type of Chartist international I sm 
preaching 'co-operation and education instead of international 
class %mrI" 
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strmSthsnsd its analysis of class coatliat, it as be argued that 

the working class had not been %&det in Thampsonts same(le) by 

1832 or 1ä48r whatever eq have been the caste elsewhere. 

III 

Recent work an other towns suggests that Glasgow was not unique 

in its relations between radicals in this period. In Bristol, 

Coventry, Sfax, Lee&# , Norwich, Nottingham and the 

'unskilled North'" though at tines labour could became class oon- 

sciow, class conflict did not bscam the ears. All these places 

had factors in comew n with Glasgow in that they did have avenues 

seaiag to hold out the promise of better prospects (again it asst 

be emphasised that in this content, 'a"Garanoest were what mattered). 

Bristol, 
(19) 

LonAan (20) 
and Nottingham(21) had diversified econosdes 

ensuring that in time of distress they would suffer less than single 

industry towns. Ca entry(22) and Nottingham both had wide elec or- 

ates where may working wen already possessed the vote as fr.. , 

and social mobility was still possible. Norwich(23) had a paternar- 

(18) of. F. C. Mather, Chartism (Bist. Assoc. pamphlet, 1965), pp" 31-2. 
"In Chartist frass as working class, clearly differentiated 
frag the middle class, did not as yet fully exist, and the forces 
which had been building it previously seamed to be set in reverse 
during the thirty years after 1848 when Chartiss passed from the 
public view. t 

19 J. Cannon, The ý (Bristol, 1967). 
(20) D. J. Rome, The Failure of Loudon Chartists Lyj., ZI (196$). 

Pp. 472-87. 
tThe Loni' Working Kanto Association and the "Peoplets 

Chartert s.. ., IUVI (1967), pp. 73-86. 
tMartimm and the Spitalfields Silk Weaverst . 

2ad ser. IX (1967)1!! " 482-93" 
(21) R. A. Church, ]Wagmi. -,! A §g CbNM in a Midland Totinn_ - 

ý %av%# W6L&J1. a, i 7w/. 
(22) d. Presto (ox. U. P., 1960), 

P. 3earby, (Cour', 
1964). 

(73) J. K. Edwards, "Q mrtien in Norwich# York hQ. Soc. and Bam. Rm. ý YIx (1967), pp. 65-, 100. 
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list middle alas. In the ? wiskilled Sortht, (2) though the workers 

turned to Chartisd they did not turn to class coi. ciousnps; rather 

being inarticulate, vaskilled and ill-educated, th looked to a pro. 

indust ia, past. 

Even in areas which lacked traditions of class co-operation such 

as Leeds and Leicester, attaupts were made at co-operation. It had 

ben written of lamb c. 1645 tClass stands opposed to class, ... t=(25) 

yet Chartiisa did not scanne a mass following in weds because on the 

whole the people were better off, and had always the bore of a return 

to prosperittiy. Leeds had Chartist councillors giving the Barst a 

measure of respectabilitj 
(26) 

and Iaeds factory reformists were endow 

for aiddls-class support. 
(27) 

PI contrast, Leicester which saw no large scale class co-operation 

was a single i rid atry towns where the workers were not orientated towards 

an tnrtrial sooisW (as ttiq were in Glasgow) and where industrial and 

social grievances received no practical sja . t3 frog the middle classes( 

Ist even hers attempts wars ands to merge the agitations for Chartism 

and the repeal of the Corn Loos. And when in February 1840 the Leicester 

Anti-Corn Law Association proposed an affiliated society among artisans, 

(artist attest to take over this nesting tailed. (29) 

Even a prominent Chartist like MaDouall was to ponder the wisdom 

of attacking the siddis classest 

(21i) R. Sotlar, lAttitadN and A11agisnoN i the Unsk111sd North, 
183o-185o" L. g, S ., x (1965); pp. 429-54. 

(25) J. Hal., Quoted in A. &'iý, LtgkU jn Citi.. (Penguin 1968 Sd. ) ý 
P. 141. 

(26) 4. F. C. Narrisca, 'Chsrtica is Inds' in Diggs,, fiat Stubs. 
pp* 65-99. 

(27) J. T. Ward, rlwods and the Factory Bators MOovmmt' Thorýaýs lac. 
XLVI, P. 93. 

(2$) J. F. C. Harrison, 'Charti, m in Leioastart in &'i p jb&dAj & 
3t pp* 996147- 

(29) A. Tesplý Patterson , alj (Iwiost r, 1954), 
pp. 312-3 " 
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A bad turn had been given to their efforts with regard 
to p rioa1-forge d+rroastrations; another error was 
the denouncing the middle classes. The p1ysical-force 
demotratims had entirely tailed; and he thought 
nothing had been gained by attacking the middle classes. 
It was not that he placed much rellawn on the middle 
classe3l but still, if their services could be rendered 
available, they should be accepted. ThW aright be nar- 
rowly watched d allowed rather to assist than to lead 
the aýrvs t. 

Similarly the Durham County Charter Association issued a pamphlet 

on 'The Duty of the Middle Classes to support the Chartista" which pro- 

claimed, 'Labor (sic) and capital are like the two halves of a bank- 

note - useless when separate, valuable when ccAbined. t(3-) While by 

the end of 1847 both OtConnor and Ernest Jones were openly sympathising 

with the idea of a Chartist-Radical a134ance. 
(32) 

Atte; pts at co- 

operation therefore were being made throughout the country in this 

period. 

In the same way a working-class belief in self-help was not con- 

fined to Glasgow. In Coventry at the height of the Chartist troubles, 

the Chartist Battrsy told a large meeting that tths working classes are 

not the only meritorious individuals in society= they are working non 

frao necessity, not choice. There is a deal of credit due to the mar 

who, by his Industry, ixurniousness, and econc raises himself trara 

the lower ranks to the higher classes of society. t(33) 

The working classes in this period therefore did not display a 

monolithic response or attitude to class co-e ration and class Oak- 

flict. Perhaps the ißt ezngpleo iUustarating this come from 

Manchester and Biroinghaa, both of which had been symbols of opposing 

attitudes. 

(30) Account of a Chartiot Rally in Manchester to welccme Peter MCDouall 
Jobn Coll ins on their rel ss. trcm gaol. From Northern jl«j 

22 aig. 1844, quoted in ed. D. ltmy»on, t p. 149. 
(31) Quoted In W. H. )Is. hl, 'Chartist Disturbances in Nortiheý,. ltern 

ß land, 1839', 1 %H", VIII (1963)1 P- 403. 
(32) 9choyen, gýº, cit. p. 152. 
(33) CoyrntrY Stan d, 26 Aug. 1812, quoted in Searby, oi. ci . p. 21. 
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Manchester had had a long history of class conflict. Its 

society was split rigidly into two - masters and men - with no grada- 

tions in between, and little or no chance of a man rising to become a 

master. Yet even in Manchester in the years 1814-6 a change occurred 

in the attitudes and aspirations of working ®en which was to lead to a 

period of co-operation, and which was, to ensure that throughout the 

1840 and 50s, working-class movements were often less aggressive than 

those elsewhere. 
(3` 

This change was occasioned by the emergence of a nusber of factors 

similar to those which had always been present in Glasgow. Firstly, 

there was the revival of prosperity in Manchester; Glasgow had always 

had hope of prosperity, and in Glasgow wages were higher than elsewhere 

in Scotland. 
(35) 

Secondly, the Manchester working classes turned more 

to economic activity; thirdly the working classes now began to support 

the Anti-Corn Law League because they now realised that wages were not 

linked to the level of bread pricess Glasgow operatives being more 

educated were always aware of this; fourthly Manchester employers 

began to develop a social conscience - again this had been a regular 

feature of Glasgow life; fifthly Manchester operatives began to accept 

some of the truths of Ws es faire economics, as Glasgow operatives 

had always done. Lastly, in August 1845 Bolton operatives held a 

special celebration for their s players because they had been given 

two rises without resorting to strike action; Glasgow employers gave 

simi]aýr rises. 
(36) 

If a toim which had already had a long history of class conflict 

(34) Briggs, Victorian Gibs. p. 134. Another factor was that many 
of the working classes rained Tory as they had been in 1832. 

35 . 1835, p. 110. (36 
See above . VI. 
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was by the 1840a(37) turfing to the politics of co-opsrationg another, 

which had always seemed 'the . x. plsr of class haraory and co-opsrationt 

ffiýinahaa - was to experience in the yesrr 1ß3y-42 a period of class 

conflict. By the 184s there was a complete distrust of the middle 

classes. A plan for a sovesuent advocating literacy as the qualifies. 

Lion for universal suffrage was rejected largely because it had been 

sponsored by the middle classes. 
) 

Though this was ultimately 

reaolved, 
(40) 

and the old relationship resumed,, nevertheless it remains 

a valuable rsarning against blanket statements about clue. 

The situation in 03Asgow then provides a further reminder of the 

danger of thinking of relations between the middle classes and the 

working classes in too siaplified and stark teseis; in particular that 

relations of class hostilitr were hardened, and that this provides the 

key to the understanding of the period. To do this, really entails too 

highly selective a handling of the evidence, and produces a distorted 

picture. The reality was less simple and less clear-cut: it was not 

a case of either there was co-operation, or there was hostility and 

separate action; it was quite possible if conditions were right to 

sncaepass all these features since separate actions need not take place 

in a spirit of hostility, and class consciousness need not inhibit co- 

operation with enlightened a. berg of other social classes. 

(37) Kother, osý. p. 22 would seems to agree that cooperation was 
more widespreads 9 ... it was only in the years 1839-41 that 
the opponents of d ass co-o Bration had things more or less 
their own way in the . oveae®tj at other tiers thsy had at least 
to share power with those who adopted a less rigid views, and the 
battles between the rival groups were often fiercest 

(38) T. R. Tholtsen, Me Chartist Crisis in BSI j ., III 
(1958), P- 4611. 

(39) MU. P- 474. 
(4c) jg& p. 476. 
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It might have been wqpeatod that the v*r7 iap rtant mov t for 

reform of Eng7ish ionunioipal corporations would be paralleled ty a mini. 

Lºr movement for reform in Scottish burgh., but in practice this was 

not an issue Which s much appearance in the dsmsnds and activities 

of Glasgow radicals in the 1830s. This is largely because the nave- 

mat for burgh reform in tfasgow fiat the late eight.. nth cwt=7 was 

primarily concerned with electoral reform rather than with local and 

mwdeipal abuses. It at be remembered that Scotland, in the pew 

reform period resembled sae trotten boron ht$ all its 45 K. P. s wer. 

returned by an electorate of lose than 5000. Burgh representatives 

we" return" by means of indirect election, the franchise for which 

was vested in the hands of self-electing town councils. 

The main obj. stioti of the Glasgow burgh rsfoxm movement to the 

mrsformmd system was that it vested the power of returning Glasgow is 

one quarter of an K. P. (Glasgow was grouped with Rutherglens Renfrew 

and Diubarton) solely in the hands of the Torn Comail, a self-electing 

and self-perpetuating body, Bergh reformers wanted therefore, electoral 

reform to secure a popular voice is the proceedings. In other words, 

the movement for burgh reform in Glasgow was a moveerut aiming to secure 

a widening of the franchise even within the existing 'unrefoxmedt frame- 

work of Parliament. 

Caasoquentl7, when the wridsr moveamt for parliamentary reform 

picicsd up iopetus in the late 1820s, it ras natural that the narrower 

Glasgow burgh reform movement should be incorporated in this - it par- 

lianMatary reform were granted this would be conceding the main point 

of the burgh campaigns that the election of representatives should not 

be confined to a closed body. The Glasgow Reform Association, at its 

inception, coupled parliamentary and burgh refom as one of its wain 

at-. 
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Any prospect of burgh reform loaning large in Glasgow politics 

was dindnished for three main reasons. First of all, the Glasgow 

Town Council were themselves supporters of the agitation for parliar- 

mentary reform. They petitioned for this, they accepted the argument 

that it was unjust for the Town Council alone to possess the franchise, 

and they were eager that a town of Glasgaw is Importance should have its 

own parlSaaesntery representative. 

3. oondly, at vwr m, º hs. e been the situation elsewhere, it can- 

not be argued that Glasgow local gomrsrmeent was notoriously corrupt or 

inefficienta Brougham at the ti of the Hurts Ref or bill in 1933 

noted that Glasgow was not oorrupt. 

Thirdly. in a wry short space of tiar, the general expectation 

that the mrmicipal franchise would be atcnded as si*t1ar tarne to the 

parliwntary on. was fulfilled. Whereas in BnglaM such a movement 

had to wait for three years after the Reform Act, in Scotland it caw 

in a matter of moths. In March 1ß33, the opening weeks of the first 

Reform Parliament, the Burghs Reform bill was introduced and became law 

in the August. All who were entitled to vote in parliamentary elections 

were now also entitled to vote in the elections for the Town Co mail and 

Police Board. Glasgow was divided into five wards each returning six 

representatives. The Merchants and Trades Houses also returned a 

representative each, baking a total council of thirty-two members. 
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PONTIATIaR OF MA, " IN 101 

Ages Male Female Total 

Ungar 5 159422 14,855 30,277 
5- 10 13,127 12,580 25,707 

10 15 10,491 10,720 21,211 
15 - 20 8,489 12,256 20,745 
20 - 30 15,177 23,008 38,185 
30 - 40 12,179 14,240 26,419 
40 - 50 8,685 9,329 18,014 
50 - 60 59549 6,099 11,648 
60 - 70 3, o228 3,692 6,920 
70- 80 1,090 1,502 2,592 
80 - 90 260 385 645 
90 - 100 26 32 58 
100 sM up 1 4 5 

TOTALS 93,724 106.702 202,426 

ESD(ATSa POPUL TIM Ole' GLA. fIM IN 1040 

Aa. )talu Peal. Total 

Under 5 21,485 20,694 42,179 
5- 10 18,287 17,525 35, E 

10 - 15 14,615 14,934 29,549 
15 - 20 11,826 17,074 28,900 
20 - 30 219143 32,053 53,196 
30 - 40 16,967 19,837 36,804 
40 - 50 12,099 12,996 25,095 
50 - 60 7,730 8,497 16,227 
60 - 70 4,497 5,13 9,640 
70 - 80 10519 2,092 39611 
80 - 90 362 537 899 
90 - 100 36 45 Q1 
100 and u 1 6 7 

TOTALs 190,567 151,133 282,000 

Ma7a vseholders 46,333 
FWNRJ. i n la" 

5Ld61 

Source i 3Rr*jl Ondit. A9910 s P. P., 1e42P (H. "L) ]X ui, pp. 1609 161. 
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OCCUPATIONS OF T POPULATION OF GLASGOW IN 1831 

WeaVM 
, na2pers , 

Winden 
.... .... .... .. 

15,217 

Cotton Spinners, Stem I»= Weavers 
.... .... .. 

99856 

Colliers, Qua 
rJmm, JA1 Yrers .. of of .... .. 

6o, 614 
Milliners, Straw Hat Make s, Stäeees 

.. .... .. 
381093 

Upholsterers, Cabinet Makers, Joiners, Sawyers .... to 2,986 
Dist , Bnrdm *to. .... Of, .. as as .... 

2,913 

Tanners, Carriers, Boot and dhoomakers, Saddlers .... .. 2,715 
Clergy, Professionals, Students 

.... .. .... .. 
2,659 

Tailors, Clothiers, 
Hatter. 

.... .... as .... 
2,128 

plack, 
Copr, Tin iths, Brasiers, Pooteren .... .. 

4947 

Clerks, C rcia1 Travellerz 
.... .. .... .. 

1, Iý753 

Foreign, How, Merchants and Bankers .... .... .. 1702 

Dyers, Calico Printers, Bleachers, Starchers, singers .... 1,664 
Maeam, Bricklayers, Marble Cutters, Cause yers .... .. 1,552 
Ccwkeepers, Carters, Carriers .... .... .... .. 1,487 

Calendsrsrs .... .. Km13n Msnutaat"Urers , .... .. 1,319 
, 2 Hawkers and Dealers 

in 
31 

]Yga es .... .. .... of 
1p276 

Porters and Watches .... .... .. .... .. 
1,254 

Tambourera, Dsrners, Clippers .... .... .... .. 1,231. 
Giess and "ictrs .... .... .. .... .. 

1,127 

Warehousemen and S voeraries .. ". .. .... .. 1,093 
Bakers 

9 
Confectioners, try Cocks 

.... .... .. 
1,063 

Hzass, Iron, Typs Founders and Moulders 924 
Machinists, gi users, )Uli frights ". .... .... .. 892 
Colour-mm, Painters, Pinnbers, 01asiers .. .... .. 761 
Waite=# Postboys, Hoft 

, Grom .... .... .. 
716 

Writers, Law Agents, Messengers, Sheriffs, Tmm Officers .. 629 
maters, Pl«terers 

.... .... to .. .... .. 
584 

Masher., Dressers, 
Mangi era .... .... .... .. 

5$ 

Cc positorf, latter- Pres Prillterfl, Folders .. .... .. 573 
Agents, Factors, Accountante 

.... .... 0* .. 00 
544 

Patters, Glass-Cutters, Dealers in Glass and Chin a ". .. 501 
Coopers and Turners 

.... .... .... .... .. 
497 

Surgeons, Dru`: -asts, Chats "" "" "" "" "" "" "" 494 
ý, ý ý gongere, H& a^ n, Nailoa s .... .. .... .. 47 4 

Booksellers, Stationera9 Bookbinders .... .... .. 459 
Fleehers, Fiehnongers, Poulterers .... .. .... .. 456 
Tobacco ts, Tobacco Spinners, Drysalters, Soap and Candle 

Makes .. 411. 
Gardeners, Fruiterers, Green Grocers, Seedom de* 00 409 
Figravers, M. Ock and Print 

Cutters 
.... .. ". .... 

359 

Fla: Dressers, Rope Spinners, Sail and Block Makers .... 349 
Coach-im&ers, 

Cart and w{iesrl 
Wrigh e .,.. .... to 

32 

Haberdashers, Mercers, Drapers, Hosiers, (Moors .... .. 321. 
Brush and Basket Makers, Coab and Spoon Makers .... .. 313 
Silversmiths, Jewellers, Watch and Clock Makers .... .. 277 
Fu niture Brokers, Dealers in Old Clothes .. .... .. 254 
Barbers, Hairdr esse31, Psr tars .... .. .... .. 232 
Miseellamotu 

.... .... 00 of 64 00 00 .. 
6,361 

Sources Cleland, ýi 1ti i"9" p" 214« 
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AGE AND SEX OF GLASGOW COTTON SPINNEM 

Age Male Female 

Below U 283 256 
From 11-16 1519 2162 

16-21 881 2452 
21-26 541 1252 
26-31 358 674 
31-36 331 255 
36-41 279 21.8 
41-46 159 92 
46-51 117 41 
51-56 69 18 
56-61 45 16 
61-66 17 7 
66-71 15 2 
71-76 11 0 
76-81 5 0 
81-86 0 0 
86-91 1 0 

TOTAL 4631 7445 

Sources P. P., Suppe Rep. Part I, 15 Mar. 1634, (167) XIX, P. 33. 
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Year Customs Duties Collected 
at Glasgow 

Revenue of the 
River Clyde Trust 

1840 9472,563 946,651-9-4 (846,651.4b-ß) 
1841 £526,100 £50,666-19-2 £50,666.96 
1842 £503,871 £40,678-16-8 40,678-831) 
1843 £497,726 x'43,341-2-0 43o 301, blO) 1844 £551,851 41., 286-18-8 (£41,286.93 
1845 £589,527 145,668-10-11 £45,866.54 
1846 £634,305 £51,198-12-2 £51,198.61 
1847 £659,834 ¬59,017-2-9 £59,017.14 

Sources C lloie P01LSZII Commercial Distress Part III 
" "" lU7-8# (565) s P" 416. 

Year Revenue of the Port of Glasgow 

River Clyde Trust 

Exports imports 

1825 E8,367-11-7 28367.58) W7-19-10 (167.99) E194-6-3 (1194.31) 
1830 £Z), 296-18-6 £�296.92) £L27-16-7 (&127.83) 92+85-19-5 (82485.97 ) 
1831 £18,932.0-7 £8,932.03 M D2-1-11 002.0 ) X267-7-0 (ßa. 267.35) 
1832 £. 22,496-0-3 £22,496.01 £121. -1-9 #121.09 £, 2U5-5-10 (, 2115.29) 
1833 £21 , 578-5-2 X21,578.26 9157-12-10 x. 157.4) £975-6-2 

(9975.31) 

1834 £22,859-14-10422,859.74) 2239-13-11 X9.69 (, 2968 
1835 £31,091-19-3 £31,091.91 £490-3-8 X90.1 ) £6192-8-9 (&6192.44 
1836 £35,612-16-0 4.35,612.80 £744-9-7 &74ýº. 48 £3333-1-8 03333.0 
1837 £35,595-8-3 £35,595.41 £961-7-8 9961.381) £6859-1-6 (eß59.07 

source: syion, ODD. Appendix pp. 267,268. 
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Professionst selected categories 1833-34 1847-48 

Acadmi es, Ladies t Boardi ng sand Day 22 24 
Acco mtantf .... .. .. .. 

53 100 
Agents, general .. .. .. .. 

160 106 

Apotkocaries 
.... .. .. .. 

8 

16 

- 

26 Archit. cts .... .. .. .. 

Artificial Flower and Feather Makers 1 - 
Auctioneers ." "" "" ." 14 24 
Bookbinders 

"""" "" "" "" 
20 30 

Booksellers, Stationers and Binders 62 80 
Broverl "" "" "" "" 

Brokers, Skip cad Insurance 
"" 

.. 

"" 

.. 

17 

25 

11 

83 
Cheaists, aaautacturirg .. .. .. 15 31 
C1 romm, .. .. 

74 102 

Coffee Hones .... .. .. .. 3 19 
Co 

iseion 
BerohuM 

.. .. ". 
62 356 

Confectioners and Pastry Cook s 46 65 
Cotton 

Brokers 
.... .. .. .. 

8 13 

Cotton Mill Furnishers .. .. .. 2 5 
Cotton spinners .. .. .. .. 

41 52 

Cotton waste Dealers ." .. .. 4 20 
Cotton Wick Manufactures *9 .. .. 2 - 
Cotton Pail 

Ao"AanV. .. .. .. 
26 39 

Dental 3urseon. 
.. .. .. .. 

6 13 

Druggists 
.... .. .. .. .. 

19 
39 

l@abroiderers .... .. .. .. 1 5 
Eaginesrs 

.... .. .. .. .. 
18 39 

Flashers .... .. .. .. .. 142 147 
Fers 

.... .. .. .. ". 
8 4 

G, 71 dsaiths, Juweliere .. .. .. 4 15 
Grocers, Tea, Spirit Dealers .. .. 662 363 
Hairdressers .... .. ". .. 60 43 
inns, 

Ho eis .... .. .. .. 
19 27 

Jewellers 
.... .. .. .. .. 

22 48 

Libraries .... .. .. .. .. 
7 29 

Looking-class Manufacturers ". .. 4 7 
)Latch urers .... .. .. .. 

255 318 

Merchan e .... .. "" .. .. 
468 597 

Midwives 
.... .. .. .. .. 

18 12 

williners Dress rs .. .. .. 
81 171 

Music, Musical Instrment Dealers .. 6 14 
Musical Instrument Makers .. .. 3 ä 
Musicians 

.... .. ". .. .. 
10 

10 

Pa broksrs 
.... .. .. .. 

23 40 

Perfumers, Hairdressers .. .. .. 10 15 
Physicians, Surgeons .. .. ". 209 224 
Piano Forte Malvers .. .. .. .. 3 16 
Piano Forte Tuners .. .. .. .. 3 11 
Portrait, Miniature, Landscape Painters 14 25 
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Profession: selected categories 1833-34 1847-48 

Reading Roc .... .. .. .. 5 10 
Sculptors .... .. .. .. .. 1 12 
9hipbiii. 1c! rs .... .. .. .. .. 2 8 
Silversmiths .... .. .. .. .. 4 6 
Spirit Dealers .... .. .. .. 819 974 
Stationers ». .... .. .. .. 29 98 
Surveyors, miucellaneous .. .. .. 13 33 
Teacher., miscellaneous .. .. .. 177 281. 
Tcydealers .... .. .. .. .. 7 17 
t rella, Parasol Haken .. .. .. 20 15 
Undertakers 

.. ". .. .. .. .. 
3 15 

Veterinary Surgeons .. .. .. .. 4 7 
Watch, Clock 

Haken .. .. .. .. 21 
70 

Writers 
.... .... .. .. .. 

284 2(8 

Banking Houses .... .. .. .. 16 l8 
Fire, Insurance Offices .. .. .. 35 91 

(Ineurance 
ni. s ) 

Stockbrokers .... .. .. .. .. 80 

Caviled from intonation in 
- Glasgow, 1s 1847) 
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CLA331FICATION OF DEPOSITORS IN THE NATIONAL BANK 

31 JANUAiä 1.840 

New &ltrants in Year Total 
Deeaription of Dapoeito ending 20th November Total 

1836 1837 1838 1839 Wale FeMals 

1lgriau1taural Hý1a. 1ºsýnw 0 0 284 196 424 56 480 
Daeostic 9ernart3 .. 167 654 647 1132 1 2426 2600 
Mechanics, Artificers 

and their Wives .. 370 1036 2202 1557 428º Sol 5165 
Clerks, Shopkeepers and 

Dressoaloere ." of 0 0 613 961 1271 303 1574 
Factory operatives .. 489 491 315 111 1043 363 1406 
Minors ender 15 years 

of ade .... .. 165 387 466 331 787 562 1349 
labourers .,.. ". 0 0 96 370 466 0 466 
Other descriptions not 

specified .... 703 1170 0 0 1009 944 1953 

Total individuals .. 1974 3738 4628 4658 9458 5535 14993 
Friendly Societies we 13 6 50 49 0 0 116 
Charitable and Provid4nt 

Associations .... 42 42 32 218 0 0 144 
Branch Bonk@ .... 0 0 1 3 0 0 4 

Total Acco mte open" Z)29 3786 4706 4738 9458 5535 15259 

Souroe t Cleland, The 
rFo land Present State ... p. 88. 
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AV AGB WAG1 RATE 1639-40 

Period 
Of 

Lbotir 

BQioksai the as frs 
Blacksmiths, feral 

smithy t work 
kSr# 

.. 

Briak]. syers .... 
Cabinetmakers, .. 
CA3 on derere ". ". 
Carvers .".. ." 
Coopers 

.. ". "" 

Gilder* .. I. ." Joiner. and Naue 
Carpenters so *0 

Labourers .... 
Ltter-Ptws Printers in 

Book Printing Offices 
AT. 

.... .. 

Litter-Press Printers in 
Neapapar and Job 
Offices .... 

Masons (when full-44M) 
millwrights at Public 

Works .... Noulctrs .. of 
Painters .... 
Plastsrsrs .. of 
Pluoberr .... 
Porters in Shops and 

Warehoi* s ". "" 
Sawyers "... "" 
Shoemektrs in awn how 
S1& srs p".. ". 

Tailors, in Sumer 12, r 
in Winter 

Turners and Finish at 
Etwins füg .. 

Warpers garkerally 0. 

10 hours 

10 hours 
Per Piece 
10 hours 
10 hour 
12 horns 
10 hours 
10 hours 
10 hours 

10 I ý-(ý) 

Per Pie" I A. 

1899 per we4ic I 181 D 

26/- (¬a. y0) 125/- (£1.25 ) 

19/- 
21/- 
21/- 

16�- 
73/- 
1B/- 

95p) 
£t. 05) 

SOP"05) 
SOP) 
£1.15) 
90p) 

19/- 
21/- 

.. 

16/- 
23/- 
1s/- 

95p) 
£1.05 
ý5 

SOp 

121.15) 

(90P) 
82. 91 

i- (60p) 

Al 

11 hours 1 25/. (RL. 25) 125/- (81.25) 

10 houru 2Z t&i. io ) vI- (t3. io) 
l0 ho 
1A hours 

10 hours 
10 hours 

Per Piece 
Per Piece 
10 hours 

10 hours 

10 hours 
u furor. 

ý; -_ 19/- 
19/" 
V'1/- 

92: x; 95p) 
95P) ýtG1. 

o5) 

5/= 19/- 
19/- 
23/- 

£ 25 95P 
95P 

191005) 

l/- Top) 
23 ýýS) 

91 

1W- 70p) 
23/- £L15 ) 
15/" 75p) 
91 

W- (90p) 
14/- (? OP) 

is/- (90p) 

24/ (JE1. 
u/6 (70p) 

1 

Source$ -qLaaity., _Ccýndit. 
Soot., P. P., 1842, (H. L) D ill, p. 164. 
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PRIM or PROVISIONS 

Article W°ýtor 1819 1831 

oatmeal .... .. .. Per Peck 1/3 6p 1/2 6p) 
Harley .... .. .. Per lb. Zd* lp 1d. lp 
Potatoes ." .. .. Peck of 40 lbso lOd. 4p lCd. 4p 
Beef, Good Boiling Pieces 
B f C Pi 

7 d. p 
(2 

5d. 
4d (1 p , ee ece oarse s .. . p . Pork 

.... .. .. 
For lb. 

. 
3P 5d* (2p 

Bacon .. of 
B d Wh t 

.. .. Per lb. 

P t 
7d. 

ll 
3p 6d" 2 (. 

rea , en ea .. .. er quar ern jd. 5 . e p 
Bread, Household .. .. loaf Sied. ) 

b 
de p 

Sweet Milk .. .. .. 6d. (p 5d. 2p 
Butter Milk .. .. .. ld. (, 

gyp ld. iP 
Salt Herrings 

Ch t .. .. Per The 3d. 
Ad 

(lp 2d. 
Ed 

lp s (2 
.. ss co ch .. of . R . p 

Irish utter .. .. .. 

i/h 
IP 10d. 4p 

Soap White .. .. .. 10d. 44p lid. p 
Soap fron of 
Black Tea .. 

.. 

.. 
.. 

.. 

9d. 

We 
(4p 

(lip 
Öd. 

4d. 1 P 
Brom sugar .. .. .. 7d" 3p ( 5k* p 
Tobacco .... .. .. 44d. 2p 3d. (lp 

Adapted frag QSJ&W. & ation ofthe_Inha itanta .. (Glasgow, 
1832), p. 231. 
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WRIAL3 AT PUBLIC IXPEK31 IN THE CITY PHOPXR 

Year lien WOMB Children Total 

24 Oct. 1625-24 Oct. 1836 33) 175 363 658 
24 Oct. 1836-24 Oct. 1837 254 330 513 1,697 
24 Oct. 1837-24 Oct- M8 169 258 453 680 
24 Oct. 1638-24 Oct* 1839 116 182 447 745 
24 Oct. 1839-24 Oct. 1810 187 201 566 956 

soý'c t ý,. G P. P., 1842, (A. L. ) ZKYIII, p. 174" 

Occupation Male ? male Total 
% of 
Grand 
Total 

clipper .... .. of ". - 22 22 1.8 

Hawker .... .... .. 
3 75 78 6.4 

Ha»e ork or Lodgings .... - 132 132 10.8 
Stoking Knitter 

.... .. - 2D Z) 1.6 

Labourer .... .... .. 44 - 44 3.6 
Porter is .... .... 

20 3 23 1.9 

yeier .... .... .. - 
Q 139 139 11.4 

T&Mbourer 
.... .... .. " 32 32 2.6 

Urifit for vork, or of no oecupation 4 118 122 10.0 
Wearer 

.... .... .. 
62 1 63 

5.2 

Washer .... .... .. - 46 46 3.8 
Tarn Idindsr .... .... 6 335 341 ZOO 
Other Occupstiaos .... .. 113 45 158 13.5 

TOTAL 252 968 122D 

Cc pil d from inforaation in ego., P. P., 16429 (B. L. ) 
wins P. 1800 
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POOR TE 1833 

Pariah Scots Irish English Othsrsm Total Many 

North or 140 16 2 158 £328.19-7 
Inner High (9328.98) 

Outer High I80 ?A 4 204 £519,7-9 
(9519.39) 

m*cktriars $21 25 1 1 258 £5954-0 
(£595.40) 

Tron Church 129 43 1 173 1390-104 
(kz390"53k) 

st. Davids 60 14 - 1 75 fl"-2-0 
(1ä86.1o ) 

St. Andrews 97 17 114 £342-8-6 
(*342.42) 

St. Johns 85 28 - 113 Not given 

st. Ja s 90 20 110 £, 236-18- 
(I236.933 

Gorbals LIS 49 1 178 £395-5- 
(9395.291 

Govan'r` 235 91 6 332 £800 

" West Irdlaa 
18 

arithmetical error: total should be 248. 

9ouravt Irish Poor Rea. 1835, pp. 3.01-3. 
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OCCUPATIONS 07 PATIIITS AEICTT) TO IOCX HOSPITAL# 1838,39,40 

Occupation 1838 1839 1840 

D=rastic Servants .. . 00 27 34.50 44.50 
min 

Girls .... 
y 

28.00 
32.50 27-00 

amiss . to. .... 20.50 26.10 18.20 
Wasberrasn .... 1.70 00.00 0.62 
Bleach em .... .. 2.50 1.80 0.42 
Jobboa .... .. 3.95 3.65 3-40 
Hockb a rs .... 0.70 00.00 00.00 
Boot and Shoe Hinders 00.00 1.10 2.50 
No Imp1c'asnt .... 15. Z) 00.00 3.10 

9ourc s AUA- Baralm. 290"s P. P., 1843, (432) 2V, i. 80. 
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OCCUPATIONS OF PARENTS OF 1473 PATIENTS AUQTTED TO THE LOCK HOSPITAL 

Labourers .... .. .. .. .. .. 
13.6 

weavers 
.... .. .. .. .. .. 

13.2 

smiths, Mechanics, Ihgineers .. .. .. 6.8 
Joiners 

.... .. .. .. .. .. 
6.5 

Sho. oia srs .... .. .. .. .. 6. o 
Masons, Bricklayers, Plasterers .. .. 5.2 
Sailors and Fishermen 

.. .. .. .. 
4.7 

Tailors 
.... .. .. .. .. .. 

4.5 

Soldiers 
.... .. .. .. .. .. 

4.1 

Farme s .... .. .. .. .. .. 
3.75 

Carters .... .. .. .. .. .. 3.05 
Hawkers and Bmkers 

.. .. .. .. .. 
2.65 

Cotton Spin eas .. .. .. .. .. 
2.25 

Bleachers, I ers and Calico Printers .. 2.2 
Waiters and House Servants .. .. .. 2.2 
Gardeners 

.... .. .. .. .. .. 
2.1 

Porters 
.. 

ryý.,. ý 

.. 
Publicans and Grocers 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

. 

2.1 

1.6 

Colliers 
.... .. .. .. .. 

. 

.. 
1.6 

Sawyers .... .. is .. .. es 
1.4 

Police Officers 
.. .. .. .. .. 

0.9 

Printers and Bookbinders .. .. .. .. 0.9 
Bottle Blowers and Glass Workers .. .. 009 
Flashers 

.... .. .. .. .. .. 
0.9 

Slaters .... .. .. .. .. .. 
0.8 

Coopers 
.... .. .. .. .. .. 

0.8 

Painters .... .. .. .. .. .. 
0.8 

Bikers 
.... .. .. .. .. .. 

0.6 

writers and Clerks .. .. .. .. .. 0.6 
Workmen in Breweries and Distilleries .. 0.27 
Surgeons 

.... is .. .. .. .. 
0.27 

Tide 
Waiters 

.... .. .. .. .. 
0.2 

Teachers 
.... .. ". .. .. .. 

0.2 

Curriers 
.... .. .. .. .. .. 

0.2 

»mgmvers .... .. .. .. .. .. 
0.14 

Wate rs .... .. .. .. .. 
0.14 

C i1'i ley Sweeps .... .. .. .. .. 
0.14 

Saddlers 
.... .. .. .. as .. 

0.14 

Officers of ]beiße .. .. .. .. .. 0.14 
Army Officers .... .. Of .. .. 0.14 
Hatters .... .. is of .. .. 0.14 
Factor, To an Estate .. .. .. .. 0.07 
Musician .... es .. es .. .. 0.07 
Lut Cutter 

.... .. .. .. es 
0.07 

Jeweller .... .. .. .. .. .. 0.07 
Tanner 

.... .. .. .. .. .. 
0.07 

Poulterer .... .. .. .. .. .. 0.07 
Cork Cutter 

.... .. .. .. .. 
0.07 

Carver and Gilder .. .. .. .. .. 0.07 
Soap-Boiler .... .. .. .. .. 0.07 
Co eciN .... 09 .. 0. 00 

0.07 
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.... .... .... .. 
0.07 

er .... .... "" .. 
0.07 

Tobacco 9pir .r.. .... .... 
0.07 

Mail Coach Huard .... .. of .. 0.07 
of .. of .... .. 

0.07 

00 00 00 IS 00 00 
0.07 

Paper Kalter 
.... .... .... 

0.07 

Auctioneer 
.... .... .... 

0.07 

Horse 
Dmaw 

.... .... .... 
0.07 

Coup iled f ram information in 
. V/, _ Ld.. Ca. 7 27r f jSgd, ss " P. P. s 

180v (432) XV, 1 79-W- 
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ISTDUTSD POPULATION AND THE RATE OF Z)RTALITY IN QLA3OC 
1836-a0 

Year Population Deaths Rate of Mortality 

1836 244,000 8,441 1 in 26.906 
1837 253, E 10,270 1 in 24.634 
1838 263,000 6,932 1 in 37.939 
1839 272,000 7,525 1 in 36.146 
1840 282,000 8,821 1 in 31.969 

Man annual martalltj for these yearn -1 in 31.738 

DBAUS UUM 5 TZARS Oi AM AND 1I1Ift RATIO 
10 Tipi POPULATION 

Year Population 
Deaths 

Emder 5 years 
Proportion of These 

to Population 

1836 244,000 3,889 1 in 62.74 
1837 2539E 3,875 1 in 65.29 
1838 263,000 3,133 1 in 83.94 
1839 272, E 3,777 1 in 72.01 
1840 282,000 4,031 1 in 69.95 

risau almmal Mor4lity of people Emder 5 for these yssrs 
1 in 70.78 

3ouress Soot., P. P. 9 1842, (H. L. ) XXVIII, 
pp" 

l 
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SPECDI L$I 1TNO3 OF WEAVSR. 9I FAXLL'L 

No. 1 

A aaaº his wife and four childrens 

Father weaving with second son aaad twslvs 
drawing for hie .... to ". .. 

First son, ag. d fourteen ". .... .. Third son, aged eine, at school .... Daught. r aged "sreatesn, ssbroid ring .. Wit., winding pirns .... .. 00 

Not Weekly wages 

£ e9 d. 

"" 
12 6 
3 10 19p 

00 
.. 46 (22 p) 

22 (llp 

30 (£1-15) 

Av raa. per person 3/10 (19p) 

No. 2 ". d. 

A win, his wife and five childrent 

Father wearing .... .... .... of 7 6 37k) 
First son aced elmn, weaving .... .. 3 4 1) 
Daughter in factory .... .... .... 3 6 1 *P) 
3 Young children as .... .... .ý . 

Wife part time westing .... .... .. .1 10 (9p) 

TOTAL 16 2 (ß1P) 

Average per person 2/35/7 (Up) 

No. 3 so d. 

A man, his wits and two childrsat 

Father weaving .... .... .... .. 
5 11 30p 

Wife winding .... of .... .... 20 lop 
Two young chlldr n .... .... .... ..,... 

TOTAL 7 11 (4op) 

A. sr g. per pmoa 1/114 (lop) 
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No. 4 

A mans, his wife and five childrens 

Father weaving .. of .".. .... .. 
Eldest daughter (sick) 

winding .... .. 

Four young children .... .... .... 
Wits minding .... .... of .... 

Average per Person 1/0W7 (5p) 

Net Weekly Wages 

S. d" 

10 
(5p) 

12 (6P) 

72 (36p) 

9ouress P. P., 1839, (159) XLII, 
Pp. 7-8- 
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MEI CAL CHARM s MEDICINE AND AID GIM TO THM UNALE TO 
PA? FOR 1MCAL A33I3TAIIC$ IN 1840 

Institution In-Door Out-Door 

M s 

Total 
»aber 
of Bob 81 Biturs 

I 

Royal Infirmary .. 2,596 
ew 

- 2,596 233. w 
' Royal Fever Hospital 3,535 - 3,535 200 (09405.49) 

Royal Dispensary .. - 7,501 7,501 
We I f'irmary .... 63 1,273 1,336 10 £263-3-3 (9263.16) 
Lock Hospital .... 369 369 32 t 4V-1-7 (8429.08) 
University Irying -in 

Hospital .... 136 410 546 14 Z156-10-0(2156.50) 
University Dispet*ary - 2,708 2,708 - W-7-2 (&27.36) 
Lmatic Asylums Daily 

average sir o: 
city paupers .. of 11 - 11 110 £ý- 0 X30 ( 

D4i]y average, Harorý' 22 22 ) 2"*40 X400-8-0 
casegow Iyiwin 

Hospital .... 104 90 194 18) 999 
Glasgow Dispensary .. - 750 750 ) 
Town Hospital, nuabsr 

of lunatics .... 43 43 56 P2M"16-2(2228.81) 
District Surgeoacies of 

the City (12) .. 4,504 40304 - 1252 
District 3urgsc icier of 

earcgy and medicines - 949 949 - m. 20-9-140.46) 
District Surgsortcies of 

Govan Armw ation .. - 320 320 - £21 
District Surponciss of 

ArAer. ton .... - 405 405 - Al 

District Surgeoncies of 
Gorbals .... .. 1, ':; '5 1,755 £62 

District Sur ponies of 
Celtic .... .. 261 26 VA-3-0 (48.15 ) 

Bedicinss and cordials 
for city passrs £150-19-3(9150.96) 

TOTALS 6,879 20,926 , 805 671 1IM22-11-4 
(P10,922.57 

11 Aritiwtical error, total should be 93.0# 925-23. -4 (&10,925.57). 
- Including, cost of nsw buildings, £1,108. 

Souro*t Samt. Candit. Acot., P. P., 1a42, (H-L) Uvill, p. 172. 
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SUMS COLLECTED BY' PUBLIC AND CONGRT '. ATICNAL CEIAR, ZTI 3 
(IN ROOND T) 

Glasgow Toita Hospital 04 00 00 .. £22,000 
rony Parish 

.... .. .. .. .. 
i 

, WV 

Govan 
PWrish 

as .... Of .. .. .. 
4,500 

Gorbale Pariah .... .. .. .. .. 500 
House o! ReAzge .... .. .. .. .. 2,000 
Royal Intirsary .... .. .. .. .. 6,000 
Deat and Duob Institution .. .. .. .. 1,200 
Old 

Mai, 
is Friend Society 

.. .. 
400 

Lock 
Hospit&l 

.... .. .. .. .. 
400 

Lying-in Rmpital. 
.... .. .. .. .. Joc 

Merchants ROU" 
.... .. .. .. -- .. 

19100 

Glasgow s«mante Friend Society, .. .. .. 800 
Widow's Friendly Society of Phys icians .. 2,000 

e Infirmary 
of .. .. .. of .. 

250 

Trades House .... .. .. .. .. .. 5,000 
aachanan 

sociev 
.... .. .. .. .. 

5 50 

Wiiionte Charity 
.... .. .. .. .. 

G t$ Socisty .... .. .. .. .. 200 
Mortification of Mitchell, T«ment, Coulter, 

Iaighton, Govin, Ulhoq» .. .. of .. 
250 

ietiee 
Other 

Si . LBi_ 
Soc 

.. .. .. .. 
lu, 

VW 
/ congregatio Charities 

.. .. .. .. 
7,000 

X77.750 
somommommý 

Sources J. 8 tby . pp. 99-100. 
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DOMPOSITION OF T Hs nTDl3TI AND CO)O( GE GROUP 

Avrage 
Class 1740-9 1765-74 1790-9 1830-9 1740-1839 

Middle 96.2 62.4 48.0 61.1 62.8 

Working 1.9 14.4 47.9 32.8 32.4 

tIrtenaediate* 1.9 3.3 4.0 6.3 4.9 

This tentative subdivision has been made because the terms SjljSj& 
ZMDAM and o ,M very probably in ant cases refer to manual 
workers, and here have been so treated. The �Intermediate" group 
is labelled thus because of the nature of the occupation or the 
vagwuess of the Latin. t 

Source t Kathswy $Dgi&. p. 80. 
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County Read 
Cannot 
Read Writs 

Cannot 
write 

Lancashire 83 17 38 62 
Chsshir. 

.... .. 
90 10 

I" 
53 

Yorkshire .... to 85 15 48 52 
Derbyshire 

of .... 
88 12 43 57 

Staffordshire to .. 83 17 61 39 
Leicestershire .... 80 20 40 60 
Nottinghamshire to of 88 12 43 57 
Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex 81 19 26 74 
" lttihir0 .... to 85 15 38 62 

jumc . -- ^t shir. .... 
89 11 26 74 

DevonsLa. i r. .... of 96 4 51 49 
Gloucestershire .... 92 a 40 60 
Worcestershire .. to 100 w 77 23 

Warwickshire of .. 68 12 66 32 
Isnnar! -. Ihire 41 . to to 96 4 54 46 

Adapted trag P. P., Supt. Rep. Part I, 15 Mar. 1834, (167) IIx, p. 42. 
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_Agýto.: 9 Har. -13 April 1833. ld. Weekly, 

No Imom cops.... Literary mi. cell ny. 

" lq" LLLJ %Ios" 1-1v? J! i 1. nnaa4 %iu4-A- . sJ " 

n FFiir. iid Lib 2d. Weekly (Nos. 1-23), ld. (Idos. 24-30)- 

Ma Exiffid of th. ale ? l8 Aug. 1832-1 Sspt. 1632. Weekly lid. 

Ths tl an 713 Sept. 1831-27 Sept. 1834.2d. Weekly. 

Thi taw aoui. a 19 Nov. 1831.. ld. Wkly. 

26 Sept. 1835-9 Jan. 1836. 
Iýd., Weakly. 

g Glmggl N. wa No known copies* 

Weekly tuen m mthly 2d. 

24 Mare- 
0 

The New Qoeraßßs t or. Theat c1 Tribunal Weedy ld. 

Thy In bluial Mugu= 

The& : ggSoer 5 Feb. 1831 ld. 

The Political EAcaminar 8-15 Sept. 1832. lid. Weekly. 

28 April-16 June 1832.1d. Weekly. 

(1) This continued to 1841 and not 1838 as J. H. Weiner, A Descriptive 

u.... i de the Try es Au 25 Sept. 1830-28 ltq 1631.2d. Weekly. 

1 Oct* 1831. ld. weekly. 
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PutlUcAl o 17 Nov. 1832-16 Feb. 18339 ld. (Nos. 1-12), 

2d. (13-14) Weekly. 

o rs Pocket Coma m 2--9 June 1832. Weekly. 

. n. - u.. ii. 1t ester: A Journal of Literature and Fine Arts 7 Sept. 1833. 

. weekly. 

The Water Gem to 5 duns-4 Sept. 1835" 2d. Weekly. 

Th_ Scott h Pulet 31 Mar. 1832-23 Jan. 1836.2d. Weekly. 

. qr; t-tish ZM ee Union Gaee. tte 14 Sept. -14 Dec. 1833. Weekly. 

No known copies. 

irr, .. ri _. i . i1ner 23 Nov. 1833-25 Jan. 1834. ld. Weekly. 

Then . ri _1 
Vi. 

_ 
+wtor_ 16 Aug. -19 Sept. 1835" id. Weekly. 

, Ph_ _. de"mau 28 Dec. 1833-31 NO 1834. lid. Weekly. 

T Vi_ 1832. Hsi-weekly id. 
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Year Population 
Total 

Convicted 
% of 

Population 

lä22 151,440 1,408 0.9 

1823 156,170 1,262 0.8 

1824 161,120 1,372 0.85 

1825 166,280 1,421 0.9 

1826 171,660 1,529 0.9 

1827 177,280 1,695 0.95 

1828 183,150 1,802 1.0 

1829 189,270 1,763 0.9 

1830 195,650 1,949 1.0 

1831 2)2,42) 1,887 0.8 

1832 22)9,230 1,960 0.9 

1833 716,450 2r 105 1.0 

1834 223,940 .., 018 0.9 

1835 231, E 2,311 1.0 

1836 244,000 1,701 0.7 

1837 253, E 2,173 0.9 

CampilAPd from iafonatian in 11 i" f 
P. P. l 207-4# , 
p. 163. 
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Daring the period 1830-48 Glasgow had saus twnty-taur newspýpsrs 

as well as a rns bsr of periodicals and temperance Journals. Some, of 

course, its" ephemeral lasting only a short time, such as the ]d, 

of 1836, but taking the period as a whole Glasgow never had loss than 

ten papers which continued for tea years or mors. Such papers were 

not parochial in outlook. Cheat interest res taken in nattormi affairs, 

as much space as possible being devoted to parliamentary debates which 

were usually printed on the front page j foreign news also received 

coverage. This Appendix deals only with those papers figuring prow- 

ii sntly in the taxt, and seeks merely to add some general information 

to that already given in the tact. 

The lja" Cour&K and to a lesser eft the d pa, 

rep ed . ntthe Comern tive interest= the ArAMb 1aat. rsaýs. AMMAL 

Trio) PAL. the 9cctah R4 r. ' tiUrtta, and the , ,. rspre- 

a. nted the reforr4na intranstl whi1o the Scotus 91 represented 

the azux'ch of Scotland, do' gain c Ly to talk of political reform ldm 

it we ge=m to reli_icae(l) 

The liln" began its s dst tae as the in 1783 - 

a name which it retained till ]x805 when it became the IlIg" under the 

editorship of Samuel }Rmter. On the whole the was the most 

successful paper of the periods when inter sold out in 1837 he received 

ßs3.000 from Al*andsr )brriscn for his interest. George Oatram then 

became editor. The A2EWA was the paper of the business ccm mrnity as 

its share of advertising revenue dumanstrates (see aaaompsrging chart 

and Iahte). Unlike its Conservative, stableeaate the ggWar it was 

not marked by political invective. Its Circulation in t period 

1837-1.3 never dropped below 2538. 

(1) e. g. Scottish oi&FZM. 17 Jan. 1832, 
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The Qgrja was begun in 1791. It was edited by William 

Motherwell iron 1830 to his death in 1835. Dr. McConeci- then became 

editor and toned down the Orange views which had been strong =der 

Motherwell. It was published three time a week till 1860 when it 

became a weekly and lasted another five or six years. It gras excep- 

tionally proud of its talents boasting to its readers that it had 

tacquired political connections of the utmost value, and access to 

sources of information inferior only to a few of the favoured Metropolitan 

Journals, and in some particulars mors than their equal'. 
(2) 

It ohm- 

planed right ring Toryisa, and supported the Established Church, the 

slave owners, the west Indian interests and agriculture. It wished 

to have nothing to do with now ideas. In its view each section of 

society had its place. Forthright ca went, often of a ? 'w told you not 

nature was its hallmark. 

The most interesting aspect of the third Cormervative papers, the 

(1835-55) was its close affiliation with politicians and 

would-be politicians. Sir D. L. Sandford and Colquhoun of äillersont 

provided the initial finance. When Sandford died in 1838, James Campbell 

who contested Glasgow as a Conservative in 16 1 became the major share- 

holder. Till 1836 the national was edited by Willi= Bonnet who 

advocated the upholding of the establis) ent, the Lords, and the pursuit 

of peace, economy and justice. After Haunt is departure the Constitutional 

became an increasingly strong supporter of Pee1. 

Aaong the rstoz press, the Arvu (1833-47) toundsd by the Cliquzs 

was the champion of free trade, in particular Corn Lw repeaý, (its editor 

till 1839 ras William weir) and claiard to speak for 'educated radicals'. 

It too had close ooim ctions with parliamentary representatives, in its 

case Oswald mA De nistoun. 

(2) Courier. 15 April 1830. 
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The (1810.57), edited by David Prentice attempted to 

lead the reform movement in the period 1830-2. During the 1832 elec- 

tion it naturally championed the candidacy of JoIu Douglas who was one 

of its proprietors. In April 1837 willim Kippen of B"by bought the 

Chrmicle together with the G1MMM Rvenina Post and the Journal for 

£575. The ZEM&GJ& till 1857. 

The g&turdq (AmW l tost(3) was rounded in 1827 and edited by 

John Hamilton (Provost of Paislw 1841-4). It was a liberal reforming 

paper belong to Paisley as rail as Masgow. During the period, it 

frequently changed its name frag 3&turdai (AKamina) Past to ggw 

&MIngr Prüf, Pa 1 ; and B, sa_=hire ü ox. to Saturday b". 

When it cwa =der the control of Prentice of the Chi it 

accordingly adopted his 1832 election pledges. It ras moat successful 

in the years after 1842 when the Glasgow Chartist papers had ceased. 

During this period it supported Cawplete 3uttragisn, ecanamic ref or* 

and secular ed cation. In 1856 it resumed the alms of the Hjy = 

AILWM az ccntim" till 1875. 

The s+w um begun in 1825, During the agitation for the 

Reform 8111 it tended to take a Whig stance, which it continued after 
ýýý 

1832, always advocating that the Whig goverment be given a fair chance* 

As its editor, Robert Malcolm, began to adopt more left-wing politiae, 

"o too did the Scots Time.. After the Grand Radical De ozatration in 

May 1838 it became a supporter of universal suffrage, and from then on 

it vas a halt-Chartist paper, though it ras always to the right of 

Nalco3m1s other completely Chartist paper, the Scoottti_hr_Patriot. 
(5) 

It 

c "od Publication in 1841. 

The Sag&ah &g ore_ere_ ga e, tt. (1837-0) iiu the organ of Peter 

M, a msis ('loyal Peter, of the Political Union). Though professing 

radical via it tsndrd to be alarmed bfr Chartim and supported Corn 

(j) Uniort mate], y the Mitchell Library has since mislaid the vole e con- tiiniIIg the issues 1831-$. 
Jk e. g. Scots Tiaea. 13 April 1833" 
$ The Scot 4ph Pi tric t is considered hilly in lap. V below. 
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law repeal. When it came to the crunch', its politics had more in 

common with that of men of property than of working-dass radicals. 

From 6 January 1849 to 3 August 1850, it continued its existence under 

the title of the fietormers Gasehe. 

Though the 9coý_ttiah G Xdi n arrived on the scene during the Reform 

Bill agitation (17 January 1832) and supported the Bill, it$ prima inter- 

est was religion. As befitted a paper which was always edited by a 

minister (the first being the Rer. George Lewis author of 9co 

it tended to assess all issues in terms of 

their relevance to religion. It continued till 1$61. 

The was fotmdad in 1843, also by a minister, the Rev. John 

3dth, author of Mn Grieyaaci of t Working CSsasas and claimed to 

represent all leading Diss. ntors" It was a liberal, humanitarian paper 

which campaigned for improved local housing, effective poor laws, factory 

reform# Corn Lou repeal and Complete Suffragisa. It was reasonably suc- 

0. estul and lasted till 1864. 

The beim in 1825 embodied a plc liberalip. Evozi 

this liberali. sd however tended to mans after the Reform Bill had become 

law and by the time of its dmis0 on 24 June 1835 its views had more in 

common with Peelite Conservation than with liberalism. 

The following table give. some idea of oirculatioa figures. In 

assessing the ep it has to be romembered that the figures refer to the 

number of stamps purchased. While no hubt, there wore times when a 

paper purahas. d a larger number of stamps than it needed, to give the 

impression of a greater circulation, nowrtheless, the figures probably 

represent a fairly accurate picture of the circulation. Attention 

should also be directed to the total number of stases purchased in each 

ti_ period. These ranged fram 6,408 in the period JamvU7 to June 
1837 (of which the accounted for ?, 536 or 39.6 per cent) to 16,078 
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in the period April to June 1842 (of which the acoomtsd for 3364 

or 21 per cent). To attain sane idea of the readership involved, these 

figures should be sultýi. plisd by anything bet "= six and tea, for nwa- 

Papers were pass. d frt hand to hand. 

cu rºrioýt OF a ASWW NEWAPERS 1837-43 

Paw 
Jan. - 
June 
1837 

Jan. - 
Mar. 
1839 

Jan. - 
Mar. 
1810 

Jan. - 
Dec. 
181.1 

April- 
June 
1842 

Jul. - 
Dec. 
1842 

April- 
Jurte 
1843 

Herald .... 2538 3076 3500 30M 3824 3355 3384 
Courier .... 400 846 769 804 1025 1012 1025 
Constitutional -- 519 884 600 1230 884 1061 
Scottish guardian 600 1442 1307 1300 1153 754 1153 
Mail .... -- -- 461 400 230 461 230 
Scotch Ref re 

Gssstts .. 1000 2365 2461 2400 353.8 4624 3538 
Argus .... 550 1200 807 1050 1000 1000 1076 
Chronicle .. 300 513 455 400 539 492 487 
Scats Time .. 170 385 115 300 .. " ..,. """. 
Saturday vv. oina 

Post .. of 200 1346 1307 1200 3309 3407 3600 
Journal .... 150 308 238 300 230 269 
Citizen 

.. of - 2153 
2153 

Scottish Patriot -- 1346 -- 950 4m. mp. 
New Libsntor .. 500 --" -- -- -- -- -- 

ToUl. stops 6408 13W 13,304 12,700 16,078 16,258 16,014 
Haight 

Gowns, aaLdl* P. 170 

ml followit Table and chart dim «trau how suaoasful the main 

, 0)s papsn wry in attracting advertising (ligur4m in pwc4at* 
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Herald Courier 
constitu- 
tional 

Scotch 
omen 

Gazette 
Chronicle 

gipping .... 33 31 4 15 2 13 2 
Real. Prüperty .. 30 13 4 8 15 20 10 
Goods .... 25 5 4 5 14 35 12 
Businessas .. 33 6 7 7 20 24 3 
Publications .. 40 11 16 10 16 4 3 
Professional .. 9 15 23 16 9 10 18 
E tertainzents 22 17 7 12 16 18 8 
situut Ions .. 42 8 6 11 12 16 5 
Legal .... 32 18 6 5 18 13 8 

Cowan, . cit, p. 168 

The successfully attracted most sections of the comnwityt its 

only 'failure' occurred with the professional category. The Co ;, as 

might be expected from its championing of feat Indian trade won strong 

support from the shipping interest (though the Herald still had the largest 

share). The Hal3ja and Cow!: LOE together camsnded 64 per cent of all ship- 

ping advertising. The t best custaner was the business elesent# and 

the Scotch Ref o goglU. s general goods. 
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The following list gives the main Glasgow papers of the period, 

their dates of existence where known, and where the paper can be con- 

sulted if it is still available. In relation to the Mitchell Library's 

holdings, it should be pointed out that their newspaper cataloguing 

contains some inaccuracies: often they possess more issues of a paper 

than the catalogue suggests. This can only be ascertained through a 

process of requesting a paper for any year that it is known to have 

existed, whether or not the catalogue suggests the Library holds that 

year's issue. 

The egx Arma 1833-47 (available, Mitchell Library, Glasgow). 

The 21m aor Chromale 1810-57 (available 1811-33,1838-43, Mitchell 
Library; 3 Jan. 1844-30 Dec. 1857, 
British Museum Newspaper Repository, 
Colindale). 

The jjla ow Cog 1842-? 1865 (available 6 Jan. 1844-30 Sept. 1865 
(Wanting 1847), Colindale). 

The GlAmaom Constitutional 1835-55 (available 1835-47, Mitchell Library; 
5 Jan. 1844-13 Sept. 1855, Colindale). 

The Glastow Courier 1791-1865(6) (available 1791-1859, Mitchell Library). 

The G1aaeow £v -finer 184" (available 1844-63, Mitchell Library; to 
3 Sept. 1864 Colindale). 

Th. 

Kitch U Library; 1846-18 June 1870, 
Colindals). 

The M"su w Free Press 1823-35 (available 23 Jan. 1823-4ý 29 Mar. 1825-30, 
1832-5, Mitchell Library . 

The a a.. tn r Hsi" 1805- (available generally)* 

The ifi uý+ J *ý 1755-? 1859 (available 1835,1841-3, Kitchell Library; 
4 Jan. 1844-9 April 1846, Colindale). 

The 23 Jan. 1847-17 April 1847 (available, Colindale). 

The ty rator ? 1832-8 (available 26 Oct. 1836, Colindale). 

The bail 20 July 1839-Dec. 1844 (available 3 Jan. -25 Dec. 1844, Colindale). 

The wtA"i 4 MAY 1844.8 April 1846 (available, Colindale). 

N Unfortunately the Mitchell Library has mislaid the volume containing 
these issues. 
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The N Liberator 13 Nov. 1837-? 1839 (unavailable). 

14 April 1847- 
I 

The Rad1. Gal 1836 (una &ilable). 

The aca .h Reformers gase, tt_ 1837-48 (continued as tea) 
(available 1838-48, Mitchell Library). 

The to Ti+ 1825-41 (available 1825-28 May 1833,1835-6,1837-41, 
Mitchell Library). 

The sýý±± i sh "iý.; 1832-61 (available 1832-9,1844,1847-61, Mitchell 
Libraryl 2 Jan. 1844-Dec. 1861, Colindale). 

The -iah Patriot 1839-41 (available 1839-40, Mitchell Library 
1839-41 National Librarý, Edinburgh). 

9iottish Tie. a 4 Nov. 1848-10 May 1849 (available, Colindale). 

The Trades Advocate ? 1832-? (unavailable) 

The Mitchell Library Glasgow and the British Museum Newspaper Repository 
at Colindale are the two main repositories of Glasgow newspapers. Occas- 
ional issues however can be found in other libraries e. g. The National 
Library of Scotland, Edinburgh. 
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tßlasgow Political Union. 

F. aiow citisensI 

At a susnt likes the present, when the public peace is in 
im®inent danger on the one hand, and our Political and Social 
Rights in jeopar4 on the other, we are loudly called upon to 
adopt the most praapt and efficient measures for the security 
of both. An extensive organisation of the People saust be 
established, otherwise no moral influence will be found adequate 
to restrain outrage and tusult, and no means available for the 
energetic expression of Public Opinion in case of emergency. 
Two Associations, indeed, already exist. But the one, although 
not ncsinally, is in reality, exclusive of all but the Wealthier 
Classes; and the other, expressly subservient to the interests 
of the Operative Portion of the Co "pity. It would therefore 
seen necessary to fora a purely Popular Association, where all 
distinctions of Caste, too long and Rost invidiously kept up to 
effect the basest purposes, shall be forgotten. No oblogt' is 
meant, either towards the Refore Association or the Trades' 
Political Union. Each of these bodies has been productive of 
very considerable benefit to the Public, and both have claim 
upon our gratitude. 

With the prospect before our eyes, however, the umhappy 
prospect, of the re-rejection of the Minister al Measure, the 
support of which has endeared the Sovereign to his people, it 
is obvious that neither of these Institutions can be regarded 
as an Organ of the Public Mind. Another adverse majority in 
the Lords may be sufficient to render our flourishing City a 
scene of disgraceful pi12aae and corºfusion. What would avail 
in the burst of popular fury the voice of even hundreds of 
disunited, or but partially organised individuals? 

Let it be readF to act in time, and act as one Manj - 
Let every one who has marked the pernicious effect of Clerical 
and Aristocratical insolence, blend his little distinctions in 
the con weal, by enrolling his Nanu with the Thousands of 
his Countrymen, who have devoted themselves to the Sacred Cause! 
Here, Wealth and Rank may be lost eight of amidst higher and more 
important considerations, but they will only be merged in the 
glory of a Camwv Name, which shall operate as a Charm - as a 
Nucleus of Concord to the Friends of Freedom, and a Curb upon 
the frtisa= of m. sorder, and the Ehedes of our liberties. 

LET AG A30OW POLITICAL UNION 

start in honourable rivalry of the Noble Union of Sirndnghamj 
iat similar objects be kept in view, name4v the eradication of every 
Public Abuse& whether general or local, as well as the assertion of 
our unalienable Rights and Privileges, and our exertions must be 
crowned with success 9 ... 

Jaaes Tumor f 

Fret C 19 Nov. 1831. 
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TrarAarib. d from 392ta Tuna.. 24 July 1832, 

PE TICSý3 FOE üffi 1832 E[. BCTIC 

supplies to be stopped unless salaries and supers nnuatiorýs of 
public servants be put an sms footing, as if employed in ccm 
son business - unless these salaries be fixed, and independent 
of fees - unless promotions in aroW and navy be better ordered 
- and unless all half-pay officers be taken into employment 
before azq new be taken on. 

Old Taxes to be abolished - Assessed taxes, fls, tages, taxes ors 
paper and newspapers, all duties on provisions, all duties on 
rw materials - differences of duties on But and West Indian 
produce, difference of duties on Baltic and N. American timber, 
all caster and excise paid by the middle and working classes, 
an duties operating as bounties or restrictions on trade. 

New taxes to be established - articles of lwmx7 to be taxed 
by an tinvariable ruler so framed that no such articles no 
exonsratedl - public finds to be taxed. 

Old laws to be abolished - Corn Imo, gars law, septennial 
parliaments* entail laws entirely, - church patronage, Scotch 
(sic) burgh system, privileges of Cam issioneri of Supply, 
prosent law respecting publicans, laces respecting heritable 
pa perty, to be put on same footing as moveable, capital 
punishsent except for murder, flogging in sx and navy. 

New Laws - Triennial Parliaments, vote by ballot, crown lands 
to be sold only by public soup, properly advertised, local 
judges to be established under entirely neu regulations, 
ambers of cas dtteee on private bills in parliament to be 
sworn, trustees on roads to make their accounts public, all 
electors to be qualified to be appointed road trustees, no 
local bill to be brought into parliament, unless sanctioned 
by local public meeting, town councils and magistrates to be 
appointed by burgesses or householders, poor lass in Ireland 
on sacs principle as Hbalsnd, Scotch clergy to be appointed 
by ocm unicated members of churroh. 

Other now laws for trade - Free Trade to India, China, every 
monopoly and restriction to be abolished, slavery in British 
colonies to be abolished, otherwise to give up connexion with 
these colonies, India to be taxed and otherwise legislated for 
by Reformed Parlianents - state of working classes to be con- 
sidered, especially of such as without atV fault of their own, 
but entirely by improvements in machinery, have been thrown out 
of Guplayxsnt,. 
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tfon ured Sir, w We, the 1 eigen d Conservative operatives of 

Glasgow, at the instigation of the several kirk sessions from which we 

receive charity, and the employers who have threatened to turn us off 

if we refuse, beg leave on banded knees, and with uplifted hands, to 

approach your worship's honour and glory. 

we laaow that you took oftioe under and supported Castlorsaugh, 

who, in 1812, railed at "our ignorant iaypatience of taxation". 

We know that you were in office during the whole of the tide when 

spies were sent out by the Sowrnýnt to take advantage of our sissry 

. r4 a.. Pßir, to urg. ,m on to ent rps, as wUch c' st -im* of ow follow- 
operatives their lives. 

We know that you Were one of those who agreed to thank and reward 

the praises of the Manchester Magistrates, who ordered our fallow-. ufferers 

to be sabred and trampled under horses' hoots, for daring to complain. 

And knowing all these things, we cannot fail to have the mat 

Implicit oo tfidsncs in your justice and alamcq, and pray that you 

my be long preserved to reign over use t 

_____ 
29 Doc. 1836 
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Augustus Hardin Bsaam moat came to H und trc* Jamaica in the 

spring of 1835 and di. d at the and of Jaºnusry 1838. Francis Place 

said of Beaumont that this eccentricities saati is bordu-od upct 

____ tyt. 
(l) 

Bss ont had a varied careers he became a critic 

of colonial slavery; he established a nt*bar of newspapers in 

Jamaica] he joined the National. Guard in Paris after the July 

Revolution. 

In EnrUnd he was bristly associated with the L. W. M. A. in its 

early stages. In 1836 he founded The Radical0 a newspaper devoted 

to freed= of the press and universal suffrage. He stood for 

Newcastle upon Tins in the radical interest in the General E action of 

July 1637, and though he had won on a show of hands at the husting., 

he came bottom of the poll. He was very active in the Newcastle 

area. On 21 October 1837 he launched the N0 liberator which 

was an important radical publication. 

During the short timt he was in Britain, he was active in radical 

causes throughout the country usua3 y to be found making emotive 

speech*** 

(1) Add. Mss. 7781.9 f. 32 quoted in Mahl, CDC. P. 237. 
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PR _THE OM s , M1U2 

"w*, the w4. rsig edi ambers of t Short Time Committee, appointed 

by the Opsrativ.. of the city of Glasgow and surrounding districts, hereby 

represent unto you, Camaissionero named by his majesty's Gorwrraaent, in 

virtue of a resolution of the House of Commons, "to collect further evi- 

dancs on the labour of children in Factories". 

That, viewing such a Comdssion, after tic evidence already adduced, 

to be unjust, partial, unprecedented, unnecessary, and delusive, we felt 

it our duty to lodge a formal protest against the proceedings of his 

ftjestyts confidential advisers, in councilling our gracious Sovereign 

to protract the sufferings of so many thousands of his loyal subjects. 

That, from these considerations, enumerated in that protest, we had 

determined to avoid all connexion with the C=mission= but respect to 

his Msjestyts authority, and an anxiety on our part to satisfy our fellow- 

countrymen as to the extent of our sufferings, induced of to tender every 

assistance in our power to procure a fair and open investigation of the 

merits of the came. That you, the Co-iesionners, having decided to take 

the evidence on which your Report is to be founded, without allowing us 

the privilege of being present at the e amination of the witnesses adduced, 

a course unknown in l. aw, and savouring more of the proceedings of a Spanish 

inquisition than a British court of inquiry, we hereby protest that we, or 

any of our constituents appearing before you, shall not be held as approving 

of your conduct; but nevertheless, we shall be at full liberty to bring 

the we under the notice of Parliament, and to supply such defects in the 

evidence as cannot fail to occur under such a novel and illegal node of 

conducting a judicial investigation. ' 

From the me quoted in ýjL. SAY: i'lýiB, 4 Jw e 1833. 
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This does not stand to be a ocaprehaisivs list of works avail. 

able, or consulted, but only of those which proved to be most useful 

for or fie. 

1. OFFICIAL iQ&M= 
(s) P 

(a) PAMS 

P. P. 1832 706) 1V Labour of Children in Factori. a. 
P.?. 1ß33 450) XX Sqloya«t of ( ildr. in Factorise. 

Royal Commission First Report. 
Pop* 1833 (519) ZU Employment of Children in Factories. 

Royal Casissioa Second Report. 
P. P. 1834 450) ME SuppleMAtary Report Part II. 
P. P. 1834 167) UI $11pp1mentaiy Report- 

Pope 1836 254) XLV Returns relating to the Dop1oyment of 
Children in Mills and Factories. 

P. P. 1836 (483) XLY Copy of Regulations issued by Lao. Homers 
Brq. i Inspector of Factories. 

P. P. 1837 (67) L Rules and Regulations issued by the 
Factory Inspectors. 

P. P. 1837 (74 7n Directions to Factory Inspectors. ) 
P. P. 1837 (219 L Letters, orders, Regulations stao 

issued by Factory I spectors in conse- 
quence of Directions issued by Secretary 
of State Mar. 1837. 

P. P. 1839 (42) ßiII Educational Provisions of the Factory 
Act. Factory Inspectors' Reports. 

P. P. 1835 342) XL 
P. P. 1836 78) ILV 
P. P. 1837 73) I= 
P. P. 1837-6 (119) (131) ZZYIII 
P. P. 1837-8 (612) XLY 
P. P. 1839 139) 201 III 
P. P. 1840 2]. 8) 261 mix 
P. P. 1äb1 294) I 
Pope 1841.3342 Sess. 11) VI 
pope 1842 ) (410) J=I 
P. P. 1843 429? ( 52'3) um 
P. P. 1644 52k (583) XXVIII 
P. P. 1845 639 XIV 
P. P. 1646 681. (721) XX 
P. P. 1847 779 (ý) IV 
P. P. 7.847-8 (900) (957) XXVI 
P. P. 1840 (203) Z Act for tim Regulation of Mills and Factories. 

Select Committee First Report# minutes of 
evidence oto. 
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P. P. 1840 (227) X Second Report 
(314) X Third Report 
J 334) X Fourth Report 
419) Z Fifth Report 
504) I Sixth Report 

P. P. 1841 56) IX Select Committee Report. 
P. P. 1842 380) XV Children's Employment (Hines). Royal 

Commission First Report etc. 
P. P. Part II 2 Feb. -24 Aug* 1843 (432) XV 

Children's Employment Cocamission. 
Appendix to the Second Report of Coup. 
mission Trades and Manufactures. 

P. P. 1834 (556) 1 Hand-loom Weavers So C. Report. 
P. P. 1835 (341) XIII Select Ccasnittes Minutes of Evidence 

etc. Hand Loom Weavers. 
P. P. 1835 492 XIII Analysis of Evidence 
P. P. 1839 

(159 
XLII Reports from Assistant Hand-loom Weaverst 

Cc fission. Scotland, foreign. 
P. P. 1841 (296) Y Hand-Loan Weavers Royal Comission Report* 
p. P. 1835 State of the Irish Poor in Great Britain 

Report 1835- 
P. P. 1836 (32) XXIII Municipal Corporations Scotland. Local 

Reports Part II. Glasgow to Wigton. 
P. P. 1837-38 (488) VIII Reports from S. Co Combinations of 

Workisn. 
P. P. 1837-8 (715) VII Education in Scotland. 3. C. Report. 
P. P. 1842 (H-L) XZVI Sanitary Condition of the Labouring 

Population. Poor Law Co reissioners 
(Be Chadwick) Report. 

P. P. 1842 (H-L) XXVIII Sanitary Condition of the Labouring 
Population - Scotland. 

P. P. 1847-8 (565) VIII Part III S. C. Monetary Policy, 
Cornsrcial Distress. 

(b) HAII, 3ARD N. 3. Vols. XXII-UV; 3rd ser. Vol*, 1-C. 

(a) 1831 CHNSU3 REPORT 

(ii) BLL= 

(a) WHO 1E 
_ 

OFFICE 
,c 

ORBI PJDBý1CE 

H. O. SCOTLAND 

Leiters and Correspondence 

H. O. 102/40 
102/41 
102/42 
102/43 
102/44 
102/45 xiscellaaeoua Correspondence 
102/47 Religious Liberty 
102/49r 
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Entry Hooks 

H. O. 103/6 
103/7 
103/8 
103/9 

103//u 

ktrr Books Criw & 

H. O. 104/7 
104/6 
1104A0 
104/11 

H. o. 40/ Tb. Radical $oVI Mt for Parli... ntary 
Refoi . 

1.3 

Scottish Miscellaneous 1839. 
Scottish lac llas ou lam. 
Xisc llansous 18i13-55. 

x. o. 40 
41/0 
Mo 

11.0. /9 Iatt rad Pa. r. 4% 

1d3-, 1.839. 
MMM 

H 11 M 

lattem and Pape= 
1! MM 

Anti Corn Law Prtitioar. 
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H. O. 45/266 M artists 1W Scotland. 
45/267 Kisoollaabous. 

H. O. 45/im Factories. alas B1saob Wortes. 

H. O. 48/28 I me Officers (Reports and Corr spond. noe ) 
wNNNn 48/29 
MNwNn 48/30 

wwnwn 48/31 

H. O. 119/10 
119/15 
119/16 
119/17 

worts an Civil Cu... 
Law Officers kiscsliansow. 

RNM 

nnn 

H. 0.19/5 Prtitio ux 
19/6 
19/`l 

(b) I=RD M 

AD 2/ö 
AD 2/9 
AD 11/`1 
X13 

AD 5$/A 

1837 R Court Indi. ota nt. 
1838 ann 
Ni. osllansou. Letter Books. 1836-459 

nnn 1840""41. 
nnn 1845-49. 

1830-46 Lists of Agent-41 for Poor and Reports 
an application for benefit of Poor's Roll. 
1947-49 Court of Justiciary - Northern Circuit. 
1939-47 Sheriff Court.. 
1836-41 Registration Appeal Courts. 
1840-50 Casission of Peace C sgow. 
1842-47 Police Services. 
1840-49 Polios 3erviaes. 
1842.46 Vagrancy eta. 
1847 Pauper Relief. 
18 Riots and Civil Disorder - Chartisa. 
1nnnnG. 
1847 Poor La+. 
1847-6 Poor Tact. 
1844-49 Prisons. 
1830-48 Marriage. 
1846-49 Births' Marriages eta. 
1847-49 Public Health. 
1847-50 Public Health. 
1834-47 Electoral Iav. 
1äw0 nn 
1841 na 
1* 40 nn 
1847 Education. 
18W-48 University of Glasgow. 
1846 Society of Antiquaries of Scotland. 
1847 National Security Savings Bank of Glasgow. 
1899-47 Friendly Societies. 
1*39-42 nn 
1644-4* nw 

x These collections were "oarchscd, but proved to be unr warding. 
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AD 58/244 1835-51 Royal Scottish Acad& y. 
58/253 1836 Ham Office Letters. 
58/254 1837 n»n 
58/255 1839 »nn 
58/256 1843. n»n 
58/257 1841 nn» 
58/258 1841 n»n 
58/259 18 nnn 
58/260 1846-51 nnn 

58/261 1841-51 "»n 
AD 58/375 1830-47 warrants for Patent of Glasgow Theatre. 

2. MUM 
c") STAMPED 

Files of the following n. wspapsrs. w 

1833-47. 
sa1a 1830.3,1838-43" 
tutl2aaL 1835-47. 

(1) 1831-8,1840-5,1847-8. 
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